
  

 

 
WWBT/RICHMOND, VA 

 

QUARTERLY LIST OF PROGRAMMING PROVIDING THE MOST 
SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 

October 1 – December 31, 2016 

The following issues were identified as significant and addressed by WWBT in 
order to serve the community and act in the public interest as set forth by the 
Federal Communications Commission: 

1. Crime/Safety including crime prevention, fire safety and police conduct. 
 

2. Consumer Issues including local government issues, job opportunities and 
state of the economy. 

 
3. Education including education standards, school safety, and budget changes.  

 
4. Health including health education and awareness, healthcare for the elderly, 

parenting and family issues and affordable healthcare.  
 
5. Politics including coverage of local, state, and federal governments, elected 

officials, and elections. 
 
6. Racial Issues including coverage of cultural issues, racial diversity and 

discrimination. 
 

7. Special Coverage of topics not listed above but are of interest to the 
community. 



  

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST 
SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 
WWBT-PRODUCED PROGRAMS 

 

PROGRAM DAYS TIMES 
12 News at 4:30AM 
12 News at 5:00AM 

Monday – Friday 
Monday – Friday 

4:30AM – 5:00AM 
5:00AM – 5:30AM 

12 News at Sunrise Monday – Friday 5:30AM – 6:00AM 
12 News Today Monday – Friday 6:00AM – 7:00AM 

12 News at Noon Monday – Friday 12:00PM – 12:30PM 
12 News First at 4 Monday – Friday 4:00PM – 4:30PM 
12 News at 5:00PM Monday – Friday 5:00PM – 5:30PM 
12 News at 5:30PM Monday – Friday 5:30PM – 6:00PM 
12 News at 6:00PM Monday – Sunday 6:00PM – 6:30PM 

12 News at 11:00PM Monday – Friday  
Saturday 
Sunday 

11:00PM – 11:35PM 
11:00PM – 11:30PM 
11:30PM – 12:05AM 

12 News Today Saturday Saturday 6:00AM – 7:00AM 
9:00AM – 10:00AM 

12 News Today Sunday Sunday 6:00AM – 8:00AM 
9:00AM – 10:00AM 

Above start times may vary due to over-run of preceding sports programs. 
 
All of the above programs are locally produced news programs presenting a mix 
of news, weather, sports, and issue-related features stories.  Issue-responsive 
program segments are usually one to three minutes in duration, unless otherwise 
indicated. 
  



  

12 On Your Side 
12 On Your Side is one of the flagship franchises of NBC12. Every year, thousands 
of people avail themselves of the services of the Call 12 volunteers for help in 
answering questions and solving problems. Many of those stories are profiled on 
Diane Walker's 12 On Your Side segments. While there are not solutions for 
everything, the information provided on the problems and the solutions can 
affect all viewers. 
 
12 On Your Side Alerts 
12 On Your Side looks at possible scams that could be taking advantage of 
consumers. 
 
12 About Town 
A feature highlighting some of the events happening around the area. 
 
Acts of Kindness 
Every Tuesday at 5, NBC12 gives $300 to someone who wants to pay it forward 
to help someone or some group in need. The rules are: it can't be a relative and 
you have to pass it on within one hour.  Sabrina Squire reports on the people 
who call in, and the people they help. 
 
Call 12 
Call 12 volunteers are on location at the WWBT studios manning the phones 
weekdays from 11AM-1PM.  When the need arises, special Call 12 segments are 
aired to help distribute information and answer questions on particular subjects.  
The hotlines are opened from 5:00-6:30PM with experts in each individual 
subject manning the phones.   
 
Decision Virginia online blog at nbc12.com 
This blog features reporting on local, state, and national politics. 
 
Discount Diva/More Bang for Your Buck 
A special segment on getting the most for your money. Jennifer Warnick reports.  
  



  

Healthcast 
Healthcast is a firm commitment from NBC12 on coverage of health issues.  
Throughout the day we feature the latest from the medical and health world 
during 12 News Today, First at 4, and the 5PM newscasts. 
 
Neighborhood Health Watch 
NBC12 reports on health alerts, and some of the most common complaints in 
local doctors’ offices.  
 
PolitiFact 
In partnership with the Richmond Times-Dispatch. NBC12 presents PolitiFact. 
The segment tracks statements and advertisements put out by people holding 
and running for office in Virginia. It then determines their truth on an easy to 
understand scale. Diane Walker reports.  
 
Restaurant Report 
Have you ever wondered just how clean your favorite restaurant is?  Every Thursday 
night at 11pm, NBC12 keeps you informed of the area’s best and worst restaurants 
according to the health department.  Heather Sullivan reports. 
 
 
  



  

 
NBC NETWORK PROGRAMS 

 
Early Today Monday – Friday   4:00AM – 4:30AM 
A comprehensive look at overnight news, the day ahead, plus the latest weather 
from across the nation. Viewers can expect the latest headlines in world and 
national news, as well as regular segments on business, sports and 
entertainment. 
 
Today Show Monday – Friday   7:00AM – 10:00AM 
 Monday – Friday   11:00AM-12:00PM 
This four-hour network program provides the latest in international and domestic 
news, weather reports and interviews with newsmakers from the world of politics, 
business, media, entertainment, and sports.  WWBT provides local five-minute 
news updates at 7:26AM, 7:56AM, 8:26AM, 8:56AM, 9:26AM, and 9:55AM; and a 
one-minute traffic update at 11:26AM. 
 
NBC Nightly News Monday – Friday, 6:30PM – 7:00PM 
This half-hour network program provides reports and analysis of the day’s most 
newsworthy national and international events.  Regular features include the 
"Fleecing of America," an examination of government waste, "Making a 
Difference," profiles of remarkable individuals who help others, and "In Their Own 
Words," segments in which individuals talk about the day’s news. 
 
Dateline NBC  
The multi-night franchise, supplemented by frequent specials, allows NBC to 
consistently and comprehensively present the highest-quality reporting, 
investigative features, breaking news coverage and newsmaker profiles. 
  



  

Today, Weekend Edition Saturday, 7:00AM – 9:00AM 
 Sunday, 8:00AM – 9:00AM 
The weekend broadcasts continue the "Today" tradition of covering breaking 
news, interviewing newsmakers, reporting on a variety of popular-culture and 
human-interest stories, covering health and finance issues and presenting the 
latest weather reports. 
 

NBC Nightly News – Weekend Saturday – Sunday 6:30PM – 7:00PM 

The weekend editions of “NBC Nightly News” provide complete and timely reports 
on national and international events that take place on Saturday and Sunday. 
 

Meet the Press Sunday, 10:00AM – 11:00AM 
Every Sunday morning for over 60 years, millions of Americans tune in to get 
answers from U.S. and world leaders, and hear analysis, discussion and review of 
the week’s political events from noted journalists and experts. Acclaimed by 
conservatives and liberals, newsmakers and television critics, "Meet the Press" 
consistently makes Monday morning headlines and has become the most quoted 
television program in the world. 
 
NOTE: NBC sports programs may necessitate the pre-emption or rescheduling of 
various network news programs. 



  

SYNDICATED PROGRAMS 
 

Inside Edition Monday – Friday, 4:30PM – 5:00PM 
 Monday – Friday, 7:30PM – 8:00PM 

   Sunday, 12:05AM-12:35AM   
  
This half-hour daily newsmagazine presents a compelling mix of hard-hitting 
investigations, exclusive newsmaker interviews and incisive human-interest 
stories. 
 
 
On The Money Saturdays, 5:30AM – 6:00AM 
  
“On The Money” is a half-hour weekly series that capitalizes on the vast 
journalistic resources of the world's leading financial publication to deliver the 
most timely, in-depth information and insights about global business and finance 
in the industry. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WWBT Locally Produced Issues

4th Quarter 2016

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Politics 10/3/2016 5:00 PM DEBATE PREVIEW "He been running around all day." "Hi, this is Justin." "So we ran 

alongside of him." "One of the reasons they do these on college 

campuses is because they really like the energy and the excitement 

that college students bring." "Justin Pope is quarterbacking the 

debate for Longwood, connecting all of the dots to pull this off -- 

nearly two years in the making." 

0:02:21

Education 10/3/2016 5:00 PM FOX ES MOLD A mold remediation team removed any trace black mold, here at Fox 

Elementary this weekend, according to the assistant superintendent. 

Teachers, dealing with respiratory problems, say this has been an 

mounting problem." Parents say goodbye, as students head to 

classrooms freshly cleaned of mold on pipes and insulation.. "This is 

an old school. We know that there are lots of issues with old 

schools." Administrators took action last week...

0:01:18

Education 10/3/2016 5:00 PM MANCHESTER HAZING Police say they've been investigating since the end of September, but 

the case goes back several weeks. Right now, it's classified as an 

assault involving several juvenile male suspects and victims who are 

members of one of the school's athletic teams. At this point, it has 

been reported to police that known juvenile males assaulted, at 

times striking and " tickling" other teens who are known to them. 

0:01:25

Special Coverage 10/3/2016 5:30 PM JACKSON WARD COMMUNITY GARDEN 2:54:15 "This empty space here in Jackson Ward could soon be filled 

with fruits vegetables and plants -- it's all because of one local 

woman's efforts to bring the first community garden to this 

neighborhood 2:54:29 Those efforts-- years in the making for 

Jourdan James. He's lived in Jackson Ward for three years. Jourdan 

James 2:36:25 we wanted to give it that green space because it 

doesnt have that like many other neighborhoods in richmond

0:01:45

Health 10/3/2016 6:00 PM FOX ES MOLD 8:13:13 "The potentially hazardous black mold is gone, according to 

administrators. They tell me they've cleaned and upgraded out the 

HVAC system, so this won't be a problem in the future." Pipes and 

insulation are now stripped of what appeared to be black mold... 

Assistant superintendent Tommy Kranz says the work cost RPS 

$80,000 dollars... despite an already cash strapped operating 

budget... eight-and-a-half million less than what administrators had 

hoped for. 

0:01:55

Politics 10/3/2016 6:00 PM LONGWOOD PREVIEW "Welcome inside the debate hall. Network and cable news television 

sets above, seating for the audience below, all fixed on the stage for 

Governor Mike Pence and Senator Tim Kaine." "The format will be 

similar to Hofstra, in that there will be a question from the 

moderator and then the candidates will have an opportunity to 

respond and then there will be a discussion period facilitated by the 

moderator." 

0:01:32

Crime & Public Safety 10/3/2016 6:00 PM MANCHESTER ASSAULT CLAIM The call came in last week, but Chesterfield Police say there are 

multiple claims of violence --- from August to September. According 

to investigators, at least one victim has come forward saying he was 

assaulted by his teammates! Police say they're looking into claims 

several juvenile male suspects assaulted, "at times striking and 

ticking" .. other teens they know.. 

0:01:38

Politics 10/3/2016 6:00 PM PENCE IN ASHLAND TONIGHT "with everything coming out of NY right now with the AG saying 

Trump Foundation can no longer operate, would the campaign 

comment on that" "the only thing we can say is this, look this is dirty 

tricks by the Clinton campaign. We knew this was coming. Trump is a 

businessman, sometimes he makes money, sometimes he loses 

money. He pays his fair share of taxes, he's not going to pay more 

than that, just like anyone else. 

0:01:07

Politics 10/3/2016 6:00 PM RICHMOND MAYORAL RACE Gathering at Byrd Park Monday, some members of the Richmond 

Crusade of Voters take a stand, opposing the endorsement their 

group made just last month. (chuck richardson - richmond crusade of 

voters) 3813 "It was highly contested and the endorsement of Joe 

Morrisey was not at all unanimous." They're concerned with 

Morrisey's criminal conviction that invovled inappropriate contact 

with his then teenage office assistant whom he has since married. 

0:01:41



WWBT Locally Produced Issues

4th Quarter 2016

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Crime & Public Safety 10/3/2016 11:00 PM MISSING WOMAN PRAYER RALLY "She's been missing for seven days now. For seven days, her family 

has been sharing this picture -- trying to find 21 year old Keeshae 

Jacobs." "This is not like Keeshae and it's not like her to call nobody, 

period." "Keeshae's grandmother, other family and friends held a 

rally Sunday night at the entrance to Chimborazo Park." "This is the 

last place that Keeshae was seen and, um, we just wanted to let 

everybody know in this community, get her face out there and just 

show them...

0:01:22

Crime & Public Safety 10/3/2016 11:00 PM RICHMOND DEADLY DOMESTIC An argument inside this home woke neighbors nearby when gunfire 

rang out shattering the early morning silence settling around Hillside 

Court. Those neighbors scrambled to call 911- worrying about the 

safety of the people living inside this unit- a unit neighbors say 

housed a couple and two kids. Within moments officers got here 

armed with information into what they believed to be a domestic 

dispute- when suddenly another gunshot went off. Officers backed 

away evacuating the apartments.

0:01:12

Education 10/4/2016 4:00 PM EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION Dozens of parents and students are praising a Henrico teacher for his 

inspirational work in the classroom. Samuel Turner is the recipient of 

this month's Excellence in Edcucation award. Candice Smith 

presented the award to Mr. Turner at Holman Middle School this 

morning. For decades he has worked as a mentor for students and 

members of the Techinical Student Association. One student wrote 

that Mr. Turner supported him even when he didn't have the 

confidence to take risks at school....

0:00:47

Special Coverage 10/4/2016 4:00 PM MATTHEW IMPACT HERE (Show storm sateleite or infa-red) Travellers insurance probably 

won't cover this- it's an act of nature. Crusie lines will try to avoid it- 

rerouting ships to avoid the storm. Carnival and Royal Caribbean 

have both made changes. Martha Meade, AAA - ":53 So, it's a good 

idea to talk to your travel agent, talk to your insurance vendor, talk 

to the cruise line, 1:02 Know now what your options are and when 

you have to notify your travel company. That can make a big 

difference. 

0:01:02

Special Coverage 10/4/2016 5:00 PM AOK SHIRLEY AND DORIS SOT 22:05:37 (broll) "people have said, oh she is so derserving, i said 

i know that's what I think" IN THE SHORT WHILE I SPENT WITH 

SHIRLEY AND DORIS, IT WAS EASY TO SEE HOW MUCH THEY ENJOY 

EACH OTHER'S COMPANY (3shot us taking picture) SOT 21:59:40 

"she's a person that i can take my problems to, laugh with, we have a 

bunch of fun times together" DORIS MARVELS AT HOW HER FRIEND 

HAS BOUNCED BACK FROM A CRASH THAT TOTALED SHIRLEY'S CAR 

AND ENDED HER DAYS BEHIND THE WHEEL. 

0:02:39

Politics 10/4/2016 5:00 PM DEBATE ATMOSPHERE Driving into town on main street- you'll see groups of people holding 

signs, supporting their choice of candidate- and cheering along at 

cars. Some people living here worried there would be protestors or 

riots, but so far the area remains calm. The road leading to the 

university is lined with cones- with police helping to direct traffic. 

Just across from the debate hall sits some smaller, locally owned 

businesses all hoping to cash in on the crowds coming to town for 

tonight's debate. ...

0:00:59

Crime & Public Safety 10/4/2016 5:00 PM RVA WEEKEND AND MATTHEW Sabrina- As you can see- many of the tents for this weekend's event 

are already up! Folk Fest organizers say they do NOT anticipate 

cancelling the event, but will meet tomorrow afternoon to determine 

the best course of action. A Virginia Department of Emergency 

Management spokesperson tells me that agency is keeping a close 

eye on Hurricane Matthew- as it made landfall in Haiti. Starting 

tomorrow there will be a partial activation of the Virginia Emergency 

Support Team. 

0:00:50

Crime & Public Safety 10/4/2016 5:00 PM RVA WEEKEND AND MATTHEW While many people feel Tuesday is a little early to determine what 

the storm will be doing this weekend, VDEM says since this storm has 

the potential of impacting the Commonwealth it is taking it very 

seriously. In the meantime, while Folk Fest organizers say they don't 

plan on cancelling the event- they say some performance schedules 

could be rearranged if need be- but they're not ready to make those 

decision just yet.

0:00:55



WWBT Locally Produced Issues

4th Quarter 2016

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Crime & Public Safety 10/4/2016 5:30 PM TERRELL COLES NO CHARGES (Brent Solomon - Dinwiddie) IN 1446 "I am the only reporter talking 

one on one with the prosecutor who handled this case. why was the 

former deputy initially charged with murder and what led 

investigators to determine this is a matter of self defense." (nat 

sound with Terrell Coles) 256 "I'm good. (reporter) Are you at least 

glad the case is dropped? (coles) I'm alright my man." 

0:01:58

Crime & Public Safety 10/4/2016 5:30 PM VA MATTHEW PREPAREDNESS All eyes are on Matthew- slamming the Carribean, and projected to 

inch up the East Coast- dumping rain, and whipping it's way from 

Florida- through the outer banks. And that's why Virginians should be 

ready. (Nat pops of Andrew from noon?- if you think it helps?) 7:37 

Martha Meade, AAA- "Virginians need to remember that this si a real 

storm. It really could impact this area and if it does, it's important to 

be ready." 

0:01:49

Special Coverage 10/4/2016 6:00 PM DEBATE ATMOSPHERE There's been some concern, Curt over safety. People living here in 

Farmville are worried about protests or riots, but so far the area 

remains calm and pretty peaceful. Part of the reason- there's a lot of 

local law enforcement here, along with secret service Leading up to 

today, there have been no arrests or charges placed in connection to 

this event safety and security is a core focus for officers, as is traffic 

control so those traveling through the town and region are able to do 

so easily...

0:00:53

Education 10/4/2016 11:00 PM AMELIA FOOTBALL FIGHT "Dad says he couldn't believe his eyes... there was total chaos on the 

field... and he used his cellphone to document the whole thing..." 

CAUGHT ON CAMERA an all out brawl breaks out between Amelia 

High School and Brunswick High School football players.... "I had 

never seen anything like that...I have never been around anything 

like that." Even more scary....Danel Turner says his son was on the 

field, and ended up being one of two Amelia high school players 

singled out for punishment...

0:01:58

Politics 10/4/2016 11:00 PM PENCE CAMPAIGN STOP 15:35:27 "this is my 118th rally" Chris Temple not only supports 

trump but the gear he sells at rallies supports his own family after an 

accident forced his family business to shut down. 15:32:37 "my 

business partner was in st. louis and rear-ended an illegal alien and is 

now suing us for a million dollars" He travels around the country 

following the campaign and believes Trump and Pence will fix the 

economy.

0:01:40

Crime & Public Safety 10/5/2016 5:00 PM CLERK ATTACKED The Cary Street Mini Mart in the Fan is a routine stop for VCU 

students... 1:01:41 "I go in the store a lot for Gatorade and stuff like 

that." But a scary attack 8:30 am Wednesday... led to bloodshed 

outside the corner store, according to Richmond police. 1:19:42 "I 

want to give you an idea of the neighborhood surrounding the Cary 

Street Mini Mart here. You can see all the homes that line the block. 

I'm told many students live in these apartments. 

0:01:30

Crime & Public Safety 10/5/2016 5:00 PM HENRICO BOND REFERENDUM when responding to an emergency firefighters say the time it takes 

to get there could make a life-saving difference. In Henrico, fire 

fighters say there are two areas in the county they are having trouble 

getting to as quickly as they would like. The solution? They tell me 

that's building two brand new fire stations. the 22.1 million dollars is 

up for a approval next month...along with millions of dollar in capital 

projects to improve henrico's schools, libraries, roads, and parks. 

0:01:36

Crime & Public Safety 10/5/2016 5:00 PM MATTHEW TRAVEL PLANS Curt/Sabrina- The Virginia Department of Emergency Management 

says the Commonwealth isn't out of the woods yet. This storm has 

changed tracks and it could change tracks again. Right now, this 

storm is affecting areas south of us. We caught up with families who 

were heading up 95 looking for higher ground. Kathy Stubbs is from 

Fripp Island, which is in between Savannah and Charleston. People 

there had to be off the island by noon today.

0:01:17

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/5/2016 5:00 PM OYSA EXPLODING IPHONE (Tore'an Harris, Customer) "I don't know what i would have done if 

something would have happened to him (wipes face)" Tore'an Harris 

gets emotional every time she thinks about the frightening incident 

when her iPhone exploded. It happened last month near her one 

year old son, Sir'Royal. (Tore'an Harris, Customer) "He was just 

holding it as if he was talking on the phone with someone." She says 

she heard the phone make a ding and told him to give her the phone.

0:01:59



WWBT Locally Produced Issues

4th Quarter 2016

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Crime & Public Safety 10/5/2016 5:00 PM SEARCH FOR KEESHAE Official is the key word here because investigators have gotten tips 

the Richmond woman was possibly spotted in 

Dinwiddie...Nottoway...even Victoria. But those tips have not led to 

Jacobs. So today, crews were right here because they know with 

certainty she was in this area before she disappeared. Take a look at 

the search crews in action. Piedmont Search and Rescue working at 

the request of Richmond Police to find Keeshae Jacobs. 

0:01:49

Crime & Public Safety 10/5/2016 5:30 PM DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PHONE HELP "The numbers are staggering. In 2015, 25 percent of all homicides in 

Virginia were domestic-related. Experts say in most cases, domestic 

violence was prevelent in the relationship before the homicide." "It 

can leave scars, both seen and unseen, that last a lifetime." "Today 

Attorney General Mark Herring announced a plan to help survivors of 

domestic violence -- saying many times, survivors don't know where 

to turn to for help."

0:01:54

Crime & Public Safety 10/5/2016 6:00 PM HENRICO BOND REFERENDUM On November 8 voters will have the chance to approve funding for 

projects all across Henrico county, including here at the fire 

department. They say $22 million would help them build two new 

stations that would help them improve how quickly they can get to 

your home during an emergency. When responding to an emergency 

(nat of fire truck door closing) every minute counts. (nat of fire truck 

pulling out) 

0:01:37

Crime & Public Safety 10/5/2016 6:00 PM MISSING WOMAN Because being quiet wont lead to answers.... (136 - nats of staple) .... 

They're hitting the streets. (charkira boone - cousin) 251 "Hopefully 

this brings her home." This 19 year old doing her part to find her 

cousin Keeshae Jacobs, who no one's seen in 9 days. (charkiraboone - 

cousin) 304 "I don't want to see her mother going throught his and I 

don't even want us going through this." Investigators say Keeshae 

was last seen at Chimborazo Park. 

0:01:25

Politics 10/5/2016 11:00 PM CHRIS DEBATE REAX Our cameras were rolling as Virginia's own Senator Tim 

Kaine...greeted by cheering supporters...made his way here to 

Longwood University for the vice presidential debate... "Well I think 

it puts Virginia in the spotlight which is a very good thing, but we are 

also a state that could still go either way." Former Virginia Gov. Jim 

Gilmore feels the Pence-Trump ticket can still win Virginia....

0:01:28

Politics 10/5/2016 11:00 PM DEBATE REAX "when the schools closed, I had to go away. I went away at 11 years 

of age from my mother." As a young child this Farmville native was 

forced to leave her family in order to get an education. "I went to 

Baltimore, and my aunt took me in. I was the only girl in the family 

and she wanted to make sure I finished school." For this great 

grandmother it isn't about picking a side...

0:01:21

Special Coverage 10/6/2016 4:00 PM GRAFITTI CHURCH HILL HOUSE It's a canvas of contempt, that spares few. Democrats may want to 

take a detour... With no love for liberals here. Scandals in spray-

paint, and in decor, donning this home. Neighbors say the guy who 

lives here is behind it all. And he actually pulled up behind us, and 

telling the man in our interview, to go home. So we have the scene 

now, and then. The man who lives here, architect Steve Morris, told 

our reporters three years ago...

0:01:33

Politics 10/6/2016 5:00 PM CALL 12 CHAMBER RVA On October 17- Diane and I, along with Craig Carper of WCVE, will be 

moderating a debate between Richmond's top five mayoral 

candidates. Chamber R-V-A is hosting the debate at the Altria 

theater. But we want "you" to have a voice in this debate.. That's 

why members of the Chamber are staffing our call 12 lines right now. 

We want your ideas on what questions we should ask the candidates. 

The debate will feature Jon Baliles, Jack Berry, Joe Morrissey, 

Michelle Mosby and Levar Stoney...

0:01:28

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/6/2016 5:00 PM RVAP FAMILY BUS Rockin' Baby is a company run by busy Richmond mom, Kathryn 

Wiley. She sells children's clothes and slings- but follows the one for 

one motto, like the well known shoes, Toms. When someone buys 

one of her products- she gives one away. 10:08:02 Kathryn Wiley - "I 

love the idea that the more you buy, the more you can give. 10:8:14 I 

think that using capitalism to make a difference is amazing." She has 

donated the company's products around the world- in Haiti and 

Uganda. 

0:01:53



WWBT Locally Produced Issues

4th Quarter 2016
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Special Coverage 10/6/2016 5:30 PM 12 AT FOLK FESTIVAL Last year this festival attracted more than 200,000 people to 

downtown Richmond's riverfront to celebrate the roots, richness and 

variety of American culture through music, dance traditional crafts, 

storytelling and food. The Richmond Folk Festival has become one of 

Virginia's largest and most-loved events of the year and has been 

voted as the best musical festival in Richmond several years running.

0:01:35

Special Coverage 10/6/2016 5:30 PM BRIDE CANCELS WEDDING 927 "you wake up this morning supposed to have a whole different 

feeling than its just another day" Months of planning couldn't 

prepare this myrtle beach bride for what she was about to face -

Hurricane Matthew forcing its way to the coast, forcing her to cancel 

her wedding 727 "my family was already here, they were staying in 

garden city and they actually had to evacuate today, they made them 

leave. So they wouldn't have been able to come" 

0:01:32

Politics 10/6/2016 6:00 PM DIXON MONEY (brent solomon - petersburg) 6 in 2208 "I got my hands on the 

former police chief's contract. Even though he was let go, it details 

what he is and is not entitled to." See for yourself. Petersburg's 

former top cop John Dixon inked a deal with then City Manager 

William Johnson - who was also fired. Dixon's contract says "in the 

event of involuntary termation....he shall be entitled to payment 

equal to 6 months of his salary."

0:01:42

Special Coverage 10/6/2016 6:00 PM HURRICANE TRAVEL 3:21:23-28 gaffin: yeah, that's it for Orlando  (knock on board) gotta 

get lucky! Todd Gaffin was watching and waiting most of the 

afternoon, hoping he'd be able to get home  3:19:34.00-40 Gaffin: At 

first everybody was like it's not going to be that bad, but everybody 

by the hour is like .. this is getting serious. Gaffin was in town for 

business, but had to cut his meeting short as Hurricane Matthew 

intensified. Matthew is shutting down airports around South Florida- 

Fort Lauderdale...

0:01:30

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/7/2016 4:00 PM GRTC PULSE BUSINESS You can't miss all the construction on Broad Street these days and 

business owners along this stretch are shall we say not pleased,  

"Well people can't park. They see all this construction and they say 

well we'll be back." Crews are doing utility work for a new bus rapid 

transit project called GRTC Pulse," meantime retailers like Charles 

Brown reminding customers he's still open for business  

0:02:01

Special Coverage 10/7/2016 5:00 PM FOLK FESTIVAL Curt/Sabrina- The weather's not keeping people away Tonight's 

event doesn't officially start for another hour yet, but already people 

are coming to make sure they get the best seat in the house. Take a 

live look here- the tents are up and food vendors are in place. This is 

the 12-year for the folk fest. It is happening rain or shine. There are 8-

stages, 6 of them are under tents. 

0:01:22

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/7/2016 5:00 PM MBFYB HALLOWEEN CANDY Reese's Cups, Snickers, Kit Kats and Twix. All coveted candy in my 

house and for the generous people who hand it out, here are several 

ways to bring down the cost. Everyone's getting amped for 

Halloween and now is an ideal time to buy. Prices don't tend to go 

lower than they are right now. If you buy a lot of candy, this is one of 

those times to go to your warehouse club instead of shopping online. 

Costco has huge pallets of name brand candy.

0:01:27

Crime & Public Safety 10/7/2016 5:00 PM MUSEUM DISTRICT CRIME Neighbors on Kensington tell me the crime has gotten to out of 

control they are actually afraid to leave their cars on the street 

overnight. Michelle Barrett bought her home on Kensington, in what 

she says the thought was a safe, quiet neighborhood. but she says in 

the past year crime has ramped up. she says there's been cases of 

vandalism, slashed tires, even a stolen vehicle... The soft top of 

Michelle's own jeep was sliced into, so thieves could steal change 

from her car. 

0:02:29

Crime & Public Safety 10/7/2016 5:00 PM OBX MATTHEW "People here in the Outer Banks are pretty calm ahead of the storm, 

knowing that the bulk of it should stay south or out to sea. But they 

are bracing for some very choppy surf this weekend and the 

potential for a lot of rain. Up and down the beach there are No 

Swimming signs posted but that did not stop some surfers we saw 

today." "it's like the normal storms we get all year long, so we 

haven't really seen anything." 

0:02:00
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Special Coverage 10/7/2016 5:30 PM MAN CAN NOW HEAR CLEARLY nats Keith Steele just received Beltone's best hearing aid today. You 

can see the difference it's making. 15:20 (Keith Steele/Hearing aid 

recipient) man you just don't know. I feel like a million bucks. 9:55 

(Larry Steele/Keith's brother) coming up people always made fun of 

him because of his handicap. Keith has spent his life working in a 

restaurant kitchen and caring for his aging parents. 

0:01:49

Special Coverage 10/7/2016 5:30 PM SKATEBOARDING VCU COP Check this video out of a VCU Police Officer on a skateboard! 

Chandler Hopkins is a VCU student who was skating on campus while 

working on a project for class, when he was approached by VCU 

Officer Alveraz. Hopkins said he immediately thought he was in 

trouble but he couldn't believe what happened next. The officer 

asked to see his skateboard and started to do flatground tricks! 

That's when Hopkins pulled out his phone and started to record. 

0:00:57

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/7/2016 6:00 PM CAPITOL TRAIL 8:34:14*** Nats of ice*** 8:34:17 It's the beginning of the day for 

Cullen Jenkins and Bonnie Whittaker--Mother and son and owner's 

of Cul's Courthouse grille located along the virginia capital trail, in 

Charles City. 8:35:55 More nats 8:35:59 Jenkins and Whittaker 

partnered and opened here-- seven years ago. At first-- business was 

slow-- until a year ago-- with the completion of the Virginia capital 

trail. 

0:01:37

Crime & Public Safety 10/7/2016 6:00 PM DRAMATIC CAR RESCUE (dakeisha mclaughlin - survived car crash) 1223 "I thought I was 

going to lose my life right there." The sad reality that finds 22 year 

old Dakeisha Mclaughlin relieved she lived to tell the story. Although 

she barely recalls the details. (dakeisha mclaughlin - survived car 

crash) 1137 "All I remember is one guy telling me I'm going to help 

you and that's it." It was 2 A-M friday morning.

0:02:00

Special Coverage 10/7/2016 6:00 PM OUTERBANKS "It's not exactly the best day at the beach, but it's not the worst 

either. People here in the Outer Banks say they're pretty calm ahead 

of Matthew, knowing the bulk of that threat should stay south or out 

to sea." "So I think it's going to be fine, but again, I'm stocked up in 

the refrigerator -- got bottled water, got sandbags, just in case." "And 

they're keeping a close eye on the forecast -- inside Kill Devil Grill 

where Michael Pitetti works. 

0:01:44

Crime & Public Safety 10/7/2016 6:00 PM SCIENCE MUSEUM DISTRICT CRIME Neighbors on Kensington tell me they are tired on their cars being 

vandalized, broken into, even stolen. So i reached out to richmond 

police to see what they are doing to tackle these crimes head on. The 

museum district is known for it's historical homes, character and 

charm...but recently Michelle Barrett says her neighborhood is 

overrun with crime. 12:47:19 it is disconcerting, and I find it troubling 

that the residents don't feel comfortable. 

0:01:50

Special Coverage 10/7/2016 11:00 PM MATTHEW RED CROSS PREPS With Matthew moving closer to the coast tonight, Virginians are 

headed into harm's way. A small team heads to South Carolina first. 

As the Red Cross prepares more for days ahead. The team from our 

area focuses on food and shelter. Virginia Task Force One and Two 

based in Fairfax and Virginia Beach are also mobilized. But Red Cross 

volunteers could stay for even longer. As the storm could create 

catastrophic conditions.

0:01:27

Health 10/7/2016 11:00 PM RESTAURANT REPORT  report June 30. Chan's Asia Bistro at 7060 Commons Plaza had 5 

critical violations, plus 7 non-critical. The report says there were live 

roaches along the cook line and in the dish racks. It says a cooler had 

been turned off for 2 to 3 hours with food in it, and extensive 

cleaning was needed to remove grease build ups and food debris. 

nats slap July 8. It says the cooler still wasn't fixed, the roach problem 

was more evident. Chan's was told to submit a risk control plan...

0:01:54

Crime & Public Safety 10/9/2016 11:00 PM OYSA KIDNAPPING CALL KENDALL SMITH GOT THE SCARE OF HER LIFE AT HER WORK IN 

ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA, ON THURSDAY WHEN SOMEONE CALLED 

DURING LUNCH USING HER DAD'S CELL PHONE NUMBER SAYING 

HE'S BEEN KIDNAPPED. (Scott Taylor/Reporting) "So how scared 

were you?" (Kendall Smith/Victim) "I don't even think I can put it into 

words. It was kind of a shock all of a sudden. Ok.. accident you have 

my dad hostage? What?" IN OUR I-TEAM EXCLUSIVE, ...

0:01:55
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Special Coverage 10/10/2016 5:00 PM FAC TREE INTO HOUSE Take a look at these photos taken from inside the house... you can 

see the insulation that's supposed to be inside the walls. An elderly 

couple lives in this home in the 4000 block of Dorset Road in 

Richmond. We're told the tree came down on the house on Sunday 

after this weekends heavy rain and strong winds. Only the kitchen 

wasn't damanged. The couple wasn't home at the time... we're told 

the husband is in the hospital on an unrelated matter. 

0:00:47

Special Coverage 10/10/2016 5:00 PM JEFF DAVIS TREE DOWN This is what is left of the back bedroom of this house the tree 

slamming into the roof just seconds after the dad walked away from 

this spot. Inside you can see the bed where these parents sleep 

thankful the tree didn't crash through on them as they lay there 

during the night. Instead it hit Sunday afternoon as the family was 

getting ready to head to church- the damage leaving the inside of the 

home exposed to the weather, and leaving the family in the dark the 

damage knocked out the power...

0:01:06

Crime & Public Safety 10/10/2016 5:00 PM NORFOLK FLOODING Allison Norlian 9:59:52 -People living here, in this neighborhood in 

Chesapeake are dealing with water in the streets that is so high... it 

almost touches my knee caps. But it isn't stopping people from 

coming and going-- trying to go about their daily routine. 10:00:06 

Tonya Maerker couldn't drive to work today... 9:49:19 last time i 

measured it it was like 23 inches at the end of my driveway 9:49:23 

So her co-worker was forced to pick her up.

0:01:31

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/10/2016 5:00 PM SAMSUNG PHONE FIRE "I woke up to a sound it sounded like a spaceship was taking off. I 

jumped out of the bed and I noticed it was my phone, saw a red 

burst flash and then it just started to sizzle and cook, white smoke 

filled the room." Minter says he reported the phone to both Sprint 

and Samsung. He says Samsung is flying here tomorrow to run some 

tests on the phone and investigate what happened. In the meantime, 

Minter is using an older phone he had laying around. 

0:00:45

Politics 10/10/2016 5:30 PM ATHLETES ON LOCKER ROOMS Last night's debate was the most Tweeted ever, with more than 17 

million debate-related Tweets...many of those tweets, from athletes 

discussing trump's quote "locker room talk." NFL, NBA, and WWE 

stars quickly took to twitter to say while some may have 

conversations like that in the locker room the majority of athletes do 

not talk like Trump did in the 2005 video. 

0:01:22

Special Coverage 10/10/2016 6:00 PM JEFF DAVIS TREE DOWN 8:55:08 "this is the shed my dad puts his tools in for when he goes to 

work. He's put a lot of money into it over the years, and it just 

collapsed" The money and memories lost during the storm are piling 

up for this family 8:54:00 "our birth certificates, our baby pictures, 

everything for school" The family lives off Jefferson Davis Highway. 

They were getting ready for church on Sunday dad was standing in 

this room, getting ready he had just walked away when the tree 

came crashing down...

0:01:24

Special Coverage 10/10/2016 6:00 PM NORFOLK FLOODING 10:24:17 Hurricane Matthew did not spare the Chesapeake Norfolk 

area ... It left streets and neighborhoods flooded ... even homes 

flooded. in some areas, with more water than than the city has ever 

seen. 10:24:31 People traveled by truck... car... even bicycle... 

through flooded streets in this Chesapeake neighborhood... that 

could have been mistaken for a lake. 9:46:14 ive never seen anything 

like this before

0:01:33

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/10/2016 6:00 PM SAMSUNG PHONE FIRE "When Shawn Minter told us his cell was blowin' up -- he didn't 

mean he was getting a bunch of texts." "I woke up to a sound it 

sounded like a spaceship was taking off." "Not a spaceship -- his 

Galaxy. This is Shawn Minter's Galaxy Note 7 -- Samsung issued a 

recall warning the Note 7's could do exactly this and customers 

needed to get a replacement phone immediately. Well, this is the 

replacement phone -- Minter showed us the receipts to prove it." 

0:01:29

Special Coverage 10/10/2016 11:00 PM LOCAL STORM DAMAGE These pictures show just a snapshot of what power crews are dealing 

with, as they tackle power outages across the commonwealth. 

Matthew left hundreds of thousands without electricity. 330 "we do 

need to remind our customers, particularly in the Hampton Roads 

and North Carolina areas, that we're looking at a multi-day outage 

event." Here's another look -- a downed tree, tearing down lines and 

blocking three chopt road the tree falling on the driver passing by, 

miraculously able to walk away...

0:01:32
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Special Coverage 10/11/2016 5:00 PM AOK CATHY AND CHARLES NAT SOT (OASIS PKG YOUTH RALLY) CHARLES WILLIS SURVIVED 

GROWING UP ON THE CRIME PLAGUED STREETS OF RICHMOND'S 

MOSBY COURT, NOW HE'S ON A MISSION TO MAKE SURE AREA 

YOUTH DON'T FALL PREY TO VIOLENCE. NAT SOT FILE PACKAGE (FB 

PHOTOS) STRENGTHENING BONDS BETWEEN LAW ENFORCEMENT 

AND THE NEIGHBORHOODS THEY SERVE, FOSTERING HEALING 

AMONG VICTIMS OF TRAGEDY IS A 24/7 CHALLENGE FOR THE 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF UNITED CITIZENS AGAINST CRIME. 

0:02:59

Crime & Public Safety 10/11/2016 5:00 PM CFIELD POLICE FORUM Well this is your opportunity to meet with Local Law Enforcement at 

the church right behind me. We're told In light of recent events in 

our country, the Chesterfield County Police Department is hosting 

this open dialog time with our community to address any questions 

or concerns that you might have. This is a unique opportunity for you 

to meet with leaders of the Chesterfield Police department including 

Colonel Dupuis and Lt. Colonel Dan Kelly. 

0:01:03

Crime & Public Safety 10/11/2016 5:00 PM FAS MART ROBBERY Richmond Police are releasing a new picture tonight of the suspect in 

an early morning robbery. Shortly before one this morning -- police 

say a woman walked into the Fas Mart on Semmes Avenue. The 

woman approached the clerk with her hand, covered in a scarf -- but 

the clerk told police there was never any gun. The suspect got away 

with several packs of cigarettes. If you recognize the woman in the 

surveillance picture -- give crime stoppers a call.

0:00:48

Crime & Public Safety 10/11/2016 5:00 PM ROD THROUGH WINDSHIELD Typically police see rocks or road debris striking vehicles but in this 

case, a metal rod came crashing through this section of the winshield 

barely missing the steering wheel and the man sitting behind it John 

Wyatt snapped this picture just moments after the metal rod pierced 

through his windshield- he was driving down I-64 last Monday on his 

way to work, about 100 yards in front of him were two flatbed 

trucks. 

0:01:30

Crime & Public Safety 10/11/2016 5:00 PM SOERING INTERVIEW JENS SOERING WAS A STUDENT HERE AT THE UNVIERSTITY OF 

VIRGINIA..WHEN HIS GIRLFIREND'S PARENTS, WERE MURDERED. 

CHUCK RIED ONE OF THE ORIGINAL INVESTIGATORS ON THE CASE 

SAYS HE'S ALWAYS HAD DOUBTS ABOUT SOERING'S GUILT..BUT 

NOW COMPLETELY BELIEVE SOERING WAS NEVER IN THE HAYSOM'S 

HOME THE NIGHT THEY WERE KILLED.. RIED STILL REMEMBERS THE 

CRIME SCENE FROM APRIL 1985. CALLING IT ONE OF THE WORST 

HE'S EVER SEEN. AT THE TIME 18-YEAR-OLD SOERING WAS NOT 

CONSIDERED A SUSPECT.

0:02:12

Crime & Public Safety 10/11/2016 6:00 PM JENS SOERING JENS SOERING WAS A STUDENT HERE AT THE UNVIERSTITY OF 

VIRGINIA..WHEN HIS GIRLFIREND'S PARENTS, WERE MURDERED. 

CHUCK RIED ONE OF THE ORIGINAL INVESTIGATORS ON THE CASE 

SAYS HE'S ALWAYS HAD DOUBTS ABOUT SOERING'S GUILT..BUT 

NOW COMPLETELY BELIEVE SOERING WAS NEVER IN THE HAYSOM'S 

HOME THE NIGHT THEY WERE KILLED.. 1:57:27 the first thing when I 

stepped in the door it was a shock. FORMER BEDFORD COUNTY 

INVESTIGATOR CHUCK RIED VIVIDLY REMEMBERS THE CRIME SCENE 

FROM APRIL 1985. 

0:01:52

Education 10/11/2016 6:00 PM PODIUM 11:02:12 I love all of these pieces 11:02:15 Robert Edwards' reads 

some of the hundreds of poems he's written. 11:02:30 the future is 

yours she'd always say so you live and die so always pray 11:02:33 

Pray he did... And write-- while he was incarcerated for distributing 

narcotics in 2008. He wrote his first poem after finding out his father 

passed away... 10:55:04 so basically it's like a therepeautic outlet

0:01:43

Crime & Public Safety 10/11/2016 6:00 PM STEEL ROD WINDSHIELD 9:13:03 "it was all a matter of 3-4 seconds" In a flash john Wyatt saw 

this metal rod fly off the flatbed truck traveling 100 yards in front of 

him 9:10:36 "the object continued to bounce on 64 and the next 

thing I knew, it penetrated the windshield. I was on the side of the 

road and it was next to me in the car" Missing him by inches and 

happening so quickly wyatt had little time to protect himself look at 

the pictures he snapped from where he was sitting in the driver's 

seat...

0:01:46
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Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/11/2016 6:00 PM TIRE DUMPING FOLO (((nat sound techs separating tires from rim)) We checked-in with a 

few tire shops in the area near where numerous tire piles are 

popping up. Shops we paid a visit to or talked with by phone 

condemn the actions of others. (Mr. Lee - 5:26:24 "That's a bad guy. 

That's bad. No good idea." Nobody knows who they are but all say 

these individuals make them look bad when they dispose of their 

waste tires the legal way. 

0:01:50

Crime & Public Safety 10/11/2016 11:00 PM LOUISA DEADLY FIRE FOLO Kevin Jones, Son & Brother of Victims: It's devastating, I can tell you 

that much. (tears) TEARS FLOW FROM KEVIN JONES... AS 

FLASHBACKS TO HIS CHILDHOOD FLOOD THE 51-YEAR-OLD'S 

MEMORY. Jones: Just running around in this house, running around 

in the yard. Me and my sister and brother. Shew, man. THOSE 

MEMORIES ARE ALL THAT'S LEFT OF THE HOME JONES GREW UP IN 

ON BIBB STORE ROAD IN LOUISA COUNTY.

0:01:40

Politics 10/11/2016 11:00 PM SEX LIES VIDEOTAPE VOTING The race for the white house has all the elements of a made for tv 

drama talk of Sex, lies, and then there's the video tape  "I moved on 

her and I failed I did try and f*** her I'll admit it. She was married." 

Donald Trump caught on a hot mic making lewd comments about 

women,  "When I say I'm scared, and it's scary...that's what mean. I 

mean it's not a game....we really in 30 days could be electing this 

man as the president of the United States."

0:02:01

Special Coverage 10/12/2016 5:00 PM 102 YO GETS GENERATOR "at 102 years old, helen garrett was without power following the 

weekend's storm. But the community came together to help her" 54 

"we didn't have any power for two days" Helen Garrett's caretaker 

took her from store to store on Sunday to find a battery operated 

heater 118 "there was no store with them in stock" They ended up at 

the home depot on broad street where an employee named Gill 

started talking to the centenarian he didn't want to send her home 

empty-handed and powerless ...

0:01:18

Politics 10/12/2016 5:00 PM FRANKLIN GRAHAM RALLY He says upwards of 30 million Christians did not head to the polls in 

the last Presidential election. So by making a stop in Richmond today, 

Franklin Graham is hoping to encourage voters that their voice 

counts. Coming up new at 6, hear from some of the folks who 

attended today's event . Why many tell me they feeling a little more 

inspired. 

0:01:21

Politics 10/12/2016 5:00 PM FRANKLIN GRAHAM RALLY Interestingly enough he's not. Although he did make his conservative 

stance very clear on certain issues like abortion and same sex-

marriage -- Graham told hundreds of Virginians today the choice is 

yours. (FRANKLIN GRAHAM - 5620 "We can stand in a public square 

and live our christian faith. APPLAUSE.") It's that energetic and 

charismatic style of rallying the masses that led to a huge crowd 

gathering outside of Virginia's capitol to listen to Franklin Graham.

0:00:50

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/12/2016 5:00 PM OYS DAVES AUTO SPA 2:59:01 you can see on the opposite side where they ripped off those 

screw pieces are no longer there. Tim Klabunde shows me the part of 

the roof rack that was ripped off of his town and country minivan 

back in August when it went through the bay at Dave's Auto Spa on 

Hull Street. He and his family had just left church when he decided to 

get the car cleaned. 

0:01:55

Crime & Public Safety 10/12/2016 5:00 PM RTD DRIVER ROBBED 23:16:20 "We hear a car speed away very very quickly, like peeling 

out on the street." Ultimately Richmond police tracked down the 

suspects in the Toyota Prius on the Boulevard Bridge... A chase 

ensued for a few blocks... until the suspects abandoned the car by 

New Kent Avenue. Officers searched for the men with k-9 dogs... but 

so far... they're still on the run. We're told the RTD delivery driver has 

minor injuries... 

0:01:12

Special Coverage 10/12/2016 5:30 PM FOCUS ON FAITH BOAZ BOX Here at Matoaca Christian Fellowship... part of thinking outside the 

box - includes a box. 1:09:53;04(Pastor Ryan Atchison/Matoaca 

Christian Fellowship)"we knew that we needed to do something, and 

we needed to make a difference." And according to Pastor Ryan, this 

simple white, wooden box is doing just that. 1:21:34;01(Pastor Ryan 

Atchison/Matoaca Christian Fellowship)"you see we've got chef 

boyardee, beefaroni. We always have some sort of fruit in the back 

there. 

0:01:38
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Health 10/12/2016 5:30 PM FTD AWARENESS The pictures tell a story of 39 years together- Wayne and Peggy met 

at just 17, and lived the life with two beautiful daughters- and a 

retirement from a life of service in the fire department, to the 

Chesapeake Bay. They laughed often and loved large- *He* still holds 

a record for this fishing catch- but considered *her* the catch of his 

life. Until it all went horribly wrong. Wayne started cursing, moved 

out to see other women, would run away- and get angry easily...

0:02:38

Health 10/12/2016 6:00 PM 102YO GETS GENERATOR "This little generator made a huge difference- allowing a 102 year old 

woman to stay in her home following the storm" 46 "the storm we 

had was bad" Helen Garrett is talking about Saturday's storm the 

aftermath from hurricane matthew 54 "we didn't have any power for 

two days" The 102-year-old feared she would forced out of her home 

without heat or power. 800 "we wanted her to be in her place of 

comfort"

0:02:01

Politics 10/12/2016 6:00 PM FRANKLIN GRAHAM RALLY (franklin graham - president, billy graham association) 2937 "God 

hears prayer." It was like going to church outdoors.... (winstona cole - 

supporting franklin graham) 1242 "We're here to lift up God. That's 

what were doing." ....on the grounds where lawmakers make 

decisions that impact every Virginian. (franklin graham - president, 

billy graham association) 5615 "Our forefathers gave us the freedom 

of religion.

0:02:01

Crime & Public Safety 10/12/2016 11:00 PM CFIELD POLICE FORUM In light of the many national cases of officer-involved shootings... 

Chesterfield Police know many of you likely have questions and 

concerns. So, tonight --- officers made time to host an open 

dialogue... Listening to your feedback, and offering suggestions for 

the best ways to interact with the police. One point stressed 

tonight... If you have a bad interaction with police... report it.

0:00:53

Crime & Public Safety 10/12/2016 11:00 PM CH ALLEGED POLICE BRUTALITY "Lord I hope he's okay." Unsuspecting shoppers expressing utter 

shock after loved ones say Colonial Heights Police ran over Travis 

Quarels, a shoplifting suspect at South Park mall  "He literally was 

laying there not moving. He literally looked like he was dead." 

Quarels girlfriend Kierra Baker says she still can't believe this is how 

their night out shopping with her 5-year-old and 10 month old ended  

"So it definitely gets to be too much. 

0:02:15

Politics 10/13/2016 4:00 PM TRUMP SUPPORTER Jessica Leeds tells her story of a nightmare flight sitting next to 

Donald Trump... Not willing to go public, until she says, Trump flat 

out lied on the debate stage. That assertion, now in dispute. Trump's 

former campaign chair, Corey Stewart, said the 2005 comments that 

started the firestorm... Show the GOP nominee acting like a frat 

boy... Separating the candidate's actions, from his words. 

0:01:35

Special Coverage 10/13/2016 5:00 PM 9MEMORIAL Happening in about an hour ... the Chesterfield Fire Department will 

dedicate a 9-11 Memorial. The memorial, built by Joseph Short as an 

Eagle Scout project features a piece of steel from the World Trade 

Center. The memorial sits at the Enon Public Safety Training Center 

on Allied Road ... the dedication ceremony begins tonight at six.

0:00:52

Crime & Public Safety 10/13/2016 5:00 PM BELTON INVESTIGATION (brent solomon - petersburg) 5 in 2855 "NBC 12 the first to break this 

story and now you're about to hear two sides of an issue that's 

already raising eyebrows." It was September 14th, while heading to 

work in a city car, Acting Manager Dironna Belton admits to getting 

into a collission - damaging a side mirror. But here's where there's a 

discrepancy. 

0:02:07

Education 10/13/2016 5:00 PM BOND REFERENDUM PT 2 042916 Tucker High School is one of eight schools that would be 

renovated if the bond referendum passes. It was built more than 50 

years ago, and students, parents and teacher say its in desperate 

need of an upgrade. Tucker High would get a $55 million dollar face 

lift is the vote passes. the most glaring areas of improvment are the 

building's infrastrcture. rain, snow and ice eat away at the canopy 

that link the classroom buildings, and leave the electrical wires 

exposed to the elements. 

0:01:42

Special Coverage 10/13/2016 5:00 PM RVAP PUMPKIN CARVING 1:48:52 Nats: "Once you go to assemble the pegs, just place them 

across the lower lobe, perfect!" Greg Myracle has a thing for 

Halloween. He was born on Halloween- and so the holiday has 

always held special memories. And since he's become a father- 

frustrating and exhausting memories, too. 1:41;54 Greg Myracle - 

"Pumpkin carving at our house was always crazy. It typically ended 

up on a school night. 

0:01:41
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Special Coverage 10/13/2016 5:30 PM 12 AT KICKIN CHICKEN WING FEST The Kickin' Chicken Wing Fest at the 17th Street Farmer's Market 

throws down this Sunday, Oct. 15. The festival promises to celebrate 

all things chicken wings, from "hot, mild, sweet, spicy, teriyaki, 

buffalo, Asian, Thai and more." Expect plenty of Richmond favorites 

to be serving up their special take on chicken wings, plus a judging 

contest, music and beer. Free entry. Sunday Noon to 5 p.m. 

0:01:41

Education 10/13/2016 6:00 PM BOND REFERENDUM 043200 Crumbling concrete, and modern upgrades. Those are some 

of the improvements parents, students, and teacher would like to 

see made not only here at Tucker High School but at seven other 

schools across the county if the bond referendum gets the green 

light. (nat school bell) It's in between periods at Tuckahoe Middle 

school as students make their way under the maze of canopies to 

their next class. but take a closer look. 

0:02:07

Crime & Public Safety 10/13/2016 11:00 PM MISSING RVA WOMAN LATEST "She needs to get home to her mom. That's all I want." A 

heartbroken Toni Jacobs pleading for help finding her missing 

daughter 21-year-old Keeshae Jacobs... "I just miss her so much. I just 

miss her, and it's hard because I don't know where she is. I'm just 

praying that she is okay." She was last seen at Richmond's Chimorazo 

Park....investigators have scoured the area for clues, family members 

have been going door to door handing out flyers, and mom can't 

help fearing the unthinkable....

0:02:04

Crime & Public Safety 10/13/2016 11:00 PM MWW BERNARDO JONES It was just after midnight on August 21st when chaos erupted on 

Chamberlayne Avenue. 05:35:40 "Some neighbors heard some shots, 

called 911, police responded, looked around and then found the 

victim laying beside a car with a bullet wound to the head." Police 

identified the victim as 32-year-old Desmond Holmes who was 

pronounced dead at the scene. They also identified two suspects in 

the shooting

0:01:37

Health 10/13/2016 11:00 PM RESTAURANT REPORT Nestled away at 12506 River Road in Henrico is Portico Restaurant, 

know for its patio dining. On its last health inspection report, it had 3 

priority violations, 3 priority foundation, and 8 core violations, 

including a handwashing violation, encrusted grease outside 

condiment containers, food debris and dirt on floors, walls and 

ceilings.  

0:02:04

Politics 10/13/2016 11:00 PM TRUMP SUPPORTER Jessica Leeds tells her story of a nightmare flight sitting next to 

Donald Trump... Not willing to go public, until she says, Trump flat 

out lied on the debate stage. That assertion, now in dispute. Trump's 

former campaign chair, Corey Stewart, said the 2005 comments that 

started the firestorm... Show the GOP nominee acting like a frat 

boy... Separating the candidate's actions, from his words. 

0:01:32

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/14/2016 4:00 PM STORES CLOSE ON THANKSGIVING 4:52:18 "this is one of the first years ive seen a lot of retailers push 

away from earlier, at least from early thanksgiving day, and doing 

more on black Friday itself" With the forecast hot for the retail 

holiday shopping season local malls like regency square and 

southpark mall are shutting their doors on thanksgiving sales 4:52:39 

"there are always things more important than business, family is 

number one

0:01:48

Crime & Public Safety 10/14/2016 5:00 PM DOLLAR GENERAL HOMICIDE Right now, no description or motive has been released... The car was 

parked in a space right outside the Dollar General... shards of glass 

are still on the parking lot. The store has been closed all day. Let's go 

to video we captured earlier... Loved ones of the victim were 

extremely distraught... arriving not long after police got on scene. 

Police tell me a passerby initially reported a man slumped in a grey 

Mercedes at about 8 this morning... 

0:01:04

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/14/2016 5:00 PM LAKESIDE VINTAGE MARKET (Tammy Gurdin) 39:04 I went picking with my mother before 

seatbelts were even in style Which led Tammy Gurdin to open RVA 

Antiques-filled with relics of the past, updated to today's styles. On 

Saturday, she and 30 other vendors will come together, some selling 

upcycled and repurposed items, most of which you won't find in 

stores. (Tammy Gurdin) 39:19 You get such great value with it 

because you're getting true quality antiques...

0:01:56
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Politics 10/14/2016 5:00 PM PETERSBURG CLOCK TOWER The notice that the court building is not adequate for anyone to step 

foot in just came down late this afternoon. It comes after a years-

long battle by a judge here to get necessary repairs done to make the 

building safe. But much of that work never started. At issue here is 

the historic clocktower that sits atop of the the circuit courthouse. 

0:01:45

Special Coverage 10/14/2016 5:30 PM 12 AT CZECH FESTIVAL The Prince George County Regional Heritage Center will present a 

lecture by Dr. Robert Å˜EHÁK, the Cultural Attaché at the Czech 

Embassy in Washington DC. Dr RÄ›hák is a published scholar of 

biblical proper names and the Dead Sea Scrolls. He is proficient in 

five languages, (Czech, English, Hebrew, German and Russian.) He 

studied at Charles University in Prague, Ruprecht-Karls-University in 

Heidelberg and Hebrew University in Jerusalem. 

0:01:27

Crime & Public Safety 10/14/2016 6:00 PM COURTHOUSE CLOSED I've just learned some staff members plan to spend the weekend 

moving the administrative offices from the Hustings Courthouse 

behind me into court clerk's office building next door. And with the 

Fire Marshall just condeming the aging building, I'm told staff here 

will have to do more with less space. At issue here is the historic 

clocktower that sits atop of the the circuit courthouse. 

0:01:35

Crime & Public Safety 10/14/2016 6:00 PM DOLLAR GENERAL HOMICIDE The pain is debilitating for the loved ones and coworkers of the man 

found lifeless in a grey mercedes.... NBC12 has learned the identity of 

the victim, but is choosing not to release it until police have notified 

his family. A former employee at the store says the victim worked 

there... and is known throughout the neighborhood as a kind and 

inviting man. 52:57 "I know the guy working in there, very good guy." 

0:01:42

Crime & Public Safety 10/14/2016 6:00 PM HANOVER VEHICLE BREAK INS More good reasons to lock your car. Hanover deputies are 

investigating a string of car break-ins. thieves were particularly busy 

in the Hanover Grove subdivision in Mechanicsville on Thursday. Two 

vehicles were stolen on Soft Wind Court-- one was later recovered in 

Richmond. Deputies also say multiple unlocked cars were rummaged 

through. But only one car owner on Plum Grove Drive reported 

anything missing. 

0:01:04

Politics 10/14/2016 6:00 PM RVA SURVEY 93-percent of registered voters sited schools at their top priority. 

And when it comes to choosing the next mayor? Respondents said 

"trustworthiness and honesty were the more important qualities. 90-

percent want a unifier and someone who is respected. 74-percent 

say the position of mayor should be that person's ONLY job. The 

details revealed in a new surveyed by ChamberR-V-A. The poll was 

conducted earlier this week by the Southeastern Institute of 

Research. 

0:00:55

Health 10/14/2016 6:00 PM TROPICAL SMOOTHIE Two months after the Hepatitis A outbreak linked to Tropical 

Smoothie-- the Virginia health department is reporting even more 

cases. The latest numbers show 1-hundred-7 Virginians tested 

positive. They range in age from 14 to 70 35 percent ended up in the 

hospital. Only 13 cases are being reported in Central Virginia-- most 

are in the Northern Virginia. The outbreak is linked to frozen 

strawberries imported from Egypt.

0:01:13

Politics 10/14/2016 6:00 PM VOTER REGISTRATION You are running out of time to register to vote and to update your 

voter registration. Monday is your last day to register. Registrar's 

Offices across the region have been busy with a big uptick in new 

voter registrations. That's expected in any presidential election year. 

The best way to beat the rush is to register through the state board 

of elections website. You have until 11-59 p-m Monday to do it 

online.

0:01:03

Crime & Public Safety 10/14/2016 11:00 PM STATE POLICE BUDGET CUTS "Any cut given the situation we are in is significant." Wayne Huggins 

with the Virginia State Police Association says the department is 

facing millions of dollars in budget cuts, and a result  "Our people are 

fleeing the department of State Police" You see now in addition to 

patrolling the interstates state police are tracking transactions 

specifically those of crooks making illegal gun purchases and policing 

the growing sex offender registry, 

0:01:30
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Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/14/2016 11:00 PM STORES CLOSE ON THANKSGIVING 4:52:18 "this is one of the first years ive seen a lot of retailers push 

away from earlier, at least from early thanksgiving day, and doing 

more on black Friday itself" With the forecast hot for the retail 

holiday shopping season local malls like regency square and 

southpark mall are shutting their doors on thanksgiving sales 4:52:39 

"there are always things more important than business, family is 

number one. We want to be able to give our employees time with 

their families"

0:01:26

Crime & Public Safety 10/14/2016 11:00 PM WDBJ REPORTER SHOT AT UPDATE "After getting the second call at 1:51 about the van, we had moved 

or they had moved into the Von Roy area, which is a gravel road off 

of Wheatland Road and off of Magnolia, and they had moved into 

that area and they happened upon him and ordered him to 

surrender and he surrendered." deputies say the rifle flint used 

belonged to his stepfather and that he has a history of mental issues.

0:01:20

Special Coverage 10/15/2016 6:00 PM AFRICAN CHILDRENS CHOIR 16:42:49;23(Nats)"Amazing Grace. Amazing grace, how sweet the 

sound. That saved a wretch. That saved a wretch like you and me." 

They've got the moves... They've got the harmonies.. and they're no 

more than 10 years old. (more nats from "Amazing Grace") This is 

the African Children's Choir ---all the way from Uganda. 

16:29:09;12(Sania Nakayiza/Choir Director)"They touch people's lives 

with their character and with their singing." 

0:01:38

Politics 10/15/2016 6:00 PM CHAMBER NEW POLL With just over three weeks to go... Joe Morrissey still has the edge. 

20 percent of voters support him... With Jack Berry at 17... And Levar 

Stoney, at 15 percent. The rest of the candidates, drop off... With this 

now becoming a three way race. It's a message from Jack Berry that 

may be resonating. The second storyline coming out of this new poll, 

shows Berry closing in on Morrissey. 

0:01:29

Crime & Public Safety 10/15/2016 6:00 PM VIOLENT HOME INVASION Gladys Coates: "it seems to be pretty peaceful." Jasmine Turner: 

"what about last night?" Gladys Coates: "last night it was about one 

or 2." When Gladys coates says there weren't just cars passing 

through the Shady Hill Mobile Home Park. Gladys Coates: "we saw 

the police come down and we saw the lights." David Mullenax: "I 

thought it was one of those clown things they were talking about." It 

was actually a home invasion. 

0:01:19

Crime & Public Safety 10/15/2016 11:00 PM BEACH RD CRASH FOLO It's a response that spanned two days... Mangled metal late Thursday 

into early Friday... A crash that took out a utility pole, and the power 

with it. All while the driver, survived. Brian Felts is standing close to 

the latest crash site... Where there's no shoulder. Just the roadway, 

and a ditch, with little room for driver error. There's a curve here, so 

sometimes, drivers veer into the opposite lane. 

0:01:24

Special Coverage 10/17/2016 5:00 PM ERAMO ROLLING STONE SUIT A jury of 8 women and 2 men has been selected in the defamation 

trial over a 2014 rolling stone article... In federal court today... A 

judge called the jury selection process unusually long, taking most of 

the day. A pool of 100 potential jurors were inside of the court room 

today, where at one point it was standing room only. They were 

asked and answered a series of questions like their affiliations to the 

university Their feelings on sexual assault on college campuses

0:01:21

Politics 10/17/2016 5:00 PM HUSTINGS CONTRACTOR (brent solomon - petersburg) 6 in 1851 "Although a deal was secured 

earlier this year, I'm learning why crews never got to work on the 

restoration project here at the courthouse that may have actually 

prevented this building from being suddenly condemned." Only our 

cameras were rolling as Petersburg judges and staff moved items 

from the Hustings courthouse. Even chairs from the jury room have 

to go!

0:01:28

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/17/2016 6:00 PM HOVERING TREE "Rebecca Thompson has been living in this home for the last seven 

years, putting this roof over the heads of her and her two kids. But 

there's something on the other side of this roof that has Rebecca 

fearing for her life and the for the safety of her kids." "The house can 

be replaced by my children and I cannot." "A mother put a roof over 

her family to protect them -- but Thompson is worried that roof will 

cave if -- perhaps when -- this tall tree falls on to it. 

0:01:58
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Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2016 6:00 PM PBURG COURTHOUSE (brent solomon - petersburg) in 1943 "As soon as I broke the news of 

the courthouses sudden closure, staff tell me they had to get to work 

quickly to determine how all cases will move forward from here." 

They're packing up and moving out. (cover with video) (benjamin 

scott - circuit court lisason) 935 "Those were chairs out of the jury 

box in Hustings court." Judges and staff members clearing out of the 

condemnded courthouse in a routine that's not unfamiliar. 

0:01:52

Education 10/17/2016 6:00 PM ROLLING STONE TRIAL After 6 hours....and questions for a pool of 100 people a jury was 

selected in the defamation trial against rolling stone magazine.. 

Potential Jurors were asked their affiliations to UVA, if they were 

victims of sexual assault, how closely they had followed the coverage 

of this article and if they felt they could be completely impartial in 

this case. Some openly admitted their bias and reasons they should 

not be selected. 

0:01:12

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2016 11:00 PM HENRICO APT FIRE Calls came streaming into the newsroom - As flames spread, plumes 

rising from the roof. A second alarm fire in the West End, with 

George Andrews, dirving by. In those few seconds, he decided to 

turn into the parking lot... Knocking on doors, to make sure everyone 

got out of the Cabin Creek Apartments. After an HFD attack from the 

inside, the attention turned to the roof. 

0:00:50

Special Coverage 10/18/2016 5:00 PM AOK JAMES AND JUDY SOT: 6:25:07 "she's a hardworking lady" (broll james and judy 

walking across parking lot) JAMES CRENSHAW SAYS HIS FRIEND OF 

MORE THAN A DECADE KEEPS THINGS MOVING. SOT 6:25:13 "most 

of the time what she's doing man is running around doing things for 

other people" SOT 6:40:22 "i go to the nursing home, i read and sing 

to them." SOT 6:27:56 "she do a tremendous job and she help me a 

lot." HE SAYS JUDY'S BEEN THERE FOR HIM, SINCE A HEALTH SCARE 

EIGHT MONTHS AGO.

0:01:44

Crime & Public Safety 10/18/2016 5:30 PM COLLEGE SEX ASSAULT INITIATIVE Jasmine Turner: "You have options, that is the message the VCU 

police department has for students and the name of a program that 

is focused on survivors of sexual assualt, while being centered on 

holding offenders accountable." 1 in 5 women are sexually assaulted 

in college...it's a startling statistic... Mark Herring: "In the two year's 

we've been working on this, I am really encouraged by alot of what 

I'm seeing..."

0:02:18

Politics 10/18/2016 6:00 PM BALLPARK FUNDING "An opportunistic press conference today for Richmond mayoral 

candidate Levar Stoney." "Was Joe Morrissey here? (laughs) " "In 

fact, Morrissey called the press conference to slam the newest 

ballpark funding proposal." "Under a Morrissey administration, and 

this is what separates me and all of the other candidates, no tax 

payer money is going to be used for professional sports complexes. 

Period." 

0:00:55

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/18/2016 6:00 PM HOPEWELL EVICTIONS (brent solomon - hopewell) 6 in 2305 "How could this happen? That's 

the question Hopewell neighbors are asking when they were told to 

get up and get out with very little notice." The problems started last 

month. (Brenda McRae - evicted) 3815 "I went to take my trash 

around back and there was no dumpster." According to this letter 

from the city of hopewell, the landlord at the apartments on east 

broadway never paid for trash pickup. 

0:02:11

Politics 10/18/2016 11:00 PM GARY JOHNSON RVA "The most recent NBC News -- Wall Street Journal Poll has Gary 

Johnson earning seven percent of the vote in a four way contest, 

polling very well with millennials who turned out in droves at the 

Hippodrome tonight." "It is an honor to introduce Governor Gary 

Johnson (applause)" "A few hundred people were very engaged 

tonight for Governor Gary Johnson, watching as he offered an 

alternative to Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton. 

0:02:19

Special Coverage 10/18/2016 11:00 PM MISSING PLANE Right now, we've learned a missing plane that took off from 

Richmond International Airport and appeared to have vanished in 

Northwestern Pennsylvania -- was found. C-T-V News is reports it is 

not known if the plane crashed or if there were any injuries to those 

on board. three Canadians were on board when it disappeared from 

radar Sunday night after leaving r-i-c.

0:00:55
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Politics 10/18/2016 11:00 PM RVA MAYORAL DEBATE The debate launched into the candidate's own past from Levar 

Stoney's testimony in a tire slashing case 711 "I was 23 years old, I 

should have told the truth right away and I did." To michelle mosby 

filing bankruptcy 736 " I overcame bankruptcy and I helped the city 

overcome" and Joe Morrissey's misconduct charges 735 --- back and 

forth between LS and 749 LS: we need leadership we can actually 

trust Focusing now on building the future for the river city 

0:01:52

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2016 4:00 PM CFIELD 9PROBLEM 6:59:20 (pan up from table to family) "you know what you still have 

to do? as a mom "Thank you cards for your birthday presents" 

Crystal Flynn 6:58:21 "thank you very much!" Always 7:02:00 has 

"here" A phone nearby  7:00:06 "that's the back"  in case of an 

emergency 6:32:31 "when you call 911, its always an emergency." A 

call you always expect will be answered 6:34:18 "something was 

wrong, they didn't pick up" 

0:01:56

Special Coverage 10/19/2016 5:00 PM CALL 12 NHS Even though foreclosure rates have fallen here in Central Virginia, 

there are still people who are struggling to keep their houses. There 

is help available. That's why staff from Neighborhood Housing 

Services of Richmond is in call 12. People on the edge of losing their 

homes have the opportunity to work something out with their lender 

through the "Empower Yourself Against Default" seminars.

0:00:57

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2016 5:00 PM CFIELD RAPE KITS These boxes contain 115 untested sexual assault physical evidence 

recovery kits collected from survivors of sexual assault cases in the 

past some of these kits date back to the early 90s and up until today 

simply sat on the shelves within the chesterfield police property and 

evidence unit. Legally in the past, police departments only had to 

hold these rape kits for two years before destroying them

0:01:09

Politics 10/19/2016 5:00 PM HENRICO BOND REF PART 3 Building a sports complex here at greenwood park has been in the 

works in Henrico County for several years. even if the bond 

referendum passes, county officials say the 200 acre facility wouldn't 

be built overnight, but rather over several years. if projects for 

Henrico's county parks are approved by voters....officials say the 87 

million dollars would be used to rehab and expand access to high 

school athletic fields, improve existing older parks, and build two 

new ones...

0:00:55

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2016 5:00 PM LOOK OUT FOR COYOTES residents in woodland heights, live pretty close to the river... and 

through the next door app...and have shared pictures of night time 

sightings... the virginia department of game and inland fisheries says 

coyotes are mainly nocturnal... they like to go where there is 

food...so things like garbage cans, even bird feeders can attract them. 

if you see one, don't get near it, or try to pet it... It is important to 

keep an close eye on small pets in an area that may attract coyotes...

0:01:36

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/19/2016 5:00 PM OYS LOST LUGGAGE 11:18:23 it's like somebody ripped into my chest ripped half of my 

heart out. 11:25:26 I could go on about this for hours because cos 

play is that one thing I love in my life. 22 year old Ashley Bennett 

loves costume play or cosplay for short. These are pictures of some 

of her characters. It's a popular artform practiced by a dedicated 

community. It's why she is so distraught after her luggage was 

damaged and lost during a flight from Atlanta to Richmond earlier 

this month.

0:02:31

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2016 5:00 PM SHOPLIFTING WITH KIDS It hasn't been 24 hours since police tell us that 32 year old came right 

here to this Target to commit a crime that landed her spending the 

night in jail. Take a good look this face. 32 year old Crystal Trevorrow 

was busted last night after police say she came to the Target on 

Brook road with 6 children by her side. They say she was concealing 

merchandise in a stroller and even had those minors helping her 

attempt to walk out of the store with hundreds of dollars in 

merchandise...

0:02:13

Special Coverage 10/19/2016 6:00 PM CHECK YOUR PANTIES INVESTIGATION "Today's report about a slow cooker recall is labeled as a blooper. 

But is it, really?" "Check your panties ..." "I launched an investigation 

to find out what's really going on. Look at this scientific graph 

compiled by myself and a Google Image search. This shows the 

various ways to cook rice. Boiling the fastest -- and, in fact, your 

panties would be the slowest way to cook rice. Slower than even the 

slow cooker reported this morning." "...recall slow cookers." 

0:01:46
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Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2016 6:00 PM CHESTERFIELD RAPE KITS "The rape kits from the chesterfield police department are now on 

their way to a private lab in northern Virginia where DNA evidence 

will be analyzed and entered into a national database and already, 

there have been positive hits, possibly identifying more rape suspects 

from across the country or right here in chesterfield " 637 "we have 

one back to 1993, and several in the 90s" For 20 years these rape kits 

have gone untested in chestefield.

0:02:04

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2016 6:00 PM COYOTE CONCERNS 3:08:49:01-3:08:52:04 Greg Montalto "this fence kind saved us in 

that instance." Greg Montalto says just a few weeks ago, his wife 

opened their front door.. 3:08:17-3:08:23:00 Greg Montalto "Nicole 

was woken up at about 4 in the morning because the dogs were 

barking and she knew something was up, to find two of their dogs in 

a stand off. 3:08:24:01-3:08:32:08 Greg Montalto "right there and 

kind of right where I am standing was a coyote looking at our door." 

0:01:45

Politics 10/19/2016 6:00 PM HENRICO BOND REF PARKS If the bond referdendum passes, this would be the site of a brand 

new sports complex, complete with a playground, sand volleyball 

courts, and 4 multi-purpose synthetic fields. but officials it won't be 

built overnight. Baseball, soccer, lacrosse....even quidditch would all 

have a new home at the 200 acre facility henrico county officials are 

hoping to build in greenwood park. 10;53;03 greenwood park in 

envisioned to be both a sports complex that will accomodate the 

tourists on weekends...

0:02:14

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2016 6:00 PM SHOPLIFTING MOM AND KIDS (Rebecca Duncan - shopper) 1538 "Huh?" (***TOO SHORT TO 

SUPER) Reactions of utter shock from shoppers at the Target on 

Brook Road. (lexie duncan - shopper) 1735 "That's horrible." They're 

talking about the crime this woman is accused of committing just 

before 9 Tuesday night. Investigators telling us 32 year old Crystal 

Trevorrow had 6 children with her and had them carrying 

merchandise she never intended to pay for. 

0:01:34

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2016 11:00 PM CFIELD 9PROBLEM 6:59:20 (pan up from table to family) "you know what you still have 

to do? as a mom "Thank you cards for your birthday presents" 

Crystal Flynn 6:58:21 "thank you very much!" Always 7:02:00 has 

"here" A phone nearby  7:00:06 "that's the back"  in case of an 

emergency 6:32:31 "when you call 911, its always an emergency." A 

call you always expect will be answered 6:34:18 "something was 

wrong, they didn't pick up" 

0:01:55

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2016 11:00 PM HENRICO FOOTBAL FIGHT FOLO CAUGHT ON CAMERA; A so called fight after the hermitage high 

school football game...that left Prince Johnson and his old brother 

Ricky facing felony malicious wounding charges "And I had to go take 

my boys to be locked up for something that I know they didn't do." 

We first showed you mom...preparing to protest outside the school 

declaring this was all a case of mistaken identity and Ricky sat down 

with us moments before he reported to jail,  

0:01:57

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2016 5:00 PM INSTAGRAM PARTY ARRESTS 16:36:50 "You come home, that's his car behind you, you think hes 

going to be in the room" The small, every day moments hurt the 

most for Marc Starkes' family the 24 year old gunned down at a party 

held at this home under construction during labor day weekend- a 

party advertised on social media, bringing in a crowd of 200. 

0:00:55

Politics 10/20/2016 5:00 PM REGISTRATION EXTENDED Curt / Sabrina, bottom line here, if you haven't registered to vote, 

you have until 11:59 p.m. Friday to do so. And in terms of what 

started all this? Election officials said it was Facebook and Google 

urging people to register... And that created a surge of online traffic, 

that crashed the website. Ok so the top things you have to know - 

Again, 11:59 p.m. Friday is the new online deadline. 

0:02:30

Special Coverage 10/20/2016 5:00 PM RVAP ADD THE DAD For some families it's simple- mom and dad are happily married, 

both parents get added to the birth certificate. No big decision. But, 

here's where it gets complicated, if you're a single mom- maybe 

you're worried about custody problems, or you're worried about any 

benefits you might be getting- being impacted by this choice. I sat 

down with the Virginia Paternity Establishment program to talk 

about those concerns. 

0:01:13
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Education 10/20/2016 5:00 PM UVA HAZING LAWSUIT We're learning about another legal challenge surrounding UVA ... a 

former football player has filed a lawsuit -- saying he was injured 

while being bullied and hazed by teammates. Aidan Howard entolled 

at UVA over the summer, but has since transferred to Robert Morris 

University. According to the title nine lawsuit -- Howard claims he 

was hazed because of his underclassman status, and bullied over a 

learning disability. 

0:01:02

Politics 10/20/2016 5:00 PM VOTERS REACTING You can just imagine the frustrations from those who were told they 

had until a certain time to make sure they were registered to 

vote....they crossed their t's and dotted their I's, only to find they 

were locked out. Today we took a visit to the Richmond registrar's 

office where staff are on standby to work overtime and through the 

weekend to accomodate tomorrow's deadline extension. 

0:01:47

Special Coverage 10/20/2016 5:30 PM 12 AT PUMPKIN FESTIVAL Scott's Addition Pumpkin Festival will take place on The Boulevard-on 

Leigh Street (by Movieland Theater) to Broad Street. 12pm-6pm. It's 

free to attend, though food and drink is not. There will be ATM's on 

site and some vendors may accept credit cards. We will have a 

Costume Contest for pets, kids and adults. We will have 3 contests 

that will run during DJ Ghozt's performance (2pm-4pm). Sign up from 

12:15pm - 2:15pm the day of the Pumpkin Festival. 

0:01:32

Politics 10/20/2016 5:30 PM DIAMOND DEBATE MAYOR RACE Fighting Joe Morrissey- taking a swing at opponent Levar Stoney... 

over Stoney's part in negotiations for a new $55 million dollar 

stadium on the Boulevard... the Squirrels and VCU being the major 

contributors. 1:44:19 "Yet another candidate, Mr. Stoney, has 

admitted to secretly being involved in a backroom deal to finance the 

baseball stadium." Richmond Mayor Dwight Jones announced that 

discussions were in the works back in April...

0:01:35

Special Coverage 10/20/2016 6:00 PM DONATED VAN Barbara kuklock HAS rescued more than 2,000 dogs from 

euthanization. So when NBC12 heard she needed a new van to 

transport these pups, we put out the call to help her and today 

dominion Virginia power answered, by donating this van. 

**CRYING** 5:24:00 My God, to give a van, that's a lot. It's 

unbelievable. I am so so grateful, and the little animals are going to 

be so happy. Barbara Kuklock marvels at her new van.

0:02:59

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2016 6:00 PM DOUBLE HOMICIDE ARRESTS 19:23:59 "at 4 this morning I was sound asleep until I heard this guy 

yelling 'come out with your hands up'" Neighbors watched as officers 

surrounded this home on blendwell road Thursday morning 19:26:38 

" the swat team came in, all geared up in their outfits, back up, 

swarming inside the house" At the same time this was happening five 

other raids were happening across town bringing in six suspects now 

facing charges of second-degree murder and gang participation...

0:02:23

Politics 10/20/2016 6:00 PM VOTER REGISTRATION EXTENSION But basically, if you have the state that promises people are gonna be 

able to register online by a certain point... And the website crashes... 

Virginia can't say, "too bad." A federal judge ruled there is a 

compelling interest for the state to keep letting people to register to 

vote... But essentially, only one do-over here. And if you're not ready 

by then, well, it's on you. So these are the big points tonight: 

Vote.Virginia.gov... 

0:01:55

Politics 10/20/2016 11:00 PM DEBATE WATCH PARTY Well there's a sigh of relief that relatively speaking, most of the 

debate maintained a semblance of civility. But the headline here is 

Donald Trump saying that he may not accept the results of the 

election. And when that happened, there was a collective gasp here, 

among the 60 people crowded into this room. Republicans letting 

that sink in... And both sides starting to talk about the prospect of a 

protracted battle past November 8th. 

0:02:05

Politics 10/20/2016 11:00 PM VA AFTER THE DEBATE First he addressed the Democractic National Convention from right 

here in RVA and now 12-year-old Elijah Coles Brown is featured in a 

new Hillary Clinton campaign video simply entitled Elijah 14:31 to 

14:38 "And I'm very happy with the final product. What was your 

initial reaction when you saw the video? My initial reaction was oh 

my God" 

0:02:08
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Politics 10/21/2016 5:00 PM ELECTION ANXIETY The message here is Keep Calm and Vote On - even if it seems the 

presidential candidates are stressing you out. That from a Richmond 

area psychologist who says election anxiety is very real. (hillary 

clinton ad) :06 "Look at my African american over here. (cut to) (new 

donald ad) :19 "You can put half of Trump's supporters into what I 

call a basket of deplorables." 

0:01:43

Crime & Public Safety 10/21/2016 5:00 PM HEROIN DAD John Michael babbitt says he's owning up to the drug possession 

charges but says he doesn't understand why he's facing the child 

abuse charges. Babbitt says his wife was driving the car-they picked 

up their children from school in Farmville and drove to Henrico's east 

end. But he says his family never saw him actually buy the drugs and 

he says the chidren weren't around when he was about to take hit. 

0:01:24

Politics 10/21/2016 5:00 PM VOTER REGISTRATION CONCERNS The number of provisional ballot envelopes being sent to localities 

across the state. If something goes wrong with your registration  for 

example, your name isn't added to the poll books in time  then you 

wont be able to submit your ballot like everyone else. It gets put into 

a provisional ballot to be verified and counted days later. Now  the 

chesterfield registrar tells me, usually they're sent up to 1500 

provisional ballot envelopes for a presidential election...

0:01:11

Politics 10/21/2016 5:00 PM VOTER REGISTRATION CONCERNS 16;48:40 "There is a chance there may be those who don't make the 

poll book." 16:48:43 "There also may be new voters who dont get 

their notificationa s to where the polling place is. and the remedy to 

that is to go back online and see where your polling place is. that too 

could create a bottleneck or overload on the system" The state board 

of elections commissioner tells me the state is simply preparing for 

any emergencies  

0:01:19

Special Coverage 10/21/2016 5:30 PM 12 AT TRICK OR TREAT STREET University of Richmond is hosting the 18th annual "Trick or Treat 

Street" Oct. 23 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. This safe, daytime Halloween 

event is free and open to the community. The student-led service 

event takes place on Westhampton Green on Keller Road, which is 

off of College Road. Parking will be available on Crenshaw Way, 

across from the Jepson Alumni Center. ..

0:01:25

Crime & Public Safety 10/21/2016 5:30 PM FF DARYL WELCH They busted into a Henrico moving business with guns drawn, 

masked, menacing. Investigators say the man with the gun is Daryl 

Welch. 9:46:04 " Him and another co-conspiritor entered the 

business, tied up some workers in the business and subsequently 

stole money." Welch was charged with robbery, abduction, and use 

of a firearm. 9:46:28 "He definitely needs to be off the streets." 

0:01:33

Special Coverage 10/21/2016 5:30 PM MISS USA AT VSU HOMECOMING Deshauna will be the star of the homecoming parade tomorrow. 

Besides being Miss USA and a V-S-U grad, she is a company 

commander in the U.S. Army Reserve, and has worked as an I-T 

Business Analyst at the Department of Commerce.

0:00:45

Politics 10/21/2016 6:00 PM CFIELD ELECTION CONCERNS masses provisional ballot envelopes, in case something goes wrong 

election day... richmond received 20,000... compared to a typical 65-

hundred. this is why some officials, like state senator amanda chase, 

fear the state is anticipating big problems november 8th... 16:42:16 

"We heard registrar, after registrar, after registrar bring to our 

attention a number of issues, one of those being the IT system." 

0:01:25

Politics 10/21/2016 6:00 PM ELECTION PROTECTION VITA tells me there's an attempted cyber attack in the 

Commonwealth EVERY 4 SECONDS. 53 million attempts in just the 

first 5 months of this year. From spam emails--to that cloaked figure 

you imagine trying to hack into agencies. Virginia IT folks battled 

their fair share of attempted cyber threats this year. Around the 

country-- U-S intelligence believes Russia is trying to impact the 

national election. 

0:01:54

Politics 10/21/2016 6:00 PM ELECTION WOES (brent solomon - richmond) If you find yourself popping pain pills 

lately, chances are you aren't alone. The pressure could be political." 

(new donald ad) :01 "Why aren't I 50 points ahead you might ask? 

Maybe it's because the director of the FBI said you lied about your 

emails." Just when you get ready to change the channel.... (hillary 

clinton ad) :06 "Look at my African american over here. 

0:01:58
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Crime & Public Safety 10/21/2016 6:00 PM HEROIN DAD i regret everything absolutley, I wish I hadn't done it at all i wish i had 

stayed my ass at home John Michael babbitt is a father of two --who 

is now facing drug possession and child abuse charges. Police say 

they caught him shooting up heroin while his children were getting in 

the car. according to court documents babbitt's children are 4 and 10 

years old. Babbitt says he'll own up to the drug possession charges. 

there's no denying that I had it.

0:01:20

Politics 10/21/2016 11:00 PM VOTER REGISTRATION Call it a crash course in the power of Facebook and Google, getting 

people to vote. After Virginia's online elections website saw 

unprecedented traffic... Three weeks before a critical election... It 

simply shut down, unable to handle the voter volume. Now, not just 

the normal 9 to 5 customer service... But 7 a.m. to midnight online... 

The state not taking any chances, with the site at least right now, 

back up, and running once again. 

0:01:16

Politics 10/21/2016 11:00 PM WILDER ON MAYOR RACE 20:58 to 21:00 "Applause nats...how you doin" Gov. Doug Wilder was 

greeted with applause...he sat down and had a few laughs... "Laughin 

nats" and then he turned his attention to poltics in the river city...and 

things took a serious turn.... "I look back now and wonder was I too 

silent too long, and yet I didn't want to be accused of interferring." 

With that Wilder took a swing at the new reports of a possible $55 

million dollar stadium on the Boulevard...with the Squirrels and 

VCU...

0:01:53

Politics 10/22/2016 11:00 PM VA ABORTION LAW UPDATE It's a battle that's been fought for years... Providing a tense exchange 

between Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump. (White Flash) But in 

Virginia, a major development set for Monday. The state's Board of 

Health will most likely change the rules signed into law by former 

Governor Bob McDonnell... Requiring abortion clinics to meet many 

of the same standards as hospitals. It's a 5-3 landmark decision from 

June...

0:01:24

Crime & Public Safety 10/22/2016 11:00 PM VCU CHARGES DROPPED 1:40 to 1:48 Nats "Go ahead and step out for us. No. Get out of the 

car...I don't have any reason to get out of the car." Caught on 

camera...vcu officers getting in a heated altercation with Lewis 

Yancey a disabled Henrico man... Give him your arm. Give him your 

arm now." What police didn't know is that Yancey is paralyzed in his 

right arm...he says his failure to comply led to him being pepper 

sprayed...and hauled off to jail slapped with two two counts of felony 

assault on a police officer...

0:01:43

Crime & Public Safety 10/22/2016 11:00 PM WIG IS NOT BABY New at 11 -- suffolk police break a car window to save a child -- but 

wind up finding something unexpected. jasmine turner says she went 

out to the store on her work break when she got a call from police 

about an unresponsive child in her car. The only problem -- turner 

doesn't have kids. Instead of finding a child in her car, police found a 

wig turner left on a pile of blankets in her backseat, that someone 

thought was a child.

0:00:52

Health 10/24/2016 5:00 PM ESSENTIAL OILS WARNING Essential oils are everywhere these days. Sold as natural alternatives 

to help with pain...anxiety, memory, mood and even to treat 

digestive issues. But what many don't realize is that just because 

these oils are botanical and natural doesn't mean they're safe for 

everyone to use. Master Aromatherapist Wendy Dearborne found 

out the hard way when she applied a cinnamon oil on her arm. 

0:02:07

Crime & Public Safety 10/24/2016 5:00 PM JOEL GREENWAY TRIAL The woman who was shot, Kimberly McNeil, continues t o suffer 

from her injuries. She must use a cane to walk and has a traumatic 

brain injury as well after she was shot several times. In December 

2015 officer Joel Greenway put in a call for a suspicious car parked at 

the Exxon on Nine Mile Road. The order of events is still being 

disputed. Both sides say Officer Greenway did open fire and driver of 

the car did try to run him over. 

0:01:10

Crime & Public Safety 10/24/2016 5:00 PM NEW KENT SAFE SPACE Allison Norlian "6:34:33 - these signs here at the new Kent sheriff's 

office alert people that here is where you can exchange anything, 

safely... Under the watchful eye of law enforcement 6:34:43 And 

they really will be watching...in the dispatch communication 

center...and even at the court house. Surveillence will be 24 hours a 

day, seven days a week. ..

0:01:08
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Health 10/24/2016 5:00 PM VIRGINIA ABORTION VOTE The amendments to the state's Regulations for Licensure of Abortion 

Facilities are moving slowly. Though, just about everything thus far is 

a win for people who want more access to abortion clinics. I'm going 

to step out of the way and we'll give you a peek into the meeting 

room at the Four Points by Sheraton on Laburnum. So far -- the 

board has voted to ease regulations requiring abortion facilities offer 

many of the same features as hospitals. 

0:01:28

Special Coverage 10/25/2016 5:30 PM 12 AT DOMINION CHARITY CLASSIC the Dominion Charity Classic be the first Champions Tour or PGA 

TOUR event in the Richmond area in 25 years, but it will also have 

increased stature in the new Champions Tour Playoff structure. The 

Dominion Charity Classic will be the last Playoff event before the 

season-ending Charles Schwab Cup Championship. The $2 million 

purse ensures the Dominion Charity Classic will draw an incredible 

field of 54 Champions Tour standouts. 

0:01:21

Special Coverage 10/25/2016 5:30 PM ART SHOW SUICIDE PREVENTION 7:45:24 See there's a skull on the back of there. Turning these pages 

is like turning back time, for Buddy Terrell. 7:35:52 Buddy Terrell- 

"Part of my healing process, cataloging his artwork." These paintings 

and drawings connect him to his son John, who passed away nearly a 

year ago- after more than a decade fighting mental health issues, like 

bi-polar disorder. 7:32:15 Buddy - "I found him in his car, he had died 

of carbon monoxide poisoning.."

0:02:17

Crime & Public Safety 10/25/2016 5:30 PM CAR RIDDLED WITH BULLETS Recent gun violence in the city's east end has pushed Sakkima Lucas 

to her breaking point. Now her children are afraid to walk to school 

alone. There is one organization reaching back out, and it's become a 

safe space for her children. It just happened like a hail of gunshots. 

The sound unmistakebale. The moments terrifying. Sakkima Lucas 

says gunfire shook her and her two children out of bed not once...but 

three times last week. 

0:02:13

Crime & Public Safety 10/25/2016 6:00 PM ASHLAND ROBBERY ARREST New at 6, Ashland Police taking this man into custody just a short 

time ago. Officers say Aaron Pickett is accused of walking into the E-V-

B Bank on North Washington Highway this morning and demanding 

money. Police tell us the 45 years old showed the teller a knife 

before fleeing with the cash. He was arrested this afternoon. Pickett 

was is now being held without bond at the Pamunkey Regional Jail.

0:00:53

Politics 10/25/2016 6:00 PM BELTON OUT PBURG When one goes out, another must come in. so the City of Petersburg 

moving quickly after sending this letter to Acting Manager Dironna 

Belton today. Now I'm hearing the top pick for her job is a former 

marine corps colonel with an expertise in finances and previous 

leadership experience in government. (photo of Tyrell) Take a look at 

your screen now. This is Tom Tyrell.

0:02:14

Crime & Public Safety 10/25/2016 6:00 PM GREENWAY TRIAL DAY 2 A suspicious car and alleged drug activity is what Henrico officer Joel 

Greenway says got him to check out a car parked in the Exxon 

parking lot on Nine Mile Road in December of 2015. He explains his 

version of events to detectives in a video that is now evidence at 

Greenway's trial. Greenway--who was in uniform-- approached on 

the driver's side and says he saw the driver rolling something in his 

lap. Greenway explains he shined a flash light asking, 

0:01:29

Crime & Public Safety 10/25/2016 6:00 PM GROVE HOME INVASION As this neighborhood on Grove Avenue awakens... one woman is 

confronted by an armed stranger in her home. A repair man for the 

house tells NBC12, he believes the burglar shot through a 

window...gaining access to the door. The woman home hears the 

glass shatter... gets up to check...and encounters a man with a gun. 

Police says he fired several shots at her... Incredibly, she escapes 

without getting hurt. 

0:01:31

Crime & Public Safety 10/25/2016 11:00 PM CHESTERFIELD MURDER CASE It was November 12th 2010 Chesterfield Police out searching for 

clues As Crime scene tape marks the spot Where police say JAMES 

MOSLEY was shot and left for dead "What we are doing is really 

relying on the community to please come forward with anything they 

might have. Even the slightest detail may lead to a new lead." Police 

say Mosley's mother heard the gunshots "And went outside and saw 

her son out in the street, and that's when police were called. 

0:01:28
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Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/26/2016 5:00 PM CARE VAN COMPLAINT 33:17 "I've had to tell the driver, this is embarrassing but, look you 

know the personal body fluid cleanup kit besides your seat, driver, 

you're going to need to use that for me if I don't either get home or 

get to a restroom." There are even complaints of some drivers being 

rude to riders... Renee says she and others have put in 

complaints...but nothing seems to improve. We have reported 

similar issues in the past with the CARE VANS... 

0:00:45

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/26/2016 5:00 PM CFIELD RIVER CITY SPORTSPLEX For the price of 5.5 million dollars the county plans to buy this sports 

complex  right now, it is under a 30 year lease for 3.4 million so 

where is that money coming from? The chesterfield county 

administrator says for years the county has been setting aside fund 

for parks and rec to include the money needed to purchase the river 

city sportsplex. Right now, the county can use eight fields Monday 

through Thursday, buying it will give the county access to 12 fields 

24/7- 

0:00:50

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/26/2016 5:00 PM CFIELD RIVER CITY SPORTSPLEX The county continues to strive to make chesterfield a sports 

destination stating last year, sports tourism created an economic 

impact of 37.7 million dollars for the county. This facility began as an 

Olympic-style sports village, which didn't have the promised success- 

coming up at six, we'll look closer at the history of this multi-million 

dollar investment. 

0:00:51

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2016 5:00 PM MISSING CUMBERLAND GIRL Right here on Mahan Rd near Cumberland Rd. is where Yarah 

Thomas got off of the school bus right in front of her grandmother's 

house. That's when authorities say a suspicious car picked her up and 

took off. Turns out - the girl's mother was in that car but authorities 

tell me, she was running from the law. In fact - Laila Johnson - was 

wanted out of Farmville for allegedly shooting up a car with several 

people inside earlier this month. 

0:01:02

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2016 5:00 PM MISSING CUMBERLAND GIRL The sheriff tells me little Yarah is with relatives tonight. He says she's 

in good spirits and told him she's just looking forward to returning to 

school tomorrow. Authorities tell me they took this case very 

seriously because they weren't sure who picked up the girl in the first 

place and since they considered her mother to be a fugitive, they 

feared Yara could have been in harm's way. Fortunately, that isn't 

the case tonight. 

0:00:54

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/26/2016 5:00 PM OYS RETURNED MAIL FOLO (Sierra Blow, Customer) "Can't get my paychecks, can't cash my 

checks. Pretty much you need your ID for everything It's just a 

frustrating situation to deal with." Sierra Blow is aggravated because 

she's been trying to get a renewed ID card since the beginning of 

August. That's after she had moved, filed a change of address with 

the postal service and then went to DMV to get a renewed ID. What 

she was supposed to received it in 7-10 days still hasn't arrived in 

nearly 3 months! ...

0:02:34

Special Coverage 10/26/2016 5:30 PM BOY LIVES OUT POLICE DREAM Here's that video that's been taking off since the Henrico Police 

Department posted it this morning. A young boy who is in a 

wheelchair always dreamed of becoming a police officer when he 

grows up. In fact, he wanted to be an officer for Halloween, so the 

officers decided they would make a police decal and put it on the 

side of the cardboard police cruiser he had specially crafted to use 

for his halloween costume. 

0:00:58

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2016 5:30 PM JOEL GREENWAY TRIAL Henrico Police Officer Joel Greenway took the stand at his own trial 

Wednesday afternoon. He says in December 2015 he spotted a 

suspicious car at the exxon station on Nine Mile Road. Greenway 

says he used a 'soft approach' which means no lights or sirens and is 

used by police to investigate if something unlawful is actually 

happening. Greenway told jurors he was trying to 'keep it casual' and 

'not aggressive' 

0:01:45

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/26/2016 6:00 PM BIG CFIELD ANNOUNCEMENT It's no secret the 115 acre River City Sportsplex has not had the 

smoothest history. It opened in 20-11 as Sportsquest-- and liquidated 

the following year And chesterfield county had already contributed 

millions of dollars to keep it running. 171936 "we made a lump sum 

as a tenant 3.4 million. What that gave us was a 30 year lease. 2031 

that 3.4 million would expire" Now the county - using money it set 

aside for parks and rec - is planning to buy the property outright for 

5.5 million...

0:01:54
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Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/26/2016 6:00 PM GRTC CARE VAN COMPLAINTS Renee suffered a severe brain injury after a drunk driver struck her, 

nine years ago... She makes her way to The Mill House in Henrico... 

to rehabilitate her job skills... But Renee says getting here can be a 

toss up with GRTC's CARE van service. 39:25 "Stress, anxiety... are 

they going to remember me today or not?" Several disabled riders 

contacted 12... complaining of long wait times-- 

0:01:40

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/26/2016 6:00 PM OYS FLOODED HOME Damaged walls, doors and floors--at Shannon Crusenberry's home-- 

all the result, of flooding. 6:48:39 there was so much water 6:48:41 

Crusenberry has lived at this home in north chesterfield for seven 

years. 6:46:42 2014 was really bad, when i redone the whole 

downstairs 6:46:45 Allison Norlian 7:10:59 everytime it rains..every 

room on this bottom floor floods ... you can see the damage 

throughout the hallway and in every room... 

0:01:42

Politics 10/26/2016 11:00 PM PETERSBURG UPDATE (Brent solomon - Petersburg) IN 1010 "Per the contract, that group 

has 5 months to turn the city around." (nat sound with neighbor and 

robert bobb group) 4652 Do you feel you can turn the situation 

around? (cut to) 4658 "I feel my company can with the team that I 

have. Do you come with a money back guarantee? No sir I'm not. 

Why not? (cut to) 4707 "I'm going to do my job. (cut to 4712) - no I'm 

not going to give back a penny. 

0:02:08

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2016 5:00 PM GREENWAY DAY 4 There was no dispute that Officer Greenway fired his weapon at the 

Exxon station on Nine Mile Road back in December 2015--and the 

passenger Kimberly McNeil was shot several times. Both sides also 

agree the driver of the car--Robert DAvis -- did not comply and put 

the car in gear. But Davis says it was because he had no idea who 

was outside the car--and nobody ever identified themselves as 

police. Greenway was in uniform. 

0:02:27

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2016 5:00 PM PEDESTRIAN KILLED I just finished speaking with Franco's wife who is visibly shaken and 

in tears following the tragedy that unfolded right at this intersection 

as the elderly man was walking to work. This is Luis Franco. It was 

just before 7 this morning when the driver of a Toytoa SUV ran into 

the 82 year old as he was attempting to cross the road near 

Quioccasin Middle school. His family tells me he was headed to the 

job he loved - working at a nearby fast food restaurant - a job he's...

0:00:49

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2016 5:00 PM PEDESTRIAN KILLED Right now - police are still investigating the crash. They tell me the 

driver did stop to check on the victim. So far there have been no 

charges. Relatives of the victim tell me the grandfather and former 

bus driver was loved and respected by those who knew him. Right 

now - they're in the process of making funeral arrangements. 

0:00:52

Special Coverage 10/27/2016 5:00 PM SEATBELT NEAR DEATH "do you want the little paintbrush?" "The most impressive artist to 

any mother, is her own child." "they really were blue dots but they 

look black." "do you know why?" "no." "Because you mixed it with 

red." "Shelly Martin is teaching her daugther Samantha about colors 

while they paint. Because teaching, is just what mothers do." "This 

looks like a big ol' angel, you see the wings?" "But this art lesson isn't 

happening at home. At least -- not exactly."

0:04:13

Special Coverage 10/27/2016 5:00 PM SEATBELT NEAR DEATH Samantha won't go back to school until January at the earliest. 

Doctors will evaluate her soon and consider another reconstructive 

surgery to her abdomen. As for the good samaritan, Laura, she says 

the more she drives her truck with the damage it sustained -- the 

worse it gets. She says a mechanic told her it should only take about 

700 dollars to fix, if anyone would like to help -- in any way, you can 

contact me on my facebook page. 

0:00:45

Special Coverage 10/27/2016 5:30 PM RVA PARENTING SIDS Inside these pages were supposed to be all the dreams Jackie Cooper- 

Dunaway had for her little girl. 8:34:08 Jackie - "At birth it was 

amazing- amazing. :09 Little Emerald came into the world one 

February day in 1986. Nat pop: 8:47:34 Here she was looking to go 

home from the hospital 8:33:39 Jackie - "I just knew she was going to 

be someone special." Her days were filled with sunsets and snuggles- 

until at 7 weeks, it was time for Jackie to go back to work. 

0:01:55

Health 10/27/2016 6:00 PM EPIPEN ALTERNATIVE 1010 "the original sketches we came up with" From paper to 

prototype 1202 "the very first prototype" The Edwards brothers are 

finding purpose as patients,  59

0:01:49
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Education 10/27/2016 11:00 PM FREEMAN JV COACH HONORED Douglas Freeman J-V football coach Eric Harris cares about more 

than just the gridrin... He's focused on molding the future... Harris 

the founder of the Broken Chain Foundation, a program that 

mentors at-risk youth throughout Richmond. Eric Harris: "I saw too 

many young men come through the court system, too many young 

men going through things I went through, and there were coaches, I 

wouldn't be standing here right now had it not been for my coaches 

back home in detroit." 

0:01:50

Racial Issues 10/27/2016 11:00 PM MANCHESTER BLM SPIRIT DAY This photo of the so called Black Lives Matter Monday during Spirit 

week at Manchester High school touching off a heated debate.... "I 

know that when I talk to people...older white Americans they don't 

the conversation. They think black lives matter is a terrorist group." 

That from Mike Dickinson a former congressional candidate and 

community activist... "Quite honestly and quite frankly we have put a 

premium on white lives since the conception of the United States.

0:01:57

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2016 11:00 PM PADDLE STABS CAR But the driver, Judy Hinchey, made it... The metal missing her tire... 

As she saw this paddle flying through the air, over a car in front of 

her. She was driving home from Virginia Beach... Only her friend in 

the passenger seat... And she described the moment it happened. 

Now, it's becoming an internet meme... 

0:01:58

Education 10/28/2016 4:00 PM SEXTING EXPULSION A star African American football player at the Richmond Christian 

School....kicked off the team and out of school... accused of sexual 

harassment and making unwanted advances...on a white female 

student  "I was just. I was in shock. (Chris) In shock? (Malik) That 

whole thing really shocked me." 17-year-old Malik Shaw feels while 

the details of this story may be embarrassing they certainly aren't 

criminal 

0:02:20

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/28/2016 5:00 PM JEFF DAVIS JOBS Jasmine Turner: "These long empty hallways will soon be 

transformed into small businesses, a project aimed at revitalizing the 

Jefferson Davis corridor in Richmonds southside." This 520 thousand 

square foot facility sat vacant for more than a decade, the buildings 

were once used as tobacco storage. the site itself was actually built in 

the 1920's. now it will be home to cloptin siteworks a 30 million 

dollar development by Fountainhead properties...

0:01:08

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/28/2016 5:00 PM MBFYB FREE ENERGY UPGRADES This is the second house Marco and his family have called home. 

They moved in last May. he was a bit surprised by his first power 

bills. (Marco)7:02 It was more than we were expecting but we 

understand. This is an old house. Winter is coming and he knows 

those bills will go up. That's why he contacted the Richmond Region 

Energy Alliance to diagnose and fix his home's problems. 

0:01:48

Politics 10/28/2016 6:00 PM ABSENTEE VOTING "Next voter please!" A steady line of citizens...ready to cast absentee 

ballots... if they can't make the polls on election day. There are 19 

reasons you're allowed to submit your vote early in Virginia... A lot of 

voters we talked to say they'll be out of town. 22:26:41 "I'm going to 

be out of the country, and I want to make sure my vote gets in. And I 

also want to avoid the lines this year." Here are the fast approaching 

deadlines...

0:01:37

Consumer & Economy & Employment 10/28/2016 6:00 PM JEFF DAVIS JOBS Jasmine Turner: "For decades these buildings were home to a once 

thriving tobacco industry...now a new project is hoping to reopen 

and revitalize part of the Jefferson Davis corridor and bring hundred 

of jobs to the area." walking up the steps. Jarid Gordon: "these 

building have been sitting vacant for 10-15 years...." but not for 

much longer... Jarid Gordon: "3,000 square feet of office space." will 

be just one part of cloptin siteworks

0:01:49

Crime & Public Safety 10/28/2016 11:00 PM LITTLE GIRL SEAT BELT PART 2 "In a hospital bed for nearly three weeks, 6 year old Samantha is 

recovering from a nearly fatal car crash." "we should've done better. 

This was completely avoidable." "Shelly is Samantha's mom, who has 

been by her side at VCU Medical Center day and night since the 

crash. Samantha was riding with her dad when it happened -- but 

Shelly admits, they made a crucial mistake -- they thought Samantha 

was big enough to ride in the back of the car without a booster seat."

0:03:24
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Health 10/28/2016 11:00 PM RESTAURANT REPORT Seven Hills Brewing Company at 115 South 15th Street in Richmond 

is know for its craft beer and seafood. It usually earns better health 

inspection scores. But this time it had 3 priority violations, plus 3 

priority foundation, and 3 core violations. The report says methods 

were not being used to control flies, and they were told to throw out 

some pico de gallo, diced tomatoes, and cole slaw that wasn't being 

kept cold enough. 

0:02:03

Education 10/28/2016 11:00 PM SEXTING EXPULSION A star African American football player at the Richmond Christian 

School....kicked off the team and out of school... accused of sexual 

harassment and making unwanted advances...on a white female 

student  "I was just. I was in shock. (Chris) In shock? (Malik) That 

whole thing really shocked me." 17-year-old Malik Shaw feels while 

the details of this story may be embarrassing they certainly aren't 

criminal  

0:02:17

Politics 10/28/2016 11:00 PM TRUMP POLL WATCHERS Down by double digits in Virginia - Donald Trump supporters from 

the group, "Citizens for Trump" are answering the nominee's clarion 

call for Election Day: It's a plan gaining national attention: Putting 

around 1,300 volunteers, or Trump "vote protectors," in nine cities, 

from Richmond to Cleveland. It's raising eyebrows because all of 

these cities have large minority electorates. Where conservative 

critics have said the vote could be rigged.

0:01:40

Crime & Public Safety 10/29/2016 11:00 PM MORRISSEY ALLEGATIONS FOLO "Well we knew that there would be an October surprise. I never 

expected that there would be something like this." Mayoral 

Candidate Joe Morrissey holding a hastily arranged news conference 

"The allegations set forth in the...Liar!" That got off to a rocky start 

due hecklers "The allegations set forthg...Liar! Hard to do it folks." 

0:02:15

Crime & Public Safety 10/29/2016 11:00 PM MORRISSEY SEX ALLEGATIONS REAX Three of Joe Morrissey's top rivals - taking the stage tonight. But the 

leading candidate, out of sight. The first question from moderator 

and NBC12's own, Heather Sullivan, asking the candidates to react to 

the jaw dropping allegations... Jack Berry answering if he thinks this 

is the end of the road for Morrissey. Levar Stoney went further... 

Saying Morrissey's conduct has held not only his constituents back, 

but also the city. 

0:01:23

Crime & Public Safety 10/30/2016 6:00 PM CHESTERFIELD CAR IN POND Jake halder: "the old wire fence... and just some saplings and stuff." 

Jake halder is surveying the damage left behind from a crash. Jake 

Halder: "I heard alot of sirens looked out my front door and saw a 

fire truck go by, there were already two ambulances." He was 

surprised when police showed up to his front door, asking if he had 

any information... Jake Halder: "I asked him what happened, he said 

a car had gone into the pond behind me.." 

0:01:16

Politics 10/30/2016 6:00 PM SEAN ASTIN STUMPS FOR HILLARY In Richmond, a big name campaigns for for Hillary Clinton... Actor 

Sean Astin was in town today. The "Lord of the Rings" actor kicked 

off his tour of central V-A, at the Richmond and Henrico campaign 

offices. He even made a stop at Alamo B-B-Q on Jefferson Avenue, 

speaking with fans about why he's trading acting for politics.

0:00:49

Crime & Public Safety 10/31/2016 5:00 PM ALLEN AVE ASSAULT residents on allen Avenue near grove...say they live in a close knit 

community made up of several families... through the next door app, 

many of them found out a man was robbed in this alley.., and his 

cellphone and earphones were stolen... take a look at the video... 

police say It happened around midnight... the victim was walking on 

North Granby Street then seems to be caught of guard when men in 

masks grabbed him... 

0:01:30

Politics 10/31/2016 5:00 PM BALILES TODAY We want you to be prepared heading into election day. We're 

bringing in one of the top five candidates for Richmond mayor every 

day this week on 12 News Today at six. We kicked off our series this 

morning with Jon Baliles ... he spoke on how to improve the city's 

economy.

0:00:49

Racial Issues 10/31/2016 5:00 PM BALLICEAUX BLACKFACE people are rightfully disgusted with it and I think it was poorly done 

and I understand why people are upset and i resigned from 

balliceaux because I cannot allow my regrettable actions to hurt 

good people racism still exists and it's getting worse all the time and I 

never thought that I would be in this position but my careless actions 

caused this Many people who know Bopst say he has been an ally for 

years when it comes to racial equality issues here in Richmond-- 

0:01:13
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Special Coverage 10/31/2016 5:30 PM BOYS POLICE WISH COMES TRUE This is the video that went viral... (video with jingle) Two Henrico 

police officers-- helping 9-year-old Michael Rice's dream come true. 

8:51:01 he just loves police officers 8:51L04 Michael, who has 

cerebal palsey, loves police officers so much... he wanted to be one 

for halloween. His brother started building him a police car that 

would fit around his wheelchair... His mom-- mary rice-- called the 

henrico police non emergency line. 

0:01:25

Crime & Public Safety 10/31/2016 6:00 PM ASSAULT ON CAM Jasmine Turner: "Home surveillance has become a way for 

neighborhoods to stay alert to what's happening in their area, on N. 

Allen Avenue a man was checking his security footage to help 

someone figure out who could have stolen their yard signs, when he 

stumbled upon what appears to be an assault on camera." They 

seem to appear out of no where, three suspects, making their way 

down North Allen Avene...

0:01:57

Racial Issues 10/31/2016 6:00 PM BLACKFACE CONTROVERSY A known Richmond music booker -- is now facing the music -- after 

this controversial post showing him wearing blackface. "I'm horrified 

for myself." Chris Bopst wore the racially charged costume while 

working a Halloween party at Balliceaux restaurant in the fan. 

"People are rightfully disgusted with it." Speaking to NBC12 -- Bopst 

says he takes responsibility -- and doesn't want the business to suffer 

from his actions

0:01:42

Crime & Public Safety 10/31/2016 6:00 PM OYSA CHECK SCAM Here's the envelope in question- there you see it- Mary Goodwyn's 

name clear as day. Her address was on there too. And inside, this 

cushy check for 19-95. 11:00:29 Mary Goodwyn, Got questionable 

check in the mail - "I was excited- I said oh! I have a check from 

Walmart. I was excited about it until I read the letter." That's because 

Mary was careful- and noticed several red flags. 

0:01:53

Crime & Public Safety 10/31/2016 11:00 PM HENRICO HOME INVASION "The call came in as a home invasion and quickly turned deadly the 

people inside the town house telling police they grabbed their guns 

to fend off alleged attackers, killing one of them and severely injuring 

the other" 30 "heard 5 gunshots, opened my eyes, and my significant 

other said 'did you hear that?'" Gunshots and screams tore through 

the Three Chopt West Apartment Complex 828 "I woke up and heard 

screaming right outside my window" 

0:01:57

Special Coverage 11/1/2016 5:00 PM AOK MRS DUNFORD CHERYL DUNFORD FOLLOWED HER HEART INTO THE CLASSROOM. 

SOT (cheryl)11:55:31 "my first love from the time i was a little girl 

was teaching." SOT (beth) 11:38:14 "the happiest she can be is when 

she's with her kids at school" NOT JUST ANY SCHOOL, IT HAD TO BE 

ECOFF ELEMENTARY. CHERYL TEACHES IN THE SAME CLASSROOM 

WHERE HER SON SAT IN SECOND GRADE. SOT(cheryl) 

0:03:27

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/1/2016 5:00 PM ASHLAND HIGH SPEED RAIL For months there's been an ongoing conversation....about the future 

of Ashlands railroad and now it continues as the commonwealth 

transportation board and the community were presented with 

options for a high speed railway... there was a packed house in the 

Ashland Theater, listening closely to several options that include 

adding a third line, and new station..building a bypass around the 

western part of Ashland even a system underground. 

0:02:11

Politics 11/1/2016 5:00 PM ELECTION DAY PUSH Stacks of pledge cards... vows to vote... are now blessed... 1:22:26 

"For the common good of our communities, our Commonwealth, our 

national and our world." Pastors remind followers that the right to 

vote didn't always come easy for many... 1:18:37 "People bled and 

died for it. People were lynched. And now, is your opportunity to 

have a voice." Faith leaders at 31st Street Baptist tell me they're 

especially encouraging people in communities of color to make a 

change....

0:01:21

Special Coverage 11/1/2016 5:00 PM GIFT CARD WINNER One local woman is a thousand dollars richer right now - all because 

she watched 12 News Today. We're giving away a one-thousand 

dollar gift card to Short Pump Town Center - every single day for the 

next three weeks. We caught up with our first winner, Carolyn from 

Petersburg. Listen to how she reacted when we told her she was the 

winner. We're glad she called back so she could get that gift card! 

0:00:48
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Crime & Public Safety 11/1/2016 5:00 PM MISSING WOMAN That breaking news is a plea for help right now from Richmond police 

to find "this" woman. This is 50 year old Erica Vencill. She's been 

missing since August. She was last seen August 18-th near her home 

in the 28-hundred block of Hull Street. Vencill was last seen wearing 

jeans and a shirt with dark and light gray stripes. If you've spotted 

her and can help police find her, call Crime Stoppers at 780-1000.

0:00:50

Politics 11/1/2016 5:00 PM PBURG MUSEUM EMPLOYEE We're at the Union Train station where a council meeting will get 

underway in less than 2 hours. Among those who will be there - 

neighbors who say they're on a mission to bring the city's museums 

back to life. When the city closed its museums just last month - 17 

year old Tyler Beale was one of the employees who was let go. It's a 

job he loved - first starting as a volunteer before working his way 

onto the payroll.

0:01:53

Crime & Public Safety 11/1/2016 5:00 PM STAFFORD SEX ASSAULT :09:36:34 Kings highway is a busy road, and that's why the sheriff's 

office is hoping someone saw something that could lead to the arrest 

of the man behind this brutal attack.;09;36;50 It was dark along Kings 

High early Monday...around 2:45 am...when Stafford Deputies say a 

young woman was driving her car, when another vehicle...driven by 

this man crashed into her. The sheriff's office say the woman was 

forced into the left turn lane, near Sherwood Forest Farm.

0:01:51

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/1/2016 5:30 PM OFF TRACK BETTING the off track betting site is actually here inside this sports bar and 

take a look at the number of TVs fans can choose from to watch the 

races. Having the site here means cash in hand which I'm told is 

actually a good thing for the local economy. Betting on horse racing 

in Virginia meant extra revenue for Breakers Sports bar in Henrico's 

West end. we had a great turnout where people came in consistently

0:01:47

Politics 11/1/2016 6:00 PM CFIELD LAWSUIT I have a copy of that lawsuit which accuses election officials of not 

allowing the foundation to inspect election records related to 

maintaining accurate voter rolls basically to see if there are any 

people registered to vote here in chesterfield who shouldn't be 

allowed to cast a ballot next tuesday It is a felony when a foreigner 

registers to vote in Virginia this lawsuit defines 'foreigner' as 

someone no longer living in chesterfield county, registered to vote 

somewhere else...

0:01:17

Politics 11/1/2016 6:00 PM PBURG FINANCIAL PLAN (brent solomon - petersburg) "The saying goes you can't know where 

youre going if you don't know where you've been. It's why some 

neighbors here are trying to act to preserve petersburg." (tyler beale - 

lost his job with city museum) 5909 "I became the coordinator of 

some major events here at centre hill." (cut to) 114 "This is a popular 

filiming location. Mercy Street has filmed here two seasons so far." 

0:01:47

Politics 11/1/2016 6:00 PM RVA MAYOR FUNDRAISING Jack Berry-- the former director of Venture Richmond- brought in 

nearly 360-thousand in October. That brings his fundraising total to 

nearly 900-thousand dollars. the most ever raised in an R-V-A Mayor 

race. Former Secretary of the Commonwealth Levar Stoney raised 

another 105-thousand in October-- bringing his total to more than 

842-thousand. Front runner in several polls-- former Delegate Joe 

Morrissey reports ZERO fundraising activity or spending in the month 

of October...

0:01:25

Crime & Public Safety 11/1/2016 6:00 PM STAFFORD SEX ASSAULT 09;39;16 After an accident your first inclination may be to check your 

vehicle for damage....but now the Stafford sheriff's office is warning 

against that, after woman Was violently assaulted here on kings 

highway. Around 2-45 Monday morning-- Stafford Deputies say a 

young woman was driving her car on a dark highway, when another 

vehicle...driven by this man crashed into her. The sheriff's office say 

the woman was forced into the left turn lane, near Sherwood Forest 

Farm. 

0:01:49

Health 11/1/2016 11:00 PM OVERWEIGHT TEEN JOURNEY  Nestled among the rolling hills of Greene County Virginia - there's a 

wonderful school that's SO idyllic, it seems straight out of a Norman 

Rockwell Painting. Over the years, thousands of teens have passed 

through the doors of William Monroe High, and left with memories 

they'll cherish for a lifetime....sadly though - Austin Shifflett is not 

one of them. ...

0:03:29
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Education 11/1/2016 11:00 PM SEXTING EXPULSION FOLO We first told you about this young couple at Richmond Christian 

School accused of sexting  (Chris Reading Text) "You wanna lay up 

with me for a night?" writes 17-year-old Malik Shaw "Yes"  someone 

replies... (Chris Reading Text) "Kiss me? Hug me? Grind on me? 

Shower with meee?" And later there's even a "Hump Day" 

illustration  "My mom caught me with a letter I wrote to a girl. 

0:02:12

Crime & Public Safety 11/1/2016 11:00 PM TYONNE JOHNS MURDER FOLO FEMALE 2: Little boy  Little boy! STRUGGLE FEMALE 2: Oh you 

stabbed me? That's the emotional end of the cell phone video that 

got 19 year old Kempton Bonds out of jail  on bond. It's why he's now 

able to walk into court with his family. He recorded the tense 

encounter during an August 6th wedding. The teen working as a park 

employee Overseeing the clean-up. The situation got heated  With 

hateful words - according the defense. 

0:01:40

Politics 11/2/2016 5:00 PM ACLU VOTING RIGHTS Voter intimidation because emotion attached to this year's campaign 

and to the candidates is running so high the ACLU is concerned about 

people trying to influence voters. Here are the top poll problems the 

ACLU is monitoring Having your right to vote challenged Being told 

you cannot vote because you're wearing political-related attire which 

is legal in Virginia, you just cant campaign or influence other voters 

Not being able to physically access the polling precinct each...

0:01:48

Special Coverage 11/2/2016 5:00 PM CALL 12 GRASP GRASP counselors will be at the Richmond Public Library from 10 to 4 

on Saturday ... or you can seek them out in local schools. But today, 

you have a direct line to them-345-1212 is the number. They are 

with us until 6:30.

0:01:10

Crime & Public Safety 11/2/2016 5:00 PM DINWIDDIE SUSPICIOUS MAN The 14-year-old is fine... just very shaken up... His mother gave us the 

scary account of how the driver persisted in trying to get her son into 

his SUV, yesterday morning, at 6:30 am. Let me show you video of 

the block where this happened... no street lights so it was very dark. 

The mother tells us her son missed the bus, and was walking along 

the road... That's when a smaller, grey SUV pulled up to the boy. 

0:01:34

Crime & Public Safety 11/2/2016 5:00 PM GUN STORE THEFTS 5-thousand dollars is being offered for any information that leads to 

an arrest. I spoke to the store owner --he didn't want to go on 

camera but says extra safety precautions are being made, He says 

that includes locking up the handguns which is not required by law. 

Semi automatic weapons are locked up every night. Investigators say 

this happened on October 20 when several people broke into the 

store and stole multiple firearms. The owner tells me the thieves got 

in by smashing a ...

0:01:03

Special Coverage 11/2/2016 5:00 PM LOVING FILM Last year, around this time - parts of Shockoe Bottom were 

transformed into a soundstage for a major motion picture about a 

landmark Supreme Court case, but really - the plot is more simple 

than that - it's a love story. - - -nat break- - - In 1958, Richard Loving, 

a white man - married Mildred Jeter, a woman of color, a violation of 

Virginia's racial integrity act. The Supreme Court ruling on Loving v. 

Virginia, invalidated laws prohibiting interracial marriage all across 

the country

0:02:23

Special Coverage 11/2/2016 5:30 PM PBURG CHRISTMAS PARADE What you're looking at is more than a just a parade. It's a symbol of 

pride. (annie harris - commonwealth dance arts academy) 403 "This 

year I was trying to come back with another first place win but I don't 

think there's going to be a parade." Every year, students in the 

Commonwealth Dance Arts Academy compete in the float 

competition. (annie harris - commonwealth dance arts academy) 446 

"They look forward to seeing us dance down the street with all our 

tricks.

0:01:27

Special Coverage 11/2/2016 5:30 PM TRACKING TULLY LAST TIME nats at arcade We met Tully a year ago. She was just 10 weeks old. 

Her raiser, Sarah, was just 18, already raising her second Guiding 

Eyes puppy. *6:40 (Sarah/Raiser, Guiding Eyes for the Blind) How 

much does she weigh now? over 50 pounds. but she loves to be 

picked up. the other night she looked at me and she was asleep and 

we had to go upstairs and she was like do I want to walk up the 

stairs. And I was like I'll pick you up. 

0:00:58
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Crime & Public Safety 11/2/2016 6:00 PM DAYCARE ABUSE Sabrina, family members are writing on Facebook that the toddler is 

doing better. She's at a local hospital, rushed there last night, after 

her family picked her up from daycare. Now if you're just joining us - 

we want to stress that we've blurred these photos to protect the 

child'd identity, and since this is a sensitive case. Taking you back to 

8:30 last night... A family member puts these photos online, and they 

spread to more than 40 thousand shares through social media...

0:01:28

Crime & Public Safety 11/2/2016 6:00 PM DINWIDDIE SUSPICIOUS MAN school bus A middle school boy walks along his block, just after 6:30 

am...after missing the bus, according to his mother. The 14-year-old's 

mom didn't want to be identified, but agreed to talk with NBC12... 

14:36:18 "It was so scary, and this is 6;30 in the morning. Dark, very 

very dark. THere's no street lights out here." The mother says a dark 

SUV pulls up to her son... A man inside telling the boy... 14:35:29 

"Hey kid I'm taking you to school." 

0:01:50

Politics 11/2/2016 11:00 PM CFIELD VOTER LAWSUIT Here's what I've uncovered the discrepancy could be people who 

passed away, who moved, or who registered somewhere else. And 

the group admits those removed from voter rolls for citizenship 

problems were automatically removed before the foundation even 

filed a request. 20:59:10 "if you look at what they found, they had 

been excluded through the automatic process not through the 

process this organization is looking for, but they had already been 

excluded"

0:01:43

Special Coverage 11/2/2016 11:00 PM HOMEWRECKER POST It's a website to air your anger, your dirty laundry and most of all get 

even. The name says it all. She's a homewrecker -dot-com. You'll find 

post after post with pictures and details. It's just a webpage-- until 

that post is you. This post about realtor Monika Glennon is an 

elaborate story from an anonymous source claiming they were 

interested in buying a home. The author says she couldn't get away 

from work and told her husband to go on without her. 

0:02:56

Politics 11/3/2016 4:00 PM CANDIDATES TARGET MORRISSEY There's the headline the Democratic party of Virginia and Levar 

Stoney's mayoral campaign to file legal action against Joe Morrissey's 

campaign for Violations of Virginia Law  "Sometimes you have to 

standup to a bully. And we are willing to do that. People think you 

can get away with these sort of antics, and I'm not going to stand for 

it, and I don't think Richmond is going to stand for it." At issue is this 

advertisement that Stoney says fails to inform voters who paid for 

it...

0:02:47

Crime & Public Safety 11/3/2016 5:00 PM CFIELD CAR BREAKINS 1:03:29 "So, he proceeded to come outside, and noticed a gentleman 

running down the street. He proceeded to chase him, and he had 

tried to break into his car. Did he catch him? No, unfortunately, no." 

Certainly, neighbors are telling me they're locking up... A lot of the 

cars that were broken into, were left unlocked in driveways... Coming 

up in our next hour at 6, we talk to another man who says he came 

face to face with the suspect in action... 

0:00:50

Crime & Public Safety 11/3/2016 5:00 PM CFIELD CAR BREAKINS I've spoken to about half a dozen neighbors who say in recent 

weeks... their cars have been broken into and rummaged through... 

Some doors being left wide open... and fingerprints all over the 

windows. In some cases, the thief made off with things like tools, or 

even a knife left in the car. Police confirm they've taken at least 15 

reports of car larcenies... in this area, just last month. The popular 

items reported missing... electronics... even firearms...

0:01:03

Crime & Public Safety 11/3/2016 5:00 PM FAITH LEADERS PICNIC (brent solomon - richmond) in 4952 "How well do you know the men 

and women behind the badge. And for that matter, how well do local 

police know you? That's an issue local police are working to address 

with your help." Sometimes the images aren't always positive. So 

Richmond officers are taking a pro-active step to show the public 

they don't want to be viewed as the bad guys. They're partnering 

with Bishop Larry Branch to help spread the message.

0:01:22

Politics 11/3/2016 5:00 PM JACK BERRY AM SHOW Richmond's mayoral candidates have been joining us on the morning 

show this week, to discuss the city's most important issues. There 

was a shake-up in race yesterday when Jon Baliles dropped out ... 

and this morning, Jack Berry explained why he thinks that could help 

him win the race.

0:00:45
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Crime & Public Safety 11/3/2016 5:00 PM NEW KENT CRASH CHARGE A Virginia Beach teenager is now facing about a dozen serious 

charges-- after New Kent authorities say he led them on a high speed 

chase through two counties. The sheriff's office says it started on 

Interstate -64 onto New Kent Highway. At one point the teenager led 

deputies onto Pamunkey Church Road--which is a gravel road 

surrounded by homes. The sheriff says the teenager even tried to run 

over a deputy who was on foot -- he had to jump out of the way to 

avoid being hit. 

0:01:01

Special Coverage 11/3/2016 5:30 PM 12 AT BRUNSWICK STEW Stewmasters from across the southeast gather at the 17th Street 

Farmers' Market at this annual event, each offering their own unique 

take on a tasty fall favorite. Stew available by the sample or by the 

quart. Plus enjoy an expanded arts and craft marketplace, children's 

area, live music, and refreshing adult beverages including beer, wine 

and hard cider. Free to attend, food and beverages available for 

purchase. Make sure you get there early before the quarts run out! 

clock Saturday at 11 AM ...

0:01:09

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/3/2016 5:30 PM POTHOLE PROBLEM FIXED Check it out. One week ago this was a giant pothole causing 

headaches for customers. Now it's perfectly paved and the lot 

attendant couldn't be happier. It's hard to believe just last week 

this...looked like this. Lot attendant Jon bazemore said the massive 

pothole was wreaking havoc on customer's cars as they stopped for a 

bite at the chipotle and panera 10:11:12 We have a corvette, he 

cracked both sides of the plexi glass. He cried. He was crying.

0:01:33

Crime & Public Safety 11/3/2016 6:00 PM CFIELD CAR BREAKINS "hand trying to get into car" It was that sound at 2:30 am Tuesday 

morning, that alerted Scott Saunders and his son-in-law to potential 

trouble outside... The family's BMW parked right in front of the 

house... and someone right nearby it. 1:03:26 "Looked out the 

window and noticed that his car light was on." When his son-in-law 

went outside... 1:03:30 "noticed a gentleman running down the 

street. 

0:02:19

Racial Issues 11/3/2016 6:00 PM FAITH LEADERS PICNIC (brent solomon - richmond) 6 in - 5158 "There's perhaps nothing that 

makes you cringe more than driving down the road and noticing 

those flashing blue lights behind you. Local police say the image of 

being the bad guy is something they don't want to define them." 

(vincent white - learning to trust police) 2040 "My grandfather used 

to tell me, sit down and tell me straight up don't talk to the police. 

He would share stories with me about how police did negative things 

to him.

0:01:46

Crime & Public Safety 11/3/2016 6:00 PM NEW KENT PURSUIT That teenager is also facing a charge of attempted capital murder 

after the sheriff says he tried to run over one of his deputies. Sheriff 

McLaughlin didn't want to go on camera about the investigation--but 

did give us some details. Pamunkey Church Road runs parallel to New 

Kent Highway and is hidden amongst the trees. Not many people 

travel down this way--- it's so quiet here, so peaceful But early 

Thursday morning-- this gravel road was part of a high speed chase. 

0:02:12

Education 11/3/2016 6:00 PM NEW PLAYGROUND the kids here actually helped the carmax foundation design this 

playground this is one of 33 playgrounds the foundation plans to 

build across the country. Why? To encourage healthy living- and to 

enable kids to learn, grow, and simply enjoy being a kid. 150, 000 

dollars worth of damage- as the school playground was set on fire in 

juneleaving this center of the school yard in rubble

0:01:28

Politics 11/3/2016 11:00 PM CANDIDATE ADS At best, the Morrissey Campaign is spinning this misleading mailing 

as a mistake. Dr. Ravi Perry is a political scientist with VCU. And he 

doesn't think these fliers will make a difference in the race. But, in his 

view, they do show one important indication for Morrissey: With Jon 

Baliles now gone... Fellow mayoral candidate Michelle Mosby sat 

down with NBC12 tonight. And she offered a frank suggestion.

0:01:32

Politics 11/3/2016 11:00 PM CANDIDATES TARGET MORRISSEY There's the headline the Democratic party of Virginia and Levar 

Stoney's mayoral campaign to file legal action against Joe Morrissey's 

campaign for Violations of Virginia Law  "Sometimes you have to 

standup to a bully. And we are willing to do that. People think you 

can get away with these sort of antics, and I'm not going to stand for 

it, and I don't think Richmond is going to stand for it." At issue is this 

advertisement that Stoney says fails to inform voters who paid for 

the it...

0:02:18
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Politics 11/3/2016 11:00 PM RVA MAYOR FUNDRAISING Jack Berry-- the former director of Venture Richmond- brought in 

nearly 360-thousand in October. That brings his fundraising total to 

nearly 900-thousand dollars. the most ever raised in an R-V-A Mayor 

race. Former Secretary of the Commonwealth Levar Stoney raised 

another 105-thousand in October-- bringing his total to more than 

842-thousand. Front runner in several polls-- former Delegate Joe 

Morrissey reports ZERO fundraising activity or spending in the month 

of October...

0:00:51

Special Coverage 11/3/2016 11:00 PM SYRIAN FAMILY IN RVA Allison: The Ghanoum family lived herein jobar, a town in Syria 

before the civil war began...now they are miles away across the 

Atlantic resettled as the first syrian refugee family here, in richmond 

virginia. We had an interpreter for this interview... Mr. Ghanoum 

doesn't yet know english. He has only lived in the US since June of 

this year. Mohamad Ghanoum lived a peaceful life in Syria. A 

husband, father of four and metal worker-- his family was 

comfortable-- life was good.

0:03:47

Education 11/4/2016 4:00 PM GAVIN GRIMM SPEAKS OUT "It's a big thing to think about is the best way I can put it." 

Transgender student Gavin Grimm's fight to use the boy's bathroom 

at Gloucster High School is now heading to the Supreme Court  "17-

years-old and your case will have national implications. What do you 

make of that? I haven't yet. You're still trying to process it? I am. I am 

still in the process of processing." 

0:02:00

Politics 11/4/2016 4:00 PM POLITIFACT In this week's PolitiFact, we're taking a closer look at the mayoral 

race. Michelle Mosby said that Joe Morrissey quote "has been a 

delegate in the General Assembly for eight years with no laws passed 

to help our black community with education or workforce." Well our 

colleagues did their homework, and they rate Mosby's statement, 

half true. Morrissey introduced bills that helped people regardless of 

race...

0:02:14

Politics 11/4/2016 5:00 PM AL QAIDA VOTER THREAT We just finished speak with Brian Moran, Virginia Secretary of Public 

Safety and Homeland Security, about this situation. He says officials 

have been looking into the possible al-Qaida threat....targeting 

Monday the eve of election day. Moran says through a close 

relationship with the FBI...state police made him aware of the 

potential threat that also mentions New York, Texas and Virginia as 

targets...with no specific locations Virginia State police will continue 

to monitor the situation...

0:00:48

Politics 11/4/2016 5:00 PM AL QAIDA VOTER THREAT We also reached out to the Virginia Board of Elections about this 

potential threat...who says in part quote "We remain extremely 

vigilant for any potential threats to the upcoming election   Virginia 

voters should be confident that they will be able to safely cast a 

ballot on Tuesday and that their votes will be accurately counted." 

While state police will be monitoring this situation... Moran is 

encouraging voter to continue with their original election day plans... 

0:00:49

Racial Issues 11/4/2016 5:00 PM BREWERY DRESS CODE ISSUES 21:41:32 "The owner of the 7 Hills Brewing Company, who happens 

to be African American, tells me he's just trying to enforce 

appropriate attire and conduct at his bar." The dress code list is 

posted on the weekend... when a DJ plays at the bar, according to a 

manager at the 7 Hill Brewery. It reads... collared shirt or shirts with 

buttons required. Some items banned... boxers, timberlands or 

boots, all white tees or baggy graphic tees, doorags, hats or 

sunglasses...

0:01:21

Crime & Public Safety 11/4/2016 5:00 PM FAC MARCUS WRIGHT Hanover County Sheriff's Deputies are looking for 34 year old Marcus 

Darrell Wright of Aylett. they say just before 11 o'clock this 

morning... a deputy was pulling Wright over for a traffic violation on 

Mechanicsville Turnpike. They say he became combative and 

assaulted two deputies and ran off on foot onto I-295. A driver had 

pulled over on the shoulder of 295 and was out of the vehicle. They 

say Wright hopped in and stole the car. 

0:00:57

Politics 11/4/2016 5:00 PM MOSBY ON AM SHOW Our in-studio interview series with Richmond's mayoral candidates 

wrapped up this morning with Michelle Mosby. She sat down with 

Karla and Eric and answered tough questions her financial past.

0:02:15
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Special Coverage 11/4/2016 5:00 PM RIP BAGEL The search for Bagel the Beagle was intense. Jocelyn Sen printed up 

700 posters, 1,000 business cards and even bumper stickers. You 

might have seen her van with his pictures to help spread the word 

and bring her dog home. Unfortunately, after nearly 5 months Senn 

says she believes Bagel is dead. She posted on Facebook - "Long and 

short, Bagel was killed, on impact, not long after he left my home. I 

do believe this is the reality. He is complete. I need to find my peace. 

0:00:51

Politics 11/4/2016 5:00 PM THREAT REACTION Well every voter we spoke to says -they're not going to let a 

potential terrorist threat stop them from voting on Tuesday. People 

told us with how close the two main candidates are-- they 

understand how important it is to cast a ballot. Some people said the 

threat doesn't surprise them because that's the type of world we 

now live in.

0:00:51

Crime & Public Safety 11/4/2016 5:30 PM GANG INDICTMENTS (brent solomon - charlottesville) IN 754 Authorities here inside of 

federal court tell me the streets are a little safer tonight after they 

spent the last 4 years getting to work to bust gang members involved 

in an extensive crime spree all across Virginia. Just about any crime 

you can think of, police say the Mad Stone Bloods also known as 

MSB, are on it. (david jaffe - department of justice) 5949 "Gangs like 

the madstone bloods threaten the safety and security of our 

communites.

0:01:51

Special Coverage 11/4/2016 5:30 PM MATT LIVE AT PGA EVENT Hidden inside these two trailers...tucked behind the salalite trucks 

and hospitality tents...is the PGA's player performance center. The 

trailer on the right is a fully equipped training room. The one on the 

left...a stocked gym. And they're completely mobile. Paul Schueren: 

we carry on a weekly bqasis two physical therapists, chiropractor, 

trainer. it's very cohesive. players can get any care they are looking 

for. 

0:01:34

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/4/2016 6:00 PM BREWERY DRESS CODE ISSUES 21:43:14 "The owner of the 7 Hills Brewing Company, right here, tells 

me, he's making some changes to the dress code, after requiring 

certain things, like no Timberlands allowed, or large chains having to 

be tucked in." It's this dress code list that prompted over 250 

comments on Reddit. Some of the banned items raising eyebrows: 

Timberlands or boots, all white tees or baggy graphic tees, dorags, 

hats or sunglasses...large chains...and Black and Mild cigars...

0:01:39

Crime & Public Safety 11/4/2016 6:00 PM VA TERROR THREAT "We take any and all potential threats very seriously." with just days 

before Americans are set to cast their ballots...Virginia officials are on 

alert. "early this morning I was asked to be briefed on this issue of a 

potential threat." Virginia Secretary of Homeland Security and Public 

Safety, Brian Moran...says the commonwealth works closely with the 

FBI... this morning Virginia state police made him aware of a 

potential threat coming from al-qaida..

0:01:54

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/4/2016 11:00 PM DOUBLE BOOKED BURIEL PLOT 12:17:13 I purchased my property in may of 2007 and this summer 

discovered that someone else was resting in my property. Patricia 

Robey-Weeden was heartbroken when she discovered what had 

happened at Dale Memorial Cemetery in Chesterfield without her 

knowledge..and she just stumbled upon it. 12:18:07 I had a friend 

buried right up here on the hill and after the service i walked down 

and that's when I discovered it. 

0:03:22

Politics 11/4/2016 11:00 PM ELECTION CYBER ATTACK With just over four days to go, Homeland Security, military and U.S. 

intelligence officials are preparing for an unprecedented effort to 

defend democracy at work. Multiple officials confirm with NBC News, 

there is growing concern that Russia, or sophisticated hackers 

working without the backing of any country, could create chaos on 

Tuesday... Protections are now being put in place for the power 

grid... For fear cities could have lights shut off.

0:01:17

Politics 11/4/2016 11:00 PM GAVIN GRIMM SPEAKS OUT "It's a big thing to think about is the best way I can put it." 

Transgender student Gavin Grimm's fight to use the boy's bathroom 

at Gloucster High School is now heading to the Supreme Court  "17-

years-old and your case will have national implications. What do you 

make of that? I haven't yet. You're still trying to process it? I am. I am 

still in the process of processing." 

0:01:55
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Health 11/4/2016 11:00 PM RESTUARANT REPORT First up is Don Papa Grande at 12806 Jefferson Davis Highway in 

Chesterfield. It had 3 priority violations, 2 priority foundation, and 3 

core violations. The report says a pan of cooked rice mixture on the 

stove was not being kept hot enough and the operator had to throw 

it out. It also says containers of raw fish and salsa were stored on the 

floor of the walk-in cooler, and some foods in the walk-in were cold 

holding at improper temperatures.

0:01:13

Crime & Public Safety 11/5/2016 11:00 PM CFIELD DAYCARE ABUSE FOLO You can see she is loving... Precocious, and bright. But the signs are 

plain to see, that little Londyn is not as she once was. That's how 

grandmother Charlette Mosely remembers Tuesday, when she 

picked her granddaughter up from daycare. These photos, posted on 

Facebook, spreading to thousands across the country. It's still an 

unresolved question - what happened. 

0:01:29

Special Coverage 11/5/2016 11:00 PM RICHMOND YOUTH PARADE 23:05 to 23:10 "Mass incarceration won't fix the situation...invest in 

us." Crowds from all walks of life taking to the busy Broad Street 

protesting the so called school to prison pipeline "It gives me hope 

for humanity because all of the issues. They are all of our issues." 

Kathryn Haines brought her children along saying she's had young 

family members get caught up in the criminal justice system  "I'm 

about having other options besides sending kids straight to jail." ...

0:01:52

Crime & Public Safety 11/6/2016 6:00 PM CHESTERFIELD MURDER SUSPECT IN COURT "People living on this busy street continue to be haunted with the 

triple murder happening at a home nearby- and while its been more 

than a year since loved ones buried this family, the investigation into 

their murder, continues." "I saw forensic ride by" "are we in danger?" 

In the hours following the police presence on this street neighbors 

described chaos "i feel an unrest. I feel an unease" While friends of 

the family expressed heartbreak. 

0:02:04

Crime & Public Safety 11/6/2016 11:00 PM GUNS IN CARS INVESTIGATION This is really one of the last places people want to leave a gun. 

Although, sometimes it is absolutely unavoidable and we'll address 

that. There were 406 firearms reported stolen in the city in 2015-- 

136 of them were take from inside-- vehicles. More often than not-- 

the door was left unlocked-- the gun was left in the most obvious 

place-- the glove box. Police will tell you-- don't leave your firearm in 

your car. It's an easy target for thieves. 

0:02:32

Crime & Public Safety 11/7/2016 4:00 PM GUNS IN CARS INVESTIGATION This is really one of the last places people want to leave a gun. 

Although, sometimes it is absolutely unavoidable and we'll address 

that. There were 406 firearms reported stolen in the city in 2015-- 

136 of them were take from inside-- vehicles. More often than not-- 

the door was left unlocked-- the gun was left in the most obvious 

place-- the glove box. Police will tell you-- don't leave your firearm in 

your car. It's an easy target for thieves.

0:02:36

Politics 11/7/2016 5:00 PM ELECTION PREPS So when will turnout be the heaviest. Experts say mornings and 

evenings are the most crowded. So if you're able to head to the polls 

in the middle of the day, you may be able to get in and out a little 

quicker. And don't forget you will need a Photo ID to vote. It can be a 

driver's license or a passport - even a work ID as long as it has your 

photo and your name printed on it. Polls open at 6am and close at 7 

PM.

0:00:54

Politics 11/7/2016 5:00 PM ELECTION PREPS When you show up to your polling location tomorrow, be prepared 

for long lines and campaign workers greeting you outside. Once you 

get inside, there may be poll watchers monitoring the entire process. 

Keep in mind neither poll watchers or election workers can NOT tell 

you how to vote. This is considered to be a popular election. 

Statewide more than 580 thousand people voted by absentee ballot -

0:00:45

Special Coverage 11/7/2016 5:00 PM EXPIRED KIDS MEDS Allergy relievers cold medications, pain relievers... all for children... 

all for sale.. all expired. Over the summer myself and a my producer 

went to 18 different drug and dollars stores across Richmond, 

Henrico and Chesterfield-- From Walgreens and CVS to Family Dollar, 

Dollar Tree and Dollar General. We looked at the expiration dates of 

every box of children's medication on the shelves. 

0:03:30
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Politics 11/7/2016 5:00 PM KAINE IN NOVA That's right Curt / Sabrina... We're here at George Mason University, 

where the late addition of Vice President Biden to the lineup, is made 

to energize the base... A display, in their view, of continuity between 

the current vice president, and perhaps a new one who will be taking 

his place. The campaign, certainly has reason to feel good tonight. 

The final poll released from Christopher Newport University puts the 

Clinton-Kaine ticket over Trump and Pence by six percentage points. 

0:01:36

Politics 11/7/2016 5:00 PM MAYORAL RACE 15:40:54 "I don't want my children to go to schools where the roof is 

leaking." Joe Morrissey vying for every vote... and in the lead... even 

after his campaign was marred with another sex scandal, last month. 

The Washington and Huffington Posts drawing tough criticism this 

past weekend... and Fighting Joe-- not appearing the least bit 

concerned. 15:39:02 "Zero reaction." 

0:01:15

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/7/2016 6:00 PM OYSA CATERING SCAM The pictures of Melissa Dixon's food speak for themselves- (Nats, just 

let it trail off: 14:07:33 We do smoked meats, smoked BBQ, 

cheesecakes, weddings, ) She's been in the food business for 

decades, most recently as a caterer. But Sweet Melissa's recently had 

a sour experience- after she says she was the target of the same 

scam three times. 14:10:37 The last thing I said to him was "good 

morning- I absolutely cannot transfer any money to an account. Too 

many dishonest people out there....

0:02:25

Special Coverage 11/7/2016 11:00 PM CHESTER BRIDGE DEDICATION It's the photo capturing the spirit of the day. Sergeant Whittman's 

family, assembled near the sign reaffirming what they know... That 

he "gave his life in defense of a grateful nation." The gathering, in the 

middle of the village... A short walk from Route 10 and the bridge. 

Among the crowd, classmates from the Citadel... Where as a senior, 

he was first deployed to Afghanistan for 12 months.

0:01:01

Crime & Public Safety 11/7/2016 11:00 PM CHESTERFIELD MURDER SUSPECT IN COURT "People living on this busy street continue to be haunted with the 

triple murder happening at a home nearby- and while its been more 

than a year since loved ones buried this family, the investigation into 

their murder, continues." "I saw forensic ride by" "are we in danger?" 

In the hours following the police presence on this street neighbors 

described chaos "i feel an unrest. I feel an unease" While friends of 

the family expressed heartbreak. 

0:02:17

Special Coverage 11/8/2016 5:00 PM AOK HEATHER AND DONNA AT A HOME IN GLEN ALLEN, BUTTERFLIES LEAD THE WAY TO THE 

HEADQUARTERS OF A THREE YEAR OLD 501c NON PROFIT. (show 

butterfly in yard, home, then on door) SOT(donna) 1341:20 "and this 

is butterfly babies ministries, we have lots of non-perishable food, we 

have our dresser that are full of clothes" FROM CLOTHING TO FOOD 

SOT 13:37:40 "we also have a deep freeze where we give chicken, 

hamburger, nutritious meals to families TO SCHOOL SUPPLIES

0:02:33

Politics 11/8/2016 5:00 PM POLL PROBLEMS We got several calls about Longan Elementary this morning--where 

the chief of this polling place says they actually opened late---- THe 

reason--- she says is because the computers used to check voters in ---

were not working!! New computers had to be brought in. Also-- at 

Robious Middle School---Simone Blackman--who is handicapped ran 

into some issues. She waited an hour and a half in the handicapped 

line with her son--who is her caretaker--only to be told she could cast 

a ballot...

0:01:25

Politics 11/8/2016 5:00 PM VOTER TURNOUT I've been monitoring the polls all day long. At a precinct in Churchill, 

officials had to bring in a third scanning machine just to process all of 

the ballots. Here in Chesterfield, voters continue to pour in and in 

many cases - they're in for a long wait. Let me take you to Robious 

Middle School in Midlothian. The average wait time during the lunch 

hour today - 2 hours! The line reached far outside of the building and 

extended far beyond the entrance of the school! 

0:00:50

Politics 11/8/2016 5:00 PM VOTER TURNOUT It's evident just how much interest there is in this year's election. 

This year, 5.6 million voters registered to vote. Compare that to 5.4 

back in the 2012 presidential election. If you haven't voted yet and 

still plan to head to the polls, you may experience some of these long 

lines given the end of the day rush. People are getting off of work 

and trying to beat the deadline. Keep in mind, as long as you're in 

line by 7, you can't be turned away. 

0:01:04
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Politics 11/8/2016 5:30 PM VCU GETS STUDENTS TO POLLS Student after student-- walked onto THIS shuttle bus-- ready to vote. 

Jaylin Turner -freshman 22:31:41 im pretty excited i feel like i've 

waited for a long time 22:31:45 Jonae Boyd- freshman 22:31:52 i 

always see my family voting and i just want to do it too22:31:57 This 

is 18-year-old Jaylin Turner and Jonae Boyd's first time voting. Jaylin 

Turner

0:01:37

Politics 11/8/2016 5:30 PM WOMAN TURNED AWAY FROM POLLS 13:36:54 "Go straight on in. Excuse me." Reverend Melissa Callis-

Wright.is now filling out a provisional ballot...after calling 12 on your 

side, so she could have a say in this election. 13:35:46 "come this far 

to be able to vote, and of course, I think as a citizen of the United 

States, I think I have the right to vote, and no one should stop me 

from having the right to vote." Melissa says she was in line at 

Blackwell Elementary in the Southside...

0:01:35

Crime & Public Safety 11/9/2016 5:00 PM VCU ROBBERY ARREST VCU Police have made an arrest in connection to an attempted 

robbery near the Monroe Park campus. 18-year-old Maseo Oliver is 

charged with assault. Police say the victim was walking through 

Monroe Park when he was approached and hit by the suspect. The 

suspect tried to take the victim's wallet, but couldn't get it and ran 

off. Oliver is charged in connection to the incident -- police say he has 

no connection to VCU.

0:00:52

Special Coverage 11/9/2016 5:00 PM VETERANS CHOICE You might say Brian Kearns never wastes a moment When he's not 

zipping around... his 35-acre ranch in Cumberland County, Virginia.

0:04:06

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/9/2016 5:30 PM BELLE CREEK CONSTRUCTION It's not even rush hour -- but still-- there are a lot of cars out and 

about using mechanicsville turnpike and belle creek road... an 

intersection next to many shopping centers and restaurants that is 

about to get a makeover for a relocation project. Bethanie Glover 

Spokesperson, VDOT 13:43:56 its going to be improved traffic flow 

13:53:58 Bethany Glover with The Virginia department of 

transportation says the planning for the $22.2 million dollar 

relocation project--began last year. ...

0:01:15

Politics 11/9/2016 5:30 PM WHAT DOES KAINE DO NOW 720whatd you have? 24 cash register 44 coffee brewing Typically on 

Tuesdays tim kaine can be seen at city diner in Richmond 45 "ive met 

him several times" Regulars say the senator is as approachable as the 

small-town feel inside 104 "the country is hungry for authenticity and 

there isn't anyone ive know who is more authentic than tim kaine" 

But where does the former Richmond mayor go from here?

0:01:54

Special Coverage 11/9/2016 5:30 PM WHEELCHAIR TO MARATHON Howard Humphreys: After you have a traumatic injury you just go 

through the natural healing process and you have to relearn what 

your body can do. For Howard Humphreys...that moment came 19 

years ago. Active all his life...he was riding his bike in Richmond when 

he was hit by a car. He became an incomplete parapalegic. Howard 

has limited feeling and movement in his legs. He'll compete in 

Saturday's half marathon in a racing chair. 

0:01:37

Crime & Public Safety 11/11/2016 4:00 PM 54TH HOMICIDE FAMILY SPEAKS "It hurts. My son, I'll never see him again." Lynette Johnson meeting 

us outside the VCU emergency room where her oldest son is now 

recovering after a brutal attack  "I was told that my youngest son saw 

what was going on. He ran to help, and they shot and killed him." 

Mom says 22-year-old Tyrell Johnson was as a loving family man who 

was proud to be a new uncle and excited about their recent move 

downtown

0:01:43

Crime & Public Safety 11/11/2016 5:00 PM CFIELD DEATH INVESTIGATION Police say 23 year old nishae samms was stabbed, members of her 

family and neighbors found her unresponsive around 9 this morning 

Most of the day people in this area have been wanting to know what 

was going on.. it was a shock when many of them heard a knock on 

the door and opened them to police officers. Police spent most of 

the day investigating inside of samms home, and canvassing the 

neighborhood. 

0:01:17

Special Coverage 11/11/2016 5:00 PM GARTH BROOKS Curt and Sabrina, these fans are hyped to have Garth Brooks back in 

the river city for the first time in almost two decades. We had a 

chance to talk with Garth Brooks and Trisha Yearwood today and 

they say they don't think they've slept since the Country Music 

Awards but they are pumped for these shows. Garth couldn't stand 

still talking about tonight's show -- he says fans are going to witness a 

celebration on stage.

0:01:31
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Special Coverage 11/11/2016 5:00 PM GARTH BROOKS "I know you have people come in here and say they're family, but I 

can tell you how old I was when I hired them." Brooks says he 

actually voted for Keith Urban to win Entertainer of the Year but he 

pulled down the big prize. Doors here at the Coliseum open at 5:30, 

the show starts tonight at 7. Coming up at 6, I got a one on one 

interviews with both Garth and Trisha and they talk about what fans 

can expect from them here in Richmond this weekend. 

0:03:04

Special Coverage 11/11/2016 5:00 PM MBFYB CLEANING 4 A REASON It was a routine mammogram that detected Julie Duke's breast 

cancer six years ago. Aggressive chemo and radiation worked, but 

took a devastating toll on her body. (Julie Duke)44:08 It made me 

incredibly sick. It kind of, at times, made me want to curl up and die. 

Since then, the cancer has metastasized twice. Her treatment will 

continue. (Julie Duke)45:40 Talk about energy, talk about stamina. I 

don't have it. 46:10 I just wanted to have a house that felt clean. 

0:02:01

Crime & Public Safety 11/11/2016 5:00 PM VCU ATTEMPTED ABDUCTION Absolutely petrifying moments... The witness, another VCU student 

who lives right across from where this all happened... tells me the 

victim was walking down this block... when she realized she was 

being followed by a man... Right at this alleyway... he ran up behind 

her and tried to grab her... flashing a knife. There was a struggle... 

and the witness tells me she heard a scream and a crash... 

0:01:19

Special Coverage 11/11/2016 5:00 PM WORLD WAR II COUPLE This couple met in Charlottesville just after World War II started. And 

They have kept a meticulous record of their service . This is their 

story. That's sam and me, in our uniforms Only 22 years old at the 

time--Doctor Sam and Jane Graham didn't hesitate to join the Navy-- 

just after the bombing of Pearl Harbor. Sam was in med school at 

UVA --and knew at any moment--he could be shipped overseas. No, i 

had no fear.

0:01:42

Special Coverage 11/11/2016 5:30 PM 12 AT HOPS IN THE PARK HOPS in the PARK is a one-of-a-kind, premiere harvest festival in 

Chesterfield County that celebrates the farmers, the manufacturers 

and the CONSUMERS of food and drink made in and FROM the soils 

and waters of the Commonwealth of Virginia! Food available at HOPS 

in the PARK will be inspired by what the early settlers would have 

enjoyed, living on the banks of the James River. You can be sure 

there will be plenty of great rustic foods from Virginia. 

0:01:41

Politics 11/11/2016 5:30 PM ELECTORAL COLLEGE DEBATE (miriam praino - voted for trump) :55 "I had to come and vote for 

Trump. I had to." We introduced you to Miriam Praino on Election 

Night as she cast her ballot in Chesterfield. (miriam praino - voted for 

trump) :46 "I'm 78. I don't know when I'll vote again." (cut to 135) 

"We need to have a change." Based on the number of electoral votes 

needed, her candidate of choice won the presidency, even though 

Hillary Clinton more votes overall.

0:01:28

Crime & Public Safety 11/11/2016 6:00 PM ABDUCTION ATTEMPT The VCU student, who fended off her attacker.. 14:58:31 "She was 

hysterical. She couldn't even talk." .....knew something wasn't right 

when she sensed a man following her home from campus... 

according to Devin Lanier. Devin also attends VCU and ran out from 

her apartment...moments after the victim was nearly kidnapped. 

14:57:29 "She said she had been followed and then attacked by a 

man with a knife."

0:01:35

Special Coverage 11/11/2016 6:00 PM WAR MEMORIAL VETERANS DAY hundreds turning out today at the virginia war memorial to honor all 

those put their lives on the line, to keep the country safe. Governor 

Terry McAuliffe was once again the keynote speaker at today's 

veteran's day ceremony. He says Virginia is home to about 800-

thousand veterans and that Virginia leads in the number of national 

guardsmen deployed overseas.

0:01:07

Special Coverage 11/11/2016 6:00 PM WWII COUPLE he sent me a letter Married for 70 years-- it's safe to say Doctor Sam 

and Jane Graham have been through it all--including World War Two. 

That's sam and me, in our uniforms Just college students at UVA --

they didn't hesitate to join the Navy-- after the bombing of Pearl 

Harbor. Sam was in med school and knew at any moment--he could 

be shipped overseas. No, i had no fear. Even if they came in and said 

are you read to go? 

0:02:14
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Crime & Public Safety 11/11/2016 11:00 PM 54TH HOMICIDE FAMILY SPEAKS "It hurts. My son, I'll never see him again." Lynette Johnson meeting 

us outside the VCU emergency room where her oldest son is now 

recovering after a brutal attack  "I was told that my youngest son saw 

what was going on. He ran to help, and they shot and killed him." 

Mom says 22-year-old Tyrell Johnson was as a loving family man who 

was proud to be a new uncle and excited about their recent move 

downtown 

0:03:23

Special Coverage 11/12/2016 11:00 PM BEAR PROBLEMS (Mosby Court File - Bear Tranquilized) When there's a bear in 

Richmond, the city means business... Officials out in full force, 

tranquilizing a bear, spotted in Mosby for the first time last summer. 

Fast forward to now. Southside. Our interviewee lives in this 

neighborhood. She didn't want to be seen. So we focused the 

camera, towards the table. Yes, the irony isn't lost on us that Ms. 

Lewis here, is wearing a bear fleece

0:01:48

Crime & Public Safety 11/14/2016 5:00 PM FAC SOUL PATCH BANDIT Let me show you the surveillance video the police released of the 

robbery today at the Wells Fargo Bank at the corner of Gaskins and 

Quioccasin in Western Henrico. This is who police have dubbed teh 

Soul Patch Bandid, because of his facial hair. They think this is the 

same guy who in the past two weeks also robbed a Wesll Fargo in 

Mechanicsville, a Wells Fargo on Brook Road in Henrico, and the 

Union Bank in Colonial Heights. 

0:00:58

Crime & Public Safety 11/14/2016 5:00 PM HENRICO CLERK KILLED We just received confirmation from police---the name of the clerk 

who was killed is Raj Patel---he was 35 years old. Police say they 

believe this was a robbery. A memorial is now growing in front of the 

store. It happened Friday just after 10 in front of the tobacco town 

convenience store at this shopping center on Wilkinson Road. People 

who work in the same shopping center say Patel was closing the 

store when it happened. Now people who saw him everyday are 

shocked and scared...

0:01:12

Crime & Public Safety 11/14/2016 5:00 PM PROTESTERS IN COURT 15:18:42 Family and friends accompanied the 10 defendants-- many 

who are vcu students-- today in court -- As they stood in front of a 

judge ...who read them their rights and told them what they are 

charged with. 15:18:52 Here are the names of the ten people 

arrested by Virginia state police a day after the election. They were 

arrested for protesting new president elect Donald trump-- and 

shutting down interstate 195. 

0:01:23

Special Coverage 11/14/2016 5:30 PM LOCAL GIRL SINGS WITH GARTH "Danielle El-Jor won a meet-and-greet with Garth and Trisha through 

a local radio station. She told them her story and added she's a huge 

Carrie Underwood fan. When Garth heard her story, he invited her to 

sing during his sound check." "So I sing with Trisha and I was singing 

one of her songs with her and I had the lyrics up because I'm like, I'm 

not going to mess Trish'a song up right in front of her, there's no 

way. And um, she wasn't feeling well, she had a little bit of a cold...

0:02:00

Politics 11/14/2016 5:30 PM STEVE BANNON RVA TIES (brent solomon - goochland) in 5705 "I'm outside of the Benedictine 

School where leaders here are singing the praises of one of its own." 

Stephen Bannon switching hats from Donald Trump's campaign 

manager to a top adviser in the White House. Monday, I went to 

Bannon's child hood home in the Ginter Park area of Richmond. 

NATS 1503 "So nice to meet you." (blur dad's face) His father 

answered the door

0:02:07

Crime & Public Safety 11/14/2016 6:00 PM BANK ROBBERY Now to henrico-- where police say the "soul patch bandit" struck 

again. the f-b-i is offering a ten-thousand dollar reward for 

information leading to his capture. Police say he robbed a Wells 

Fargo bank off gaskins road around 1-30 this afternoon. He told the 

clerk he had a gun but didn't show it. No word how much money he 

got away with. Investigators say he has also robbed Wells Fargo bank 

branches on Brook Road and in Mechanicsville. 

0:01:50
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Crime & Public Safety 11/14/2016 6:00 PM CLERK SHOT A small memorial grows outside the Tobacco Town Convenience 

Store-- (nats?) where a store clerk, Raj Patel, was gunned down 

Friday night. when i found out it was the owner of the store Raj, I 

was like in shock because he's a nice guy, real nice Briauna Bell and 

Asia Hunt are frequent customers who are now thinking of Patel's 

family. They say he has two young children--and was the 

breadwinner. he was always here from open to close He never 

bothered anybody. 

0:01:20

Crime & Public Safety 11/14/2016 6:00 PM POLICE SHORTAGE Supporters for RPD are gathering here to speak out about needing 

more manpower and more money for our current police officers. the 

group called Richmond united for law enforcement plans to address 

city council about officer safety concerns including how to keep 

officers here to serve the city of Richmond. 

0:01:14

Education 11/14/2016 6:00 PM STUDENT LOAN RIPPLE EFFECT Brent Ashley may be 25 years old-- but he's already thinking about 

his future. Thinking now-- for his future family-- car and the house 

he'll one day buy. Delaying the American Dream.... It's happening to 

millions of Americans right now-- who get out of school, can't find a 

job right away and realize they owe hundreds of dollars in monthly 

student loan payments. Alan Collinge runs student loan justice-dot-

org and believes the student debt burden is a serious problem...

0:03:21

Crime & Public Safety 11/14/2016 11:00 PM TYRELL JOHNSON VIGIL "Tyrell Johnson died trying to save his older brother- who the family 

says was being attacked by an unknown man....just two weeks after 

the family moved into the city of richmond" 727 "a brother, son, 

uncle, friend" 4650 "my son was the 54th homicide victim of 

Richmond. I never imagined those words would come from my 

mouth" 1255 "the lord who made heaven and earth." Friends, 

families, strangers... 

0:02:13

Education 11/15/2016 4:00 PM RICHMOND SCHOOL LAWSUIT The Richmond School Board And Superintendent just got slapped 

with this lawsuit for supposedly Covering Up Sexual Harassment 

Between Male a Principal and Male Assistant Principal At Holton 

Elementary School. "There is not a single piece of me that believes 

that that's true." Amy Harr Has been a parent and teacher at Holton 

Elementary For 13 years. "And for 13 years my experience has been 

that is is an incredible place for my children to grow and learn.

0:02:18

Special Coverage 11/15/2016 5:00 PM AOK KATHY AND MIKE NAT/SOT tai chi teacher 17:34:27 BY SLOWING DOWN, MIKE 

STEVENS HAS COME A LONG WAY. sot 17:24:24 "i've had multiple 

sclerosis since 1991" sot 17:24:28 "i had a triple bypass surgery after 

having a heart attack and i had 2 hips replaced, but i just keep on 

going." HE BECAME A STUDENT OF TAI CHI AND NOW AS A TEACHER, 

HE LOVES PASSING ON THE BENEFITS sot "it teaches you about your 

body, it teaches you balance"

0:02:31

Crime & Public Safety 11/15/2016 5:00 PM CHIPPENHAM CRASH Cars are able to get through on the north and south bound lanes 

tonight on Chippenham... from this morning till midday, traffic was 

pretty much stop and go at a standstill at some points.... This is video 

from the scene earlier this morning.... one man was ejected from his 

car....and is fighting life threatening injuries... we're told that a car 

traveling north...crossed the median hitting TWO cars going south... 

we also spoke to drivers who were HOURS late for work...

0:01:16

Crime & Public Safety 11/15/2016 5:00 PM HENRICO CLERK UPDATE Police cant stress the importance of getting this suspect off the 

streets because hes suspected of not only robbing and killing this 

store owner but of also robbing another nearby convenience store 

less than an hour later, as mr. patel's body was found lying here, shot 

in front of his store. Take a close look at these newly released 

surveillance video and photos this is who police are actively 

searching for while the man is wearing dark clothing and has fabric 

covering his face ...

0:01:24

Special Coverage 11/15/2016 5:00 PM KURNIYA DORSEY (brent solomon - richmond) 2638 IN : Tomorrow marks one year 

since the horrifying crime that rushed a father and daughter to the 

hospital, both questioning whether they'd live to tell the story. NATS 

1306 "I just want to say were blessed today to still have my 

princess." The princess even sports a sashe to let the world know 

today is her birthday. One her family is glad she survived to see.

0:01:19
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Education 11/15/2016 5:00 PM STUDENT DEBT CRISIS 8-point-1 million people are in default right now. They can't pay their 

student loans. That's more than the population in 38 states. These 

three Virginians-- carry a combined 260-thousand in student loan 

debt.... that's the value of a home. Take Adoph Brown. He has 

around 50-thousand in debt and its growing. He graduated from 

Virginia State University last May. And after watching friends look for 

jobs and fail to find work.

0:03:35

Education 11/15/2016 5:00 PM STUDENT DEBT LAWS Verna Branch graduated from Virginia State University in 2015. 

Ready to enter the workforce....or so she thought... She's now in grad 

school-- and her student loans are piling up. 53- thousand and 

growing... Alan Collinge has been sounding the alarm about the cost 

of college for years. He runs student loan justice-dot-org. A grass 

roots organization dedicated to returning consumer protections to 

student loans.

0:02:52

Crime & Public Safety 11/15/2016 5:00 PM WILHITE SENTENCED Many people still remember the convenience store clerk---Harshad 

Patel. And they tell me --they have no sympathy for the young men 

who committed this crime. It happened back in January at The 

Marketplace #21 store on Walmsley Boulevard. Prosecutors say --

Trayvon Wilhite told detectives it was a robbery that went wrong--

and Wilhite says he was high on LSD when it happened. Harshad 

Patel was shot once--his body was found by a customer. 

0:01:18

Crime & Public Safety 11/15/2016 6:00 PM CHIPPENHAM CRASH MOS: "it was stopped." A frustrating wait in the fog. Traffic barely 

moving for nearly 6 hours. THIS is what chippenham parkway looked 

like. MOS: "you can see the traffic is still backed up and crazy." 

Drivers headed north and south just had to wait in line....while first 

responders responded to a three car accident. "People have been out 

there for two and three hours, trying to get where they need to be."

0:01:24

Crime & Public Safety 11/15/2016 6:00 PM CLERK KILLED UPDATE "through our investigation, we learned that Mr. Patel is a well-known 

and well-respected person. So we believe it is appropriate to ask for 

community support" And that community support is extending to his 

storefront where customers have been leaving items in his memory 

telling me they considered Mr. Patel to be a friend, who they will 

miss greatly. They want justice and we want to give you a closer look 

at the suspect...

0:01:07

Special Coverage 11/15/2016 6:00 PM SHOOTING VICTIM BIRTHDAY (brent solomon - richmond) 2752 IN: It's a story of survival as both a 

father and daughter make a remarkable recovery, their bond 

strengthened all the more following the one moment that almost 

took their lives. (cover bite with video of father holding daughter) 

(karl dorsey - shooting survivor) 1733 "I thought we both were gonna 

die." It's the unbreakable bond of a father and daughter who made it 

through. (karl dorsey - shooting survivor) 1611 "In my shoulder. 

0:02:01

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/15/2016 6:00 PM TIRE DUMPING UPDATE (Pastor Preston Gainer - Fighting Illegal Tire Dumping) 19:28:39 "This 

had to come from a local body shop. This is just all of the same 

parts." 19:28:54 "I just can't believe someone would be this bold. The 

tires were bad enough then to see these body parts, fenders and 

front ends dumped here that is very bold." Disgusted is how 

neighbors are feeling right now. No one thought the October 27th 

city clean up that hauled away 400 tires from this illegal dump site...

0:02:05

Crime & Public Safety 11/15/2016 6:00 PM WILHITE SENTENCING The Marketplace #21 is under new ownership-- almost a year after 

Harshad Patel was found gunned down inside. the guy was so nice, 

looked out ofr a lot of people Bernard Branch and Eric Morton work 

at the barbershop next door. They just heard that Patel's shooter -- 

19 year old Trayvon Wilhite-- will spend the next 40 years behind 

bars. I don't have no sympathy for him I mean he shouldn't have 

done it Wilhite was arrested along with his now-15-year-old brother 

Tyquise...

0:01:21

Crime & Public Safety 11/15/2016 11:00 PM AMBER ALERT Sabrina, we first showed you Annabelle's photo on the news at six... 

and now, look behind me: State Police have now released this image 

of her suspected abductor. This is her father, 24-year-old Dylan 

James Richardson. Annabelle went missing out of Charlotte, Virginia --

- that's not far from Appomattox County. She was last seen 

Wednesday, and State Police say both she and her father may be 

traveling north towards New Jersey. 

0:00:50
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Crime & Public Safety 11/15/2016 11:00 PM RICHMOND POLICE PROBLEMS 13 "I was ambushed attacked, shot in the head, point blank range. 

The bullet went down, through my mouth into my artery" Founding 

Richmond United for Law Enforcement after her own survival story 

this former police officer is rallying for her brothers and sisters in 

blue. 110"we have sectors not being covered, officers going into 

violent calls without backup. We have days off canceled, 12 hour 

emergency shifts" Those long shifts without days off 

0:02:10

Crime & Public Safety 11/15/2016 11:00 PM RICHMOND SCHOOL LAWSUIT The Richmond School Board And Superintendent just got slapped 

with this lawsuit for supposedly Covering Up Sexual Harassment 

Between Male a Principal and Male Assistant Principal At Holton 

Elementary School. "There is not a single piece of me that believes 

that that's true." Amy Harr Has been a parent and teacher at Holton 

Elementary For 13 years. "And for 13 years my experience has been 

that is is an incredible place for my children to grow and learn. 

0:02:20

Crime & Public Safety 11/16/2016 5:00 PM CH DOMINION CONCERNS Natural gas is used for a number of purposes - heating a stove, your 

clothes dryer, maybe even your heating furnace. But a Colonial 

Heights mother says she wasn't worried about any of her indoor 

appliances - it's what she noticed outside that caused alarm. For the 

past 8 months, April Tyler says she's noticed a terrible odor outside 

her home here on Lyons Avenue. Because she has young children 

and a sick mother at home, she was worried about their health...

0:01:46

Crime & Public Safety 11/16/2016 5:00 PM DAYCARE NO CHARGES " This is baby londyn when her grandma picked her up from daycare 

bruised, swollen eyes, injuries on her head it's still not clear how she 

got those injuries but what is clear, the family isn't giving up their 

fight to find answers, and justice" 430 "who beat her like this?" The 

question haunts charlette mosley after picking up her granddaughter 

from an in-home daycare earlier this month 1640 "the trauma that 

was done to her face, her head, her eyes."

0:01:23

Special Coverage 11/16/2016 5:00 PM ONLINE DRUGS Colleen QuigleyOpen the internet on your smart phone or computer 

and it takes your here..to a web broswer. but below the 

surface..beyond your browser's reach is the darknet. in recent years 

it's become ONLINE UNDERWORLD, AND a black market for buying 

illegal drugs. It's the summer of 2015...and Ryan Nichols is looking to 

get high. His drug of choice? Fentyal. A powerful drug, deadlier than 

heroin. But Nichols, fed up with bad transactions from dealers on the 

street, and poor quality drugs...

0:03:15

Crime & Public Safety 11/16/2016 5:00 PM VDOT SNOW PLAN There's a whole lot to be done behind these gates... especially after 

the drastic winter we had last season... You remember we had 15 to 

20 inches in the Richmond area... well above the usual foot we get. 

Check out the VDOT headquarters in Chesterfield... 1400 plows, 

spreaders, backhoes and other pieces of equipment are getting 

tuned up for winter... Crews are doing dry runs of their routes...

0:01:33

Politics 11/16/2016 5:30 PM POLICE PREP FOR INAUGURATION Richmond is planning to send their Crowd Management Team and 

State Police is planning to send their state troopers. Now they do this 

every inauguration, but it may be different this year because 

thousands of people are planning to protest. The movement to 

organize anti Trump protestors on inauguration day is happening on 

social media--- Take a look--this Facebook page has more than 8-

thousand protestors planning to go-- with 28-thousand people 

interested. 

0:02:06

Crime & Public Safety 11/16/2016 6:00 PM CH GAS SMELL COMPLAINT Imagine the smell of rotten eggs everytime you stepped outside. 

(april 12 - feared natural gas exposure) 4526 "It was pretty strong." 

(cut to) 4533 "Once it got early morning, it seems it got worse and 

when the wind picked up, you could smell it a lot further." April Tyler 

says her children began vomitting for no reason. (april 12 - feared 

natural gas exposure) 4617 "I have 4 kids, 2 being autistic. 

0:01:36

Crime & Public Safety 11/16/2016 6:00 PM DAYCARE ABUSE CLAIMS "The story keeps changing first, the family was told it was an allergic 

reaction, then that their baby fell outside, now they're hearing her 

injuries could be from older kids beating her with a toy. tonight, 

theyre being told the investigation is over, but their fight for justice 

isn't." 344 "Londyn is laying on the sofa, looking like she was dead" A 

heart stopping moment charlette mosley picking up her 

granddaughter at a home daycare

0:01:59
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Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/16/2016 6:00 PM POTHOLE PROBLEM (Jade Harper, Driver) "I don't have my vehicle. I can't get to work like 

I need to, I can't get to doctor's appointments like I'm supposed to." 

Jade Harper explains what it's been like over the past couple of 

months while her 1997 Nissan Sports Quest Van has been out of 

commission. It all stems back to July 25 when she says she hit a pot 

hole on the I-95 South ramp onto Chippenham Parkway. (Jade 

Harper, Driver) 

0:02:07

Crime & Public Safety 11/16/2016 6:00 PM VDOT WINTER PREPS VDOT spent 8 million over budget last season... after january's 

monster storm piled the richmond with upwards of 20 inches of 

snow. This season... VDOT is already padding its snow removal 

budget with a million dollars more to start off with, than last year. 

19:35:48 "We do not sacrifice the service for snow removal, when it 

comes to what we spend. We spend what it takes to get the roads 

clear and keep folks safe during the winter weather."

0:01:40

Crime & Public Safety 11/16/2016 11:00 PM HENRICO CLERK KILLED FOLO It's an urgent manhunt for a killer.... A man, captured on surveillance 

video --- wearing gloves, dark clothing, and a mask over his face. Yes, 

all of these things can be removed, and it may be hard to see his 

face, but there's more to this video than meets the eye --- more 

clues, lurking within. 125 "a long barrel gun, face covered, with 

distinctive shoes" 

0:01:20

Crime & Public Safety 11/16/2016 11:00 PM RICHMOND SCHOOL LAWSUIT FOLO "I said I was leaving. I was not going to stay in that environment for 

one more year." Tony Volley, now the second former male employee 

at Holton Elementary School to accuse school principal David 

Hudson, of sexual harassment. "I've unfortunately been in his private 

company and it was not desirable to say the least." Volley speaking 

out as former assistant principal Fernando Lightfoot files a 5.3 million 

dollar lawsuit, claiming he experienced a hostile work environment...

0:01:54

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/2016 5:00 PM CHILD SEX STING This case is horrific--and I want to warn you now that the details will 

be disturbing to some viewers. It all started--when law enforcement 

officers executed a search warrant at this home on Kenwood Avenue 

in Lakeside earlier this month. Search warrants say it was for child 

pornography and crimes against nature. Craig Knox was arrested and 

has been extradited to Pennsylvania. That's where the attorney 

general says Knox allegedly raped a nine year old boy 

0:01:20

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/2016 5:00 PM DAVID GANS COURT The Hopewell father accused of killing his three week old baby made 

his first court appearance today. David Gans is charged with first 

degree murder. Police say the baby was found unresponsive at a 

home on South 13th Avenue back in June. Investigators haven't said 

how the baby died. Angelo Gans and Kadisha Gans are also charged 

in the case, they're charged with failing to provide medical 

treatment.

0:00:45

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/17/2016 5:00 PM LUCKS LANE WIDENING It came down to one property an old recreation center. No one knew 

who had the authority to sign paperwork to give the property to the 

county- so now the county is exercising its right to eminent domain 

taking over the property Its been four years since the board of 

supervisors approved the widening project over that time 36 

properties have been purchased but this one sole lot created a 

roadblock. 

0:01:08

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/2016 5:00 PM SCHOOL SEX ASSAULT A Henrico mother says she was outraged when she saw a video on 

social media which appears to show a student getting sexually 

assaulted by multiple boys at John Rolfe Middle School. Henrico 

police have not confirmed the existence of the video nor has the 

Instagram post been seen by NBC12. However, police have 

confirmed a juvenile reported being sexually assaulted at the school 

around 2 p.m. Wednesday. 

0:01:49

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/17/2016 5:00 PM WHEELCHAIR RAMP NEEDED Well months have passed and still no ramp! Reuben even took a 

shelf from her closet to place in front of the door to help but claims 

the apartment complex took it away. Today, when I showed up to 

the leasing office - a half a mile away - I was told a property manager 

would get back with me. So far, no one has. So what can renters do 

in situations like this? I'm taking this case to the legal experts. 

0:00:58

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/17/2016 5:30 PM GRTC CARE VAN AGREEMENT NBC12 hasn't stopped reporting on the difficulties GRTC CARE van 

riders say they face regularly...just trying to get from A to B. 3:18:35 

"Sometime in picking me up to return home, from say Kroger, they 

are always late, or they never pick me up." Now... GRTC announcing 

it's taking applications from taxi services... like Uber... to help 

transport its 33-hundred riders per month! 

0:01:40
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Special Coverage 11/17/2016 5:30 PM PETERSBURG MOVIE A historical fiction-- coming to life-- in Petersburg, Virginia. 16:03:10 

the name of the film is inserrection 16:03:12 Insurrection means a 

violent uprising against an authority or government-- which is exactly 

what happens in this movie and is based on true events. A group of 

slaves formed an uprising against their owner. It happened on a 

plantation in Dinwiddie County back in 1781

0:01:36

Special Coverage 11/17/2016 5:30 PM RVAP VIRAL WEBSITE 12:24:04 Jacob! Jacob! In this room, Molly Korte sees doors opening 

for her son, Jacob. Here (show toy). And here (show computer). 

Jacob was just diagnsoed with autism. And the diagnosis hit hard. 

12:11:59 Molly Korte, Project Just Like Me Creator - "Everything that 

we had known up to that point was going to be completely different. 

:05 It was scary. It was emotional. There was so much going on with 

our whole family." 

0:01:55

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/2016 6:00 PM CHILD RAPE ARREST An investigation into a child sex ring out of Pennslyvania leads 

investigators to this home on Kenwood avenue. i came to the door 

and I saw a mass of police and other vehicles with blue lights all they 

way from Impala up past my tree there Inside the home-- police find 

35 year old Craig Knox. I heard them break the door in and I heard 

the young man Matt yell at his roommate, "What have you done?" 

that was craig the Pennsylvania attorney general say Knox raped a 

nine year old boy ...

0:01:05

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/17/2016 6:00 PM LUCKS LANE WIDENING This was the roadblock an old recreation center along Lucks Lane. 

418 "unfortunately the center hasn't kept up with its paperwork over 

the years." Chesterfield transporation director Jesse Smith explained 

the issue to supervisors Wednesday night. He said the center hasnt 

kept up with its paperwork - so there is confusion over who has the 

authority to sign over property to the county. So the county chose to 

exercise its right for eminent domain.

0:01:15

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/2016 6:00 PM STAFFORD DEATHS Well Sabrina / Curt we've been taking to neighbors in the past hour 

and they say it's common to hear what sounds like gunshots, 

because we're so close to Quantico. In fact, just after we signed off of 

our 5 o'clock live shot, we heard shots fired in the distance. So, 

certainly easy to tell what they're talking about. let's break down 

what we know. Four dead, in a murder suicide. 

0:00:52

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/17/2016 6:00 PM TOY DRIVE (PHOTOS OF CHRISTMAS) What everybody wants is a Christmas for 

kids that's happier than what they're currently going through 

because many children receiving help from Home Again don't know 

what to expect when they see their parents homeless. (Jennifer 

Ambrose - Thankful for Home Again) 10:07:23 "I knew it was coming. 

I lost my job and I tried to stay as long as I could. I didn't have any 

help so I realized I had to do something." 

0:02:01

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/17/2016 6:00 PM WHEELCHAIR RAMP HELP "My own laundry, I do my own cooking." It's what helps Susan 

Rueben feel independent. (susan reuben - needs ramp at apartment) 

609 "I don't have help. I have to go to the grocery, do my laundry. I 

have to do everything by myself." Using her wheel-chair. Back in 

August she says she paid a partial deposit to move into an apartment 

here at The Flats at Ginter Park. 

0:01:23

Health 11/17/2016 11:00 PM HEALTHY BOOZE nats making a drink James Foster is mixing up the most requested 

cocktail at the Daily Kitchen and Bar, the watermelon Kombucha 

martini. 2:20 (James Foster/The Daily Kitchen & Bar) We do fresh 

watermelon juice that we do four times a week, Kombucha and basil, 

ginger, watermelon and Demura, which is a simple syrup. Foster says 

customers are bellying up to the bar wanting what they consider 

more healthful drinks, gluten-free, sugar-free, dairy-free.

0:02:23

Crime & Public Safety 11/17/2016 11:00 PM HOPEWELL BABY DEATH It's still a case shrouded in dark details... But after nightfall, June 

10th, an infant in this neighborhood stops moving. 911 and police 

are called... The newborn, is rushed to John Randolph, where he 

doesn't make it. Lieutenant Paul Intravia tells us U.S. Marshals found 

the child's father in Hopewell Wednesday afternoon. His name - 

David Gans - mugshot still pending, still being processed. 

0:01:46
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Crime & Public Safety 11/17/2016 11:00 PM RVA SHOOTINGS After a violent week in Richmond the sheriff says he is fed up and so 

he is opening up the city jail allowing us in General Population for the 

first time  37:13 to 37:15 "Alan" The inmates were lining up for 

dinner as we made our way toward general population,  "We have 

the folks here that everyone wants off of their street corner. They 

are going to come here." 

0:01:55

Crime & Public Safety 11/18/2016 5:00 PM FAC FLUVANNA LOCKDOWN Fluvanna County Schools were placed on modified lockdown this 

afternoon after the sheriff's office noticed the schools they were 

investigating a shooting nearby. Here's some video of the crime 

scene ... Fluvanna County Sheriff's say they responded to a shooting 

on Monticello Road ... near lake Monticello ... just after 1:30 this 

afternoon. And the suspect is still ont he run. Deputies say they're 

looking for a man possibly driving a gray Lexus SUV.

0:00:49

Crime & Public Safety 11/18/2016 5:00 PM MALICIOUS WOUNDING OF CHILD A judge ordered no bond for the young father and also told him no 

contact with the victim or her family. Here's what we know-- Court 

documents say the little girl is one year old--and her father Randy 

Watkins was arrested at their home on Thalia Crescent. That's near 

the Richmond/Henrico line. Police say on Wednesday the little girl 

was taken to the hospital--where doctors determined her injuries 

were suspicious.

0:01:10

Education 11/18/2016 5:00 PM SCHOOL BOARD TRIP (brent solomon - petersburg) 5 In: 5822 It's a story that has many of 

you talking. So were getting answers as those Petersburg school 

board members head back today from that 3 day conference. Take a 

look at the flyer for the Virginia School Boards Association Annual 

Convention. It offers training workshops and guest speakers - even a 

movie night, and a reception and dance event! 

0:01:24

Crime & Public Safety 11/18/2016 5:00 PM STAFFORD MURDER SUICIDE 4:00;20 "They had them work on a booklet, a memorial booklet. So 

the students were able to write down and share pictures of their 

memories with Claire. And that's been very productive, and they've 

spent most of the day working on that." I'm told Claire was a vibrant, 

soft-spoken young girl, who was loved by everyone... Everyone was 

her best friend, i'm told. Coming up in our next hour... more on the 

Lance Buckley's troubled disappearance last year...

0:00:48

Special Coverage 11/18/2016 5:30 PM 12AT ASHLAND PARADE Start your holiday season with some hometown merriment. The 

Parade starts at the corner of Thompson Street and Snead Street and 

and wends its way, along Thompson - England and Henry Streets to 

Archie Cannon Drive ends at John Gandy Elementary School. The 

event is organized by the Ashland Kiwanis Club. November 20, 2016 

2:15 PM The Parade Line-up begins at 1:45 PM Parade begins at 2:15 

PM Starts at the corner of Thompson and Snead Street, Ashland, 

Virginia. Ashland, VA 23005

0:01:29

Crime & Public Safety 11/18/2016 5:30 PM FUGITIVE FRIDAY DARNELL LEE Gunshots rang out in broad daylight back in August on Snead Road in 

the Foxwood Apartment complex. 20:43:34 "People describe a car 

driving by and shots being fired at the victim and he was struck." 

Police found 24-year-old Brian King suffering from a gunshot wound 

and he later died at the hospital. Working leads from eyewitnesses 

Detectives quickly identified Darnell Lee Junior as a suspect in the 

murder. 20:42:57 "

0:01:22

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/18/2016 5:30 PM MBFYB BLACK FRIDAY If you are waiting until Black Friday to shop-don't. Go now! Similar 

discounts have already started. 10:07 buy it now and don't worry 

about fighting a crowd Keep in mind, not every sale is a good deal. 

3:03 you can actually save more and get a better deal if you wait 

until after Black Friday What should you leave off your list on Black 

Friday? Savings expert Kyle James says ditch the toys. 5:00 retailers 

are realizing they have a captive audience. 

0:01:40

Special Coverage 11/18/2016 5:30 PM VETERAN FUNERAL COST On Veterans Day.... Sanders: " my husband was an army veteran..." 

Deborah sanders lost her husband of 18 years... sanders: "I called 

him crusty crab, he was rough on the outside edges but a 

marshmellow on the inside." the last week, has been full of 

mourning, and frustration Deborah Sanders: "the poor man is not 

buried yet and he needs a home." papers shuffling around. he was 

sick for years, but Sanders says her husband John's death was still 

unexpected. 

0:01:45
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Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/18/2016 6:00 PM CAN THE GREASE YOU CAN'T MISTAKE THE SMELL OF BACON OR THE GREASE IT 

LEAVES BEHIND. nats of sizzle HAVE YOU EVER DONE THIS AND 

THOUGHT NOTHING OF IT? ASSUMING HOT WATER AND DISH SOAP 

WILL SEND THE GREASE STRAIGHT THROUGH THE PIPE. RIGHT? 

WRONG. "Here's the big deal... hot water cools. when the water 

cools, the grease cools. It cools in some place and it starts to solidify. 

And it stays there." 

0:01:32

Crime & Public Safety 11/18/2016 6:00 PM CHURCH HILL SHOOTING SUSPECTS Right now-- Richmond Police need help finding these two men, after 

a double shooting in Church Hill. Monte Robinson and Josiah Wyche 

are both wanted on attempted first degree murder charges. A man 

and a woman were shot just before two Monday morning near North 

31st and T streets. the male victim is still fighting for his life. If you 

think you've seen these men -- do not approach them, call crime 

stoppers at 780-1000.

0:00:57

Crime & Public Safety 11/18/2016 6:00 PM SCHOOL SEX ASSAULT A Henrico mother says she was outraged when she saw a video on 

social media which appears to show a student getting sexually 

assaulted by multiple boys at John Rolfe Middle School. Henrico 

police have not confirmed the existence of the video nor has the 

Instagram post been seen by us. However, police have confirmed a 

juvenile reported being sexually assaulted at the school around 2 

p.m. Wednesday. 

0:01:10

Crime & Public Safety 11/18/2016 6:00 PM STAFFORD MURDER SUICIDE "People have been in and out of the beautiful Buckley home behind 

me all day.. Thursday morning's tragedy comes after signs of 

potential issues with Lance Buckley, disappearing for three days, last 

year.... rattling his family." A picture perfect family... now gone. 

Stafford County deputies rushed to the Buckley home Thursday 

morning, after Lance Buckley called to report three murders and a 

suicide. The suicide he referenced would be his own death.

0:01:52

Politics 11/18/2016 6:00 PM TRUMP PROTESTERS at least a third of the anti-trump protesters arrested last week in 

Richmond-- did *not* vote in the election. That's according to voting 

records analyzed by the Richmond Times-Dispatch. 12 people were 

arrested for blocking traffic on the Downtown Expressway the day 

after the election. The Times-Dispatch says four of those arrested did 

*not* cast a ballot. Seven did vote. The paper could not determine 

the voting status of one of the arrested protesters.

0:00:57

Crime & Public Safety 11/18/2016 11:00 PM DISTRACTED DRIVING Texting and driving is illegal in Virginia. but using apps? There are no 

laws speficially banning it...but state police say it's dangerous and 

even deadly. Driving down Midlothian Turnpike, Dante Green says he 

constantly notices drivers with their eyes, and hands, on their smart 

phones. 16:39;41 I'm on the highways a lot and I see this (acting out 

texting and driving) quite a bit. It's kind of scary.

0:01:48

Crime & Public Safety 11/18/2016 11:00 PM HENRICO SEX ASSAULT "School leaders here at John Rolfe tell me they are taking this matter 

very seriously tonight, and even a member of the board of 

supervisors is weighing in. Watch." "I saw the video. And what were 

you thinking? I wasn't ready for that. I was thinking no...no." Vanessa 

Fitzgerald still in shock after her children come home from John Rolfe 

Middle School showing her video on Instagram of a female student 

engaging in sexual activity with as many as 6 young boys. 

0:02:41

Health 11/18/2016 11:00 PM RESTAURANT REPORT All three of these restaurants tell me they want you to know they 

work hard to avoid these problems and they're all now fixed. Up first, 

Jake's Place at 511 Thompson Street in Ashland. It had 3 priority 

violations, 1 priority foundation, and 5 core violations on its last 

health inspection. The report says some ground beef and steak were 

thawing improperly in standing water, and the egg wash and sour 

cream were not kept cold enough. 

0:02:11

Crime & Public Safety 11/18/2016 11:00 PM STAFFORD TRIPLE MURDER SUICIDE Far from the flashing lights, as deputies continued to process the 

scene... A woman introduced herself to us off camera. In tears, she 

told us she was a teaching assistant... From the 5-year-old victim's 

private school. A note just went out to her classmates, saying a 

student had died. A domestic murder suicide, that left four dead... 

Neighbors we spoke with before sunset, struggled to express their 

grief. 

0:01:46
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Crime & Public Safety 11/19/2016 11:00 PM HENRICO SCHOOL RAPE FOLO As police investigate an alleged sexual assault here at John Rolfe 

middle school NBC12 LEGAL ANALYST STEVE BENJAMIN SAYS ONE 

THING IS CLEAR  "Under the age of 15 sex is unlawful and depending 

on the age it can be a felony." Yes Parents tell US THERE IS Instagram 

VIDEO of a female student engaging in sexual activity with as many 

as 6 young boys in the school auditorium  "Anytime one of the 

parties is younger than 13 that is automatically considered rape. 

0:01:37

Crime & Public Safety 11/19/2016 11:00 PM RICHMOND DOG MAULED The images of little Jimmah are heart-wrenching... The bite marks, 

clearly visible... Where she was attacked just across the street from 

Maymont, with her loving owner, Ryan, stunned. She says this was 

done by a medium sized dog. Jimmah with puncture wounds, a 

broken rib, and minor fracturing near the spine. It's was a far cry 

from a few days earlier, where we see the perky pup, dressed as a 

dragon for Halloween...

0:01:39

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/20/2016 11:00 PM AMAZON DISTRIBUTION TRAFFIC "Local drivers are asked to avoid certain roads -all so traffic jams can 

be avoided â€“ but training is also underway for amazon employees 

to know the best way to get to work without causing congestion" 

Signs are up signaling the new traffic pattern for those getting to the 

Amazon fulfillment center â€“ ...sitting nearby... Is the taphouse at 

river's bend. 25 "I take route ten every day" Where workers and 

customers battle the traffic every day. 35 "in the afternoon its real...

0:01:41

Crime & Public Safety 11/20/2016 11:00 PM RADIO DJ SHOT shaheed shabazz: "I was laying in my room I was a victim of a drive 

by shooting on the southside of richmond." shaheed shabazz is 

sharing his story... Shabazz: "to get shot in your own house when you 

think you're protected thats scary." speaking out against violence in 

the city of Richmond. sirens shabazz: "this could have been a kid with 

a promising future, scarred for life or even dead." 

0:02:22

Crime & Public Safety 11/21/2016 5:00 PM HENRICO CHILD ABUSE On October 4th Henrico Police began to investigate a report of 

alleged child abuse and/or neglect in the 6000 block of Brook Road. 

This investigation happened to coincide with a separate investigation 

being conducted by the Virginia Department of Social Services. These 

two agencies and Child Protective Services collaborated in a joint 

investigation which resulted in Tanya Yvonne Dawson being charged 

with one count each of assault and child abuse or neglect...

0:01:31

Crime & Public Safety 11/21/2016 5:00 PM RICKY GRAY EXECUTION DATE These are letters the killer wrote from death row - accusing the state 

of violating his constitutional rights. We were in court today when a 

judge set Wednesday January 18th as the day Ricky Gray will be put 

to death. Now, he has to decide whether he wants to be 

electrocuted or die by lethal injection. In letters NBC 12 uncovered, 

Gray tells the prison - he feels his rights are being violated by having 

to make the choice.

0:01:48

Politics 11/21/2016 5:00 PM TIM KAINE TALKS 21:11:17 U-S Senator Tim Kaine is back to work here -- at his office in 

Richmond ... Today, he reflected on the election -- and his priorities 

moving forward. 21:11:27 Richmond's hometown U-S senator went 

from practically unknown-- to a household name overnight --when 

he was named as democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton's 

V-P runningmate. After months of campaigning-- the pair lost the 

presidency and vice presidency to republican candidates donald 

trump and mike pence. 

0:01:27

Crime & Public Safety 11/21/2016 5:30 PM SHOOTINGS LOCAL REACTION National numbers show--attacks on police officers have increased 

significantly-- Richmond experienced it earlier this year -- when 

Trooper Chad Dermyer was ambushed and gunned down at the 

greyhound station. they signed up to serve and protect, they didn't 

sign up to be executed for doing their job kelly Wince-- the wife of a 

former Chesterfield officer who now works in DC-- says people 

should be outraged.

0:01:49

Special Coverage 11/21/2016 6:00 PM AED SAVE A LIFE Andy Inge can't help but glance over at the Automated External 

Defibrillator or A-E-D on the wall at the The Virginia Department of 

Health Professions A 16 year volunteer at a rescue squad-- he's used 

them often to save lives. He even trains others in the office. He 

showed us-- The device walks talks you through the steps.

0:01:25
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Special Coverage 11/21/2016 6:00 PM ANGEL TREE REMINDER Angel Tree is a Christmas tradition for thousands of families in 

Central Virginia. For many families, adopting an Angel is a wonderful 

way to share the spirit of the season with others in our community 

who are less fortunate. Each Angel represents a real child right here 

in our community who needs your help. Please help us help others 

this holiday season by adopting an Angel. Please look for an Angel 

Tree at any of the mall locations listed below. 

0:01:37

Crime & Public Safety 11/21/2016 6:00 PM FAN DISTRICT GROPER Beth Cregger 17:08:55;11-17:09:00;16 "There's been an incident or 

two near by but yikes.." You're hearing reaction to a facebook post... 

Carol Lupassi 17:04:27;18-17:04:35;17 "I walk two or three days 

down to the capitol and back...and I never had any problem." 

...warning of at least two cases of women being inappropriately 

touched. One alleged groping, happening near busy monument 

avenue. The Fan District Neighborhood Association is urging 

neighbors to share THIS post...

0:01:37

Special Coverage 11/21/2016 6:00 PM RICKY GRAY EXECUTION Richmond won't soon forget the tragic deaths of a family found dead 

in their burning home --- a 9 and 4 year old among the victims. (11F 

HARVEY KILLER SUES-PKG ) Cynthia Erdahl / lives in Richmond ":07 

Oh. Just the saddest thing you could ever think of." Flash forward 11 

years later, in the same month of the crime, the killer Ricky Gray, is 

set to be put to death. Monday, a judge set January 18th as the date 

0:01:35

Politics 11/21/2016 6:00 PM TIM KAINE INTERVIEW 21:13:15 U-S Senator Tim Kaine may not be on campaign trail 

anymore but he is back to work-- in Washington D-C and here -- at 

his office in Richmond. 21:13:24 21:01:07 if anything i think the work 

has gotten even more important 21:01:10 Important -- for Senator 

Tim Kaine -- who now must work to pass bills in a Republican 

controlled Congress under a Republican President.

0:01:58

Crime & Public Safety 11/21/2016 11:00 PM TRANSGENDER MEMORIAL Jasmine Turner : Inside of this program.. is a list of 24 names of 

transgender people who were killed this year...inside of diversity 

Richmond those names were read, but this year hit harder than 

ever....because the name of a Richmond woman is now on that list. 

On this wall. Tracey Monegain: "our struggles are real." ...a light 

flickers. Monegain: "We also deal with hatred that's so violent." To 

remember those whose lives were taken. Justice Velentine: "why 

can't my sisters an...

0:02:14

Crime & Public Safety 11/22/2016 4:00 PM HOLIDAY TRAVEL 13:55;20 this holiday week Virginia's roads are expected to be the 

busiest in a decade. That's why state police are stepping up patrols, 

making sure you're driving sober, with your seatbelt on and safely. 

it's the most heavily-traveled time of the year...thanksgiving. and this 

week AAA anticipates 1.3 million Virginians will take to the highways 

and interstates..driving to meet friends and family for turkey dinner...

0:01:37

Crime & Public Safety 11/22/2016 5:00 PM BANKS HOMICIDE These Court documents say children were inside the home --and the 

shooting happened after the couple had an argument. It happened 

on Orion Court just after midnight on Monday. Court documents say 

Alvin Banks ran to a near by fire station and told a firefigher quote "I 

accidentally shot my wife" and ran back towards the home. court 

documents say when the responding officer got into the home--he 

heard a child screaming in the basement--next to the body of Katrina 

Banks.

0:01:01

Crime & Public Safety 11/22/2016 5:00 PM GAYTON DIAMOND the timeline is lengthy....by the year 2025, leaders in Henrico say 

they hope a Diverging Diamond interchange will be in the works. 

Diverging diamonds are hard to explain...but take a look at this 

diagram.. it is from the first diverging diamond interchange built in 

Louisa... the purpose is to alleviate traffic back ups... in Henrico, that 

means drivers could get off on North Gayton Road using the 

Diverging Diamond... 

0:01:38

Crime & Public Safety 11/22/2016 5:30 PM SHED MURDER GANG TIES Take a look at these images of the murder suspects being taken into 

custody in North Carolina. Now we're learning new information 

about the 2 men and 2 teens accused of killing 30 year old Jon-Eric 

Schwartz. (mike louth - chesterfield police) :30 "The suspects have 

been affiliated with a group called the Grape Street Crips." That's a 

known street gang, believed to have originated in Los Angeles! 

0:01:38
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Crime & Public Safety 11/22/2016 5:30 PM THANKSGIVING TRAFFIC 13:55;20 this holiday week Virginia's roads are expected to be the 

busiest in a decade. That's why state police are stepping up patrols, 

making sure you're driving sober, with your seatbelt on and safely. 

Thanksgiving is the most heavily-traveled time of the year. 13:59:26 

Just trying to beat all that mess. CAROL AND JEFF FINCHAM ARE JUST 

TWO OF the nearly million and a half Virginians THAT Triple-A 

projects will Drive TO MEET FRIENDS AND FAMILY FOR TURKEY 

DINNER 

0:01:26

Crime & Public Safety 11/22/2016 6:00 PM SHORT PUMP TRAVEL CHANGES Take a look at this photo... 05:13:54;00-05:13:56;23 CINDY ELLIS: "I 

dont exactlty undertand it...but we need to do something." It's an 

ariel view of an interchange Henrico County leaders want to built to 

connect Interstate 64 and Short Pump. 04:22:39;10-04:22:44;22 

MOS: "right out there...west broad...that's the main artery to get to 

places." and if you drive through the short pump area... 

0:01:26

Crime & Public Safety 11/22/2016 6:00 PM SOUL PATCH BANDIT He's wanted for murder out of Newport news but he was caught 

here after robbing this wells fargo. Police actually set up a perimeter 

here as the soul patch bandit was inside robbing this bank. They 

were able to get here in time because of a bank employees intuition 

they thought the man standing in line looked familiar, especially 

because of his facial hair which led to his nickname. His real name is 

Artur Kharendzyuk- we were with police as they took him away.

0:01:30

Crime & Public Safety 11/22/2016 11:00 PM CHESTERFIELD CRIME ALERT 830 "I had backed it in. so the two front wheel drive tire marks" This 

is where Bryan Son typically parks his black 2013 ford fusion but on 

Saturday morning, it wasn't there. 843 "it took me a few minutes. Im 

used to coming out, getting in my car to get coffee. I stood here for a 

minute. I looked down this way, down the other, and no car. It took a 

minute to register" 

0:01:53

Special Coverage 11/22/2016 11:00 PM WHEN ROOSTERS ATTACK "All she keeps talking about is the rooster attacking her." Talk about 

a scary visit to the Richmond zoo. Charles Sherman says a rooster 

attacked his two-year-old daugtherr Chloe... "And cut her face...her 

stomach...her arms." Dad says he was heartbroken when he saw 

these pictures...you see this all happened on an outing with Chloe's 

grandmother.... "I just don't want nothing like that to happen to 

anybody else you know." 

0:01:24

Crime & Public Safety 11/23/2016 4:00 PM PARHAM SKIPWITH BREAK What a mess out there on one of the busiest travel days of the year. 

Two water main breaks in Henrico County just hours apart from each 

other and like you said, it's slowing down traffic. Have a look at the 

most recent main break -- it's affecting traffic on Parham near 

Skipwith. The left, westbound lane of North Parham is closed right 

now between Skipwith Road and Homeview Drive -- all traffic 

heading westbound is limited to the right lane only until this is fixed. 

0:01:11

Crime & Public Safety 11/23/2016 5:00 PM CFIELD 92YO KILLED Edward Huff's daughter tells me he suffers from severe dementia. 

She tells me he doesn't know what he's accused of doing, nor does 

he even know who he is, often times. The medical examiner's office 

confirms the victim, Delora Arnold, died of blunt force trauma to the 

neck and chest... Police telling us Huff assaulted her with his bare 

hands. Investigators didn't comment on what triggered the 

altercation... 

0:01:13

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/23/2016 5:30 PM CULVERT RESOLUTION This was the culvert in Shannon Crusenberry's front yard. This is what 

that culvert looks like now-- after V-DOT replaced the pipe and re-

paved the blacktop. 21:18:39 im just glad they did it, finally! 21:18:41 

Crusenberry says for the last seven years he's asked chesterfield 

county and V-DOT to replace the culvert. Because of its small size, 

every time it rained, debris got stuck, causing severe flooding inside 

his home.

0:01:32

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/23/2016 6:00 PM BLACK FRIDAY TOY CRAZE It is called: the Hatchimal. And while you will find it on millions of 

kids Christmas's lists. it is an endangered species in stores. So, is 

there any chance of tracking one on black Friday? That's a tough one 

even for the experts. Kyle James of rather be shopping usually tells 

people to wait until later in the season to buy toys, when prices fall. 

But when it comes to a hard to get toy...like the Hatchimal or the 

new retro gaming system Nintendo

0:01:48
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Politics 11/23/2016 6:00 PM PBURG WATER BILL UPDATE It's been a month's long debacle in Petersburg. Customers not 

getting water bills.....the city even guessing how much you should 

pay. And neighbors weren't having it. (mayor howard myers - 

petersburg) 4906 Reporter: You heard the concerns when the people 

were speaking out left and right? Myers: Yes, I had the same 

concerns. I was receiving those bills as well." It's why Mayor Howard 

Myers is watching as the turnaround agency hired to fix some of the 

city's problems.

0:01:56

Special Coverage 11/23/2016 6:00 PM RESTAURANT FEEDS NEEDY It's been Kenyan and Felecia Crawley's dream to open up a 

restaurant. food definitely brings people together, yeah Just this year 

they opened up Kee Kee's place on Williamsburg Road. we are 

known for our Kee Kee wings But on Thanksgiving-- instead of staying 

open and making money-- they plan to close their doors. And will 

travel around the Richmond area-- passing out hot meals to anyone 

who needs a plate

0:01:43

Crime & Public Safety 11/23/2016 6:00 PM RPD GETS MONEY "We're committed to this city. We're fighting. But we need help. 

We're hemmoraging, right now. We are losing officers left and right. 

We do not have the man power to do what we need to do." Patrol 

officers say they're overloaded with call volumes... and short on 

backup. They say response times are longer, too. The additional 

funding is being pulled from other agencies throughout the city... A 

final vote happens next month.

0:01:13

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/23/2016 11:00 PM TRUCK DRIVING PROGRAM " James Corbett says after a career in accounting he wanted to get 

out on the road for a few years before retirement. He came to a 

school in Virginia because he had family in the area. He says that 

school, with ties to area community colleges, is not what it seems." 

"James Corbett says he researched which company pays truck drivers 

the most -- once he found it, he says that company gave him a list of 

programs that would train him to earn his commercial driver's 

license."

0:03:53

Crime & Public Safety 11/24/2016 5:30 PM AOK KIRBY AND RUDY IT WAS A CAMERA WORTHY RECEPTION SOT(kirby/rudy) 2:33:22 

"rudy powell, rudy powell, all these folks, yes, all these people here, 

lawd have mercy" CHURCH MEMBERS, FAMILY AND FRIENDS 

GATHERED ON RUDY POWELL'S PARK AVENUE DOORSTEP TO 

SURPRISE THE MAN KIRBY CARMICHAEL CALLS A PORTRAIT IN 

KINDNESS. SOT 2:22:56 " he's just such a phenomenal person, he 

loves people cares about people, he's honest and sincere and he's 

very helpful to anybody in need.

0:03:33

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/24/2016 5:30 PM TESLA IN RICHMOND When you hit the road in a Tesla... From the moment the headlights 

illuminate.. To the power that propels you forward...You can't help 

but feel, you're driving towards the future. This is Tesla's design 

studio in Tysons Corner. It's the only place where you can buy Tesla's 

all electric vehicles in Virginia. ...

0:03:42

Crime & Public Safety 11/24/2016 6:00 PM HENRICO DEATH Crime tape and flashing lights on Thanksgiving Eve as police race to 

Engel Road near Monument Avenue. Thursday afternoon.... (NATS) 

:48 "Please leave. It's bad enough on the family." Relatives mourning 

the sudden loss of 42 year old Tammy Jo Clifton. Diego Diaz was at 

his home across the street before the chaos around 7 Wednesday 

night. (diego diaz - lives across from victim) 1224 "Until the police 

knocked on my door and asked me if I had listened to anything.

0:01:42

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/24/2016 6:00 PM VITA Intro: VITA tells me there's an attempted cyber attack in the 

Commonwealth EVERY 4 SECONDS. 53 million attempts in just the 

first 5 months of this year. Protecting the personal information of 

Virginians is a daily conversation. From spam emails--to that cloaked 

figure you imagine trying to hack into agencies. Virginia IT folks 

battled their fair share of attempted cyber threats this year. Just one 

of many reasons-- Nelson Moe, would like to shake up how ...

0:02:11

Crime & Public Safety 11/24/2016 11:00 PM CHESTERFIELD FIRE "It looked like a cloud of smoke. It was so engulfed." Wendi Toombs 

describing the moments after this Circlestone Court home went up in 

flames. "I was like oh my gosh. It was very scary because I live right 

next door." Toombs watched as Chesterfield Fire crews battled the 

fire for close to 20 minutes  "I was very anxious. I had 3,4, 5 kids to 

get out the house..two dogs. I ran down the street and got the 

neighbors. It was very hectic out here." 

0:01:55
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Special Coverage 11/24/2016 11:00 PM EAGLE RELEASE The Wildlife Center of Virginia released an adult Bald Eagle today. 

This was one of two bald eagles that were found on the ground in 

Portsmouth on October 2nd, with their talons locked together. 

wildlife experts think they were entangled in a territorial dispute. 

One eagle flew away, but this one was injured. the wildlife Center 

has been rehabilitating the eagle and today released it at Chippokes 

Plantation State Park in Surry County.

0:00:49

Special Coverage 11/24/2016 11:00 PM MCGUIRE PART 2 (Di and Lorelei standing looking at papers) Lorelei Hudson says 

taxpayers should be outraged that McGuire VA Hospital is paying her 

$94,846 dollars a year and hasn't given their Assistant Human 

Resources Officer any job assignments in eight months. They moved 

her from her HR office to a small room with no responsibilities, as 

punishment Lorelei says, for reporting alleged violation of prohibited 

personnel practices. 

0:02:08

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/24/2016 11:00 PM TESLA IN RICHMOND When you hit the road in a Tesla... From the moment the headlights 

illuminate...To the power that propels you forward... You can't help 

but feel, you're driving towards the future. This is Tesla's design 

studio in Tysons Corner. It's the only place where you can buy Tesla's 

all electric vehicles in Virginia. 

0:03:41

Crime & Public Safety 11/25/2016 5:00 PM HOLIDAY DEPRESSION REOFFENDING " It starts simply with a microphone the voices behind it, are former 

felons who spent many years behind bars they know the holidays can 

be a trigger for depression, substance abuse, criminal activity- so 

instead of sitting by, theyre providing help" 803 "welcoming home 

for the holidays. Part of the holidays comes a lot of stress, people 

want to give their families whatever they want for the holiday 

season, but a lot of our family members can't do it. 

0:01:30

Crime & Public Safety 11/25/2016 5:00 PM HOLIDAY SHOPPING SAFETY Besides paying attention to the deals and all the gifts you're crossing 

off your list... you have to make sure you protect yourself from the 

criminals who are targeting distracted people ... For example... if 

you're carrying way too many bags. This makes you more 

vulnerable... You're not going to be able to keep a good eye on 

everything while you're walking... Thieves are masters at quickly 

passing by and snatching gifts right out of your bag... 

0:01:00

Politics 11/25/2016 5:00 PM PBURG GOLF COURSE PROBS (brent solomon - petersburg) 724 "NBC 12 the first to break this 

story. now I'm hearing from the golf course manager about that 

moment a vendor showed up today to haul away the equipment." 

After not getting a 10 thousand dollar payment, Venture Turf 

Management - based in Yorktown - showed up today to resposess 

tractors, lawnmowers and other landscaping equipment used for 

upkeep here at the Dogwood Trace Golf Course. 

0:01:21

Crime & Public Safety 11/25/2016 5:00 PM RIDGEFIELD POPLAR BREAK Happening now, part of Ridgefield parkway remains closed for 

repairs to a water main in Henrico's West End. Crews are hoping to 

have it fixed by Monday. The eastbound lanes of Ridgefield between 

Gayton Road and Poplar Forest Drive will remain closed in the 

meantime. A detour is in place. Thankfully, water service is not being 

affected.

0:00:57

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/25/2016 5:00 PM SMALL BUSINESS SAT At the Crater Commuinity Hospice Thrift Shop in Petersburg, not only 

are there big discounts for Small Business Saturday, but the proceeds 

also benefit those in need of long-term and end-of-life care.

0:00:46

Special Coverage 11/25/2016 5:30 PM BLACK FRIDAY SHOPPING There has been a steady flow of shoppers at the Chesterfield Towne 

Center mall here inside the JC Penny. Take a look-- there were deals 

to be had and people definitely took advantage. Shoppers lined up 

early to get inside many stores like this H & M inside the Chesterfield 

Towne Center. n Mathew Peterson patiently waited outside. 

Retailers are hoping this is a strong start to the holiday season. 

Choquan Jones is a first time Black Friday shopper. 

0:01:25

Health 11/25/2016 6:00 PM HOLIDAY DEPRESSION "3,2,1 you're listening to community clovia" In a sit down session in 

her radio booth community clovia tackled holiday depression 532 

"that can be a trigger for someone recently released, it can be the 

trigger, leading back to drugs Back to drugs and possibly back to 

prison 1005 "I was incarcerated for almost 18 years." A cycle of re-

offending these men want to cut off 1005 " There was a willingness 

to right the wrong. There was a lot wrong we did to end up in prison"

0:02:05
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Crime & Public Safety 11/25/2016 6:00 PM HOLIDAY SHOPPING SAFETY Tis the season.... to be extra careful when you're crossing off your 

Christmas list. Thieves are looking for people engrossed in their 

phones... not minding their overloaded arms... 18:46:06 "We're 

going to put everything in the trunk." Always keep at least one hand 

free... and don't take your eyes off of what you bought... 18:49:12 "If 

you're on your cell phone and not paying attention to your bag, a 

thief could come along and steal right out of it!"

0:01:24

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/25/2016 6:00 PM OYSA DOMAIN SCAM If you run a business or have a personal website- you probably have a 

website domain - Maybe several. And these days, doing business, 

basically requires one to be searchable on google. And these 

scammers prey on that. Here's how it starts... 12:05:19 Tom 

Gallagher, BBB - "Its' a robocall that comes into you and tells you that 

your license is up or your dates are up for your website and that 

simply isn't the case."12:05:31

0:01:26

Politics 11/25/2016 6:00 PM PETERSBURG GOLF COURSE (brent solomon - petersburg) 1113 "Here we go again. Another 

vendor pulling its services from petersburg. Now the city is 

responding." It's a scenic getaway for anyone who needs a day of 

leisure. (jamie fagan - property manager) 3759 "We do quite a bit of 

marketing in the DC, philly, NJ area to those, if you will, snowbirds 

who are traveling south." To take in the beauty of Petersburg's 

Dogwood Trace Golf Course. 

0:02:06

Special Coverage 11/27/2016 11:00 PM FIDEL CASTRO LOCAL REAX 4818 "when I start talking about thisâ€¦.i see facesâ€¦.faces of 

friends, faces of victims, faces of the destruction of a country" At 94 

years old â€“ the memories are as clear as day. 3730 "you have seen 

friends executed, everything you had taken from you" â€¦taken from 

his former classmateâ€¦see, Dr. Rafael Aguirre grew up with Fidel 

Castro 1240 "He wanted to obtain whatever he wanted and didn't 

care". Hate in his heart from memories in his mindâ€¦ 3315 "when 

he was an enemy, he was an...

0:02:18

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/27/2016 11:00 PM SMALL BUSINESS SATURDAY HEATHER PKG nats Shoppers turned out in a steady stream down Carytown to shop 

block after block of independently owned shops for Small Business 

Saturday. 38:25 (Linda Edling/The Glassboat) we've sold tons of gifts, 

boots, jewelry, clothing, we have locally sourced clothing and locally 

souced jewelry so ti's been a great day for the community and the 

glass boat. 36:28 (Craig Martin/Carytown resident) It's fun to see 

people buzzing around walking in and out of the shops...

0:01:36

Special Coverage 11/28/2016 5:00 PM OHIO STATE LOCALIZED The Lindells have two grandsons who are undergrads at OSU. 

Normally the young men would actually be on the part of campus 

where this attack happened. But they weren't there this morning.... i 

was hoping in my car when my dad called and said, don't go 

anywhere near campus Michel Lindell is still trying to process the 

attack on the Ohio State University campus--where a man ran over 

and stabbed several people.

0:01:23

Education 11/28/2016 5:30 PM RVA AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM 22:16:32 i like after school because I like learning more things 

22:16:36 Shatavia Vines is one of hundreds of students, "learning 

beyond the bell," and participating in Next Up R-V-A's after school 

program. 22:17:38 i do step this year but last year i had technology 

class, tech connect, cooking class, edible education, i had dance class 

0:01:32

Crime & Public Safety 11/28/2016 6:00 PM CHESTERFIELD MANHUNT This is how Nishae Samm's family is choosing to remember the 

vibrant 23 year old known for her love of music, dance, and food 

with an easygoing personality... a social butterfly with a certain 

sassiness. The young mother was starting school to become a 

counselor to work with at-risk youth  but she would never get the 

chance  On November 11th, her home was transformed into a crime 

scene with shocked neighbors speaking out, moments after her body 

was found inside. 

0:04:40

Politics 11/28/2016 6:00 PM MCAULIFFE ON TRUMP TWEET Well, Curt/Sabrina -- McAuliffe is saying basically, look there's 

absolutely no proof that happened. This weekend the president-elect 

tweeted several thoughts on the election -- saying, in addition to 

winning the electoral college, he won the popular vote if -- quote -- 

"you deduct the millions of people voting illegally." In another tweet, 

Trump says Virginia had serious voter fraud. 

0:01:08
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Education 11/28/2016 6:00 PM NEW LIBERTY AD FROM BAYLOR Just six months ago, Ian McCaw resigned as the athletic director at 

Baylor amid disturbing findings including cover-ups of sexual assaults 

by athletic department officials and witness intimidation by staff, but 

today, McCaw introduced as the new athletic director at Liberty. 

University president Jerry Falwell Jr. saying that McCaw's success 

speaks for itself, and touting Baylor's athletic success during his time 

in Waco... 

0:00:51

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/28/2016 6:00 PM OYSA CLEANING CHECK SCAM  "I got to open some of them up. It definitely looks like a check. It's 

something you could take to the bank and put in the bank and 

deposit it." :21 Look for yourself! A priority mail envelope, a 

legitimate looking label- and even an address that matches a local 

business. 13:03:24 Cashion - "It actually said SET services, so you 

know it said Powhatan, Virginia but it said Pennsylvania. But the zip- 

everything else was exact." 

0:02:14

11/28/2016 11:00 PM FIDEL CASTRO DEATH LATEST Until Fidel Castro's burial ceremony on Sunday, there will be this 

continued period of mourning - no baseball games, nightclubs are 

closed - as Cubans of all generations try to assess the legacy of the 

founder of the revolution. Dissidents against his regime were home 

today - the first Sunday in 13 years that the protestors known as the 

Ladies in White did not march after church. Berta Soler says it was 

out of respect to the mourning period - but clearly a bigger factor 

nbc news has learn...

0:02:15

Crime & Public Safety 11/29/2016 4:00 PM SLUMLORD CHARGES Take a look. 49 year old Lawrence, busted for taking money by false 

pretenses with the intent to defraud. Here's a years-old mugshot. If 

he looks familiar, that's because he's a convicted slumlord - 

previously sentenced to jail and forced to live in one the rundown 

properties he subjected his renters to. (parrish mason - says she was 

frauded out of money) 917 "It's not fair what he did to me." 

0:02:21

Special Coverage 11/29/2016 5:00 PM AOK SIKKIMA RACHEL AT FAIRFIELD COURT ELEMENTARY, WHERE HER SON IS IN FIFTH 

GRADE, SIKKIMA LUCAS SAYS SHE'S FOUND MUCH MORE THAN 

FRIENDSHIP WITH THE COMMUNITIES IN SCHOOLS SITE 

COORDINATOR RACHEL ARROWSMITH SOT 20:11:50 "she's like my 

mother, my sister, my aunt, my confidant" SOT 20:11:39 "she looks 

out for me so much, its crazy" WITH RACHEL'S HELP, SIKKIMA SAYS 

HER FAMILY IS RECOVERING FROM DEVASTATING EVENTS IN 

OCTOBER

0:02:29

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/29/2016 5:00 PM OYS SEWAGE BACKUP here are lincoln and jack, the moment they were born. It's supposed 

to be happy time for this family but now this family is dealing with 

this sewage back up. They actually have to climb over these fans in 

the bathroom, the floor is now down to the concrete and the 

damage extends through most of the first floor there was feces, 

there was black water, that's the mess Keith and Casey Goldsby 

stepped in when they came home from the NICU after visting their 

newborn sons. 

0:01:24

Crime & Public Safety 11/29/2016 5:00 PM RVA MURDER VICTIM Virnita Carrington... George's mother... tells me he was driving down 

Milton Street, to drop off a friend... when he was shot in the car... 

She says he lost control and slammed into a power pole...flipping his 

white Buick. A friend who was in the car with him... jumped out. You 

can see this makeshift memorial left in George's honor... Virnita met 

her grandson last night, right after he was born at 10:30 pm. 

0:01:14

Crime & Public Safety 11/29/2016 5:30 PM MORE CHIPPENHAM PATROLS Chesterfield police say there have been nearly 200 crashes on the 

Chippenham Parkway in just the past year and the drivers I spoke 

with who drive this road day in and out say they're not surprised. 

Aggressive driving, speeding and following too closely...all problems 

Chesterfield Police say they see everyday on the Chippenham 

Parkway. 22:37:13 "The Drivers. I mean they are always speeding. 

0:01:50

Special Coverage 11/29/2016 6:00 PM EMACIATED DOG FOUND 120 "We're grateful our officer was able to find him when he did, 

because we are for sure that another night he would have been 

dead." Hardly weighing anything its easy to lift Lexington up to the 

exam table here at VESC, where the staff is working to save his life. 

202 "He's still not out of the woods, there are some neuro issues, hes 

still not seeing clearly." He was suffering from seizures and starvation 

with his body shutting down. 

0:01:21
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Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/29/2016 6:00 PM FAKE SHOPPING APP WARNING Some of the counterfeit shopping apps are good. They give you a 

complete shopping cart experience. But, the BBB says if you don't 

pay attention to the apps you're using, you could get scammed by 

the appeal of making our lives easier when they actually open the 

door to criminals. Hundreds of apps on Google Play or the Apple App 

Store are fake says the BBB and many of them pose as real 

companies just lying in wait with the intent to inflict serious damage 

during this time of gift buying...

0:01:17

Crime & Public Safety 11/29/2016 6:00 PM MURDERED TEEN FAMILY REAX 2:21:17 "George was my baby." And now Thomas Jefferson High 

School senior George Carrington... will never meet his own son, 

George Carrington IV, who met the world just days after his father 

left it... so unexpectedly. 2:15:46 "Weight nine pounds, seven 

ounces. He's a big boy." 2:15:51 "George was so proud and ready to 

be a dad." But a future with a brand new son and doting mother... is 

cut drastically short, on Milton Street... at 5:30 Friday evening.

0:01:55

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/29/2016 6:00 PM OYS SEWAGE PROBLEM "i love you" A tender moment for the Goldsby family-- after a long 

journey to bring their twin boys-- Jack and Lincoln into this world-- 

including infertility-- and IVF. the boys were born two months 

premature. we were scared for their lives, that they weren't going to 

survive the boys are thriving--and Jack just came home three days 

ago. but the difficulties are stacking up for this family. 

0:01:56

Crime & Public Safety 11/29/2016 11:00 PM HOLIDAY TERROR ADVISORY As police investigate yet another case of possible domestic terrorism, 

reportedly involving a Muslim suspect, this time at Ohio State 

University campus, the local Islamic community is speaking out... 

"There is no room in our community for those people, and we have 

zero tolerance for that kind of idea." Ammar Amonette, Imam at the 

Islamic Center of Virginia, condemning those who promote hatred 

and violence... 

0:01:49

Crime & Public Safety 11/29/2016 11:00 PM SLUMLORD CHARGES (brent solomon - petersburg) IN 5001 "I've been in touch with 

authorities about this one. They tell me Oliver Lawrence is 

considered a fugitive. I went ahead and pulled the arrest warrants for 

the crime that finds him on the run." Take a look. 49 year old 

Lawrence, busted for taking money by false pretenses with the intent 

to defraud. Here's a years-old mugshot. 

0:02:27

Crime & Public Safety 11/30/2016 5:00 PM LAKESIDE CRIMES I spent the afternoon talking to several neighbors who tell me they 

found out about the break ins by checking the Lakeside 

neighborhood Facebook pages. I checked in with police who tell me 

they know of at least three this month-- Starting on November 7th 

there was a reported break in in the 29-hundred block of Kenwood 

Avenue. Then on November 14-- a home in the 28-hundred block of 

Maplewood Road was hit. Police say electronics were stolen. 

0:00:56

Politics 11/30/2016 5:00 PM MAYOR JONES NO CHARGES 23:39:43 "Nothing about the way that this matter was handled, I 

think reflects well on the administration." Commonwealth's Attorney 

Mike Herring... summing up his findings as raising 'suspicion and 

concern about opaque governance.... calling into question the 

credibility of many of the involved parties..." But the bottom line... 

Herring says there was not enough probable cause for prosecution... 

0:01:22

Consumer & Economy & Employment 11/30/2016 5:00 PM OYS POST OFFICE TIMESHEETS (Shekeera Greene, Postal Employee) "It's a big mess." That's how 22 

year old Shekeera Greene describes what happened to her while 

working as a mail carrier at the US Post Office on Brooke Road in 

Richmond. It all started in August when she was injured while on the 

job. A doctor said she suffered neck strain from the weight of the 

mail bag. (Shekeera Greene, Postal Employee) 

0:03:06

Special Coverage 11/30/2016 5:30 PM INMATE FACE TATTOO REMOVAL 52 "today im moving boxes for the church, for the needy" This is 

Charles greene 120 "the man I am now had changed." And this is part 

of his community service 422 "I don't want to go back, I want to do 

the right thing" After serving his time behind bars 315 "kept getting 

out, selling drugs" he went through a program with the Richmond 

city sheriff's office 400 "I thought I could do better, but I didn't have 

the resources"

0:02:02
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Special Coverage 11/30/2016 11:00 PM AMIYA MOSES SCHOLARSHIP Youth took to the basketball court...and raised...3,000 in the first 

annual Scholarship drive in honor of 12-year-old Amiya Moses 

gunned down outside her Old Brook Road home  "I still see my 

daughter in the casket...every time I close my eyes." Mom is 

determined to make sure her daughter's name lives on  "How old 

was she here? 12. You say this was her last? Very last school picture." 

0:01:35

Crime & Public Safety 11/30/2016 11:00 PM HOPEWELL MURDER CASE (brent solomon - hopewell) IN 3616 "Hopewell police tell me they're 

reviewing leads in this case but so far no arrests and that's what 

hurts the most for a family in mourning." These days there's one 

question Patricia Spruill is constantly being asked. (patricia spruill - 

son shot and killed) Following the death of her 26 year old son 

Edward Rogers, Jr. (patricia spruill - son shot and killed)

0:02:06

Crime & Public Safety 12/1/2016 5:00 PM JENNIE SCHER HOMICIDE The kids, two boys and a girl, ages one, four and seven...are with 

various family members, right now. The family tells me...they do not 

know their mother has passed, at this point... They will be told and 

counseled through it, when the family feels it's the right time. Let me 

show you video from the scene... Police tell me at 1:40 this 

morning... officers were called out to the Ashley Oakes apartment 

complex...

0:00:52

Crime & Public Safety 12/1/2016 5:00 PM JENNIE SCHER HOMICIDE 16:15:29 "Her son asked me, 'Can you call my mother?' And that 

really hurt my heart because there was nothing for me to tell him." 

This is Richmond's 57th homicide of the year... the most the city has 

seen in nearly a decade. Coming up at 6... a Richmond police officer 

steps in to raise money for these children... who now must learn of 

their mother's death, as Christmas approaches.

0:00:49

Crime & Public Safety 12/1/2016 5:00 PM PBURG FIRST RESPONDERS (brent solomon - petersburg city hall) in 5938 "There's a likely reason 

all of this is happening, across the board pay cuts for city workers 

and first responders in town were not excluded." Right now the City 

of Petersburg is working to solve it's latest homicide. 47 year old 

Anthony Tucker shot and killed Wednesday night here on Mistletoe 

Street near Peabody Middle. Thursday, officers back on the scene 

looking for clues - but they're doing more with less. 

0:01:48

Special Coverage 12/1/2016 5:00 PM RVAP COAT TEST When you're putting precious cargo in the car, there's no question - 

safety is a top priority. But recent reports have raised concerns about 

just how safe your child is, when wearing a winter coat. Just look at 

this safety test! It's a concern that alarmed coatmakers at OneKid. 

2:23 Sabine Beysel, OneKid- "We watched the Today Show on NBC 

and there was a segment on the Rossen Report about the dangers of 

puffy winter coats in carseats.

0:02:00

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/1/2016 5:00 PM WINTERFIELD DEVELOPMENT This is the future site for the mixed-use project- meaning shops, 

restaurants, offices and apartments will all transform this vacant lot- 

developers want this area to be walkable, with four miles of paths -

envisioning a village feel that honors the history of Midlothian For 18 

months Blackwood Development has been trying to get these plans 

approved - being sent back to the drawing board over and over 

again. 

0:01:50

Special Coverage 12/1/2016 6:00 PM NEW PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE I know many of you love to bike and walk around here but one of the 

only ways to get across the river was to fight the traffic in places like 

the Manchester bridge, but once the Potterfield Memorial Bridge 

opens on Friday, it'll be a straight shot to the other side On average 

Norman Ocampo will bike 20 to 30 miles in one trip. ...and one of his 

favorite routes takes him along the James River--but he has to be 

extra cautious getting to the Manchester side. 

0:01:45

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/1/2016 6:00 PM OLIVER LAWRENCE CAR PLACE Keishaunna Harris says Chamberlayne Auto Sales accepted her one 

thousand dollar deposit and told her she was approved for financing. 

Four weeks later, she says the dealership was calling her demanding 

she return the car or they would file a felony warrant against her. -----

--------------- Keishaunna Harris had keys to a gold 2004 Nissan 

Morano like this one. Driving was liberating but it only lasted a 

month. The mother of six is back walking and riding the bus now.

0:03:47
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Special Coverage 12/1/2016 6:00 PM RADIOTHON SITUATIONER Q94, Richmond's No. 1 Hit Music Station, MIX 98.1, Today's Variety, 

and 1140 WRVA, Richmond's News, Weather & Traffic Station, 

partnered with Children's Miracle Network Hospitals to host the 36 

Hours for Kids Radiothon to benefit the Children's Hospital of 

Richmond at Virginia Commonwealth University, the hospital that 

treated more than 60,000 area children over the last year. 

0:00:55

Crime & Public Safety 12/1/2016 6:00 PM RICHMOND WOMAN KILLED Tychelle Johnson's family waits at the hospital for the father of her 

children, Tyvell Morris... to recover from surgery... The children ask 

for their mother... 16:15:29 "Her son asked me, 'Can you call my 

mother?' And that really hurt my heart because there was nothing 

for me to tell him." Tychelle's family says the children haven't yet 

been told they will now endure this world without a mother... 

16:19:29 "The two oldest ones, they're going to be looking for 

Tychelle. 

0:02:15

Crime & Public Safety 12/2/2016 5:00 PM APT PACKAGE THEFT Police tell me they're looking for four people--two men and two 

women. And take a look--the door is locked after hours but an 

employee tells me the suspects followed a resident inside... Take a 

look-- you can see one of the male suspects is carrying the toddler in 

a pink coat--but get a good POlice say it happened on November 

22nd ---just before 10 -30 at night. The American Tobacco Center 

Apartments are located on North 20th street. 

0:00:57

Crime & Public Safety 12/2/2016 5:00 PM FAC JAIL JUMPER let me show you who we're talking about ... this is 18 year Joleal 

Burno of Richmond. Chesterfield Sheriff's Deputies say they had him 

at the chesterfield main courthouse today on charges of possession 

of marijuana and manufacturing a controlled substance. then when 

Burno learned he had another outstanding warrant for his arrest... 

deputies say he ran out of the courtoom and headed to the front 

doors. 

0:01:01

Special Coverage 12/2/2016 5:00 PM JAIL DEATH LAWSUIT (brent solomon - petersburg) IN 5313 "Let me show you where we 

are right now outside of the Richmond Jail. I'm in touch with he ACLU 

about this, the group says its not aware of the specifics of this case 

but they do have some thoughts about this subject in general." 

(Claire Gastañaga - ACLU) 2732 "The constitution says no person 

regardless of what they do should be subjected to cruel and unusal 

punishment.

0:01:12

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/2/2016 5:00 PM MBFYB XMAS PROCRASTINATORS The two weeks before Christmas offer some of the lowest prices 

you'll see all year. 6:16 a lot of the times the deals and prices are 

quite a bit better than Black Friday Consumer expert Kyle James runs 

ratherbeshopping dot com-he analyzed 13 years of sales and 

coupons 6:11 we can find these patterns to determine the absolute 

best days to shop to maximize your savings. Those savings start 

December 12th. 

0:01:34

Crime & Public Safety 12/2/2016 6:00 PM PACKAGES STOLEN Surveillance cameras were rolling when police say this man--carrying 

a toddler with a pink coat-- stole multiple packages from The 

American Tobacco Center Apartments on North 20th street. And he's 

not alone. Police say they are now looking for four people in 

connection to this crime. you just think oh we got key pads, we got 

security guys, we got all kinds of locks, that'll never happen, but it 

can and it does Police say it happened just before 10-30 at night on 

November 22nd.

0:01:06

Education 12/2/2016 11:00 PM BANNED BOOKS IN VA TWO AMERICAN CLASSICS TEMPORARILY PULLED FROM SCHOOL 

BOOK SHELVES IN ACCOMACK COUNTY -- THE RESULT, ACCORDING 

TO THE SUPERINTENDENT OF A PARENT FILING A COMPLAINT. 

Concerned Parent Audio: "Right now we are a nation divided as it is." 

EARLIER THIS MONTH A PARENT WENT BEFORE THE SCHOOL 

BOARD, EXPRESSING CONCERNS ABOUT RACIAL SLURS IN TO KILL A 

MOCKINGBIRD AND THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN. IN 

RECORDED AUDIO FROM THE NOVEMBER 15TH MEETING

0:01:20

Health 12/2/2016 11:00 PM RESTAURANT REPORT Up first is Texas Roadhouse at 1570 West Koger Center Drive in 

Chesterfield, with 6 priority violations, 2 priority foundation, and 2 

core violations. The report says staff was eating on the food prep 

line, the dish washer handled dirty dishes, then clean dishes wearing 

the same gloves, and some chili, sweet potatoes, cheese and rice 

were not kept at proper temperatures. We contacted Texas 

Roadhouse headquarters about the inspection. 

0:02:11
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Crime & Public Safety 12/2/2016 11:00 PM RICHMOND VIOLENT CRIME Jasmine: "Violence in the city of richmond is on the rise, with the 

number homicides doubling since 2015. The number of cases is 

challenging for police, and it continues a cycle of tragedy and loss for 

families." Charles Willis: "when the yellow tape goes up and the 

mother is trying to get under the tape to get to her child." traffic 

sounds.. It seems day after day. Charles Willis: "it's a hurting 

moment." The community hears from broken hearts. 

0:02:30

Crime & Public Safety 12/3/2016 11:00 PM MURDER SUICIDE LATEST The call came in as a reported assault Police say 22 year Aaron Raines 

was shot by her 27-year-old estranged boyfriend, Jah Joyner who 

then turned the gun on himself... "He would not have done that to 

her." Joyner's mother Kelly Bolden finding news especially hard to 

believe...she says her son loved the Prince George High School 

graduate now studying in new york who wrote her first book, at the 

young age of 15 it was called Teenage Love Affair 

0:01:27

Special Coverage 12/3/2016 11:00 PM RESCUED DOGS COME TO RVA Jasmine Turner "From a dog meat farm in south korea to here at the 

SPCA 14 dogs are now calling richmond home." Robin Starr: "every 

life is precious and we believe that deeply..." Their journey has been 

long... Robin Starr: "they not only never experienced human kindness 

but theyre treated with dreadful cruelty." rescued from THOUSANDS 

of miles away... Robin Starr: "they're being bred in south korea to be 

dog meat to consume." 

0:01:40

Crime & Public Safety 12/4/2016 11:00 PM CHRISTMAS PRESENTS STOLEN wife: "four or five tablets" "come on!" Wife" all of the kids christmas 

gifts." children playing wife: "I mean they took everything in the 

broad daylight." When it should be a season of cheer. children 

sound. these parents are now dealing with just the opposite... and 

too nervous to even show their faces. wife: "sad, we work hard, we 

just moved here, just got their gifts." And now those gifts, are all 

gone. Almost a week ago, the couple discovered their 

unreconizable...

0:01:38

Crime & Public Safety 12/5/2016 5:00 PM DAYCARE BUS AX 16:26 This is the car that was Involved in the accident this morning. 

You can see the damage here...Police saying this car was traveling 

down Brook was struck by the daycare van --when the driver ran a 

red light. Now that driver is facing charges. 16:48 46-year-old 

Eyevette Peebles of Richmond was issued a summons for 

disregarding a red light. Police say Peebles was driving four children 

to "Friends Association For Children" daycare

0:01:37

Education 12/5/2016 5:00 PM MOODY MS STUDENT HIT i've lived here 22 years and it's been a problem the whole time and 

unfortunately I knew it was going to take this for something to get 

done parents in this neighborhood have called for years and the 

county's answer was to repaint the crosswalk People who live here 

say there should be a crossing guard-- or lights on the crosswalk. I 

asked police about that-- and have also requested the number of 

speeding violations that have been issued for this stretch of 

Woodman Road. 

0:00:45

Crime & Public Safety 12/5/2016 5:00 PM ONE YO SHOT The one year old is expected to be alright recovering tonight from a 

gunshot wound to the arm police discovered the baby in the arms of 

a relative who was living at that house on woodcliff avenue The first 

call came into police just before midnight neighbors hearing multiple 

gunshots in the area one neighbor even telling me the gunfire was so 

intense, she felt her house shaking. 

0:01:17

Crime & Public Safety 12/5/2016 6:00 PM MOODY MS STUDENT HIT This is the damage after a Moody middle school student was run 

over while walking to school. Police say the driver 67 year old Nenita 

Estrera is facing a reckless driving charge. Melody Thorpe lives across 

from the school-- people don't stop, I don't know why, Police say it 

happened around eight in the morning. That's five minutes before 

the school zone lights are turned on --turning the road from 35 mph 

to 25. A message went out to parents about the child.

0:01:39

Crime & Public Safety 12/5/2016 6:00 PM ONE YEAR OLD SHOT Witnesses describe the noise that shattered the silence of the night 

like a jackhammer slamming into metal a spraying of gunfire so 

intense, it started shaking nearby homes, when they were able to get 

safely to a window this is the scene they saw bullets tearing through 

the home across the street as the family slept inside,  That happened 

just before midnight in the 2900 block of woodcliff avenue -and the 

call originally came in as random gunfire...

0:01:13
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Politics 12/5/2016 6:00 PM STONEY APPOINTMENTS Today, Mayor-elect Levar Stoney announced his intentions to 

appoint Lincoln Saunders to the position of acting Chief of Staff, and 

to retain Selena Cuffee-Glenn in the position of Chief Administration 

Officer when his administration takes office, effective January 1st. 

Keep in mind, Saunders is currently the Chief of Staff to First Lady 

Dorothy McAuliffe. The First Lady was on hand for today's 

announcement. She called it bittersweet. 

0:01:29

Special Coverage 12/6/2016 5:00 PM AOK JESUS PURCELL FAMILY SOT 22:05:32 "his dedication, the presentation and explanation of his 

community service touched all of us." GOOCHLAND MOM LAURA 

PURCELL, HER SONS ALSTON, BAYLON AND COLSON WERE MOVED 

BY OUR AUGUST TRIBUTE TO FULL TIME GRILL COOK AND PART 

TIME HANDYMAN JESUS SANCHEZ SOT 22:03:24 "because he went 

around did stuff for other people" THE PURCELL'S WEREN'T JUST 

IMPRESSED WITH SANCHEZ' WORK ETHIC, HIS LANDSCAPING, 

PAINTING, SHEETROCK, MASONRY AND WOODWORKING SKILLS , 

BUT ALSO HIS GENEROSITY....

0:02:11

Special Coverage 12/6/2016 5:00 PM POWHATAN ANIMAL SHELTER "At the end of the month, the cats you see here as well nearly a 

dozen dogs will be in need of a new home, Powahatan animal control 

is undergoing some major renovations that they say will improve 

these animals lives." "we're trying to make things better for them by 

having the floors redone." three weeks from now..everything inside 

of this animal shelter will be cleared out. "We have a couple of local 

agencies willing to help us out and take some of the animals.

0:01:26

Crime & Public Safety 12/6/2016 6:00 PM OYS BROKEN FURNACE Robert Hardy needs is a new furnace and his home's electrical wiring 

upgraded. Right now, he uses three space heaters strategically 

placed through out the house. (Robert Hardy - 22:51:34) "I cannot 

run all three of them at the same time.... I have fuses instead of a 

breaker. 22:51:54 "I'm very often checking the fuses to see how 

warm . if they are hot then I would disconnect on of the heaters to 

give the box time to cool off." 

0:01:46

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/6/2016 6:00 PM POWHATAN ANIMAL SHELTER Jasmine Turner: "Everything must go from dog and cat toys to food, 

Powhatan Animal control is undergoing some major renovations that 

they say will improve these animals lives." They each have a story, 

chirstine bozcar:"he was just a turn in, somebody found him as a 

stray." a personality, a reason they were brought to these kennels. 

Christine Bozcar "10-12 dogs is basically what our norm is right now." 

you'll also find about 6 cats tucked in their beds in Powhatan...

0:02:00

Crime & Public Safety 12/6/2016 6:00 PM SHOOTING NEAR SCHOOL Neighbors on Lyndover Avenue are shocked to see police light up 

their neighborhood in the middle of the day. when i pulled up I saw 

all the police cars and yellow tape i thought somebody might have 

been killed Nobody was killed-- but this is a shooting investigation. 

Jennifer Deane was home with her children when it happened. i did 

hear the shots fired. I was on the back porch. 

0:01:32

Crime & Public Safety 12/6/2016 11:00 PM RICKY GRAY INVESTIGATOR (brent solomon - richmond) "As Dandridge serves a life in prison 

sentence, his partner in crime, Ricky Gray will be excecuted in just a 

matter of weeks. And I'm the only reporter speaking with one of the 

investigators responsible for bringing them to justice." (start with her 

on camera as I talk in the beginning) (lisa beadles - retired richmond 

detective) 2852 "Reporter: Gruesome I bet. Beadles: Yeah, it takes 

your breath away." 

0:02:06

Special Coverage 12/7/2016 5:00 PM CALL 12 DUNLOP HOUSE In the next few weeks, we'll gather with older relatives- and some of 

us may notice the first signs of memory loss. Staff from Dunlop 

House Assisted Living and Memory Care and the Tri Cities 

Alzheimer's Association are in Call 12 to help you know what to look 

for. Look at your relative's appearance. Have they stopped doing 

their hair or changed the way they normally dress? Are there stacks 

of unopened mail? 

0:01:14

Health 12/7/2016 5:00 PM OPIOID BATTLE OF THE BRAINS "The idea is to stop addiction and stop repeat offenders and it starts 

here within the jail" 0 that's rapid fire With a series of questions 4this 

is a fill in the blank question These inmates test their knowledge 

8that's the correct answer Of what starts addictive behaviorand how 

to train your brain to stop that addiction-not just to drugs but any 

addiction that can lead to jail time they've been studying up in 

recovery programs in jail - programs like REAL and HARP. 

0:01:09
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Special Coverage 12/7/2016 5:00 PM PEARL HARBOR LOCAL A very powerful ceremony today -- remembering the lives lost at 

Pearl Harbor. But also, today was a celebration -- for the way our 

military and country responded and how far we've come since. 

Today a bell tolled for each Virginian who gave their life at Pearl 

Harbor and these wreaths were presented in honor of the survivors. 

Commander of the USS Normandy, Captain Derek Trinque, gave a 

speech today asking all of us to be thankful for those were killed that 

day...

0:01:15

Crime & Public Safety 12/7/2016 5:00 PM SECURITY DOG SHOT These are the dogs the shooter targeted. He actually shot them 

through this fence as the dogs were trying to protect this eastern 

Henrico business. The owner tells me it happened shortly after he 

closed for the night. The surveillance video is graphic... It's just after 

7 o'clock on Monday night--You can see the suspect cross the parking 

lot --- and the rescue dogs barking at him. He raises his gun--and this 

is where we have to pause it and zoom in.

0:01:32

Crime & Public Safety 12/7/2016 5:30 PM RICHMOND LGBTQ SHELTER 27-years-ago Zakia McKensey came out to her family. when I 

expressed to my mom that i was part of the LGBTQ community, she 

kind of put me out At the age of 17, McKensey found herself 

homeless, vulnerable and without the support and guidance she 

needed. did what i had to do to survive McKensey survived and now--

everyday-- works to provide more opportunities and support to the 

LGBTQ community.

0:01:50

Special Coverage 12/7/2016 6:00 PM PEARL HARBOR LOCAL "Engraved forever in these walls are the names of Virginia's bravest 

killed in World War II. These names bear witness today to a 

ceremony in their honor." "December 7th 1941." "Specifically the 43 

who were killed 75 years ago today." "A date which will live in 

infamy." "And so it lives with Len Gardner. The Fluvanna native was 

20 years old when the Japanese started pouring bombs onto Pearl 

Harbor. He rushed to wake up his shipmates." 

0:02:28

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/7/2016 11:00 PM OYS SHOW AND SELL Sergio Gallo loves snowboarding, so when he wanted to purchase a 

new board, he turned to videos to weigh in on his choice. Experts say 

consumers like Sergio are skeptical of written reviews on products 

and think video reviews offer proof that the person on camera is a 

real user. It's the authenticity that sells. At least that's what Scott 

Randall believes. 

0:02:13

Crime & Public Safety 12/7/2016 11:00 PM STABBING VICTIM FAMILY SPEAKS "It's horrible...the fact that I have to go through this, and he was 

going to be a good daddy." Keonte Taylor stabbed to death at this 

Motel 6 one week before TeAsia Postell is due to deliver their baby 

boy,  "So it's even harder to know that we had a week left and 

somebody decided that they wanted to take his life." Henrico Police 

arrested 18-year-old Leslie Tyler Junior in connection to the crime 

charging him with second degree murder. 

0:01:59

Crime & Public Safety 12/7/2016 11:00 PM UBER DRIVER HIT BY CAR (brent solomon - richmond) IN 3657 "Ive been in touch with Uber 

officials today. The company tells me globally, it offers 6 million rides 

a day which is why crashes don't really catch them off guard." (nats 

putting keys in ignition) When Sladyon clocked in for work, he didn't 

expect the day to go like this. (slaydon buckley - uber driver) 2420 

"The wife, they were just freshly married and the last thing I saw of 

her was her being hauled away on a stretcher crying." 

0:02:08

Politics 12/8/2016 5:00 PM PBURG WELLS FARGO LOAN Wells Fargo is providing the loan. The Acting City Manager tells me 

they will ensure they're able to pay it back by next October - by 

setting aside funds each month specifically designated for meeting 

the obligation. To be clear, it's nothing new for the city to take out 

loans. In fact, that's how Petersburg has been operating over the past 

few years. The problem came this year when the financial crisis came 

about making lenders leary to help. 

0:01:00

Special Coverage 12/8/2016 5:00 PM POSITIVE PATROL CAMPAIGN This is positive patrol â€“you can see officers deputies dispatchers all 

holding up small cards with big smiles this was started by a young girl 

who took a bad situation and turned it into a positive movement. 

Emily Finchum is just 12 years old when she was in third grade she 

was bullied to the point it made her physically sick to go to school 

but her positive attitude won out, she started handing out cards to 

younger classmates, reminding them that they matter...

0:01:00
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Crime & Public Safety 12/8/2016 5:00 PM RUSSELL BROWN SENTENCING It's been four years since Master Trooper Junious Walker was gunned 

down on the side of I-85 in Dinwiddie County. A responding trooper 

and good samaritan were also shot at --but survived. The shooter-- 

Russell Brown the third- sentenced to two life terms and 23 years. he 

took away someone that was our world so i don't know if i can ever 

forgive that, i know God wants me to The master trooper's wife, 

Elizabeth Walker, says at least now-- the family can move on.

0:01:11

Special Coverage 12/8/2016 5:30 PM HOLIDAY HOMES PASTURE ROAD For many in Central Virginia, it is a holiday tradition to drive around 

each year looking for the most festively decorated and brightly 

illuminated houses. NBC12 also have a tradition of featuring some of 

these homes in our newscasts. Join us as Richmond celebrates the 

most brightly illuminated, the most awe inspiring, the most 

grandiose outdoor Christmas decorations. And it's not easy - each 

year we have several homes boasting more than 50,000 lights plus 

assorted elves, Santas, reindeer...

0:01:29

Health 12/8/2016 5:30 PM SPECIAL BLOOD DOCUMENTARY The first time her son's face started to swell, Jenny Barnes was 

rendered speechless..staring at a child she hardly recognized. 

03;28:24 The whole side of his face was three times bigger than one 

side of his face Jenny rushed then five year old Jimmy to the hospital. 

After rounds of testing he was diagnosed with Hereditary 

Angioedema or HAE....a rare, and life threatening blood disease 

Patients with HAE are missing a key protein, so excess fluid streams 

through their blood vessels causin...

0:02:21

Special Coverage 12/8/2016 6:00 PM MCGUIRE RX DRUG THEFTS The order reads Beasley filled 15 prescriptions for 1140 tablets of 

hydrocodone for personal and unauthorized use. It goes on to state 

he created a false prescription profile under the name "Stuart 

Beazley" - using the letter "z" instead of s in the last name and using 

different addresses than his own. The order says he filled 23 

prescriptions for himself for powerful drugs used to treat PTSD. 

0:03:38

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/8/2016 6:00 PM PBURG WELLS FARGO LOAN (tom tyrrell - acting city manager) 1059 "Reporter: To make it clear 

how dire this was, if you had not gotten this loan then what? Tyrell: 

We would have had trouble making payday, making payroll." That's 

why Acting City Manager Tom Tyrrell says it was so important for 

Petersburg to secure a loan. Something city leaders had been 

working on even before his agency - The Robert Bobb Group - got 

involved. (tom tyrrell - acting city manager) 

0:01:32

Crime & Public Safety 12/8/2016 6:00 PM POSITIVE PATROL "They're not tickets but these slips of paper are showing up in the 

hands of more and more emergency responders it all started from a 

little girl with a big idea" 2:14:47 "thank you for being the calm voice 

on the phone for the communities" The messages on the cards vary 

2:15:08 "thank you for serving our country, you're a hero" But the 

meaning remains the same 2:01:33 "they were very thankful." 

Reminding someone that they matter

0:01:48

Crime & Public Safety 12/8/2016 11:00 PM RVA PACKAGE THEFTS On west clay street... Christina Dunlap: "a lot of our neighbors have 

open porches." You'll find this scurrying cat, cars passing by. (car 

sound) And neighbors getting ready for the holidays. Christina 

Dunlap: "We don't have gates and stuff." (gate closes) Christina 

Dunlap: "So it's fairly easy to snatch a package and keep on going." 

That's exactly what happened in broad daylight Wednesday, 

Richmond police say three thieves stole packages and took off in a 

car.

0:01:29

Education 12/9/2016 4:00 PM RICHMOND MOM SCHOOL COMPLAINT "Mom shared with us these multiple letters she's gotten from school 

leaders. She insists her daughter is not being treated fairly, and she 

wants answers." "I'm upset because they are threatening retaliation 

against a special needs child for their own incompetence. They can't 

document." Michelle Priddy's daughter being kicked out of Thomas 

Jefferson high school for attendance issues... 

0:02:01

Education 12/9/2016 5:00 PM PBURG TEACHERS (brent solomon - petersburg) IN 1257 "This year, a brand new 

Superintendent brought a new leadership team to help make 

Petersburg Schools great but some staff here tell us there are some 

underlying issues getting in the way." (veida evans - school librarian) 

2609 "I'm tired of the practices." That's why Veida Evans spoke 

before the school board this week. Take a look at the flyer created by 

her and other teachers claiming harrassment, retaliation, and unfair 

treatment.

0:01:11
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Crime & Public Safety 12/9/2016 5:00 PM WITNESSES TO BASIN FIRE ALL DAY WE'VE BEEN HEARING FROM THOSE WHO LIVE HERE OR 

DOCK THEIR BOATS HERE. THEY SAY IT'S A MIRACLE NO ONE WAS 

HURT OR THAT THE ENTIRE MARINA ISN'T DESTROYED. GENTLEMAN 

FROM IN PARTICULAR WAS ROUSED FROM HIS SLEEP BY A 

NEIGHBOR SCREAMING THAT THE MARINA WAS ON FIRE. THEY RAN 

TO SAFETY. IT WAS AN ALARMING SIGHT FOR TONY WOLPERT. 

DANGER LURKING ON THE WATER JUST YARDS FROM HIS HOME. 

0:01:51

Crime & Public Safety 12/9/2016 5:00 PM YACHT BASIN FIRE Flames consume the boats docked in the quiet tributary off the 

James RIver, Friday morning... Fire tears through the small vessels... 

some burning in the middle of the river... others sinking completely. 

Flames torch the marina's canopy ... and threaten other boats 

docked nearby. But firefighters say the three people living in their 

houseboats... escaped. 16:15:04 "I have friends who have boats here, 

and sometimes they stay on them, so I was very worried about 

them."

0:01:20

Special Coverage 12/9/2016 5:30 PM 12 AT ELF ON BROADWAY ELF The Musical is the hilarious tale of Buddy, a young orphan child 

who mistakenly crawls into Santa's bag of gifts and is transported 

back to the North Pole. Unaware that he is actually human, Buddy's 

enormous size and poor toy-making abilities cause him to face the 

truth. With Santa's permission, Buddy embarks on a journey to New 

York City to find his birth father, discover his true identity, and help 

New York remember the true meaning of Christmas. 

0:01:17

Politics 12/9/2016 5:30 PM REPUBLICAN PARTY KICKOFF The Republican Party of Virginia Advance is the premier state-wide 

event for Republicans in Virginia. The 2016 Advance is expected to 

draw over 700 Republican activists, legislators, and statewide 

leaders. This year's theme is "Take Back Richmond!" Republican 

grassroots activists will hear first-hand from candidates running for 

statewide office in 2017. Not to be outdone. The Virginia Democratic 

Party Held a news conference of their own tonight. 

0:00:51

Education 12/9/2016 6:00 PM PETERSBURG TEACHERS (cover bite with video) (veida evans - school librarian) 2710 "Inside 

the school you see chaos." School librarian Veida Evans has had 

enough. (veida evans - school librarian) 2915 "When you have lack of 

support and no follow up to things and mistreatment and retaliation, 

harrassment, all of those various things, how can we move forward?" 

She is one of two teachers who bravely voiced their concerns before 

the school board this week. 

0:01:53

Crime & Public Safety 12/9/2016 11:00 PM CFIELD LIQUOR VIOLATIONS Jasmine: " In my hand are the list of 13 liqour law violations that took 

place convenience stores even supermarkets... through compliance 

checks, they were caught making an illegal sale. which police, the 

ABC board and even a non profit hopes will be a wake up call." 

Regina Whitsett: "its important to have the conversation in the 

community.." it's a conversation about underage drinking. nat nat 

Regina Whitsett: "the law is no one under 21 is supposed to be sold 

alcohol."

0:01:47

Crime & Public Safety 12/9/2016 11:00 PM CHESTERFIELD HOUSE FIRE And just in tonight -- new video of this massive house fire in 

chesterfield. Flames erupted around six-o-clock at this home on 

quarterstaff court, near greenfield elementary. it took crews 20 

minutes to get the flames under control. officials tell us one person 

did live there -- but was not home at the time. Right now, crews are 

working to determine how this fire started. we're also working to 

find out the full extent of the damage.

0:00:56

Crime & Public Safety 12/9/2016 11:00 PM MAN GOES OVER BRIDGE New details tonight on the man who drove his SUV through a 

guardrail and off a bridge in Norfolk is now facing charges. This was 

the scene just after 10 this morning, at the Berkley Bridge, which 

crosses the Elizabeth River. Virginia State Police say the SUV fell off 

bridge, and after the crash -- the driver flagged down a nearby jogger 

who saw the whole thing.

0:00:54

Health 12/9/2016 11:00 PM RESTAURANT REPORT One of the challenges for restaurants with a buffet is keeping foods 

at proper temperatures... or tracking the time they sit out to make 

sure they're not sitting out after four hours. That was a violation at 

Amanecer Latino Market at 9301 Quioccasin Road in Henrico. In all, it 

had 5 priority violations, 3 priority foundaton, and 2 core violations. 

The report says beef on the buffet was 120 degrees, and chicken was 

only 103.

0:02:10
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Education 12/9/2016 11:00 PM RICHMOND MOM SCHOOL COMPLAINT "Mom shared with us these multiple letters she's gotten from school 

leaders. She insists her daughter is not being treated fairly, and she 

wants answers." "I'm upset because they are threatening retaliation 

against a special needs child for their own incompetence. They can't 

document." Michelle Priddy's daughter being kicked out of Thomas 

Jefferson high school for attendance issues... "There's multiple 

instances where they called me stating she was absent...

0:01:33

Crime & Public Safety 12/10/2016 6:00 PM CHKD CAR BREAKIN New at 6-- Car break-ins happen all too often... but this one in 

norfolk was particularly heartless. that's because a thief broke into a 

couple's car parked at a children's hospital. the break-in--- happening 

while megan and matt noblett's five-month-old son Hunter, was 

undergoing chemotherapy. hunter is fighting a rare form of cancer. 

as they were leaving the hospital-- they saw their s-u-v's window 

shattered. 

0:00:53

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/10/2016 6:00 PM LAYAWAY GIVEAWAY For this grandmother the holidays are hard 813 "doing my Christmas 

shopping for my grands, they lost their mom" Taking care of her 

grandkids after their mom passed away 827 "the little one never met 

her, she was three weeks old, i just try to make them happy at 

Christmas, ." And this man 1057 "these are for the step kids" Just had 

a newborn baby- putting a little more strain on the family's finances

0:00:52

Special Coverage 12/10/2016 6:00 PM MARINA FIRE AFTERMATH 1:03:33 "It was basically an explosion." Just moments before flames 

consumed the western dock... David Napier says his neighbor woke 

him... with just seconds to spare. 1:03:06 "opened the door and 

yelled fire." 1:03:10 "In about 90 seconds, we had pulled out and the 

fire was over the top of the boat." David's houseboat was saved... 

but his friend's... destroyed. Two of David's City Bar employees lived 

alongside him at the Richmond Yacht Basin... 

0:01:00

Crime & Public Safety 12/10/2016 11:00 PM MARINA FIRE FOLO Jasmine Turner: "These are a few of the thousands of lights on the 

boat, which was supposed to the lead boat in the parade of lights on 

the James river. This boat was untouched in the fire at the Richmond 

Yacht Basin Friday, but it's most likely not going anywere anytime 

soon because it's surrounded by a containment area." walking and 

door opens. Jim Flemming: "we've put in probably thirty days." 

plugging in light. Jim Flemming: "we have 6000 lights."

0:02:32

Politics 12/10/2016 11:00 PM REPUBLICAN PARTY KICKOFF Our cameras were rolling as the men of the hour...former Gov. Bob 

McDonnell and Gov. Chris Christie made their way into The 

Republican Party of Virginia Advance....the premier state-wide event 

for Republicans in the Commonwealth. "I've missed some friends and 

glad to be back normal again." Supporters lining up to congratulate 

our former governor. Now that the Supreme Court has overturned 

his corruption conviction...

0:01:36

Crime & Public Safety 12/11/2016 6:00 PM Q ST HOMICIDE AND SHOOTINGS "detectives with major crimes is here, forensic unit is here, 

interviewing witnesses and the situation that transpired that led to 

this death and the other woman being injured" While police were 

here a second call of gunfire came in over their radios- less than a 

mile away there was a shooting in Fairfield court, about an hour after 

this one. Police there believe a separate argument started and a man 

was shot, he is expected to survive that shooting 

0:01:32

Crime & Public Safety 12/11/2016 6:00 PM Q ST HOMICIDE AND SHOOTINGS This is the area police are focusing their investigation it is where an 

argument started between a group of people this afternoonit ended 

in gun fire- bullets striking two women, killing one of them. As I got 

here two ambulances were taking off from the scene with sirens 

blaring behind them, officers followed the vehicles and the patients 

to the hospital. Often in shootings that is a security measure to 

provide a level of safety at the hospital. 

0:00:58

Special Coverage 12/12/2016 5:00 PM LITTLE ST NICK For six years now he makes sure toys are wrapped up and delivered 

to sick children. But as 13 year old Nick Booth spends the holiday 

season giving he may not be *getting his own gift this year Over the 

years his toy drive gets bigger and bigger bringing in hundreds of toys 

from businesses near and far. The boxes are delivered to his 

grandparents house where someone is always home and on the 

lookout for boxes.

0:01:30
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Special Coverage 12/12/2016 5:00 PM PRESCRIPTION MONITORING We sat down with the director of the program-- and dug through the 

latest figures. Lawmakers made some major changes-- in part 

because of the prescription painkiller epidemic-- that all too often 

leads users right into heroin addiction. Oxycodone, Methadone, 

Tylenol with codeine, xanax, valium-- all of them potentially addictive 

drugs, painkillers and sleep aids... And when they're prescribed-- they 

MUST be entered into the Virginias Prescription Monitoring Program-

0:02:23

Health 12/12/2016 5:00 PM UR MRSA CASES According to a university spokesperson--the infected students have 

now recovered. it happened in November-- but we are just learning 

about the cases now and steps have been made to clean the wellness 

center. According to a letter from the Henrico County Health 

Department-- testing was done in November-- and high levels of 

bacteria were found at the university's Weinstein Center for 

Recreation and Wellness. particularly on the elliptical machines, the 

dumb bells and the yoga mats. 

0:00:49

Politics 12/12/2016 5:30 PM KAINE ON TRUMP AND RUSSIA In a joint, bi-partisan statement U.S. senators John McCain, Lindsey 

Graham and Chuck Schumer call for an investigation into Russian 

interference on the presiential election-- saying the C-I-A's findings 

should "alarm every American." 26:46:01 it's really important that 

congress get to the bottom of this 26:46:03 The investigation has 

begun-- 

0:01:36

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/12/2016 6:00 PM LITTLE SAINT NICK MISSING TOY Every year,  12 "a bowling set"  Nick Booth collects toys  116 

"alphabet jigsaw puzzles"  to give away to children who are unable to 

be home for the holidays. 49 "children at the hospital" He brings 

them to the VCU Children's Hospital and has done this since he was 

seven years old. 100 "to help the children and their families who are 

sick over Christmas" But this year... 1:39:09 "he rarely asks for 

anything"

0:01:51

Health 12/12/2016 6:00 PM UR HEALTH ALERT The Weinstein Center for Recreation and Wellness is where the 

University of Richmond community goes to get in shape. "three, four 

times a week." But an increase in cases of MRSA -- a type of staph 

infection resistant to antibiotics -- and skin and soft tissue infections 

got Henrico's health department to investigate. According to a letter 

sent to U of R -- dated November 15 -- high levels of bacteria were 

found on the elliptical machines, dumb bells and yoga mats. 

0:01:38

Special Coverage 12/13/2016 5:00 PM AOK MICHELLE AND LYNNE NAT SOT 00:29:43 "this is ms. kitty, ms kitty is 21 years old and she's 

up for adoption" LYNNE LAYTON LOVES TALKING ABOUT AND 

INTRODUCING HER FUR BABIES. SOT00:29:50 "this is mystique, 

mystique has been here for 6 years." SOT 00:30:23 "this is snow, a 

siamese mix" SINCE JULY LYNNE HAS TAKEN OVER AS THE NEW 

OPERATOR OF SMITTEY'S CAT RESCUE SHELTER SOT 00:0356: "he 

passed away this summer" LYNNE, SAYS WHEN NO ONE ELSE 

STEPPED UP TO TAKE CHARGE, SHE DID. 

0:02:25

Politics 12/13/2016 5:00 PM BONUS PROPOSAL Let's break down these numbers the budget proposal means 130.6 

million in relief for public employees state workers will get 42.2 

million in bonuses, while 55.5 million will cover bonuses for teachers, 

that's a 1.5 percent one-time bonus, and many argue, it could be 

more. In fact, many organizations that support state workers and 

teachers here in richmond aren't ready to comment on the 

governor's proposal because they want to see what happens on 

Friday wondering if legislatures....

0:00:59

Crime & Public Safety 12/13/2016 5:30 PM CUTE DUCKS BEING MURDERED 3:09:53 "The ducks spend most of their day by the water's edge here, 

waiting for food. But where they were shot, is right by that tree line... 

that point, just feet from where they sleep at night, right at the onset 

of this cove." 'Baby Girl' is recovering from a gunshot wound to her 

neck, less than a month ago. Clabe Kellerson works at Anna Point 

Marina... and tells me... he saw the friendly mother and her 

ducklings... swim out to meet these two hunters...

0:02:18

Crime & Public Safety 12/13/2016 6:00 PM CARVER ROBBERIES With two violent and bold crimes happening within just days of each 

other here in the carver community, neighbors say their guard is up 

and they're afraid for their safety. VCU SENT out THIS ALERT after 

after last night's violent robbery...on gilmer street near the monroe 

park campus. police say two suspects PULLED GUNS on a couple and 

demanded their belongings. one victim tried to run, but the suspects 

tackled and hit them. 

0:01:56
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Crime & Public Safety 12/13/2016 6:00 PM CRIME WALKTHROUGH The chief is going door to door here- along with other officers and 

the command staff asking about safety concerns. Violent crime is up 

in the city--with 59 homicides--- and we've covered how the number 

of officers on staff is down. but just last night-- city council agreed to 

hand over 1-point six million dollars to the police department to hire 

40 new officers. 

0:01:35

Crime & Public Safety 12/13/2016 11:00 PM RPD FUNDING (gene carter - richmond police) 3018 "There was a time I would go to 

work and before coming in and putting my uniform on, I would kiss 

my children because I didnt know if I was coming home." Everyday, 

officers put their lives on the line running to the rescue of crime 

victims. But tonight, officers told city council, they're the ones in 

need of being rescued. (gene carter - richmond police) 3151 "We can 

not do our jobs effectively. 

0:01:41

Education 12/14/2016 4:00 PM LC BIRD STUDENT EXPELLED "You never saw it coming...just the night before we were all joking 

around...dancing and playing...and then you go to school and you get 

this." Michelle Williams says she'll never forget the call her 16-year-

old with special needs attempted to take his own life at L.C. Bird High 

School  "He got a pair of scissors and went back to the classroom and 

proceeded to stab himself." "EMS was never called."

0:01:27

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/14/2016 5:00 PM OYS PSYCHIC SCAM (soundbite over pic of Brittany either hugging her pet or drinking 

water or something) 5:12:12 I've always been very kinda starved for 

love in a lot of ways because of my upbringing. 22 year old Brittany 

Toth says an abusive and isolated childhood left her book smart but 

extremely vulnerable. She's currently being treated for depression 

and post traumatic stress disorder. Over the summer she met a guy 

who she fell for quickly. 

0:03:29

Special Coverage 12/14/2016 5:00 PM RUSS HUESMAN UR Less than 24 hours after Danny Rocco informing Richmond of his 

departure, the SPiders announcing that Russ Huesman will take his 

place at the head of the program this morning... Huesman no 

stranger to these grounds, as he served as an assistant coach here at 

Richmond from 2004-2008. The newest Spider takes over after eight 

successful years at Tennessee-Chattanooga... 

0:00:52

Politics 12/14/2016 5:30 PM ELECTORAL COLLEGE VOTING Delegate Lashrecse Aird is one of 13 electors who will be here at the 

State Capitol on Monday-- casting her vote as part of the electoral 

college for President the United States. 22:40:51 no one imagined 

having to cast this vote without actually having the presidency 

22:40:57 Delegate Aird along with her colleagues--will vote as the 

state did-- on Monday-- BLUE--for Hillary Clinton and Tim Kaine. 

0:01:45

Crime & Public Safety 12/14/2016 6:00 PM ASHLEY GUN ROBBERY the homeowner didn't want to go on camer because he says he's 

been a victim before. But he did tell me what was stolen. After a 

break in at a home on Stevie Road-- neighbors are on alert. i'm 

definitely going to keep my eyes open for anything and everything It 

happened in the middle of the afternoon at home in the 18-hundred 

block. The homeowner says--the thief took off with a revolver, shot 

gun...and an AK-47.

0:01:30

Politics 12/14/2016 6:00 PM CFIELD STATE OF COUNTY 17:14 "Rhett's Salon, how may I help you?" This salon IS an original 

shop inside this plaza 32 "this shop has been here for 25 years" The 

original owner Rhett - was her dad 333 "it's a second generation 

business and still surviving" Second generation moving from dad to 

daughter with generations of clients father to son sitting in the 

stylist's chair 105 "he drove by here and got a good feeling about this 

shopping center"

0:01:06

Health 12/14/2016 6:00 PM KELLY GOV HEALTHCARE Governor McAuliffe says he wants to modernize Virginia's mental 

health treatment program... throughout the community and within 

the jail system. Virginia jails have a significant population that suffers 

from mental illness and substance abuse... the governor wants more 

jails to implement mental health assessment programs... when 

inmates first get into the system. He's also putting forward legislation 

to allow Board of Corrections authority to investigate deaths in jail. ...

0:00:56
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Special Coverage 12/14/2016 11:00 PM CULPEPER MOSQUE New at 11 -- we've learned The Justice Department is suing Culpeper 

County! It says the board of supervisors was discriminating against 

muslims when it denied a sewage permit for a proposed mosque. 

The lawsuit alleges the county approved 26 sewage disposal permits 

since 1992 -- but denied the Islamic Center of Culpeper for religious 

reasons -- therefore violating the religious land use and 

institutionalized persons act. but county supervisors say that's not 

the case.

0:01:04

Education 12/14/2016 11:00 PM LC BIRD STUDENT EXPELLED "You never saw it coming...just the night before we were all joking 

around...dancing and playing...and then you go to school and you get 

this." Michelle Williams says she'll never forget the call her 16-year-

old with special needs attempted to take his own life at L.C. Bird High 

School  "He got a pair of scissors and went back to the classroom and 

proceeded to stab himself." "EMS was never called." 

0:02:12

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/15/2016 5:00 PM DEALING WITH COLD WEATHER When it comes to things we own-- the car and our home are big 

investments you want to make sure are ready for this cold weather. 

Prevention now may mean saving yourself money later. For your car-- 

Triple A reminds you to --get an oil change -get the hoses, belts and 

lights checked -- also check you fluids like your antifreeze and washer 

fluid -- also make sure your wipers are working as well.... Now take a 

look at tips for your home. 

0:02:12

Health 12/15/2016 5:30 PM WESTHAMPTON BON SECOURS The Westhampton School holds decades of memories for neighbors 

like Milton Shepperson... 3:00:45 "My wife came here in probably 

the 30s and 40s. And my children also came to Westhampton." 

3:01:52 "it was a very close knit school." A school that's now slated 

for demolition... Plans to convert the building into a nursing school 

went forward through this summer... But Bon Secours spokesperson 

Carol Billingsley says the final estimated more than doubled...

0:01:44

Special Coverage 12/15/2016 6:00 PM COLD WX PREPS we're following one technician around as he checks a home in 

Richmond . he's got a bunch of tips but it starts with making sure 

your filters are clean this one is pretty dirty A routine check of this 

home shows-- there are several things that could be done when the 

weather dips to freezing. keeping the unit clean is paramount in 

keeping the utility bills low Chris Digirolamo --a service manager with 

Michael & Son-- is taking a look at this HVAC system to make sure it's 

working ...

0:01:48

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/15/2016 6:00 PM FURNACE FOLO Robert Hardy wasn't aware we were showing up. Once he realized 

NBC 12 and James River Air were at his door.... (robert hardy- getting 

a new furnace) 617 "I'm going to try to hold it wear I wont get teary 

eyed. LAUGH" he couldnt hide his gratitude. (hugh joyce - james river 

air) 436 "Your situation came to our attention through channel 12 

and we've been able to get a new floor furnace, a new water 

heater...

0:01:16

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/15/2016 6:00 PM HEROES ACADEMY CONCERNS 135 "back in 20 13" Three years ago, as she was signing up for 

medicare  the people helping her suggested she check out Larry 

Horsey 150 "they had a friend who had this hero academy and he 

wants to help people" He claimed he was helping hundreds of people 

through the business he marketed as a non-profit teaching them how 

to make and save money 205 "everything he said sounded good" The 

family got close to him seeing him often, speaking about vacations 

and family matters

0:01:53

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/15/2016 6:00 PM TRIPLE CROSSING BREWERY For Triple Crossing's second location it was all about bringing the feel 

of downtown Richmond to the fulton neighborhood, through 

everything from the taste of the beer, to the art on the walls. It's a 

feast for the stomach..and the eyes at Triple Crossing's new 

brewpub. 23;57;59 we knew this was going to be a destination for 

people to come out here, so if people were going to make the trip to 

come see us, we wanted to make it worth it. this new 30-thousand 

square foot facility will not ...

0:01:34
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Crime & Public Safety 12/15/2016 11:00 PM EARL VALENTINE EX WIFE "There's still a bullet in my backside that comes through my ribs to 

the front." "Keisha Valentine was shot five times on September 6th -- 

two of the bullets are still inside of her. One hit her right on this 

tattoo." "It says 'have faith and hope and be strong' and I live by 

those words." "She's bound to this wheelchair because of it -- but 

she's alive, because of her son, Earl." "he would give his all, like my 

dad would give his all. 

0:04:03

Crime & Public Safety 12/15/2016 11:00 PM MWW MCGOUGAN Neighbors found Nishae Samm's body lying on her bedroom floor. 

"we got to the top of the stairs and she said oh my gosh it's a dead 

body." Search warrants detail the disturbing scene  blood near the 

back door  on her phone, the living room wall, bloody handprints on 

the carpet and the bedroom door along with domestic violence 

paperwork with Tevin McGougan's name on it. 44:25:12 " Murders 

that involve stabbing, that's about as violent as you can get. 

0:01:23

Education 12/15/2016 11:00 PM RVA SCHOOL LUNCH A facebook post Deshaun Blair: "I didnt think people would care." 

about school lunches Deshaun Blair: "but obviously they do." has 

plenty of people talking... Deshaun Blair: "90 shares." Jasmine 

Turner: "90 shares on Facebook about your school lunch?" Deshaun 

Blair is a sophomore at Huguenot High School. He says most days 

their meals are served hot. Monday was a different story. Deshaun 

Blair: "me and my friend recieved beans, but they looked like they 

were frozen." .

0:01:16

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/15/2016 11:00 PM TIM KAINE RAIL PROJECT RICHMOND''S CLOCK TOWER NO LONGER THE ONLY LANTERN IN 

THE SKIES...IT''S NEIGHBOR THE MAIN STREET TRAIN SHED will soon 

be back in business.... "This will be a transportation hub for road...for 

rail..for commuters." Sen. Tim Kiane giving us a hard hat tour of a 

project geared at bringing more Amtrak Trains through RVA "And 

what we are trying to do basically is in the Northeast they are very 

used to High Speed rail between D.C. and Boston. 

0:01:30

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/16/2016 5:00 PM MBFYB END OF YEAR FSA For the past few weeks at Henrico's Bremo Pharmacy (Jennifer 

Helmke)41:14 we have patients come in and say i have money to 

burn There are hundreds of items that will qualify. This is a good time 

to stock up on things you use throughout the year-everyday products 

like rubbing alcohol and hydrogen peroxide, band aids and 

neosporin. (Jennifer Helmke)43:47 unfortunately a lot of the over the 

counter medication is not covered by the FSA products but a lot of 

other supplies are ...

0:01:27

Special Coverage 12/16/2016 5:30 PM 12AT NUTCRACKER BALLET The Nutcracker shines brighter than ever with redesigned costumes, 

heavenly new scenery, and brand new characters that include an 

elegant Swan Sleigh, all added during the 2015 production of the 

Richmond Ballet holiday classic. The wonder and magic of the season 

are set to come alive once again with sugar plums, chocolates, 

marzipan, coffee and tea, a dancing bear, life-like dolls and sparkling 

flowers. 

0:01:35

Crime & Public Safety 12/16/2016 5:30 PM FUGITIVE FRIDAY ALLEN TURNER Multiple arrest warrants are out for 53-year-old Allen Turner. He's 

been on the run since July when he skipped out on his probation 

officer. 48:56:24 " He's also wanted by Virginia State Police for failure 

to register as sex offender." Turner was originally convicted of strong 

arm rape and has effectivley disappeared off of police radar. 

49:50:27 " He's now not registering the way he's supposed to. We 

need the communities help to find individuals like this.

0:01:33

Politics 12/16/2016 6:00 PM GOVERNOR BUDGET Governor Terry McAuliffe-- moving forward with plans to give state 

workers a one-and-a-half percent bonus next year. He made the 

announcement while laying out his proposed amendments to 

Virginia's two-year state budget. State workers lost out on a pay raise 

after a budget shortfall of more than a billion dollars. To help pay for 

it- the governor officially proposed a new tax amnesty program to 

encourage people to pay back taxes.

0:01:02

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/16/2016 6:00 PM RICHMOND BONUSES (show "letter") the message is supposed to spread some holiday 

cheer. Maupr Dwight Jones thanking city workers for their 

"dedication and committemnt to Richmond". Three days later, full 

time workers received a 500 dollar bonus on their pay stubs. But 22 

firefighters soon got another letter saying - wait a minute, that was a 

mistake. (keith andes - richmond firefighter's association) 5003 "In 

the December 30th paycheck, they will take that 500 dollars back." ...

0:01:04
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Health 12/16/2016 11:00 PM RESTAURANT REPORT (Heather Sullivan/reporting) Not only does the inspection report 

show some roaches and drain flies, it also says floors, walls, grills, the 

oven, the fryer, food racks, and refrigerators all needed cleaning. So 

we went over. The location is Ledo Pizza and Pasta at 4030 Gathering 

Place in West Broad Village in Short Pump. It had 6 priority violtaions, 

1 priority foundation, and 8 core violations. When we stopped by, we 

spoke with the manager by phone. 

0:02:05

Health 12/16/2016 11:00 PM WOMAN GETS HEAT Jasmine: "As cold as it is outside, the family inside of this home was 

getting worried because they didnt have heat, so they called 12 on 

your side, and tonight they have a very different story to tell." 

Roosevelt Harvey: "ok..." nat you're hearing the sound of a working 

furnace nat a sign of warmth consuming roosevelt harvey's home. 

Roosevelt Harvey: "oh, it was cold..." over the last few months, as 

the outstide temperatures have been dropping,

0:02:20

Special Coverage 12/16/2016 11:00 PM XMAS FOR INMATE FAMILIES "Who said we don't do positive stories...smile on children's faces this 

holiday season. Watch out----coming through Department of 

Corrections workers preparing for a special Christmas party,  "I'm 

excited." Radio Personailty Community Clovia and folks at toys for 

tots among others providing closets full of toys for children whose 

parents are behind bars or perhaps just getting out  

0:01:46

Crime & Public Safety 12/17/2016 11:00 PM DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CASE As she moves. Kayla Jones: she was smart, she was talented, she was 

strong." Kayla Jones remembers. Kayla Jones: "I miss her I love her 

very dearly and i know it didn't have to be this way." 23 year old 

Nishae Samms.. Kayla Jones: "she was always a go to person for me." 

Jones says Nishae was more than a friend, she was a sister to her... 

but the young mother's life was cut short when she was stabbed to 

death inside her chesterfield home in November.

0:02:20

Special Coverage 12/17/2016 11:00 PM PROSTHETIC GYM BUDDIES "Austin Bergman transformed himself a few years back -- shedding 

about 80 pounds." "Evan Fay had a similar experience." "But with a 

much different set of circumstances." "I was born with a congenital 

birth defect. Never really known any different so to me it's everyday 

life." "That was until these two met." "I haven't lifted in like three 

weeks (laughs)" 

0:01:39

Crime & Public Safety 12/17/2016 11:00 PM VA TEEN CATCHES PREDATOR They say that man -- is Elijah Bobbitt, a convicted sex offender. 

According to investigators, Bobbitt posed as a girl and was talking 

with two teenage boys online -- and those talks turned sexual. 

Bobbitt was also not supposed to talk to anyone online as part of his 

probation -- after he spent a year in jail for sex crimes. On social 

media, some are hailing the teen as a vigilante hero. But the 

Rockbridge county prosecutor says what he did was dangerous and 

criminal.

0:01:50

Crime & Public Safety 12/18/2016 6:00 PM HOPEWELL COLD CASE Nat of newspaper. Moses Jones has just one thing on his wishlist. 

Moses Jones: "I'd like to have a Christmas present, for my Christmas 

present, I'd like to have justice." for his son Christopher. Theresa 

Golston: "I tell you he was something else." they called him Peety, 

loved ones say he was hard working and genuine. but life took an 

unexpected turn, on December 17th 20-15. Moses Jones: "around 

6:30 someone knowcked on my door said he's gone." 

0:01:39

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/19/2016 5:00 PM CARS CALLING 911 THIS is Ethan Gill's car after he swerved and just missed hitting a deer 

But Ethan's car had a secret weapon-a device which sensed the 

accident and automatically dialed 9-1-1. Ethan has the 'automatic 

pro', just one of several gadgets and apps now available that offer 

add-on safety features that rival those already built-in to some new 

or high end cars. Usually, you plug the device in under or near the 

steering wheel. 

0:02:07

Politics 12/19/2016 5:00 PM ELECTORAL COLLEGE PROTEST Susan Johnston Rowland of Chesapeake: "I also share your 

disappointment and concern over the outcome of this election. In 

adding our names to this historic document, it will show in time that 

we stood on the right side of history." Larry Gordley/Protestor: "I'm 

afraid of what's going to happen to our country. I'm a scientist. Truth 

is a big deal. What comes out of his mouth has no relation to truth or 

intent." 

0:01:04
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Crime & Public Safety 12/19/2016 5:00 PM RICHMOND COUNTY DOG ATTACK 144112 the brooks family has been raising dogs for more than 40 

years and say the hounds are part of their family. So you can imagine 

their heartbreak tonight now that one of their animals is fighting for 

his life. today Dameon Brooks heart is heavy...after one of his 

dogs...nine month old Butch...was attacked Saturday by a man 

wieldling a machete. Dameon says he's raised Butch since he was 

first born... and that he and the family's other dogs are used to hunt 

deer. 

0:01:34

Crime & Public Safety 12/19/2016 5:00 PM THIRD WATER MAIN BREAK Crews tell me they have been working as quickly as possible. But as 

you can see--they're still finishing road work. Work began around 5 

this morning-- just before people were headed to work. Drivers tell 

me at least 30 minutes or more was added on to their commute. The 

water main was fixed just before noon--but both sides of Staples Mill 

Road had damage and had to be fixed. This is about a half mile from 

the Amtrak station. The work affected several business blocked in by 

the work.

0:00:52

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/19/2016 5:30 PM STORAGE FACILITY COMPLAINTS "The developer tells me that his planned storage facility which would 

have up to 700 units and go up behind me, would fit in with the rest 

of the homes in the neighborhood." "Aesthetically, it still does not go 

on a residential stretch of Forest Hill." Neighbor Krystyna Lineberry 

isn't convinced that a three-floor storage facility will blend in on her 

block... "I live right there." ...potentially right next door to this... 

0:01:37

Crime & Public Safety 12/19/2016 6:00 PM DOG ATTACKED BY MACHETTE 144025 The brooks family has been raising dogs like this for more 

than 40 years and say they have never once had a problem where a 

land owner has attacked one of their animals. Now they're looking 

for answers and hoping they can keep their dogs safe. Talk with 

Dameon Brooks for just a few minutes, and it becomes obvious how 

passionate he is about his hounds.

0:01:55

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/19/2016 6:00 PM OYSA SECRET SISTER GIFT Here's the message.... It wants you to buy a gift of $10 or more, add 

your name to a list, and then you will receive 36 gifts. Sound too 

good to be true? You're right it is. 16:59:53 Tom Gallagher, BBB - 

"Crooks know good ideas when they see em." Not only does it not 

work- it's illegal. And it could also be very very dangerous. 

0:01:11

Special Coverage 12/19/2016 6:00 PM SO MANY WATER MAIN BREAKS The sun wasn't even up yet--- when a water main break shuts down 

Staples Mill Road--between Dumbarton and Glendside. Traffic is 

backed up--and people on the way to work are stuck. It was pretty 

busy. We had to wait 35 mintues for what would normally take 1 

minute took about 35 minutes And businesses near the break -- are 

blocked off from what is normally one of the busiest roads in the 

county. we have no business, it's been pretty quiet...

0:00:49

Crime & Public Safety 12/19/2016 11:00 PM CAR INTO HOUSE FAMILY TALKS Tommie Sides was out of the country with his wife and daughter 

when his phone rang.. It was the call every parent dreads. 04;56;23 

we got a call Sunday afternoon that our son had been in a car 

accident and that he was in critical condition and was at MCV. 

Tommie's 25-year-old son, Bryan, was driving his car when he 

suddenly crashed into this home on West Hundred Road near Curtis 

Street. Police say bryan suffered some sort of medical emergency 

behind the wheel, moments before the accident...

0:01:53

Special Coverage 12/20/2016 4:00 PM CHRISTMAS FOR SICK GIRL "The doctors just sat there while I cried for like 30 minutes, and it 

was really, really hard." Kelsey Mawyer recalling the day she learned 

her 2-year-old Ariana had cancer  They got your tube in where you 

get that? From the doctor." Stage 3 Lymphoblastic T-cell Lymphoma 

to be exact,  "She spent 35 days in the hospital so I ended up having 

to quit my job." Kelsey went back to live with family and focus solely 

on Ariana's healthcare needs...

0:02:13

Special Coverage 12/20/2016 5:00 PM AOK MESHA AND ZAKIA SOT 1:18:52 "this is a beautiful operation...can I show you 

around...we would love that" THE CREATOR OF NATIONZ 

FOUNDATION, ZAKIA MCKENSEY, SAYS THE FIRST YEAR OF BUSINESS 

HAS BEEN BUSY PROVIDING CRITICAL RESOURCES THROUGH THEIR 

FOOD PANTRY SOT1:22:05 "it's a huge need. we've helped about 36 

families twice a month consecutively with food NATIONZ EARNED 

RECOGNITION FOR ITS STD TESTING SOT 1:22:18 "we've done about 

300 hiv test in the last year" 

0:02:56
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Crime & Public Safety 12/20/2016 5:00 PM COLONIAL HEIGHTS CON ARTIST 19:06:18 "Respectful. Charming." Words Lindsey Wolfrey uses to 

describe the seemingly perfect man... who proposed after only three 

months. 19:06:57 "While I was at work, he went over to my parents' 

house, and asked for my hand in marriage, to my parents." But 

Lindsey says... Billy secretly charged a slew of expensive buys on her 

card... 19;22:10 "All in one computer that he bought for $1,300." She 

says he even opened up two cards under her name... 

0:00:53

Special Coverage 12/20/2016 5:00 PM MAMA MARY AND PUPPIES 0015;56 Richmond Animal Care and control say they have never seen 

a case like this before. A pregnant dog being discarded like trash. 

They say it's a Christmas miracle she's given birth to seven healthy 

puppies. All is calm, for Momma Mary and her brood. so peaceful 

you couldn't tell how the puppies *almost came into the world 

Christie Chipps Peters the Director of Richmond Animal Care Control 

says on Sunday police got a call for a dog in a dumpster by the Afton 

apartments... 

0:01:30

Crime & Public Safety 12/20/2016 5:00 PM VICTIMS FAMILY SPEAKS Investigators here want the community to know just because there 

hasn't been arrest doesn't mean they're not working to crack the 

case. And now we're hearing from the most by Alfred Jones' murder. 

The young father of 2 - the only boy of the three children. Now he 

has 2 children of his own that won't be able to spend the holidays 

with their father. Alfred Jones, Jr. was shot to death on FoxHill road 

in Eastern Henrico in early October. Months later, no arrests, no 

motive,...

0:01:35

Special Coverage 12/20/2016 5:30 PM HOLIDAY HOMES SORREL DRIVE For many in Central Virginia, it is a holiday tradition to drive around 

each year looking for the most festively decorated and brightly 

illuminated houses. Join us as Richmond celebrates the most brightly 

illuminated, the most awe inspiring, the most grandiose outdoor 

Christmas decorations. And it's not easy - each year we have several 

homes boasting more than 50,000 lights plus assorted elves, Santas, 

reindeer, skaters, snowmen and the like!

0:01:38

Crime & Public Safety 12/20/2016 6:00 PM 61ST HOMICIDE Richmond police are looking for leads in the city's 61st homicide of 

the year. Police say 33-year-old Bryant Bogle was found dead on a 

sidewalk in the 31-hundred block of Carolina Avenue last night. 

Officers are also investigating whether his death is connected to a 

nearby home being riddled with bullets..

0:00:50

Crime & Public Safety 12/20/2016 6:00 PM CH SERIAL PROPOSER "Somebody you would want to see your life with." "To be completely 

honest, it was like prince charming." "Was great with my 

daughter...was wonderful with her." Their stories of manipulation... 

broken hearts and finances... are remarkably similar... Women --- 

many of them, single mothers --- are calling Billy Stafford a 'Conman 

Casanova'... meeting on dating apps, woo-ing them, proposing 

marriage... and then going on wild spending sprees --- with their 

money and credit ...

0:02:53

Crime & Public Safety 12/20/2016 6:00 PM HENRICO COLD CASE One Henrico family would certainly feel a lot better this Christmas-- 

knowing their loved one's killer was behind bars. It's been more than 

two months since 43 year old Alfred Leon Jones Junior was shot to 

death in the 5-hundred block of North Foxhill Road. And police have 

yet to find his killer. Nor do they know why Jones was killed. His 

family came forward today-- hoping someone watching has an 

answer.

0:03:20

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/20/2016 6:00 PM OYS XMAS HELP (Tracy Hughes - Christmas Help Needed) 1:45:27 ----------- "I'd be very 

grateful. It would mean a whole lot to me just for them to have 

something. As you can see, I don't even have a tree.. It hurts me to 

my heart that they don't have anything. ... get out of here 

children...(sniffles) It hurts that they don't have much and I had it to 

get but, then everything just falls apart." Sad but true, it's not 

uncommon for families to fall short on money at Christmas.

0:02:14

Crime & Public Safety 12/20/2016 6:00 PM TEEN DEADLY CRASH "Taken too soon..." is the message on the Louisa High School Football 

team's Facebook page--after one of their own-- 16 year old Jaden 

Athey-- is killed in a crash. it hurt. I aint' going to lie I cried this 

morning when I heard Blake Jones worked with Athey the Subway on 

Mountain Road in Montpelier. He was the model of who you should 

be. He didn't care if you were black, white, purple, gray he was going 

to treat you the same way you should be treated. 

0:01:22
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Special Coverage 12/20/2016 11:00 PM CHRISTMAS FOR SICK GIRL "The doctors just sat there while I cried for like 30 minutes, and it 

was really, really hard." Kelsey Mawyer recalling the day she learned 

her 2-year-old Ariana had cancer  They got your tube in where you 

get that? From the doctor." Stage 3 Lymphoblastic T-cell Lymphoma 

to be exact,  "She spent 35 days in the hospital so I ended up having 

to quit my job." Kelsey went back to live with family and focus solely 

on Ariana's healthcare needs...

0:02:09

Crime & Public Safety 12/20/2016 11:00 PM RICHMOND HOMICIDES (brent solomon - richmond) IN 1618 "Imagine getting a phone call to 

get here quick. That conversation confirming a Lynchburg woman's 

worst fear." (anerskia Booker - son killed) 849 "It was the worst 2 

hours of my life, the worst 2 hours of my life." Driving from her home 

in Lynchburg to see about her son La-kim Booker. They had just 

spoken with each other. 

0:02:22

Health 12/21/2016 4:00 PM SHEILAH BELLE BATTLES CANCER "I have no idea what hell is like, but I think if I wasn't a saved woman 

I would say I've been to hell and back, but I don't want to give the 

devil that." Praise 104.7 Sheilah Belle the Belle announcing for the 

first time on television her battle with cancer,  "And when I think 

about breast cancer in my left breast. When I think about 

knowing...it's because of God who got me through it. I would not 

have gotten through it."

0:02:21

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/21/2016 5:00 PM LASERSHIP COMPLAINT You expect standard care when you order something online---but 

this Ashland man says that's not what happened when he did same 

day delivery. And his video shows delivery drivers throwing the 

packages more than once... Since October this camera has caught 

multiple delivery drivers all doing the same thing... throwing package-

-- after package onto the porch of this home. 

0:01:36

Crime & Public Safety 12/21/2016 5:00 PM SHOTS FIRED INTO HOME Right down millers lane on the 4600 block... There are close to ten 

visible bullet holes outside of a home. Henrico police say the call for 

shots fired came in around eleven Tuesday Night.. Here is a closer 

look at that home... bullet holes scattered throughout the front of 

the home. on the shutters, windows, even one right near the front 

door. four adults and a child were actually inside of the home... 

fortunately everyone is safe.

0:01:00

Crime & Public Safety 12/21/2016 5:00 PM SOUTHSIDE CAR THEFTS Police say the guy who owns the car left it running.... while he quickly 

went into the store at about 10:30 at night. The detective says the 

man tried to keep an eye on it while he was in the Fas Mart... But 

regardless... take a closer look at the video... You see the suspect in a 

grey hoodie and jeans... meader around the car for a few moments... 

get in... and then just take off. Detectives in the third precinct say 

since early December... 

0:01:13

Crime & Public Safety 12/21/2016 6:00 PM BREAKING NEWS Richmond Police detectives need your help identifying this man ... 

he's a suspect in a sexual assault that happened last week in the 

Carver neighborhood. The victim reported that around 3 a.m. on 

December 15 a man entered her home on Catherine STreet and went 

into her bedroom. The suspect robbed her at gunpoint and sexually 

assaulted her. Later her stolen credit card was used ... and this is shot 

of the suspect wearing a dark shirt with a graphic or lettering...

0:00:48

Crime & Public Safety 12/21/2016 6:00 PM CAR THEFTS Richmond police say in a majority of car theft cases... doors are left 

unlocked... keys are in the vehicle... and sometimes... the car is even 

left running, especially in the winter. 03:53 "I shut it off, lock it up, 

always....because you never know... somebody could be watching 

and jump in your car." "If you're going to warm up your car, make 

sure you're in it the entire time. It only takes a few seconds for 

someone to pull off with your ride."

0:02:22

Health 12/21/2016 6:00 PM DYING MOMS LETTERS A Henrico mother battling stage four breast cancer is working to 

preserve the memories she creates everyday with her three 

daughters. Bridgette Johnson writes letters in a journal to her six, 

nine and eleven year old daughters--everyday. Johnson started doing 

this after her breast cancer spread to her liver and brain. Despite 

chemo and radiation treatments, Johnson tries provide a normal life 

for her three girls.

0:00:53
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Crime & Public Safety 12/21/2016 6:00 PM HENRICO SHOTS FIRED Neighbor say they were alarmed on Tuesday night when shots rang 

out around 11. I caught up with a few people coming home from 

work and they say this is generally just a quiet neighborhood kids 

play outside families live out here. You can take a closer look at the 

home on Millers Lane that now has close to 10 bullet holes on the 

outside, Windows and shutters were hit. One neighbor told me she 

heard arguing in the street before shots were fired. 

0:00:56

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/21/2016 6:00 PM PACKAGES TOSSED you expect a standard of care when your packages are delivered. But 

one Ashland man says his camera caught multiple delivery drivers 

not doing their job. Same day delivery--apparently isn't handled with 

care...when package..after package is thrown onto the porch of this 

home on Ibis Drive. these people doing this clearly don't care Jeff 

Peters' camera catches the three different delivery drivers in the act. 

0:01:48

Health 12/21/2016 6:00 PM QUINTUPLETS you can forgive a goochland couple for being tired for the next few 

months. their family just grew by five. margaret and michael 

baudinet welcoming four girls and a boy. mom works at college 

solutions in richmond. dad is a lawyer at mcquire woods. they've 

been in phoenix for the past few months to be near a specialist in 

multiple-birth pregnancies. but they're anxious to return home.

0:00:54

Health 12/21/2016 11:00 PM SHEILAH BELLE BATTLES CANCER "I have no idea what hell is like, but I think if I wasn't a saved woman 

I would say I've been to hell and back, but I don't want to give the 

devil that." Praise 104.7 Sheilah Belle the Belle announcing for the 

first time on television her battle with cancer,  "And when I think 

about breast cancer in my left breast. When I think about 

knowing...it's because of God who got me through it. I would not 

have gotten through it." 

0:02:21

Crime & Public Safety 12/22/2016 4:00 PM RVA POLICE CHRISTMAS WALK City leaders bringing in Santa Claus to help Richmond police hand out 

toys and food in neighborhoods near you,  "That's because they care. 

These officers care about the children in the community." Chief 

Alfred Durham himself on hand with city council woman Reva 

Trammell at her annual holiday event and then officers were back 

out a day later giving way a truck full of toys and bikes...Kelly Wince 

with United For Blue stashed all the goodies at her place,

0:01:48

Crime & Public Safety 12/22/2016 5:00 PM HANOVER QUAKE EXPLAINER The U.S. Geological Survey says there was a small earthquake central 

Virginia. Paul Caruso, a geophysicist at the National Earthquake 

Information Center, said by telephone that a magnitude 2.2 

earthquake occurred around 6:22 a.m. Thursday about 11 miles 

northwest of Ashland in Hanover County. He says there have been a 

few reports of people feeling the earthquake nearby in Beaverdam. 

Caruso says quakes of this size are rarely felt and aren't expected to 

cause damage.

0:01:23

Crime & Public Safety 12/22/2016 5:00 PM HENRICO DEADLY STABBING 1:12:47 "11:57 pm. And she said, 'I don't know what's going on. Fred 

grabbed me from the back of my neck and I just turned around and 

stabbed him in the chest.'" We spoke to the other married couple 

home at the time... They say the couple had been arguing over 

cheating allegations. The wife says she walked in on Mara stabbing 

Fred in the kitchen... Her husband tried to save Fred... tending to his 

wounds... 

0:00:59

Special Coverage 12/22/2016 5:00 PM XMAS TREE FOR FIRE VICTIMS Well Christmas is just a couple of days away but this family cannot 

move back into this home because there is still a lot of fire damage. 

Now the community is stepping in to help them. thank you! hi! oh 

you're so welcome! I'm so sorry for your loss NBC12 viewer Carol 

Bragg knew she wanted to give the Ludwig family a Christmas tree--- 

after seeing a fire damage their home on Old Hundred Road. The 

family says--they owe their lives to their three year old German 

shephard--Zeus. ...

0:01:18

Crime & Public Safety 12/22/2016 6:00 PM 29TH STREET SHOOTING Now to the latest on a shooting that we broke at the top of our 11 

o'clock newscast last night. Richmond police tell us a man who was 

shot several times in the southside is expected to survive. Officers 

found the man near the intersection of 29th and Hull Street, around 

nine last night. Right now, there's still no word on a suspect or 

motive.

0:01:57
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Special Coverage 12/22/2016 6:00 PM HATCHIMAL WINNER Andrew: We're at the end of this driveway because we are going to 

surprise the winner of the Hatchimal contest. Candice: This is the 

Hatchimal! they have been waiting. We have been waiting. and now 

we're finally giving it away. Andrew: Let's go. ((video speeds up 

showing them walking up driveway to the front door)) ((andrew 

knocks on door of home)) Andrew: Good Morning! Candice: Jackie?!? 

Andrew: Jackie, we've got a hatchimal for you. come on out. 

0:01:30

Crime & Public Safety 12/22/2016 6:00 PM HENRICO HOMICIDE LATEST Before this crime scene unfolded .... Rashonda Trent tells me her 

longtime friend... Mara Lewis... had been texting with her all night. 

0:1:58 "She was just real real frustrated." 01:12:13 "So I was calling, 

calling, calling, calling and no answer." I spoke to the couple who 

lives at the home... who asked us not to reveal their identity. They 

say Mara and Fred were arguing over cheating accusations. 

0:01:16

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/22/2016 6:00 PM OYS HOLIDAY SURPRISE Like Santa the owner of Professional Moving and Storage came 

bearing awesome presents for a family he's just meeting in the lobby 

of NBC 12. (Andre Neita - Owner, Professional Moving and Storage) 

13:51:25 "We got a hot wheels race track. We got a remote control 

car, basketball, X-box 360, XBox? That's right. Headsets for the little 

boy." (Andre Neita - Owner, Professional Moving and Storage)

0:01:35

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/22/2016 6:00 PM XMAS TREE 4 FIRE FAM you can see where the fire damaged part of the house, the rest has 

smoke and water damage. Now this large family of six can't live here, 

but this is how the community has come forward to help. thank you! 

hi! oh you're so welcome! I'm so sorry for your loss NBC12 viewer 

Carol Bragg knew she wanted to give the Ludwig family a Christmas 

tree--- after seeing a fire damage their home on Old Hundred Road. 

0:01:50

Crime & Public Safety 12/22/2016 11:00 PM NORFOLK COLD CASE New developments tonight in a norfolk cold case. police say a man is 

now indicted on murder charges. 66-year-old Daniel Johnson was 

indicted today in the murder of Donna Walker. She was found dead 

in her apartment back in 19-81. Police never found a suspect -- until 

the department's cold case unit started reviewing the case three 

years ago. Johnston is being held in New York on unrelated charges 

and will be extradited to Virginia.

0:01:57

Health 12/22/2016 11:00 PM RESTAURANT REPORT nats Up first, we gave our Hall of Fame Award to Chipotle Mexican 

Grill at 11440 Midlothian Turnpike in Chesterfield. The restaurant has 

earned perfect scores on every health inspection it has had over the 

last 18 months. (... /Chipotle Mexican Grill) While Chipotle 

restaurants around the country dealt with fallout from an e-coli 

outbreak in nine other states, this Chipotle was acing inspections. In 

fact, several local Chipotle's have earned our Hall of Fame Awards...

0:01:51

Crime & Public Safety 12/23/2016 5:00 PM CHANTEL NORVILLE FAMILY Jasmine Turner: "it's been a tough year for this Family...after three 

young girls lost their mother... their grandmother wasn't sure if there 

would be many gifts under the tree...but a community came 

together. to make it a holiday to remember." nat of presents.. it's a 

special delivery. Roberta: "it started with the phone call." making this 

season a little brighter. Marleeta: "It was just something special I 

wanted to do this christmas season...so why not them." 

0:02:20

Crime & Public Safety 12/23/2016 5:00 PM CHRISTMAS FOR HOMICIDE FAMILY There is still no word on suspects at this time, and the family 

spokesperson says the recent uptick in violence is alarming. "This 

month alone in December has been one of the worst Decembers I've 

seen in quite a long time, in over a decade or more." Charles Willis 

with United Communities Against Crime preparing to assist the 

family of 33-year-old Bryant Bogle who was shot and killed Monday 

night  "They are heartbroken. They say that their son was fun-loving. 

0:02:03

Crime & Public Safety 12/23/2016 5:00 PM HOLIDAY TRAVEL Triple A says it expects to have record breaking numbers when it 

comes to the number of people traveling around christmas. They say 

3-million Virginians will be traveling this weekend. Driving is the 

mode of transportation ...most people will be using to get home for 

the holidays. we've been on the road since 4-30 a.m. Sheliah Isaac 

stopped in Henrico -- on her way from North Carolina to Maryland to 

see her daughter.

0:01:21
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Special Coverage 12/23/2016 5:00 PM PBURG SHOP WITH A COP (brent solomon - petersburg) IN 1727 "It's shopping with a purpose 

as police offer presents to help make the season bright." (NATS 702) 

"If you want it, you can put it in there. I'll add it in." It's a free gift 

giveaway that couldn't mean more. (raekwon brown - 3rd grade) 955 

"I think it's nice that they're letting us get whatwever we want for 

$75." 3rd grader Raekwon Brown filling up his shopping cart with his 

favorite gadgets.

0:01:17

Education 12/23/2016 5:00 PM RADFORD GOAT INVESTIGATION Three Radford University fraternities are reinstated -- after they were 

suspended over allegations of animal abuse. Yesterday, the 

university notified the three fraternities -- after an investigation 

showed they were not responsible. The suspensions were handed 

down over allegations they mistreated a goat. At the time of the 

investigation -- one of those fraternities involved released a 

statement denying the animal was ever mistreated ....

0:01:15

Special Coverage 12/23/2016 5:30 PM 12AT HOLIDAY FUN A holiday tradition featuring more than half-a-million twinkling lights, 

hand-crafted botanical decorations, model trains, holiday dinners, 

firepit with s'mores and hot chocolate (for purchase); nightly family 

activities & more. The region's ultimate holiday extravaganza! You 

can find where to see Santa in your community on the 12 About 

Town Blog. Ice Skating in Short Pump . Illuminate Light Show & 

Santa's Village at The Meadow Event Park in Caroline County, Va.

0:01:36

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/23/2016 6:00 PM DRONE FOR XMAS It's not kids.... but adults steering sky high drone sales..... (SOT: 

BRIDGET CAREY, CNET: "cheaper doesn't always mean its easier to 

fly...") ... shelling out an average of 550 bucks for ones equipped with 

cameras and high-end software... (SOT: BRIDGET CAREY, CNET) 

"some keep you from crashing into trees or walls or buildings and 

some will even come back to you" industry front runner d-j-i offers 

even more advanced models. 

0:01:35

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/23/2016 6:00 PM HOLIDAY TRAVEL Triple A says a large number of people will be traveling this weekend 

and they say 90 percent of those travelers will be driving to get home 

for the holidays. The saying goes... "For the holidays you can't beat 

home sweet home." But the journey to get there-- could get sour. It's 

still a road trip to hell, it's 18 to 20 hours. Mother and daughter-- 

Kristin and Kathy Hobart are coming from Florida-- with the final 

destination being New Jersey.

0:02:05

Crime & Public Safety 12/23/2016 6:00 PM OLD ZION CROSSING FIRE Now to the latest out of chesterfield, where one person is being 

treated for burns after a house fire this afternoon. This happened at 

a home on Old Zion Hill Road just after one p-m. Firefighters say the 

blaze started in the kitchen -- and they were able to bring it under 

control in about 20 minutes. The person burned in the fire is 

expected to be okay. No word yet on what caused the fire -- or how 

badly the home was damaged.

0:00:47

Special Coverage 12/23/2016 6:00 PM PBURG SHOP WITH COPS (brent solomon - petersburg) IN 1830 "What could be better just 2 

days before Christmas than coming to a local department store and 

checking out with presents at 0 cost to you." (NATS 657) "You have 

the money baby. You have the money to get it if you want it." It's like 

finding a new friend in uniform. (NATS 556) "What are we getting? 

Batman. Ok, sounds good." And 6th grader Ahnaya Nelson is glad to 

have the opportunity. 

0:02:08

Crime & Public Safety 12/23/2016 6:00 PM RICHMOND HOME INVASION "Just two days before Christmas, people living in an apartment 

behind me... are now stripped of their car... and sense of security." 

Richmond police describe terrifying moments... as three masked men 

force their way into an apartment, around 1:30 Friday morning. They 

steal from the two people inside... even taking off in their car... a 

newer model Toyota. 20:25:10 "It's scary. I have kids." Neighbor 

Kenneth Edwards tells me... he always locks up...

0:01:22

Crime & Public Safety 12/23/2016 11:00 PM CHANTEL NORVILLE FAMILY Jasmine Turner: "it's been a tough year for this Family...after three 

young girls lost their mother... their grandmother wasn't sure if there 

would be many gifts under the tree...but a community came 

together. to make it a holiday to remember." nat of presents.. it's a 

special delivery. Roberta: "it started with the phone call." making this 

season a little brighter. Marleeta: "It was just something special I 

wanted to do this christmas season...so why not them."

0:02:20
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Crime & Public Safety 12/23/2016 11:00 PM CHRISTMAS FOR HOMICIDE FAMILY There is still no word on suspects at this time, and the family 

spokesperson says the recent uptick in violence is alarming. "This 

month alone in December has been one of the worst Decembers I've 

seen in quite a long time, in over a decade or more." Charles Willis 

with United Communities Against Crime preparing to assist the 

family of 33-year-old Bryant Bogle who was shot and killed Monday 

night  "They are heartbroken. They say that their son was fun-loving. 

0:02:03

Education 12/23/2016 11:00 PM RADFORD GOAT INVESTIGATION Three Radford University fraternities are reinstated -- after they were 

suspended over allegations of animal abuse. Yesterday, the 

university notified the three fraternities -- after an investigation 

showed they were not responsible. The suspensions were handed 

down over allegations they mistreated a goat. At the time of the 

investigation -- one of those fraternities involved released a 

statement denying the animal was ever mistreated...

0:01:15

Crime & Public Safety 12/24/2016 11:00 PM MURDERED RVA TEEN REMEMBERED (brent solomon) IN: It was a holiday disaster for a Richmond family 

who got a phone call that would change their lives forever. (cover 

beginning of sot with his picture) (svondai brown - victim's 

godmother) 2648 "I just received a call on Christmas Eve. They said 

Tray has been shot. (show her on camera now) I was like no." 

Svondai Brown (Sa-von-day) knew 18 year old Tray'quain Holmes 

since he was a little boy. (svondai brown - victim's godmother) 

0:01:41

Special Coverage 12/26/2016 5:00 PM EL JOR AT VCU 21:52:05Nats of her singing 21:52:10 Song... after song... 21:52:25 

"to a place where we'll be safe 28 20-year-old Danielle Eljor sang... to 

dozens of people fighting blood and bone marrow disorders at 

Massey Cancer Center. 22:24:44 singing 22:24:47 It was a bright spot-

- in a time of darkness-- for these patients fighting cancer-- this 

holiday season. 21:48:02 i hope it can bring them some kind of joy i 

know they just spent christmas in the hospital 

0:01:28

Crime & Public Safety 12/26/2016 5:00 PM LOUISA OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTING Crime tape and commotion on a rural stretch of road in Louisa. The 

usual quite and calm interrupted around 3 this morning following a 

single car crash on Route 676. We're told a deputy approached the 

driver but he decided to hop out of the car and run into the woods. 

The deputy eventually caught up with the 44 year old. That's when 

state police say the driver charged at the officer, causing him to open 

fire.

0:01:07

Crime & Public Safety 12/26/2016 5:00 PM PHONES WHILE DRIVING distracted driving continues to be a problem all over the country.. car 

drives by. and Virginia senator Scott Surovell is committed to making 

sure drivers keep their eyes completely focused on the road. the 

habit of looking down at a phone could be costly, so Senate bill 860 is 

meant to prohibit drivers from holding phones all together....with a 

few exceptions. Jant Brooking: "you can use it hands free but you 

cannot hold the phone to talk to text." 

0:01:20

Special Coverage 12/26/2016 6:00 PM EL JOR AT VCU 23:13:47 Danielle Eljor sang down these hallways, making the holiday 

season a little bit brighter for the people battling cancer here at the 

massey cancer center-- Including one couple -- who both have a rare 

bone marrow disease. 22:23:45 singing 22:23:49 Phillip and Sharon 

Douthitt stopped thinking about cancer for a short time today-- and 

just enjoyed the music.

0:02:03

Politics 12/26/2016 6:00 PM PHONES WHILE DRIVING driving nat cutting out the distractions Janet Brooking: "it's really 

time to look at how technology is advancing and bring that law up to 

speed." driving nat a new bill filed by state senator scott surovell is 

aimed at driver safety...adding MORE limitations to cell phone use, 

while you're behind the wheel. Janet Brooking: "you can't hold your 

phone at all." Which we see time and time again on the roads. 

0:01:39

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/26/2016 6:00 PM ROBO INVESTING Busy professional Meghan Womack, spends most of her day 

connected to a smartphone or a computer  So when she heard about 

robo investing, she opened an account. A robo advisor is a computer 

based system that invests and keeps tabs on your money based on 

your goals. Financial start ups and well-know firms are getting in, or 

testing out, the digital portfolio game. It appears Digital advisors are 

the next big thing in investing. 

0:02:30
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Racial Issues 12/27/2016 5:00 PM FIREFIGHTER POSTS WE'RE is choosing not to identify the firefighter because he has not 

been charged with a crime. BUT HIS POST IS so profanity laden AND 

VULGAR, we can't show SOME OF OF IT to you on TV. IN part, the 

comments posted over the weekend read...a woman was "trying to 

find her black baby daddy...so she can get an EBT card and a check" 

In the comment, the firefighter says he's "tired of having diversity 

shoved down our throats and hiring people based on skin color or 

gender...

0:01:07

Special Coverage 12/27/2016 5:30 PM WAZE PARTNERS WITH VDOT V-DOT has announced a partnership with Waze -- to improve 

available traffic information. Waze is a real-time, crowdsourced 

navigation app, and under the new partnership -- Waze will provide 

VDOT with anonymous incident information, directly from the 

drivers themselves. In exchange -- VDOT will provide construction 

work zones, crash and road closure data to Waze. And if you watch 

12 News Today you may have noticed we use the Waze app to help 

you get around accidents and delays. 

0:00:57

Crime & Public Safety 12/27/2016 6:00 PM FATAL AX VICTIM Todd Evan : "We're still in shock, part of us don't want to believe it." 

the flashing lights of first responders on route 288 in chesterfield 

....surround the scene of the crash that killed 46-year-old alonza 

jefferson. police say it happened around one o'clock tuesday 

morning. Todd Evan: "you just see him recernly, I've been working 

with him for a long time and now unfortunately he's no longer here." 

0:01:58

Crime & Public Safety 12/27/2016 6:00 PM LAW FIRM FREE RIDES new at 6-- we're on your side, if you're need a free ride home this 

new year's. The "Allen & Allen" law firm is again partnering with 

Napoleon Taxi to offer free cab rides in the metro richmond area 

from 10 p-m New Years' Eve to five a-m New Year's Day. The goal as 

always is to keep drunk drivers off the road.

0:00:45

Special Coverage 12/27/2016 6:00 PM NOOTROPICS When corporate strategist Ben Sand wanted to improve his 

performance at work, he turned to Nootropics  compounds designed 

to enhance cognition. He actually cut out the coffee, and started 

taking a regimen of four pills daily. Ben uses supplements from a 

company called nootrobox. . They're available online, and no 

prescription is needed. Ingredients include things you've heard of like 

b vitamins and caffeine,  as well as some you may not know... 

0:02:48

Crime & Public Safety 12/27/2016 11:00 PM LOUISA SHOOTING (brent solomon - state police headquarters) "State police quickly 

arrived in Louisa after being asked to take over the case...standard 

protocal when an officer from a local jurisdiction opens fire on the 

job." (nats of car) a wrecker hauls away a mangled red cadillac from 

Route 676 in Louisa County. Across the road, yellow crime tape left 

behind from the commotion not far from Kandice Baugh's home. 

0:02:04

Crime & Public Safety 12/27/2016 11:00 PM MISSING WOMAN AND CHILD 3:27:15 "this is where the grandmother was last seen on Christmas 

Eve, walking into the store for help putting directions into her GPS- 

now, there's a flier on the door with pictures of her and her great-

granddaughter, as the search for them continues" 3:09:20 "as of 8 

pm Saturday night, we have not talked to her. Her phone keeps going 

to voicemail, its dead" The family is now tracing Barbara Briley's 

route

0:02:14

Crime & Public Safety 12/28/2016 5:00 PM BRILEY SEARCH CONTINUES THE FBI TELLS ME we've been assisting STATE POLICE by providing 

whatever investigative resources necessary TO HELP FIND BARABA 

AND LA'MYRA. RIGHT NOW I HAVE SOME INFORMATION TO PASS 

ALONG THAT COULD HELP IN THIS DESPERATE SEARCH EFFORT. 

WE'RE GETTING A BETTER LOOK AT THE CAR BARBARA WAS DRIVING 

THE NIGHT SHE VANISHED, AND WELL AS WHAT LITTLE LA'MYRA 

WAS WEARING. HERE IS A LOOK AT A silver Toyota RAV4 , THE EXACT 

MODEL BARBARA WAS DRIVING. 

0:02:02

Crime & Public Safety 12/28/2016 5:00 PM PERNELL DUI CHARGE These court documents have the criminal complaint written out by 

the State Trooper--he says when he saw Pernell he could quite smell 

a strong alcoholic odor, Pernell's eyes were bloodshot and speech 

was slurred. It also says Pernell told the trooper he had 2 beers 

earlier at a friends house. the crash happened just before 1 in the 

morning on Tuesday. State police say Pernell lost control on Route 

288-- and went into oncoming traffic--hitting a Cadillac.

0:01:31
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Crime & Public Safety 12/28/2016 11:00 PM BRILEY MISSING Newly released surveillance video gives a look at the last time 

anyone saw Barbara Briley she is walking into the Exxon station in 

Caroline County on Christmas Eve, she walks in twice, the first time 

asking for the store's address, the second time asking for help with 

her GPS 3:06:15 "she said she was lost, she needed directions" 

behind the counter, stood Joanna strange 3:06:54 "I hit the start 

button for her, I said just follow the arrow, it will show you how to 

go"

0:01:51

Crime & Public Safety 12/29/2016 5:00 PM BRILEYS FOUND BARBARA AND LAMYRA ARE BOTH RECOVERING IN THE HOSPITAL 

TONIGHT, BUT THEIR FAMILY TOLD ME TODAY THEY STILL HAVE A 

LOT OF QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW THIS ALL HAPPENED. FAMILY 

MEMBERS TOLD ME THEY WANTED TO THANK EVERYONE WHO 

TOOK PART IN THE SEARCH EFFORT FOR BARBARA AND LITTLE 

LAMYRA. THEY ALSO RELEASED A STATEMENT SAYING IN PART "OUR 

PRAYERS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED" BUT TONIGHT THE FAMILY ALSO 

TOLD ME THEY ARE ASKING FOR CONTINUED PRAYERS AS TWO 

RECUPERATE IN THE HOSPITAL. 

0:00:47

Crime & Public Safety 12/29/2016 5:00 PM BRILEYS FOUND 07:17 â€œShe was happy to see them. She was very happy to see 

them.â€� 10:40 â€œLaMyra was a little scared but LaMyra, she's a 

tough girl. She's very bright. You know what I mean, smart. She 

stayed with her grandmother MEANTIME VSP AND NEW JERSEY 

POLICE SAYS THEY ARE CONTINUING THEIR INVESTIGATION. 

COMING UP AT SIX WE'RE GOING TO HEAR FROM A GROUP OF 

HUNTERS WHO FREQUENT THE WOODS WHERE BARABARA AND 

LAMYRA WERE FOUND. THE HUNTERS SAY WHAT A MIRACLE IT WAS 

THE PAIR WERE DISCOVERED...

0:00:46

Special Coverage 12/29/2016 5:00 PM DWIGHT JONES ONE ON ONE "You've been here how long now? I've been in this house for 20 

years...in this neighborhood for 20 years. So this is the kitchen...do 

you cook? I do a little cooking. I can put some steak and potatoes 

together, and a ceasar salad where I make the dressing. I don't buy 

the dressing...I make the dressing. How do you like your steak? I like 

it medium. Medium? See people always tell me I burn mine up 

because I want it well done. 

0:03:20

Crime & Public Safety 12/29/2016 5:00 PM LITTLE LEAGUE GRAFFITI (brent solomon - henrico) 5 IN 3540 "The vandals struck sometime 

overnight and not only did they leave those nasty images behind. As 

you can see here, they also left their mark." (nats) A clean-up crew 

wasting no time getting to work to remove racist....lude...and 

homophobic spraypainting left all over the grounds and bathroom 

halls of facilities at Tuckahoe Park.

0:01:04

Crime & Public Safety 12/29/2016 5:00 PM RT 5 BRIDGE WORK Amanda Richardson lives on the Varina side of Route 5--and takes 

this road every day. I work downtown so I'm on the road probably 2 

or 3 times a day coming and going But when this sign stating "Route 

5 to close beginning January 3rd" went up this week-- she became 

concerned about her daily commute. Especially since the work will 

last until the summer. This is a VDOT project to replace the East Main 

Street bridge that goes over the railroad tracks. 

0:01:33

Special Coverage 12/29/2016 5:00 PM RVAP NYE PLANS We're checking in with our local mom bloggers for some of the best 

ideas to celebrate the start of a New Year. Don't want to keep the 

kids up late? You don't have to. Consider going by the Science 

Museum of Virginia. They'll ring in â€œnoonâ€• with a bouncy ball 

drop and apple juice toast. There's a noon year's eve bash at the 

Children's museum, too. The event will have special presentations 

about clocks and time- there will also be a parade and juice box 

toast. 

0:01:01

Special Coverage 12/29/2016 5:00 PM TREY SONGZ ARRESTED According to Detoriot police, the 32 year old singer was arrested 

Wednesday night after his show, where he was scheduled to share a 

stage with tappahannock native, Chris Brown. Take a look at the 

video, you can see Songz throwing microphones and speakers and 

more from the stage during his performance at the Joe Louis Arena. 

A police sergeant was actually struck in the head by an object tossed 

from the stage.

0:01:01



WWBT Locally Produced Issues

4th Quarter 2016

Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Special Coverage 12/29/2016 5:30 PM NYE PARTY CHANGES IN RVA 22:30:21 What became a signature of New Year's Eve in Cary town ... 

now sits in a storage locker. The ball from the annual ball rise -- has 

been tucked away inside here -- for years. 22:42 This is what 

Carytown *used* to look like On December 31st. 4:24 2006, 2006 

was the first year 4:37 But this year--again-- It'll look like this. No 

signs of a celebration since organizer-- todd (shall) shall-vess says --

the city forced him to stop the tradition of the ball rise -- two years 

ago. ...

0:01:43

Crime & Public Safety 12/29/2016 6:00 PM BRILEY INVESTIGATION LATEST "OUR PRAYERS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED" That's the message from 

Barbara and LaMyra Briely's family after the pair was rescued from a 

remote woodened area in Dinwiddie County Wednesday night. 

FAMILY MEMBERS THANKING EVERYONE WHO TOOK PART IN THE 

SEARCH... BUT THEY ARE ASKING FOR CONTINUED PRAYERS AS TWO 

RECUPERATE IN THE HOSPITAL. (NAT ROAD?) THE 71-YEAR-OLD AND 

HER FIVE YEAR OLD GREAT-GRANDDAUGHTER WERE TRAVELING 

FROM NEW JERSEY TO NORTH CAROLINA FOR CHRISTMAS WHEN 

THEY LOST THEIR WAY ...

0:02:09

Politics 12/29/2016 6:00 PM INTERVIEW WITH DWIGHT JONES "Name one thing you think folks don't know about the mayor. They 

probably don't know that I'm really an introvert. Really? I'm a public 

official, and so I am social and I know how to be social but I'm more 

comfortable in smaller settings." We're at home with outgoing 

Mayor Dwight Jones who admits it has been a stressful 8 years here 

at city hall  "And from time to time I'll smoke a cigar." It's one of the 

few ways the Mayor tries to relax...

0:01:27

Racial Issues 12/29/2016 6:00 PM TUCKAHOE GRAFFITI (brent solomon - henrico) 6 IN 3116 "The images you just saw not 

even a clear reflection of the extent of all of this damage. Were 

inside of the bathroom now. This is where the vandals struck as 

well." (start with images of the field without the vandalism) It's 

supposed to be a field of dreams for Henrico youth to explore 

recreation and become good sports. But someone decided to throw 

a curve ball. 

0:01:50

Crime & Public Safety 12/30/2016 5:00 PM CARYTOWN ARMED ROBBERIES The Christmas crime spree happened just after 12-30 in the morning 

on Christmas Day when police say they got a 911 call for an armed 

robbery near the Can Can. A manager confirms Can Can employees 

were the target. Police say Thomas galberth, najkima Davis, 

nay'kerah galberth and a another man came up to the victims asking 

about a party. When they said they didn't know about a Party--police 

say the suspects took out a weapon and took their belongings. 

0:01:21

Health 12/30/2016 5:30 PM SNOOZE BUTTON APPS Waking up in the morning is almost like a magical experience these 

days for Ratana Tarakulsathit. That wasn't always the case. like many 

people Ratana used a traditional alarm clock with a more jolting 

sound. Not to mention, she'd always hit the snooze but now Ratana 

uses "sleep cycle" - one of the many new apps and devices designed 

to help you wake up more rested.

0:01:45

Crime & Public Safety 12/30/2016 6:00 PM CELEBRATORY GUNFIRE What goes up... NATS OF GUNFIRE Must come down...including 

bullets. 3:3:2 we see people going into their backyards or onto their 

property and taking a firearm and shooting it randomly into the air 

3:3:30 Chesterfield police Captain Andrea Reismeyer says 

"Celebratory gunfire" typically happens during holidays like fourth of 

july and new years eve. 

0:01:03

Crime & Public Safety 12/30/2016 6:00 PM CHRISTMAS DAY BANDITS Richmond police say they nabbed three Christmas day crooks but 

they're still looking for one more. Police say the suspects first hit 

around 12:30 Christmas morning -- robbing three Can Can employees 

at gunpoint on Cary Street.. Twenty minutes later, officers say the 

same four robbers tried to trick a second victim by saying one of 

their friends was hurt. When the victim went to help, the suspects 

pulled a gun and robbed him. 

0:02:26

Consumer & Economy & Employment 12/30/2016 6:00 PM HIGH WATER BILLS Frances Herrington: "its not a nice christmas present." to check the 

mail... Mary Williams: "it seems to be that alot of people are having 

the issue." and find a bill hundreds of dollars higher than you usually 

pay. Mary Williams: "it was a public utility bill and it was 705 dollars." 

Frances Harrington: "It's due I believe january 6th, and its over 1000 

dollars." for Frances Herrington and Mary williams, an increase in 

what they owe the City of Richmond...

0:01:54



DATELINE NBC 
4th Quarter 2016 

 

All-new “A Dangerous Man” Airs Friday, October 14 at 9pm 

An investigation into the mysterious murder of a Spokane, WA businessman exposes a tangled web of 
evil that extends from the Pacific Northwest into the North Dakota oil patch. Keith Morrison reports. 

All-new “Secrets in the Smoky Mountains” Airs Friday, October 21 at 9pm 

The death of a beloved Tennessee man is believed to be a suicide. But when a son questions his mother, 
he uncovers a dark family conspiracy. Keith Morrison reports. 

All-new "In Cold Blood” Airs Friday, October 28 at 9pm   

A Halloween weekend becomes a real life horror when a Jacksonville firefighter discovers a brutal scene 
inside his darkened bedroom. Andrea Canning reports. 

"In the Dead of Night” Airs Saturday, October 29 at 8pm  

When a prominent couple is found murdered on their Nebraska farm, the investigation is upended by the 
discovery at the crime scene of a small, golden ring. Keith Morrison reports.  

All-new "The Man Who Knew Too Much” Airs Friday, November 11 at 9pm   

A son enlists the help of his attorney father after he watches a “Dateline NBC” report on the murder of 
college student Michelle O'Keefe. They soon discover disturbing questions that help reopen the case in a 
way no one saw coming. Keith Morrison reports. 

"The Officer’s Wife” Airs Saturday, November 12 at 8pm  

Police officer Levi Chavez and his wife Tera live in suburban Albuquerque, New Mexico.  After mysterious 
incidents at their house, Levi comes home to find a horrific scene in their bedroom. Josh Mankiewicz 
reports. 

All-new "Stranger than Fiction” Airs Friday, November 18 at 9pm   

Keith Morrison reports on a remarkable new chapter in a case with many twists and turns. In June 2015, 
Russell Faria’s conviction for the murder of his wife was overturned. After he was acquitted, new 
allegations took the story in a stunning direction. 

“Over the Edge” Airs Friday, November 25 at 9pm 

In a two-hour Dateline, Andrea Canning tells the story of a woman who falls to her death while hiking with 
her husband in Rocky Mountain National Park. Rangers question if her death was an accident or a 
heinous act of violence. Will a buried secret soon be revealed? 

  



All-new "The Last Day” Airs Friday, December 2 at 9p/8c   

When the 19-year-old wife of a Marine vanishes without a trace in the California desert, investigators 
launch a massive search. They soon uncover a secret love triangle and a mystery with multiple 
suspects. Andrea Canning reports. 

All-new "Someone Was Waiting” Airs Friday, December 9 at 9p/8c   

When a captivating woman is found dead in her garage, detectives in Frisco, Texas uncover a series of 
suspects – all of them connected in different ways to her complicated and secretive life. Josh Mankiewicz 
reports.  

“Vanished” Airs Friday, December 30 at 9p/8c  

When nursing student Michelle Le disappears from a San Francisco Bay Area parking garage in broad 
daylight, her friends soon start getting strange texts from her phone. Keith Morrison reports. 

 

 



2016 4th QUARTER MEET THE PRESS TOPICS 
Airs Sundays at 10:00am unless otherwise noted. 

OCTOBER 2, 2016 

MTP: GIULIANI ON NYT TRUMP TAX RETURN REPORT: “THE REALITY IS HE’S A GENIUS”; PLUS: 
CLINTON CAMPAIGN MANAGER RESPONDS TO LEAKED FUNDRAISER AUDIO 

Giuliani on his claim that Clinton is “too stupid to be president” because of Monica Lewinsky 
scandal: “I'm the right person to level this charge” Clinton Campaign Manager Robby Mook on 
leaked audio from Clinton primary fundraiser: “The original piece completely mischaracterized 
what she was talking about” 

OCT. 2, 2016 -- In an interview with “Meet the Press” moderator Chuck Todd, Trump adviser 
and former New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani addressed The New York Times’ report on the 
Republican presidential nominee’s tax deduction: “If he didn't take advantage of it, he would 
have been sued…. The reality is he's a genius.”  

Giuliani also defended his comments from Monday night, in which he said Democratic 
presidential nominee Hillary Clinton is “too stupid to be president” because “she attacked 
Monica Lewinsky”: “She was wrong to attack the victim… I'm the right person to level this 
charge, because I've never made such a charge.” When noted that he has his own infidelities, 
Giuliani responded, “Well, everybody does... I’ve never ever attacked someone who's been the 
victim of sexual abuse.”  

Clinton Campaign Manager Robby Mook responded to leaked audio of the nominee at a 
primary fundraiser during the primary season in which she described some of Sen. Sanders’ 
supporters as kids who are essentially still living in their parents’ basement. “I really encourage 
everybody to listen to that full audio,” he told Todd. “She was talking about young people that 
she'd met who were frustrated that they graduated from college and went into an economy 
where they couldn't find the job they wanted or expected.”   

Mook also noted The New York Times’ report on Trump’s tax return, saying “We talk about the 
rigged system out there. Donald Trump embodies that.”  

Both filmmaker Michael Moore and The Blaze founder Glenn Beck joined the program to 
address the dearth of elite support for Trump.   

Moore highlighted the focus on millennials this election cycle: “To be picking on the millennials 
is wrong….They didn't create the climate change. They didn't start the war. And, and now it's 
like they've got to fix this election? No...I hope they vote for Hillary Clinton,” while Glenn Beck, 
founder of The Blaze, characterized voter attitudes right now: “We're not going to lose our 
houses or our jobs or our country. We're losing something much more important. We're losing 



ourselves. We're losing our civility. We're losing our decency. We're, we’re losing our neighbors 
and our family.” 

Also joining the show for analysis were Bloomberg News’ Mark Halperin, VotoLatino CEO Maria 
Teresa Kumar, National Review’s Rich Lowry and The Cook Political Report’s Amy Walter.  

OCTOBER 9, 2016 

TRUMP CAMPAIGN MANAGER, HOUSE MINORITY LEADER PELOSI JOINING “MEET THE PRESS 
WITH CHUCK TODD” THIS SUNDAY + LATEST ON HURRICANE MATTHEW 

__ 

Latest on Hurricane Matthew 

__ 

Kellyanne Conway 

Campaign Manager for Republican Presidential Nominee Donald Trump 

__ 

SUNDAY EXCLUSIVE 

Rep. Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) 

Minority Leader of the U.S. House of Representatives 

__ 

Seth Meyers 

Host of NBC’s “Late Night” 

__ 

New Florida and Pennsylvania Battleground Polls from NBC News/Wall Street Journal/Marist 

__ 

ROUNDTABLE 

Sara Fagen 



Partner, DDC; Former White House Political Director for President George W. Bush 

Ruth Marcus 

Columnist and Deputy Editorial Page Editor for The Washington Post 

Heather McGhee 

President, Demos 

Steve Schmidt 

Former Strategist, 2008 McCain Presidential Campaign; NBC News Political Analyst 

__ 

OCTOBER 16, 2016 

MTP EXCLUSIVE: BIDEN ON TRUMP ACCUSATIONS: “EMBARRASSED THIS IS EVEN BEING 
DISCUSSED”; PLUS: PENCE: “WE WILL ABSOLUTELY ACCEPT” ELECTION RESULTS 

EXCLUSIVE: Biden on doing more in Aleppo: “I regret that we’re not doing something about, 
you know, genital mutilation in Africa” Pence on sexual assault accusations against Trump: “I 
wouldn't say anything to disparage any woman who believes they've had an experience like 
this” Pence calls Trump accusations “a series of unsubstantiated allegations” 

OCT. 16, 2016 -- In an exclusive “Meet the Press” interview, Vice President Joe Bidenaddressed 
the recent sexual assault allegations against Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump, 
telling moderator Chuck Todd that he “was embarrassed that this is even being discussed” and 
that it isn’t disqualifying to more voters because he doesn’t “know how deeply it’s sunk into the 
consciousness.”  

When discussing Syria and not doing more in Aleppo, Biden replied, “The answer is, we regret 
whenever anyone dies. I regret that we're not doing something about-- you know, genital 
mutilation in Africa.”   

Republican vice presidential nominee Gov. Mike Pence also joined the network broadcast, 
telling Todd that he and Trump “will absolutely accept the result of the election.” The Indiana 
governor also addressed the nine sexual assault accusations against his running mate as “a 
series of unsubstantiated allegations” and that he “wouldn't say anything to disparage any 
woman who believes they've had an experience like this.”  

A new NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll debuted on “Meet the Press” this morning, showing 
Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton with an 11-point lead over Trump 



As the campaign winds down, growing splits are emerging in the electorate between the vote in 
the dense urban suburbs and rural counties. “Meet the Press” takes a look at Ohio’s Monroe 
County and Virginia’s Arlington County as two examples of where neighbors vote together. 

Joining this morning’s show for insight and analysis were The Washington Post’s Chris Cillizza, 
radio talk show host Hugh Hewitt, MSNBC’s Joy Reid, and NBC News’ Kristen Welker.  

OCTOBER 23, 2016 

MTP EXCLUSIVE: KAINE SAYS HE AND CLINTON “HAVEN’T TALKED ABOUT” PURSUING A 
VERSION OF TPP IN OFFICE; ALSO: TRUMP CAMPAIGN MANAGER: “WE ARE BEHIND” 

EXCLUSIVE: Kaine: “I share those concerns and questions” of other politicians about AT&T/Time 
Warner merger PLUS: Kaine: “I would want to at least serve until there’s a replacement to be 
named” in a lame duck Senate Trump campaign manager Conway on nominee’s threat to sue 
accusers: “It’s a way to defend himself…. He’s just putting people on notice”  

OCT. 23, 2016 -- In an exclusive interview with moderator Chuck Todd, Democratic vice 
presidential nominee Sen. Tim Kaine addressed whether he and former Sec. Hillary Clinton 
would pursue a version of T.P.P. if elected, noting “we aren't against trade,” but “we haven’t 
talked about that in particular.” Kaine said it was not a requirement to come out against the 
controversial trade deal before joining the Democratic presidential ticket.  

On news of the AT&T and Time Warner merger, Kaine said that he shares the “concerns and 
questions” raised by figures including Sen. Al Franken and Republican presidential nominee 
Donald Trump: “Less concentration, I think, is generally helpful, especially in the media, but this 
has just been announced, and I haven't had a chance to dig into the details.”  

Trump campaign manager Kellyanne Conway acknowledged the Republican nominee’s place in 
the polls, telling Todd, “we are behind,” noting that Clinton “has tremendous advantages.” She 
also addressed how Trump began his rally speech in Pennsylvania yesterday by threatening to 
sue those who have accused him of sexual misconduct: “It’s a way to defend himself, and 
remind everybody what he has said many times, which is none of this is true.” When asked why 
he hasn’t filed suit yet, Conway replied: “We're busy winning the presidency… He's just I think 
putting people on notice that they can't just falsely accuse them.”  

Todd also looked at what it would take for Democrats to regain control of the House of 
Representatives in this Sunday’s “Data Download”. 

Joining this morning’s roundtable for insight and analysis were The New York Times’ Yamiche 
Alcindor and Tom Friedman, National Review’s Eliana Johnson and Republican strategist Stuart 
Stevens.  

  



OCTOBER 30, 2016 

MTP: CLINTON CAMPAIGN MANAGER ON NEW ‘PERTINENT’ EMAILS IN FBI PROBE: “I HAVE 
ALL THE FACTS… THAT’S WHY WE ARE SO PUZZLED RIGHT NOW” 

Robby Mook on if this ‘October surprise’ could cost Clinton the election: “I don’t think so” GOP 
VP Nominee Mike Pence on Clinton Emails: “Why doesn't she ask her senior aide to release all 
these emails?” Pence on FBI Director James Comey: “I've always found him to be a straight 
shooter” 

OCT. 30, 2016 -- Robby Mook, campaign manager for Democratic presidential nominee Hillary 
Clinton, reacted to Friday’s letter from FBI Director James Comey which cited new “pertinent” 
emails in the Clinton probe and defended senior aide Huma Abedin’s connection to the emails: 
“I absolutely feel I have all the facts because all the facts were put out there. The summaries of 
the interviews - the Justice Department said that Huma fully cooperated. That's, again, why we 
are so puzzled right now.”   

He added: “Abedin cooperated fully with the investigation that concluded this summer….They 
were all released out to the public at our request. If these are emails from Huma Abedin -- we 
don't know if they are, but if they are, we assume they'd have to be redundant because she 
already turned over all of her emails.”   

Mook’s statements echoed what Pete Williams, justice correspondent for NBC News, shared 
at the top of the program:“They may be duplicates of what they've already discovered through 
the emails she gave to the State Department or that the F.B.I. found on its own.” He added: 
“They have no idea what's in these emails.”  

Republican vice presidential nominee Mike Pence also joined “Meet the Press,” noting that he 
has “always found” Director Comey “to be a straight shooter.” He asked: “Hillary Clinton, when 
this story broke, I believe she was travelling with Huma Abedin. I mean, why didn't she just turn 
to Huma and say, "Put these emails out"?”  

Pence’s running mate Donald Trump trails Clinton by six points in North Carolina but is in a 
dead heat with her in Florida, according to new NBC News/Wall Street Journal/Marist 
polls released this morning. 

Independent presidential candidate Evan McMullin commented on what might happen if 
neither Clinton or Trump get 270 electoral votes: “I’m confident that we would be able to 
compete quite well” in the House. McMullin also said that former Gov. Mitt Romney has not 
contributed to his campaign.   

NPR’s Audie Cornish, CNBC’s Larry Kudlow, Republican strategist Mike Murphy and NBC 
News’ Andrea Mitchell also joined the program this morning for insight and analysis.  



NOVEMBER 6, 2016 

MTP: PODESTA: “LEAKERS SHOULD SHUT UP”; SUNDAY EXCLUSIVE: GINGRICH:“WE ARE IN 
FOR A LONG, DIFFICULT COUPLE OF YEARS” NO MATTER WHO WINS 

Clinton Campaign Chair John Podesta Doesn’t Answer if FBI Director James Comey Should 
Resign, Tells Chuck Todd “I’ve Never Questioned His Motivation” Hillary Clinton Leads Donald 
Trump by Four Points Nationally in New NBC News/Wall Street Journal Poll Lester Holt, 
Savannah Guthrie & Chuck Todd Anchor Special “Decision Night in America” Coverage 
Beginning at 7 p.m. This Tuesday 

NOV. 6, 2016 -- In a special election edition of “Meet the Press” from NBC News’ Election 
Headquarters, Clinton campaign chair John Podesta told moderator Chuck Todd that “the men 
and women of the F.B.I. are doing a tremendous job out here across the country, but the 
leakers should shut up,” in response to the recent Wikileaks email releases of Clinton campaign 
staff emails, including his own.  

When asked if Comey’s “mistake” should lead to his resignation, Podesta did not answer, telling 
Todd, “I've never questioned his motivation, I've just said it was a mistake.”  

Newt Gingrich, Trump adviser and former House speaker, exclusively joined the show and said 
that he believes, no matter who wins, “we are in for a long, difficult couple of years, maybe a 
decade or more.”   

“If Hillary is elected, the criminal investigations will be endless, and if Trump is elected, it will 
just be like Madison, Wisconsin with Scott Walker,” said Gingrich. “The opposition of the 
government employee unions will be so hostile and so direct and so immediate, there will be a 
continuing fight over who controls the country.”  

The final NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll of the 2016 presidential race debuted on “Meet 
the Press,” showing Clinton with a four-point national lead over Trump.   

Pollsters Bill McInturff and Fred Yang discussed the new numbers with Todd; McInturff noted, 
“What gives Trump hope is we have a large chunk of people who still say they’re third party, 
they won’t vote, they’re not decided. That’s unusually large. It’s almost eight, nine, ten 
percent.”   

Charlie Cook of The Cook Political Report looked at the nine tightest Senate races, predicting 
which will go Democratic or Republican, noting that he’s not ready to make a prediction when it 
comes to North Carolina and Missouri. 

NBC News’ Andrea Mitchell, Katy Tur, Kristen Welker, and MSNBC’s Chris Jansing, joined the 
beginning of “Meet the Press” to offer snapshots of the race in battleground states.  



The show also featured an all-star NBC/MSNBC roundtable with Tom Brokaw, José Díaz-
Balart, Savannah Guthrie, Chris Matthews and Nicolle Wallace for insight and analysis.  

NOVEMBER 13, 2016 

MTP EXCLUSIVE: SEN. BOOKER: “GOD BLESS THE PROTESTERS,” NEXT DNC CHAIR “NEEDS TO 
BE A COMMITTED PROGRESSIVE” 

PLUS: N.J. Sen. Cory Booker: “Ellison is One of the Names That’s Being Bandied About That 
Gives Me Hope and Excitement” Trump Campaign Manager Kellyanne Conway Calls on Obama 
& Clinton: “Say to These Protesters, “This Man is Our President”” “Yes, I Can” Do Both Jobs, 
Says Minn. Rep. Keith Ellison on Serving in the House and as DNC Chair 

NOV. 13, 2016 -- In an exclusive interview this morning, Sen. Cory Booker (D-N.J.) addressed 
the recent protests against President-elect Donald Trump across the country, telling moderator 
Chuck Todd: “God bless the protesters.” He added: “I caution anyone who, in their protest, 
becomes the very thing that they're protesting against.”   

When asked what he’s looking for in the next head of the Democratic National Committee, the 
New Jersey senator noted that the chair “needs to be a committed progressive….Keith Ellison is 
one of the names that's being bandied about that gives me hope and excitement.”  

Kellyanne Conway, the former campaign manager for President-elect Trump, also joined the 
show, calling on top Democrats to unite behind Trump: “It's time really for President Obama 
and Secretary Clinton to say to these protesters, “This man is our president.”” Conway also 
responded to Clinton casting blame for her loss on FBI Director Comey in a call with donors 
yesterday: “I just can't believe it's always somebody else's fault. Sometimes you just have to 
take a look in the mirror and reflect on what went wrong.”  

Minnesota Rep. Keith Ellison addressed his potential run for the head of the DNC, telling Todd 
that he can do both jobs. When asked what the reasoning would be if he didn’t run, Ellison 
replied, “Because there’s a lot of places that I can serve….I’m looking for a place to serve.”  

Joining the show this morning for analysis were David Brooks of The New York Times, radio talk 
show host Hugh Hewitt, Katty Kay of the BBC and former State Senator Nina Turner.  

NOVEMBER 20, 2016 

MTP: TRUMP CHIEF OF STAFF PRIEBUS ON MUSLIM REGISTRY: “I’M NOT GOING TO RULE 
ANYTHING OUT, BUT WE’RE NOT GOING TO HAVE A REGISTRY BASED ON RELIGION” 

EXCLUSIVE: Sen. Bernie Sanders: President-elect Trump “needs to apologize to the American 
people” PLUS: Reince Priebus: “There are some people that have to be prevented from coming 



into this country” Sen. Chuck Schumer on Trump SCOTUS pick: “If he doesn't nominate a 
mainstream candidate, we're going to go at him with everything we have” 

NOV. 20, 2016 -- When asked by “Meet the Press” moderator Chuck Todd if he can “equivocally 
rule out a registry for Muslims,” Reince Priebus, chief of staff for President-elect Donald Trump, 
responded: “Look, I'm not going to rule out anything. But, but I wouldn’t-- We're not going to 
have a registry based on a religion.”  

Priebus continued: “There are some people that are radicalized and there are some people that 
have to be prevented from coming into this country.   

The RNC chair also commented on the idea of using the presidency to profit, telling Todd that 
the president-elect is “setting up a system, a legal system to shield himself from any and all 
conflicts.”  

Across the aisle, in an exclusive interview, Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) called on President-elect 
Trump to apologize, telling Todd: “He has said outrageous things and he needs to apologize to 
the American people. There are people all over this country who are really frightened.”  

Incoming Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer spoke with Todd on Friday for an interview 
airing on this morning’s broadcast. He voiced hope that the president-elect “picks a mainstream 
candidate” for the Supreme Court and noted that if he doesn’t, the Democrats will “go at the 
candidate with everything we've got because this is so, so important.”  

This week, moderator Chuck Todd spoke with voters of all stripes in Macomb County, 
Michigan -- a decisive county in this year’s presidential election -- to understand the turn in 
support for President Obama to Trump. 

“Meet the Press” also paid tribute this morning to PBS’ Gwen Ifill, a friend of the program and 
a former NBC News correspondent. 

Joining the show for insight and analysis were Bob Costa and Kathleen Parker of The 
Washington Post, Tom Friedman of The New York Times, and Neera Tanden of the Center for 
American Progress.  

NOVEMBER 27, 2016 

MTP: RUBIO: U.S.-CUBA RELATIONS “SHOULD BE CONDITIONED UPON SPECIFIC CHANGES”; 
PLUS: CONWAY: “PEOPLE FEEL BETRAYED” THAT ROMNEY COULD BE SEC. OF STATE 

Fla. Sen. Marco Rubio on Trump’s conflicts of interest: “Something they’re going to have to 
confront” Kellyanne Conway: President Obama and Trump spoke yesterday for “about 40-45 
minutes” Ohio Rep. Tim Ryan on Clinton recount efforts: “I would counsel against it”  



NOV. 27, 2016 -- Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) addressed the future of U.S. relations with Cuba 
after Friday’s death of dictator Fidel Castro, telling moderator Chuck Todd that policies with the 
island “should all be conditioned upon specific changes on the part of the Cuban government,” 
looking at the models of “Myanmar or Burma as an example of how you can condition openings 
in exchange for democratic changes on the part of the other government.”   

Rubio said he’ll “make suggestions to the Trump administration” when it comes to Cuba. On the 
topic of the president-elect’s conflicts of interests, Rubio noted: “I imagine they're well aware 
that this is something they're going to have to confront.”  

Kellyanne Conway, former campaign manager for President-elect Donald Trump, 
also responded to the conflict of issue question facing the president-elect, telling Todd that 
Trump “has been talking to his lawyers” and that “he will comply with the law.” She disclosed 
that Trump and President Obama spoke yesterday for “about 40 to 45 minutes” and that 
“they’ve been talking regularly.”    

Conway reacted to Mitt Romney as a potential Secretary of State in the Trump administration: 
“People feel betrayed to think that Governor Romney, who went out of his way to question the 
character and the intellect and the integrity of Donald Trump, now our president-elect, would 
be given the most significant cabinet post of all, Secretary of State.”   

Rep. Tim Ryan (D-Ryan) is challenging House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi’s party leadership 
and told Todd that Pelosi’s offense is that the party is “not winning.” Ryan also commented on 
the recount decision by the Clinton campaign to cooperate with Jill Stein’s call: “I would counsel 
against it…. We've got to move forward. And I think that's the best thing for us to do.”   

Joining “Meet the Press” from Cuba, NBC News’ Chief Foreign Affairs Correspondent Andrea 
Mitchell reported on the reaction on the ground to Castro’s death. 

Matt Bai of Yahoo! News, Helene Cooper of The New York Times, Mark Murray of NBC News, 
and Danielle Pletka of the American Enterprise Institute the show’s roundtable this morning for 
insight and analysis.  

DECEMBER 4, 2016  

MTP: VP-ELECT PENCE: TRUMP’S CALL WITH TAIWAN WAS “COURTESY,” “WOULDN’T 
EXPECT” OUTREACH TO CHINA TO CALM WATERS 

PLUS: Indiana Gov. Mike Pence: “Up to the President-elect” if Petraeus’ mishandling of 
classified information disqualifies him to be State Sec. Former Trump campaign manager 
Kellyanne Conway: “We are the ones who understood America” Former Clinton pollster Joel 
Benenson: “We have to rebuild at the state levels”  

http://nbcnews.to/2gMkLQE
http://nbcnews.to/2gMaAeS
http://nbcnews.to/2gMcFYb


DEC. 4, 2016 -- In an interview this morning with “Meet the Press” moderator Chuck Todd, Vice 
President-elect Mike Pence said that President-elect Trump’s “call from the democratically-
elected leader of Taiwan” was “a courtesy call.” When asked if the administration-elect would 
be reaching out to the Chinese government this week to calm the waters, Pence replied, “I 
wouldn’t expect so. But to be honest with you, the waters here seem like a little bit of a 
tempest in a teapot.”  

The Indiana governor also addressed the possibility of former Gen. David Petraeus in the role of 
secretary of state, telling Todd that it will be “up to the president-elect” if Petraeus’ 
mishandling of classified information disqualifies him for the position. “The president-elect will 
weigh that against the backdrop of an extraordinary career in military service, whether it's in 
the role of Secretary of State or another role in this administration,” he added.  

Andrea Mitchell, chief foreign affairs correspondent for NBC News, emphasized the weight of 
the Taiwan phone call in a panel discussion following Pence’s interview: “The point is the 
conversation happened. And even here, someone as careful as Mike Pence referred to her as 
the president of Taiwan….That’s a no-no.”   

Kellyanne Conway, former campaign manager for President-elect Trump, and Joel Benenson, 
former pollster for Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton, joined the network 
broadcast toreflect on a heated discussion earlier this week at Harvard’s traditional election 
postmortem.Conway noted, “ The fact is that we are the ones who understood America,” while 
Benenson underscored that the Democratic Party has to “rebuild at the state levels.” Benenson 
also added that, in the last four weeks of the election, he would have asked “for a faith forum 
to hear Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump both talk about their roots in faith and the strength of 
hers, which I think are dominant.”  

In addition to Andrea Mitchell, Rich Lowry of The National Review, Heather McGhee of Demos, 
and Amy Walter of The Cook Political Report also joined the show for insight and analysis.   

DECEMBER 11, 2016  

MTP: TRUMP CHIEF OF STAFF ON REPORTS OF RUSSIAN ELECTION INTERFERENCE: “I JUST 
DON’T KNOW WHETHER IT’S TRUE OR NOT…. I DON’T KNOW WHO DID THE HACKING” 

PLUS: Reince Priebus: “The R.N.C. was not hacked” SUNDAY EXCLUSIVE: Former Russia Amb. 
Mike McFaul on Tillerson pick for State: “This is disturbing to me” SUNDAY EXCLUSIVE: Calif. 
Rep. Adam Schiff (D): “It was a mistake” for the Obama administration to not come out as 
definitively before the election with reports of Russian interference 

DEC. 11, 2016 -- Reince Priebus, chief of staff to President-elect Donald Trump and outgoing 
chair of the Republican National Committee, told “Meet the Press” moderator Chuck Todd that, 
when it comes to the reports of Russian interference in the election, “I just don't know whether 
it's true or not.”  

http://nbcnews.to/2fWnh6Q
http://nbcnews.to/2fWnh6Q


Priebus continued: “You have no idea whether the hacking even influenced the election…. I 
don’t know who did the hacking.” When asked if the president-elect wants a congressional 
investigation on the matter, he replied, “I don't know what investigations he wants.” The chief 
of staff also asserted “the R.N.C. was not hacked.”  

Rep. Adam Schiff (D-Calif.), ranking member on the House House Permanent Select Committee 
on Intelligence, disagreed: “The circumstantial evidence, which is all I could talk about publicly, 
is so profound that you’d really have to believe that, to accept Reince Priebus's argument, that 
the Russians aren't capable of hacking Republican institutions.” Schiff, who joined the program 
exclusively, noted that “it was a mistake” for the Obama administration to not come out with 
reports of Russian interference as definitively before the election.  

“Did the Russians take some actions to try to help him?” said Mike McFaul of Trump. “I think 
the evidence is circumstantial enough. The former ambassador to Russia also shared doubts 
about Exxon Mobil CEO Rex Tillerson as a potential Secretary of State for the Trump 
administration: “The Obama administration rightly sanctioned Russian companies, including 
Igor Sechin, the CEO of Rosneft, ExxonMobil's partner. We can't just reverse those sanctions in 
the name of economic interests now, unless Russia changes its behavior…. Initially, this is 
disturbing to me.”  

Mike Rowe, known best for his previous show “Dirty Jobs” and founder of the 
mikeroweWORKS Foundation, joined the network broadcast to discuss the role of the middle 
class and the value of work. “5.8 million jobs in the skills gap has to tell us something, on a 
deeper, broader level, about opportunity.”  

Also joining the show for insight and analysis were presidential historian Doris Kearns 
Goodwin, former R.N.C chair Michael Steele, former State Dept. official Rick Stengel, and Kim 
Strasselof The Wall Street Journal.   

DECEMBER 18, 2016  

MTP EXCLUSIVE: PODESTA: “THE FIRST TIME I WAS CONTACTED BY THE F.B.I. WAS TWO DAYS 
AFTER WIKILEAKS STARTED DROPPING MY EMAILS” 

Former Clinton Campaign Chair: Election “Was Distorted by the Russians” SUNDAY EXCLUSIVE: 
Fmr. Defense Secretary Robert Gates on Tillerson and Putin: “Being Friendly Doesn’t Make You 
Friends” PLUS: Sens. Joe Manchin (D) and Shelley Moore Capito (R) on West Virginia’s Blue-to-
Red Switch 

DECEMBER 18, 2016 -- In his first interview since the election, former Clinton campaign chair 
John Podesta exclusively told “Meet the Press” moderator Chuck Todd: “the first time I was 
contacted by the F.B.I. was two days after WikiLeaks started dropping my emails,” adding: “that 
was the first and last time” he talked to the F.B.I. about his hacked email account. 



Podesta also discussed whether the Trump campaign knew about Russia’s efforts, stating: “I 
would argue that there’s very, it's very much unknown whether there was collusion. … I think 
really not what Mr. Trump knew, but what did Trump Inc. know and when did they know it, 
were they in touch with the Russians? I think those are still open questions.” 

When pressed twice by Todd on whether he thinks this was a “free and fair election,” Podesta 
replied: “I think it was distorted by the Russian intervention. Let's put it that way.”  

In a Sunday exclusive interview, former Secretary of Defense and former CIA Director Robert 
Gates said he does not think U.S. leaders have treated the Russian cyberattacks with a sense of 
urgency, stating: “I think that given the unprecedented nature of it and the magnitude of the 
effort, I think people seem to have been somewhat laid back about it.” 

Gates also defended Secretary of State nominee Rex Tillerson’s ties to Russia and Vladimir 
Putin, saying: “clearly the CEO of any US company that does business around the world is going 
to want to be on friendly relationships with the leaders and governments of those countries 
where they do business. But being friendly doesn't make you friends.”  

In a new NBC News/WSJ poll released on “Meet the Press,” more than half of Americans say 
they are concerned about Russia’s interference in the presidential election.  

Earlier this week, Chuck Todd traveled to West Virginia to talk with Trump voters as well as the 
state’s two Senators, Democrat Joe Manchin and Republican Shelley Moore Capito, about why 
the formerly Democratic state has turned red. Sen. Capito pointed to economic troubles, 
saying: “We're one of the states that is considered to be in a recession. We have six counties 
that are in a depression.” Sen. Manchin told Todd: “I'm more of a moderate centrist, some 
people say I'm conservative. And I tell people, ‘I'm fiscally responsibility and I'm socially 
compassionate. Call me what you want.’”  

Joining the show for insight and analysis were Rick Santelli of CNBC, Yamiche Alcindor of The 
New York Times, BBC World News America anchor Katty Kay, and POLITICO Magazine 
contributor Jeff Greenfield. 

DECEMBER 25, 2016 

FROM CAMPAIGN TO COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF, CLIFFNOTES TO PRESIDENT-ELECT TRUMP 
INTERVIEWS – THIS SUNDAY ON “MEET THE PRESS WITH CHUCK TODD” 

__ 

Moderator Chuck Todd reviews his eighteen interviews with President-elect Donald Trump 
since the beginning of his presidential run, highlighting Trump’s positions on domestic policy, 
foreign policy and leadership style, with insight and analysis from this week’s roundtable: 



Robert Costa  
National Political Reporter, The Washington Post; MSNBC Political Analyst 

Hugh Hewitt 
Host, “The Hugh Hewitt Show”; MSNBC Political Analyst 

Joy Reid 
Host, MSNBC’s “AM Joy”; MSNBC Political Analyst 

Katy Tur 
NBC News Correspondent 
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OCTOBER 3, 2016 

 
KIM KARDASHIAN ROBBED 
Tough questions are being asked today in the wake of a terrifying jewelry heist that left Kim Kardashian bound and 
gagged at gunpoint as a reported $10 million dollars of jewelry was stolen from her during her visit to Paris for Fashion 
Week.  The celebrity has security with her constantly when she’s out in public, but the robbery happened in the middle of 
the night.  Steve Fabian with details on the terrifying encounter that had Kim leaving Paris for the states, shaken but 
unharmed.  
 
TRUMP TAX RETURN LEAKED  
The Trump campaign is in turmoil following the weekend release of his 1995 tax return showing a $900+ million tax loss, 
meaning he could have avoided paying taxes for years.  But how did that return end up in the hands of The New York 
Times?  Les Trent on the mystery. 
 
BEAR ATTACK TWICE 
Imagine surviving a grizzly bear attack…only to have the same bear attack again before you reach safety.  You don’t have 
to image, because as Megan Alexander reporters, the man who was mauled by a mama grizzly has posted video of his 
ordeal on Facebook.  
 
RUDE GOLF FANS  
For the first time in eight years, the United States has won the Ryder Cup…beating team Europe in the annual golf 
competition.  Normally golf is a quiet, genteel spectator sport, but this year, Les Trent says American fans are being 
singled out for being awfully rude.  
 
GYMNAST WITHOUT LEGS  
She’s a gifted gymnast with incredible strength, despite a crippling physical disability.  And you’ll probably be stunned to 
learn about her connection to an Olympic champion.   
 
KIM’S BODYGUARD  
They’re one of the most famous couples on the planet…and as Monday’s armed robbery underscores, guarding Kim 
Kardashian and Kanye West is serious business.  What exactly does that entail?  Steven Fabian spoke with one of Kim’s 
former bodyguards. 
 
ARNOLD/LINDSAY/MEGAN 
Arnold Schwarzenegger’s annual trip to Oktoberfest is getting extra attention this year…Jim Moret explains why.  
 
HUMAN TOWER 
Inside Edition reports on a real human tower stunt. 
  



OCTOBER 4, 2016 
 
KIM KARDASHIAN FOLLOWED 
The multimillion jewelry heist targeting Kim Kardashian may have been days in the making.  Published reports now say 
two men posing as a photographer and a cop were a part of the group following the reality star in Paris for at least three 
days…and as Megan Alexander reports, suspicions are high that they were in fact doing surveillance in advance of the 
robbery.   
 
CLOWN CAMPUS PANIC 
They call it ‘coulrophobia’…fear of clowns… and while it’s not a recognized phobia by the American Psychiatric 
Association, it is very real.  At colleges across the country, reported clown sightings have put students in a frenzy...the 
latest at Penn State. 
 
TRUMP’S ACCOUNTANT 
Donald Trump says the information on his leaked 1995 tax return is proof of his talent and skill…while tax experts are 
quoted as saying while claiming that $915 million dollar deduction is permissible, a loss of that size ‘is’ unusual.  But 
what does the accountant who prepared that return say?  Steve Fabian tracked him down and has this exclusive interview.  
 
HOT CAR DAD WILL FERRELL  
Opening arguments are underway in the trial of a Georgia man accused of deliberately leaving his toddler son to die in a 
hot car.  Prosecutors pointed to the father’s seemingly over the top reaction to news of his son’s death…comparing it to a 
scene in a Will Farrell movie. Inside Edition has more on the case.  
 
BEN STILLER CANCER 
Words of caution from actor Ben Stiller…who’s advising men to get tested early for prostate cancer.  Why?  Because he 
says he had it.   
 
COCAINE REPORTERS 
They are husband and wife television reporters, covering the news in their local community.  But lately they’ve been in 
the headlines…after their tiny baby was found to have cocaine in her system.  Now they’ve gone before a judge in hopes 
that they won’t be sent to prison.  
 
RING STOLEN FROM KIM 
The investigation continues into the armed robbery of Kim Kardashian’s jewelry…whether the jewelry will ever be 
recovered is a big question.  As Megan Alexander reports, experts say there’s a good chance that the 15 carat diamond 
ring will be broken into several smaller pieces. 
 
MARRIED IN ONE DAY 
When it comes to quickie marriages…this one sets the record.  
 
BRIDE’S BOUQUET TOSS 
Inside Edition takes a looks at a wedding oops! 
  



OCTOBER 5, 2016 
 

 
PANIC IN PARIS 
Police in Paris investigating the Kim Kardashian jewelry heist are no doubt studying one car.  It was spotted in 
the press gaggle around the reality star in the days before the break in and as it turns out it wasn't part of the 
press contingent.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
PINK PANTHERS 
Based on the speed and precision of the Kardashian robbery, it’s being called the work of the so-called Pink 
Panthers…a group of jewel thieves who go for high value targets and rarely get caught.  Steven Fabian has 
more. 
 
STORM PHOTO 
People in Charleston, South Carolina, evacuated the area as Hurricane Matthew prepares to bear down on the 
U.S. coast.  States of emergency are being declared in four states.  Matthew is a ferocious storm and a satellite 
image of it makes it look downright spooky. 
 
VP DEBATE 
Surveys have found that 79% of Americans say lack of respect is a serious problem in America and after 
Tuesday night's Vice Presidential debate that number may have gone up.  More than 100 interruptions were 
counted during the course of the debate leading many to call this the rudest debate ever.  Les Trent reports. 
 
PROPOSAL ON DANCING WITH THE STARS 
It was a busy night in the ballroom on Dancing with the Stars.  Two couples were eliminated and there was also 
a surprise proposal.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
SUPERHERO FUNERAL 
A boy loved superheroes and Batman was one of his favorites…so when the little boy who was shot at a South 
Carolina playground died, his parents asked everyone to honor their son by dressing up as superheroes 
themselves. 
 
JACKIE TRAILER 
Inside Edition has your first look at the just-released trailer for Jackie starring Natalie Portman as the late 
Jacqueline Kennedy. 
 
FASHION EMERGENCIES 
Fashion emergencies sometimes occur at the most inconvenient time.  Megan Alexander has some tips on what 
you should do. 
 
PROTECT YOURSELF ONLINE 
In this era of oversharing, can you put too much on social media?  Experts say Kim Kardashian may have made 
herself a target through her posts and she wouldn't be the first person to do so. 
 
HAIR BABY 
Inside Edition shows video of a baby with a nice set of hair! 
 

  



OCTOBER 6, 2016 
 

 
HURRICANE NEWS 
It's estimated that Hurricane Matthew will be the strongest storm to hit our shores in a decade.  140 mile-an-
hour winds are bearing down on Florida where a State of Emergency has been declared.  Smack in Matthew's 
path is Palm Beach where a million and a half people, including Presidential hopeful Donald Trump, have 
homes. 
 
ROSIE MEETS IVANKA 
Was an olive branch extended in the long simmering war between Rosie O'Donnell and Donald Trump?  As it 
turns out, Rosie ran into Ivanka Trump at a restaurant.  Les Trent reports on the surprise encounter. 
 
KIM KARDASHIAN LATEST 
It looks like Kim and Kanye are leaving New York.  The reality star, who has been holed up in The Big Apple 
since the Paris robbery, was spotted leaving her New York home with her husband and kids and a lot of luggage 
in tow.  Jim Moret has more. 
 
CLOWN POSSE PANIC 
Clowns are supposed to be funny, but no one's laughing at the bizarre rash of creepy clown sightings around the 
country.  Another episode of clown hysteria erupted on another college campus…yet another situation that's 
wasting law enforcement time and resources.  Steven Fabian has details. 
 
KEIBLER VS. CAM NEWTON 
There's no love lost between former Dancing with the Stars contestant Stacy Keibler and NFL quarterback Cam 
Newton.  Stacy's husband is suing the Panthers quarterback over damage allegedly done to his Beverly Hills 
home when Newton was renting it. 
 
CHELSEA HANDLER FACE 
What happened to Chelsea Handler?  The talk show host posted some selfies that have a lot of people 
talking.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ELECTION STRESS DISORDER 
The stress of the Presidential campaign and perhaps fear of what's to come when it's over has made some people 
downright nuts.  Inside Edition reports.  
 
BRAD PITT SEES KIDS 
Inside Edition is learning that Brad Pitt has seen his kids for the first time since his split with Angelina Jolie.   
 
HIGH-END TAILGATING 
Starting with tonight's NFL game on CBS and continuing through the weekend a lot of Americans will be 
tailgating, but a select few get to do extreme tailgating.  Inside Edition reports.   
 

  



OCTOBER 7, 2016 
 

 
HURRICANE MATTHEW VIDEO 
Hurricane Matthew strikes.  More than a million people have lost power and more than a million more faced evacuation, 
but what’s it like to be caught smack in the middle of Matthew’s wrath?  Now we know thanks to video by reporters and 
people hunkering down in the worst storm to reach our shores in over a decade.  
 
KIM KARDASHIAN LETTER 
Kim Kardashian is back home in Los Angeles as the investigation continues into who robbed her while she was in Paris. 
Meanwhile, the concierge at the exclusive hotel she was staying at has written her a letter telling her what he was going 
through when the robbers put a gun to his neck.  
 
LETTERMAN VS TRUMP 
David Letterman has emerged from retirement to take on Donald Trump.  In a revealing new interview, the former Late 
Show host has some not so nice things to say about the Republican Presidential candidate who used to be one of his 
favorite late night guests.  
 
BEER CAN SHAME  
A baseball fan goes berserk at America’s favorite pastime.  A blockhead got so angry at a ball player on the field that he 
actually threw a beer can at the outfielder from the stands.  Who did it?  Police suspected a particular fan and posted his 
photo in the hope he would turn himself in…but is he the right guy? 
 
MATT DAMON LOOKALIKE  
A guy posing for his wedding photo way back in 1961 is a dead ringer for actor Matt Damon…so is the Oscar® winner 
really a time traveler?  Well, not exactly.  
 
MARILU HENNER BRUISES  
Actress Marilu Henner is hard at work as she battles to win the Mirror Ball trophy on Dancing with the Stars and she has 
the bumps and bruises to prove it.  
 
FABULOUS AND FAKE JEWELRY 
Kim Kardashian has cancelled all appearances since that terrifying jewelry heist in Paris.  While the reality star had been 
flaunting her millions of dollars in precious stones on social media right before the robbery, going forward she could 
possibly swap her pricey jewels for fakes.  In fact, the new synthetic diamonds look so real it’s hard to tell the 
difference.  Ann Mercogliano has details. 
 
MERCEDES WORST DAY 
She thought she was having the best day of her life…getting a pricey Mercedes!  However, in just hours, that smile 
disappeared from her face.  The woman was arrested for allegedly hitting a cyclist in that brand new car and fleeing the 
scene. 
 
PRESIDENTIAL DANCE OFF 
Two goofballs donned masks of the Presidential candidates and danced in a costume store. 
 

  



OCTOBER 10, 2016 
 

 
JILL HARTH INTERVIEW 
During Sunday's debate, Donald Trump flatly declared that he had not groped a woman. One lady begs to 
differ.  She says he did exactly that to her.  Steven Fabian has our exclusive interview. 
 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES TRUMP 
NBC has suspended Today show co-host Billy Bush indefinitely for his role in the Trump video which was shot 
in 2005 when Trump made a set visit to the soap opera Days of Our Lives.  Jim Moret has a closer look at what 
happened that day. 
 
TRUMP’S MOMENT OF CRISIS 
The November elections are in turmoil after a weekend of jaw-dropping and head spinning developments.  The 
latest - House Speaker Paul Ryan now declares he will not defend or campaign for Donald Trump for President 
and instead will focus on getting Republicans elected to Congress.  Meanwhile, Inside Edition is learning more 
about how team Trump went into crisis mode, hunkering down inside Trump Tower to prepare for Sunday's big 
debate.  Les Trent has details. 
 
BABY LISA 5 YEARS LATER 
It's been a long time since one baby's picture was all over the news.  It’s baby Lisa Irwin.  Five years after she 
disappeared from the room where she was sleeping her parents still hold out hope that she might be 
found.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
APPRENTICE TAPES 
Mark Burnett, the producer of The Apprentice, is under pressure to release outtakes from that show.  This comes 
after a producer tweeted that the tape from the bus is just the beginning.  Ann Mercogliano reports.  
 
TEACHER’S WEDDING GUESTS 
High school sweethearts tied the knot, but what made this wedding really magical was the wedding party.  
 

  



OCTOBER 11, 2016 
 

 
ABDUCTED GIRL VIDEO 
In a terrifying piece of video, a door swings open to reveal a young woman tied up screaming for her 
life.  Police are now trying to authenticate the video which they say could lead to a break in a missing person’s 
case.  Steven Fabian has more and we should warn you that the video is disturbing. 
 
KARDASHIAN LATEST 
Inside Edition is getting our first look at video from inside that exclusive Paris hotel shot moments after Kim 
Kardashian says she was robbed.  In the video you can see swarms of police as they collect evidence in the case. 
 
APPRENTICE AND TRUMP 
The GOP nominee for President appears to be at war with his own political party.  Today, Donald Trump 
unleashed a Twitter barrage against the Republican Party and key Republicans.  Meanwhile, participants on The 
Apprentice, including one singer, are stepping up to share their own stories of being on the receiving end of 
comments by Trump.  Les Trent has this report. 
 
KEN BONE 
Donald Trump may say he won Sunday's debate and polls may show Hillary Clinton with a double digit lead, 
but the real winner from the town hall discussion may be the nice man in the red sweater who suddenly has 
become the most sought after guy in America.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
JANA KRAMER DANCING WITH THE STARS 
It was memory lane night on Dancing with the Stars with dance numbers inspired by past moments in the 
celebs' lives.  For one star it was quite emotional as she revealed a very dark chapter in her past. 
 
GWYNETH SHOPPING 
Gwyneth Paltrow was recently spotted out shopping and from the looks of things when she's not buying 
groceries she's in the gym.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
JILL HARTH 
Inside Edition continues our exclusive interview with makeup artist Jill Harth. 
 
FITTEST COUPLE 
It's estimated that more than 50 million Americans belong to gyms, but no matter how much you work out one 
couple may make you feel really out of shape. 
 
UNDERWATER WEDDING PHOTO 
Inside Edition reports on some over-the-top wedding pictures that were taken down under…the water that is. 
 

  



OCTOBER 12, 2016 
 

 
CONNECTICUT PLANE CRASH  
Federal investigators are asking touch questions about a Connecticut plane crash that appears to have some 
troubling similarities to the terror attack of 9/11.  The aircraft contained a flight instructor and his student 
pilot…a Jordanian National in the U.S. to attend flight school. And as Jim Moret reports, the instructor says the 
crash “was not an accident.” 
 
ABDUCTED GIRL VIDEO HOAX 
That disturbing video we showed you yesterday – purportedly of a woman held captive – is a hoax.  Police had 
asked for the public’s help in determining the source of the troubling tape, and now they can confirm it was all 
staged.  
 
KIDNAPPED GIRL HOME  
The kidnapping of four-year-old Becky was very real…and now she’s been found safe. The little girl 
disappeared from her home in Florida, and as Steven Fabien reports, she was found four days later near 
Memphis.  A family acquaintance is now in custody.  
 
JIM CARREY SUED  
Jim Carrey’s been hit with another lawsuit in connection with the suicide of his former girlfriend.  The young 
woman’s mother is now taking Carrey to court. Carrey denies the allegations. 
 
CLOWN CRAZE MCDONALD’S  
The latest victim in the creepy clown craze is…another clown.  And not just any clown.  McDonald’s is scaling 
back appearances of Ronald McDonald…at least until clown mania dies down.   
 
TRUMP WALKS IN 
Did Donald Trump see his position as a beauty pageant owner as an opportunity to ogle young women?  A 
growing number of former pageant contestants are coming forward to say they think the answer is 
yes…recalling times the now presidential nominee walked right into the ladies’ changing room.   
 
TRUMP ROAST 
Donald Trump’s been a public figure for a very long time…and when he was the focus of a Comedy Central 
roast, he proved he can take a joke…as long as he gets to approve it first.  Steven Fabien has more on the story.  
 
JANET/TIM/KIM/LEA 
Janet Jackson’s excited to become a mom at age 50…and is showing off her baby bump in the new People 
Magazine.  
 
GRANNY SKYDIVE 
Inside Edition takes a look at a skydiving granny. 
 

  



OCTOBER 13, 2016 
 

 
TRUMP ACCUSERS 
Women are speaking up describing what they say was done to them by Donald Trump.  In response to Trump's 
declaration at the last debate that he did not grope or kiss women without consent, a number of women are 
going on the record saying he did and as Diane McInerney reports it was Trump's declaration otherwise that 
encouraged them to go public. 
 
DEFENDING TRUMP 
Just as the hot mic tape prompted more accusations against Donald Trump, the rash of accusers has encouraged 
some of Trump’s supporters to speak up, including one former girlfriend.  She spoke with Jim Moret. 
 
ELEVATOR DOG SAVED 
It may be cats that have nine lives, but one puppy evidently had at least more than one.  Steven Fabian has a 
look at the very close call one dog named Boo Boo had with an elevator and tips on how to avoid something 
like this happening to your pooch.   
 
PRISCILLA PRESLEY’S FACE 
Priscilla Presley doesn’t do much television, but she's making headlines today for a TV appearance she just 
made to talk about her late ex, Elvis Presley.  Les Trent reports about the social media reaction. 
 
BOB DYLAN NOBEL PRIZE 
Speaking of music legends, Bob Dylan's song lyrics were the anthem for a generation.  Now he has been 
awarded the Nobel Prize for literature. 
 
FISH INVESTIGATION 
The American Heart Association recommends all Americans eat fish at least twice a week, but how do you 
know the fish you're ordering at the restaurant is the fish you're getting?  The truth is you don't and as Lisa 
Guerrero discovered on our Inside Edition fish test, you just might not be getting what you paid for. 
 
ROSEANNE BARR KNEE 
It was a tough break for comedienne Roseanne Barr, literally, as the star broke her knee cap and will need 
surgery.  Jim Moret reports on what happened. 
 
PROPOSAL 
Inside Edition shows video of a unique proposal. 
 
GRANNY SURPRISE 
There are screams of joy as one woman learns she’s going to be a grandmother. 
 

  



OCTOBER 14, 2016 
 

 
SHARK IN CAGE VIDEO 
At countless resorts around the world, tourists can sign up for shark diving.  Promoters say it's safe, fun, and an 
adventure you will never forget.  We’re pretty sure that last part is accurate, especially for one man.  He was in 
a shark cage when, as Jim Moret reports, suddenly a great white crashed into the cage with him! 
 
TRUMP LATEST 
The list of women accusing Presidential hopeful Donald Trump of inappropriate behavior is growing.  Steven 
Fabian has details on the latest allegations and Trump’s denials of those allegations and we should warn you 
that some of the details are graphic. 
 
STOLEN TRUCK  
It was bad luck for a car dealer when a truck was stolen right off the lot…but, by an amazing stroke of good 
luck, the owner spotted that truck when he was out driving and thanks to his sharing the moment on Facebook 
Live cops were alerted and the truck was retrieved. 
 
PEDALS THE BEAR 
The bear that had become a national sensation is dead.  He was named Pedals because he walked upright due to 
an injury.  However, as Les Trent reports the bi-pedal bear has just become one of the first trophies of hunting 
season. 
 
UVA DEAN SPEAKS 
The university dean who's suing Rolling Stone for its portrayal of her handling of an alleged rape that never 
actually happened is speaking out, denying she helped create a climate of trying to hide suspected cases of 
campus rape.  She says she was portrayed as public enemy number one. 
 
JUDGE JUMPS OFF BENCH 
Talk about order in the court!  When one defendant refused to follow orders, the judge wasted no time setting 
him straight as he literally leapt from the bench to tackle the defendant.  Diane McInerney has details. 
 
BASHING BILL CLINTON 
The growing list of women who accuse Donald Trump of inappropriate behavior is being met with a counter 
attack by the Trump campaign which is directing attention to the continuing WikiLeaks of Hillary Clinton's 
emails and putting a spotlight on Bill Clinton's controversial history with women.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
NANCY GRACE GOODBYE 
After talking about true crime on TV for 12 years, Nancy Grace is signing off.  Jim Moret tells us how she said 
goodbye. 
 
PATIENT FLIRTS 
Inside Edition shows video of a patient coming out from anesthesia for a broken arm…which is what's making 
her flirt with her good-natured male nurse. 
 

  



OCTOBER 17, 2016 
 

 
RESCUE VIDEOS 
It's the sort of thing that restores your faith in mankind…Good Samaritans coming together to save a total 
stranger.  Les Trent has details on not one, but two instances in which bystanders came together to rescue an 
accident victim from likely death. 
 
TRUMP VS. SNL 
Donald Trump has a new target today - it's Saturday Night Live.  The late night show which he hosted less than 
a year ago is now in Trump’s crosshairs thanks to its searing send up of him in its latest comedy sketches. 
 
AMY SCHUMER 
Comedienne Amy Schumer is learning how raw emotions are about the election.  As Inside Edition reports, 
when she started talking politics onstage many in the audience walked out. 
 
SNEEZING DOG 
Inside Edition has done stories about people who start sneezing and can’t stop and now Megan Alexander has a 
canine version of the story.   
 
MIRANDA KERR 
Another celebrity is in fear over her security...this time it’s model Miranda Kerr.  Over the weekend, someone 
trespassed onto her property and engaged in a violent struggle with Miranda's security guard.   
 
RANDY TRAVIS 
After a devastating stroke, singer Randy Travis had been told by doctors he would probably never walk or talk 
again. However, recently he was onstage...singing!  As Inside Edition reports, his choice of song was no 
accident. 
 
DRIVE SMARTER 
More than two million Americans spend more than an hour going to and from work and traffic jams don't make 
it easier.  Does switching lanes in traffic really help you get there sooner?  You may be surprised at what Steven 
Fabian learned when exploring how one can drive smarter. 
 
NATIONAL ANTHEM VOLLEYBALL 
A high school volleyball player proved she is the ultimate utility player when she stepped in at the last moment 
to sing “The Star-Spangled Banner”. 
 
FOOTBALL PROPOSAL 
A guy pops the question with a little help from his friends. 
 

  



OCTOBER 18, 2016 
 

 
TRUMP LATEST 
President Obama is saying Donald Trump doesn’t have what it takes to do the job of President based on what he 
calls Trump’s whining over baseless claims that the election is rigged.  The President's remarks come as both 
Trump's wife Melania and now his daughter Ivanka break their silence about Trump's hot mic video.  Megan 
Alexander has details. 
 
HILLARY BROADWAY EVENT 
Hillary Clinton received a lot of support from the entertainment community as dozens of stars took part in a 
fundraiser on Broadway which the campaign also streamed on Clinton's Facebook page.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BASEBALL PLAYER DRONE 
It may be a first in major league playoff history as a pitcher was forced off the mound by a very unusual 
injury.  It wasn’t a broken bat or line drive that sent him to the bench - but a drone!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
PEDALS THE BEAR  
The people upset over the death of Pedals, the upright walking bear, have the wrong hunter in their sights.  A 
New Jersey bow hunter says he's receiving death threats, but he says he didn't shoot the bear and New Jersey 
wildlife officials back his story.  Who did launch the fatal arrow?  Les Trent reports. 
 
WEDDING PHOTOS FOUND 
Did you get married and never get your wedding photos from your photographer?  You just may be in 
luck!  Les Trent explains why. 
 
DANCING WITH THE STARS 
It was wet, wild, and hot on Dancing with the Stars!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
DUCK ON A PLANE 
Has the concept of emotional support animal gotten out of hand?  A veritable menagerie of critters has qualified 
for the designation.  As Steven Fabian reports, the latest is Daniel the duck.   
 
TACKY HALLOWEEN 
Halloween is two weeks away and this year there will be lots of costumes ripped from the headlines but are they 
too tacky for trick or treating?  Inside Edition reports.  
 
STAR WARS COSTUME 
Inside Edition shows video of a kid wearing a cute Halloween costume. 
 

  



OCTOBER 19, 2016 
 

 
DEBATE LATEST 
The third and final Presidential debate takes place in Las Vegas and even before the candidates take the stage 
there are fireworks.  In a sign of how much bad blood there is between the two nominees, the candidates' 
families will not greet one another before the debate begins.   
 
TRUMP VS. THE MEDIA 
Covering politics has never been easy for a news reporter, but for some covering the Trump campaign it can 
also be a job that at times feels a little dangerous.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
VET KILLS CAT 
A veterinarian whose job it is to care for animals is out of a job because she killed a cat and then bragged about 
it on social media.  Diane McInerney has details and we should warn you the details may be upsetting for some 
viewers. 
 
HOARDER TAKES OVER HOUSE 
Imagine hiring someone to care for your elderly parents and then you find out that person is a hoarder who ends 
up being accused of taking over the whole house.  Les Trent has more on this troubling story. 
 
OBAMA LAST STATE DINNER 
It was a big night at the White House as President and Mrs. Obama held the final State Dinner of his 
presidency.  It was a who's who of celebs including Rachael Ray who had a bit of an oops moment on the way 
to the big dinner. 
 
AMY SCHUMER 
Amy Schumer has apologized…sort of.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
FACIALIST STALKED? 
A woman was a facialist to the stars; her client list was a who's who of Hollywood.  Then her world was turned 
upside down when all of sudden she was arrested and charged with hiring a hitman.  She was acquitted and it 
was a set up to ruin her reputation. 
 
WEDDING DRESS TRADITION 
Inside Edition reports on the bride who refuses to put her gown in storage. 
 
DEBORAH NORVILLE HALL OF FAME 
Deborah Norville was inducted into the Broadcasting & Cable Hall of Fame. 
 

  



OCTOBER 20, 2016 
 

 
TRUMP NEW ACCUSER 
There's a new headache for the Trump campaign.  Less than 20 days before the election yet another woman has 
come forward accusing him of inappropriate sexual contact.  That makes ten women in total.  This latest accuser 
says she was accosted by Trump at the U.S. Open years ago and, as Diane McInerney reports, told the press the 
moment left her traumatized for years. 
 
DEBATE BLOWBACK 
In a campaign filled with jaw-dropping moments, there was one statement during Wednesday's debate that 
stunned even battle hardened politicos when Donald Trump declared he was not prepared to accept the results 
of the election.  Reaction was swift during the debate and it continues today.  Inside Edition reports.   
 
KID CPR 
The little boy who was saved by a cop who knew CPR is doing fine today after a seizure sparked by a cold left 
him unable to breathe.  Video of the moment shows his distressed parents frantically watching, so today Inside 
Edition has some important information every parent needs to know.  Les Trent reports. 
 
KIM THIEVES NEW VIDEO 
Have cops in Paris gotten a break in the Kardashian jewelry case?  When the reality TV star was robbed at 
gunpoint it was first thought that there was no security camera footage of the getaway, but as it turns out there 
was a camera around the corner and it was rolling.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TIGER WOODS REGRET 
A Tiger Woods comment stunned the reporter interviewing him.  When asked about his greatest regret, you too 
may be surprised by what Woods said.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
EMMYS AND TRUMP 
Donald Trump has said repeatedly he believes the November 8th election is rigged.  As it turns out, he thinks 
the Emmys are fixed too.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
WEARING WRONG BRA? 
It's an essential wardrobe item for all women and there's a good chance that most women are wearing the wrong 
size.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
LAMBEAU FIELD TOUR 
Thursday Night Football on CBS features a matchup between the Bears and the Packers coming to you from 
Lambeau Field, the longest continually operating NFL stadium.  However, as Inside Edition reports, there's 
more going on there than just football games. 
 

  



OCTOBER 21, 2016 
 

 
GIRL LEFT OUTSIDE 
A five-year-old girl was abandoned on a sidewalk in near freezing temperature in only her pajamas.  It was all 
caught on camera, but what's truly shocking is the identity of the man accused of leaving her out in the 
cold.  Jim Moret has details. 
 
JANET JACKSON 
Singer Janet Jackson has been out of the limelight since she became pregnant, but a new sighting has fans 
asking if she's converted to Islam.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
NEW SHARK CAGE VIDEO 
It's a big leap of faith for anyone who gets in an underwater cage to see a shark.  You really have to trust that the 
cage is strong.  Inside Edition reports on another example of a shark ramming into a cage and the underwater 
camera was rolling as it did.  Diane McInerney reports. 
 
AL SMITH DINNER 
In even the most combative of Presidential campaigns, the traditional Al Smith Dinner is usually a night of 
détente, but it was at best shaky cease fire as Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton traded both barbs and jokes at 
the fundraiser for New York’s Catholic diocese.  As Steven Fabian reports, some of Trump's jokes got more 
boos than laughs.  
 
KIM KARDASHIAN 
She's rich and famous and says she knows social media is the reason.  Those eerie words came from Kim 
Kardashian to 60 Minutes just weeks before she was robbed of millions of dollars in jewelry.  Now that 
interview is finally airing.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
CHER AND CORDEN 
Inside Edition reports on a modern update on a Sonny and Cher classic featuring Cher and James Corden! 
 
PLAYBOY CHIROPRACTOR 
She was a stunning model who went to a chiropractor for neck pain.  Now she's dead and the local coroner says 
the cause of her death was an accident from a neck adjustment she received.  Now her family is speaking out to 
Inside Edition.  Steven Fabian has details and a warning for everyone. 
 
CAR KARAOKE 
Inside Edition has reported about the dangers of doing car karaoke while behind the wheel.  Now there’s video 
of another really scary moment on the road, but don't worry…this one ends okay.  
 
WONDER GIRL 
Wonder Woman has long been a role model for young women everywhere and, believe it or not, the comic 
book heroine is now celebrating her 75th anniversary.  She continues to win over young fans including one little 
girl who, with the help of her dad, has created the ultimate tribute.  Diane McInerney has details. 
 

  



OCTOBER 24, 2016 
 

 
RIDE ALONG SHOOTING 
A woman who was taking part in a police outreach program was in the wrong place at the wrong time when a 
fleeing car opened fire on the cop car in which she was riding.  As Les Trent reports, the incident brings back 
painful memories of a Florida librarian who was killed during a similar community outreach event.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
YOGA PANTS PROTEST 
When a man said women of a certain age should not wear yoga pants he may have started a war.  As Megan 
Alexander reports, the guy's letter to the editor was met with a parade of protestors as hundreds of yoga clad 
women swarmed his neighborhood. 
 
TRUMP ACCUSER GOLF 
Donald Trump says the latest accusations of inappropriate behavior are false, but what’s true is that Trump was 
at the golf tournament referenced by this latest accuser.  Inside Edition uncovered video from that very day and 
now Steven Fabian reports on what it shows.  
 
TAYLOR SWIFT VS. DJ 
Pop star Taylor Swift says she was stunned when a typical radio station meet-and-greet turned nasty.  A judge 
has just released Swift's deposition in a lawsuit in which she says she was stunned when a radio jock's hand 
went inside her skirt and touched her bottom.  The DJ denies any wrongdoing.  Jim Moret has details. 
 
ANGEL IN THE SKY 
It was a clear day, not a cloud in the sky except for one and the man who spotted it thought it looked like an 
angel.  Steven Fabian has more on the man and the message he saw in the sky. 
 
BILL MURRAY MARK TWAIN PRIZE 
It was a weekend Bill Murray will likely never forget as he received the prestigious Mark Twain Prize for 
comedy on the same night the Cubs finally made it to the World Series.  He celebrated with a sing-a-long at the 
Kennedy Center. 
 
BABY…NOT KIDNEY STONE 
A woman who was in excruciating pain was rushed to the hospital for what she thought was a kidney 
stone.  There was something in her tummy alright and as Les Trent reports they've named him Shaun. 
 
BRITNEY SPEARS OOPS MOMENT 
One of her first big hits was about oops moments and Britney Spears just had a big one during a concert and 
cameras were rolling.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
DRONE LIGHT BULB 
Inside Edition reports on a new way to change a light bulb. 
 

  



OCTOBER 25, 2016 
 

 
GROPED BY COP? 
A mom was on her way to pick up medicine for her children when she was rear-ended by another car.  She 
called cops to the accident scene and soon found herself under arrest and then she says she was groped by the 
cop.  The police department says the officer did nothing wrong.  As Jim Moret reports, the entire scene was 
caught on the cop's dashboard camera. 
 
SLEEPING THROUGH BREAK-IN 
A pair of criminals broke into a family's home and robbed them while the family slept through the whole 
thing.  Security camera footage showed the burglars right by the homeowners' sleeping grandkids as they went 
through the house.  Les Trent reports. 
 
TRUMP TV? 
There have been lots of rumors that Donald Trump might try to launch a TV network assuming he doesn't win 
the Presidential election.  Is his team doing some practice runs on Facebook?  Steven Fabian reports. 
 
AMY SCHUMER BEYONCE 
Amy Schumer's coming in for some withering criticism after she posted a video parody of one of Beyonce's 
music videos.  Some on social media wasted no time slamming the video calling it racist. 
 
CHICAGO CUBS 108 
This is a day some Cubs fans thought they'd never live long enough to see.  After a 108 year drought the 
cubbies are meeting the Cleveland Indians who’ve had a pretty long wait of their own in the World Series.  As 
Steven Fabian reports, Cubs fans see a lot of symbolism in the number 108. 
 
TAYLOR SWIFT 
Taylor Swift stepped out to attend a birthday bash for singer Drake, but the party may have been a little 
awkward for Taylor when you consider the guest list.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BABY BORN TWICE 
When one little baby is older and people ask her when her birthday is she will have two answers.  How can that 
be, you may wonder?  The answer is a marvel of modern medicine.  Les Trent has the story and we should warn 
you the gripping video may make some viewers squeamish. 
 
MEL GIBSON COMEBACK 
Mel Gibson's making a comeback.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
HEARING MOM 
A cute baby was born with hearing problems but now with the help of a hearing aid he gets to hear his mom. 
 

  



OCTOBER 26, 2016 
 

 
RIDE ALONG WOMAN SPEAKS 
She is a regular citizen interested in the work done by law enforcement.  That's the reason the woman who was 
shot during a police ride along was riding in the police cruiser the other night.  Now she's talking to Inside 
Edition about the night that turned out to be a very intense picture of what life as a cop can be like.  
 
MEGYN KELLY VS. NEWT GINGRICH 
A stunning exchange occurred during a prime time news program as former house speaker and Trump supporter 
Newt Gingrich accused Fox News' Megyn Kelly of being fascinated with sex.  Steven Fabian has details of a 
TV interview that quickly devolved into a near shouting match.   
 
GARY CONDIT DR. PHIL 
The California congressman long linked to Chandra Levy, the Washington intern who was found murdered in a 
D.C. park in 2001, is speaking out for the first time in 15 years.  Gary Condit tells Dr. Phil that he was never 
romantically involved with the young woman. 
 
JIMMY FALLON 
He's one of the busiest men on television and one of NBC's most important talents which is why the network's 
press machine is working overtime to dispel a report that Jimmy Fallon may have a drinking problem.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
HOTEL SHEETS TEST  
Donald Trump stepped away from his Presidential campaign today to preside over the opening of his new hotel 
in Washington D.C.  As with all things Trump, he says it is of the highest standard…but he might want to speak 
to his housekeeping staff there.  You'll understand why when you hear what happened when we resumed our 
mission to find out if hotels are really washing sheets and other items in between guests.  Ann Mercogliano 
reports. 
 
DONNA D’ERRICO 
Inside Edition reports on a star of Baywatch who's now hoping a doctor can erase years of sun damage. 
 
VIRTUAL REALITY 
Inside Edition shows video of a grandmother taking a roller coaster ride via virtual reality. 
 

  



OCTOBER 27, 2016 
 

 
KARDASHIAN CONCIERGE 
It's the most talked about robbery in years and much of what you know about the Kim Kardashian jewelry heist 
is wrong.  Aside from the robbers, only two people know what happened.  Kim Kardashian isn't talking, but the 
hotel concierge on duty that night is.  In his first television interview, the concierge says he thinks the robbers 
were amateurs, not the international jewelry gang that was speculated and he says the crooks weren't even after 
jewelry.  In fact, in this exclusive interview he says they didn't even know Kim Kardashian's name. 
 
ANTHEM UPROAR SPREADING 
A dancer ended up singing the national anthem at the 76ers season opener in Philadelphia.  She volunteered to 
step in after the scheduled singer caused a bit of a stir with the shirt she was wearing.  Les Trent explains. 
 
MELANIA ON ACCUSERS 
Donald Trump has vowed to sue the 11 women who've publicly accused him of inappropriate advances and his 
wife Melania says she's behind him all the way if he does.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MARIAH WEDDING OFF? 
Is the love match between Mariah Carey and an Australian billionaire over?  There's plenty of speculation that 
the wedding is off and Mariah's life in front of the cameras might be the reason why.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TIGER ATTACK 
You may have seen the heart-stopping video of a tiger attacking it's trainer as terrified children were 
watching.  Now we're hearing from the trainer's fiancé who ran into the cage and saved the day. 
 
STEVEN AVERY EX FIANCEE 
The Netflix documentary Making a Murderer told the story of a man who spent nearly two decades behind bars 
for attempted murder only to be acquitted and released.  He was later charged and convicted for another 
murder.  If you watched the show, you know it's alleged that he was framed in the second case as well.  What 
you don't know is he came close to getting married to a woman who spoke with Jim Moret. 
 
HALLOWEEN 2016 
With Halloween only a week before the Presidential election, it’s no surprise what's influencing some of this 
year's most popular costumes.  Les Trent tells us what we'll be seeing a lot of this Halloween. 
 
MISS THUNDERSTORM 
Inside Edition shows video of an interesting costume.  
 

  



OCTOBER 28, 2016 
 

 
CAMPUS PREDATOR  
Does the man now accused of a stream of sexual assaults at the University of Wisconsin have a history that goes 
back to his days in high school?  A former classmate says he was known as "Mr. Fingers."  Diane McInerney 
spoke to the woman who was his prom date in high school. 
 
MARIAH CAREY 
Fresh on the heels of news that Mariah Carey's engagement is on hold there are reports questioning if she has a 
new guy.  Inside Edition reports.“STOLEN” CAR RETURNED 
Les Trent reports on the story of a car taken and returned with a note of apology. 
 
MIKE PENCE 
As Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump continue their stump for votes, one thing both sides can agree on is that 
Vice Presidential hopeful Mike Pence and the group he was travelling with were very lucky Thursday night's 
runway debacle wasn't worse.  Steven Fabian says the reason it wasn't is due to an airport structure you may not 
be aware of.  
 
KARDASHIAN CONCIERGE PART TWO 
Paris police have announced no progress in the effort to find the thieves who robbed Kim Kardashian of 
millions of dollars of jewelry earlier this month.  Initial speculation was that it was the work of international 
jewel thieves or an inside job.  Megan Alexander went to Paris where the concierge explained how the heist 
went down. 
 
THE TALK HALLOWEEN 
It looks like the ladies of The Talk have gotten a big jump on Halloween!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TARA CONNER INTERVIEW 
Everyone knows about the ongoing feud between Donald Trump and Rosie O'Donnell, but it's been going on so 
long that many have forgotten how the whole thing started.  It actually began with a war of words over a former 
Miss USA who is now speaking exclusively with Jim Moret. 
 
INTERNATIONAL WEATHER 
Inside Edition reports on people who report the weather in outfits that are a little different. 
 
CAT TRIPS KID 
Inside Edition shows video of a kid being tripped by a cat. 
 

  



OCTOBER 31, 2016 
 

 
HILLARY AND HUMA EMAILS 
With just over a week until the election Hillary Clinton's campaign is in major damage control today over those 
reported 650,000 emails found on a laptop used by Anthony Weiner, the estranged husband of top Clinton aide 
Huma Abedin.  One of those shocked by the latest developments is Sydney Leathers who was at the center of 
Weiner's sexting scandal.  She spoke exclusively with Inside Edition. 
 
MISS USA REUNION 
Before he ran for President, owning beauty pageants was a big part of the Donald Trump brand.  What do the 
beauty queens who once worked for Trump think of him today?  Inside Edition brought many of them together 
and we’re stunned by the argument that erupted over their old boss. 
 
MOTORCYCLE CRASH VIDEO 
There’s harrowing video of a man saying his final farewells after he ended up in a ravine after a motorcycle 
accident.  Thinking he didn't have long to live, he taped himself saying goodbye to his loved ones.  Les Trent 
reports on what happened next. 
 
OPERA ASHES 
It was quite a night at the opera at New York’s famed Lincoln Center after a performance was abruptly canceled 
after someone dropped a mysterious white substance into the orchestra pit.  Megan Alexander reports on who 
did it and why it caused such a stir. 
 
HALLOWEEN TV 
It was back to the future on TV this morning as many of your favorite TV hosts channeled some of their 
favorite moments of the past.  Inside Edition went behind-the-scenes. 
 
JILTED BRIDE CLUB 
They are sisters in sorrow - women who endured simultaneous heartbreak and embarrassment when their 
fiancés got cold feet just before they said their “I do’s”.  However, these jilted brides say, looking back, that 
dark day was in many ways the best thing that happened to them. 
 
CUBS FAN RETURNS 
Most Cubs fans have been waiting their entire life to see their team in the World Series, but one Cubs fan is 
seeing this for the second time! 
 
BABY SAYS HELLO 
Inside Edition shows video of a baby saying hello. 
 

  



NOVEMBER 1, 2016 
 

 
PRINCE HARRY 
Could there be another royal wedding in the offing?  The word is things are getting serious between Britain's 
Prince Harry and an American actress.  In fact, People magazine is reporting they could even end up getting 
engaged!  Les Trent reports. 
 
HOT CAR TRIAL 
There's heartbreaking testimony in the trial of the Atlanta father accused of leaving his little boy to die in a hot 
car while he went to work at Home Depot.  The child's mother broke down on the witness stand as she talked 
about how the actions of her now ex-husband ruined her life.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TRUMP LATEST 
Donald Trump, erotic novel writer?  Believe it or not, there's a racy novel out there and at one time it bore the 
name of ‘author Donald Trump’.  His name has now vanished from the cover, but as Steven Fabian reports, the 
mystery about how it got there still continues.   
 
WATER FLIP GUY 
It's the latest craze that has kids excited - the bottle flip game.  It's gotten so widespread that some schools are 
thinking of banning bottles altogether and Megan Alexander introduces you to the guy who started it all. 
 
CHIRO KIDS 
An estimated 30 million Americans are treated by chiropractors, but did you know parents are taking their 
children to chiropractors too…even newborns?  They say it can treat all sorts of things including ear infections 
and asthma, but does it really work and is it safe?  Lisa Guerrero has our report. 
 
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES 
She always goes all out on Halloween, but this year Heidi Klum out did herself…or all of her selves.  Inside 
Edition explains. 
 
GRANNY BREAST IMPLANTS 
For one grandmother, 70 is not too late to get a little boost.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
JONBENET MOVIE 
Next month marks the 20th anniversary of the murder of JonBenet Ramsey.  The unsolved crime continues to 
spur media attention.  The latest is a made for TV movie and Inside Edition has your first look. 
 
FRISKY WALRUS 
Inside Edition shows video of a frisky walrus. 

  



NOVEMBER 2, 2016 
 

 
COPS AMBUSH SHOOTINGS 
Was the man arrested in connection with the overnight ambush of two Iowa police officers harboring a 
grudge?  The suspect has a history of run-ins with the law.  One of which, as Les Trent reports, was captured on 
video. 
 
WORLD SERIES LUCKY LADY 
There were record ratings for Game Six of the World Series.  Expect more of the same for Game Seven where 
tickets can be bought if you have nearly $20,000 to spend.  One lady didn't have anywhere near that kind of 
budget, but she went to the Indians stadium anyway hoping she might score a ticket for Game Six.  Diane 
McInerney reports on what happened next. 
 
KELLYANNE ON THE VIEW 
Trump campaign spokesperson Kellyanne Conway has defended Donald Trump through many ups and downs 
on the campaign trail and maybe that's why she was able to keep her cool when she stopped by The 
View.  Steven Fabian has details. 
 
PRINCE HARRY 
The rumor mill is on overdrive suggesting that by Christmas Britain's Prince Harry will be engaged.  His 
girlfriend, an American actress, hasn't said much about her famous beau, but she's dropped what could be some 
hints on social media where she says she's the luckiest girl in the world.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
JIMMY KIMMEL HALLOWEEN 
Jimmy Kimmel's Halloween tradition involves sharing videos of parents pranking their kids by saying they ate 
all their candy…but is it funny or just downright mean? 
 
‘INDIANA JANE’ 
Many people are familiar with the Catacombs of Rome, a series of early Christian burial sites.  There are also 
Catacombs in Paris, home to an estimated six million remains.  Diane McInerney has the story of a woman 
known as 'Indiana Jane' who is stirring controversy by exploring the Paris Catacombs on a surfboard. 
 
MINI BODYBUILDERS 
They are pint sized competitors oiling up and flexing on stage prompting a question - how young is too young 
to compete in bodybuilding? 
 
TIPPI HEDREN 
For decades actress Tippi Hedren, mother of Melanie Griffith and grandmother of Dakota Johnson, has had a 
secret.  She's now revealing that she was stalked and assaulted by director Alfred Hitchcock who made her a 
star in movies including The Birds.  
 
IOWA SHOOTING TRIBUTE 
Inside Edition reports on an act of healing after the shooting of two police officers in Iowa. 
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CUBS WIN WORLD SERIES 
History has been made and a long losing streak has ended.  The Chicago Cubs hung on through Game Seven of 
the World Series to take home baseball's biggest prize!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MELANIA TRUMP SPEECH 
With only a handful of days until Election Day, Melania Trump is finally out on the campaign trail making her 
first major speech since her convention speech that was later revealed to have been heavily lifted from a 
Michelle Obama address.  Inside Edition has the latest on Melania's speech and all the action from the campaign 
trail today. 
 
PRINCE HARRY GIRLFRIEND SISTER 
An American actress may have found her prince.  Now we're learning more about Meghan Markle and her 
reported relationship with the world's most eligible bachelor, Prince Harry. 
 
WALMART FIGHTS 
Walmart is the most popular store in America.  More than half of all shoppers in the country visit a Walmart 
store each month, but it's not just shoppers rushing to the superstore.  Police are heading there too to deal with 
all kinds of trouble. 
 
OPRAH FAVORITE THINGS 
It’s that time of year again…Oprah is selecting her favorite things and this year’s list is longer than ever! 
 
KRIS JENNER SISTER 
A lot of siblings resemble one another, but these days the resemblance between Kris Jenner and her sister is 
staggering.  As it turns out, Kris' sister had a little work done so she could keep up with the Kardashians.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
CASINO WOMAN 
Inside Edition reports on what happened to a woman when she recently gambled at a casino. 
 
VIDEO PICK OF THE DAY 
Inside Edition shows our video pick of the day. 
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TRAPPED IN CONTAINER 
Inside Edition is getting our first look at the real estate agent suspected of a shocking crime.  He appeared in 
court Friday allegedly for keeping a young woman chained in a container for two terrifying months.  Imagine 
what it was like for the woman who was held prisoner in the dark before police heard her cries for help.   
 
MEGYN KELLY BOOK 
Fox News' Megyn Kelly has been enjoying big ratings with her election coverage and now she is opening up in 
a new book about her career and what it was like working for a former boss who she says offered to advance her 
career in return for sexual favors.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MELANIA TRUMP BACKLASH 
Melania Trump recently gave a big speech and once again there's a bit of fallout because Mrs. Trump used her 
platform to speak out against cyberbullying...something some say her husband has been guilty of during his 
campaign. 
 
LOST VIDEOS TRUMP AND HILLARY 
Since the Presidential campaign began the media has been saturated with round the clock Donald Trump and 
Hillary Clinton coverage, but Inside Edition found some lost video in our vaults of some moments you probably 
haven't seen lately. 
 
PRINCE HARRY GF LATEST 
People can't get enough of Prince Harry and his girlfriend, American actress Meghan Markle.  Adding fuel that 
things are heating up is the fact that she was just spotted with extra security.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MICHAEL BUBLE SON CANCER 
There’s a sad announcement from singer Michael Buble who is revealing that his three year old son has cancer. 
 
BEYONCE CMA DRAMA 
Beyonce’s performance with the Dixie Chicks was a highlight on the CMA’s, but some country fans were 
outraged saying Beyonce just isn't country enough.  Did the Country Music Awards really delete the 
performance from their website and social media pages?  Inside Edition reports. 
 
GARY CONDIT 
Former Congressman Gary Condit has long denied he has anything to do with the murder of Washington intern 
Chandra Levy.  Now shocking voicemails have surfaced that shed some light on their relationship.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
BANNED FROM INSTAGRAM 
More than 500 million people use Instagram, but one pregnant woman found herself temporarily banned.  Inside 
Edition explains why. 
 
WEDDING DANCE 
Inside Edition shows video of a wedding dance showstopper. 
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COVERING ELECTION 
After one of the most contentious campaigns ever, most Americans are happy to finally be going to the 
polls.  This weekend there was more drama as Secret Service agents rushed Donald Trump off the stage.  Now 
the man caught in the middle is speaking with Inside Edition. 
 
KAREN MCDOUGAL 
There’s a report that Donald Trump had a year-long affair with a Playmate of the Year who allegedly was paid 
150 thousand dollars in hush money by the National Enquirer which is supporting Trump but, as Jim Moret 
reports, today the Trump campaign is hitting back. 
 
JOGGER MISSING 
Another young woman has gone missing while out jogging.  She was called "Supermom" for the way she doted 
on her two young children.  Now her devastated husband is pleading for any information about her 
whereabouts.  Megan Alexander has the latest. 
 
SERIAL KILLER? 
The man who kept a young woman against her will in a container for two months is now said to be responsible 
for at least seven murders.  He took authorities back to his 100 acre property where at least two human remains 
were uncovered.  As Diane McInerney reports, police say before he confessed to the crimes one of the first 
people he asked to speak with was his own mother. 
 
STANDING STILL 
Call it the day the earth stood still.  It's the new wacky craze where people are stopping in their tracks and 
striking a pose without moving a muscle.  Even Les Trent is becoming frozen in time! 
 
BACKYARD DISNEY WORLD 
Imagine what it would be like to have your very own Disney-like theme park right in your own 
backyard!  That's what some families across America are building.  
 
ICONS OF ELECTION 
Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump won't be the only people we'll remember long after the polls close.  There 
were other election icons who are now telling Inside Edition how their lives were changed forever. 
 
CHEERLEADER FAIL 
Inside Edition shows video of a cheerleading fail. 
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ELECTION NEWS 
Americans are headed to the polls in record numbers as the campaign of 2016 comes to a close.  Across the 
country long lines have been reported in many areas which, coupled with an all-time high in early voting, has 
many states predicting all time voter participation.  Steven Fabian begins our coverage of what is already a 
historic election day. 
 
BRADY AND TRUMP 
Hillary Clinton closed her campaign with a number of appearances with big celebrities, but Donald Trump says 
he has famous supporters too.  However, when he claimed Super Bowl winning quarterback Tom Brady was 
one of them not everyone agreed, including Brady's wife Gisele Bundchen.  Les Trent has more. 
 
STRESS AND POLITICS 
Across the country, people on both sides of the political aisle say they will be glad when the election is over.  In 
fact, 52% of people have reported being stressed out by the campaign according to the American Psychological 
Association.  Inside Edition reports on some ways to stay calm. 
 
MOMENTS FROM ELECTION 
Before you entirely de-stress from the campaign, Inside Edition takes a moment to look back at some of the 
greatest hits of the long slog to the election.  In hindsight, those moments have turned out to be some of the 
most iconic of the campaign season. 
 
PRINCE HARRY 
Britain's Prince Harry is going public with his relationship with an American actress and in doing so he has an 
unmistakable message:  leave her alone.  Megan Alexander has details. 
 
MANNEQUIN CHALLENGE 
The mannequin challenge Inside Edition reported about yesterday continues to stop time across the country. 
 
TRUMP MYSTERY WOMAN 
Inside Edition reports on a photo flashback from Donald Trump's past.  The image shows the Presidential 
hopeful back during his boarding school days posing alongside a young woman.  The image has many 
wondering if she was a former girlfriend.  Now the mystery has been solved. 
 
DONALD TRUMP 
Donald Trump is the first reality star to be nominated for President and Inside Edition reports on what may have 
been the moment that started the Trump campaign. 
 
LONG VOTING LINE 
Inside Edition shows video of a long voting line. 
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ELECTION NEWS 
It is the most stunning upset in modern political history…Donald Trump confounding the pundits to become the 
45th President of the United States.  As the billionaire businessman begins the work of planning his transition to 
the White House, the work of healing after an unusually vitriolic campaign has begun.  Inside Edition begins 
our coverage today with Les Trent. 
 
WORLDWIDE REACTION 
The world continues to react to Trump's stunning victory.  As the vote tally went his way, financial markets 
around the world started reeling as traders considered the potential impact should a President Trump make good 
on his promise to scuttle trade deals and break strategic alliances, but by midday after remarks from Mr. Trump, 
Secretary Clinton, and President Obama, the markets not only stabilized but were higher.   
 
CELEBRITY FACTOR 
During the campaign a number of celebrities supporting Clinton vowed they'd leave the country if Donald 
Trump was elected, so now that he's the President elect are those stars packing up?  Jim Moret reports. 
 
PUNDITS GOT IT WRONG 
There was a certain degree of stunned surprise among the media, political pundits, and even the campaigns 
because virtually every pollster predicted the election would go to Secretary Clinton.  How did they get it so 
wrong?  Megan Alexander reports. 
 
SIMPSONS PREDICTION 
The pundits never really predicted a Trump Presidential victory, but it wasn't completely discounted.  As far 
back as the year 2000, The Simpsons saw it coming.  Jim Moret explains. 
 
FIRST FAMILY TRUMP 
Donald Trump’s campaign for the White House truly was a family affair as his grown children crossed the 
country in support of their father and now he's headed to Washington.  Diane McInerney reports on America's 
next first family. 
 
HILLARY CLINTON 
Hillary Clinton's defeat Tuesday night is likely the end of her political career and although she did not shatter 
what she called that ultimate glass ceiling, she encouraged a new generation of young women to do so.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
HEALING MOMENTS 
After a campaign filled with insults and venom, we leave you with indications that the nation is working to 
come together. 
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TRUMP GOES TO D.C. 
President-elect Donald Trump traveled to Washington D.C. less than 48 hours after his victory in the 
Presidential election.  The President, who campaigned hard against Mr. Trump, invited him to what will be his 
new home to begin the transition process. 
 
PROTESTS AROUND THE COUNTRY 
President-elect Donald Trump’s meeting with President Obama comes as protests reverberate around the 
country.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MANY PUNDITS WRONG 
One of the big stories post-election was how many pollsters and pundits got it so wrong.  Today, Inside Edition 
learned more about the inside story of one of the most stunning political upsets in U.S. history. 
 
LATE NIGHT COMICS 
The late night comics are back in business.  After a year of poking fun at Trump's run for the White House they 
are now focusing their jabs at President-elect Trump. 
 
BRAD PITT 
Actor Brad Pitt hit the red carpet for the premiere of his new spy thriller Allied and he's now speaking out for 
the first time since splitting up with Angelina Jolie.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TRUMP LATEST 
Inside Edition reports on the other headlines today coming in the wake of this week's stunning election results. 
 
UBER GUY 
If you had an AOL account in the early days of the internet one man was the voice that said "you've got mail" 
and you won't believe where we found him today!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
LIVING IN VAN 
They live life on the road even if they never go anywhere.  It's a new trend…people who live in vans.  For some 
it's due to the high cost of living, but for others it's simply a way to keep life easy and uncluttered. 
 
VIDEO OF THE DAY 
Inside Edition reports on our video of the day. 
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NATION DIVIDED 
The breakdown of the 2016 Presidential vote confirmed what has been long suspected: America is a divided 
country…divided by race, gender, and education.  Those divisions have been behind protests around the country 
since the election.  Thursday there were fewer protests, but one in Portland got so out of hand that police there 
are calling it a riot. 
 
TRUMP SECURITY 
President-elect Trump spent the day holed up in his apartment working on his transition and winnowing down a 
list of potential key appointees.  Meanwhile, outside Trump Tower, traffic which on a good day is a nightmare 
is downright impossible.  Steven Fabian says that's because of the security being put in place to protect the 
President-elect. 
 
MEGYN KELLY 
Some intriguing questions are being asked in advance of Megyn Kelly's new book.  She describes becoming ill 
just before one of the Presidential debates.  As Diane McInerney reports, that has some people asking if perhaps 
she was poisoned. 
 
ALEC BALDWIN SNL 
Actor Alec Baldwin has gotten rave reviews for his fall-off-your-chair imitation of Donald Trump, but he won't 
be doing it on this weekend's Saturday Night Live and there's a chance he will never be doing it again.  Les 
Trent has more. 
 
MOM HERO DOG ATTACK 
A mom is being called a hero for the way she protected her little boy after he was attacked by dogs in his front 
yard.  She scooped up her son and literally used her body to shield the child who'd been savagely bitten.  A 
neighbor described it as more than 5 minutes of sheer terror.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
PRINCE HARRY GF IN UK 
Prince Harry's American girlfriend, actress Meghan Markle, is in the UK making a special visit to Kensington 
Palace.  She had hoped to stay incognito, but, of course, photographers got the shot. 
 
LAMB SCAM 
When you go out for a fancy meal you expect to get what you pay for, but too often Inside Edition’s found that 
some places substitute cheap fakes for the pricey stuff.  Lisa Guerrero went on the hunt for lamb and found 
some restaurants may be pulling the wool over diners' eyes. 
 
KESHIA KNIGHT PULLIAM 
She was the cute little girl on the old Cosby Show and now Keshia Knight Pulliam's going to become a 
mommy!  She invited Inside Edition to the baby shower.   
 
SOLDIER SURPRISE 
Inside Edition shows a video that will make you smile this Veterans Day. 
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TRUMP LATEST 
There's more evidence that we remain a nation divided after last week's election.  Protesters continue to take the 
streets and today thousands of students staged a walk out in Los Angeles to voice their unhappiness with 
Trump's win.  Les Trent has more. 
 
TRUMPS BACK TO WORK 
It's back to work for the Trump family.  The three oldest children of President-elect Donald Trump who were 
key advisors in the campaign have returned to their old lives as executives of their father's company.  However, 
if anyone thought life would ever return to what used to be normal they've already learned differently.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
MEGYN KELLY DR. PHIL 
Fox News anchor Megyn Kelly is sharing details about inappropriate comments she says were made to her by 
her former boss, Roger Ailes.  In the wake of Gretchen Carlson's lawsuit against Ailes, Kelly is now telling 
TV's Dr. Phil what he said. 
 
YOGA TWIN ARRESTED 
The woman once accused of murdering her identical twin by driving a car off a cliff is once again facing murder 
charges.  Six months ago, Alexandria Duval survived the crash in which her twin was killed.  Witnesses said 
they'd seen the women fighting.  Now Alexandria is back behind bars, rearrested thanks to new information in 
the case.  She has denied any wrongdoing. 
 
HASSLED WHILE JOGGING 
Nearly two weeks after a California mom disappeared while jogging police don’t appear to be close to solving 
the case which, coming after two other women were found dead after jogging, has made many female joggers 
nervous.  As Megan Alexander reports, adding to their jitters is a problem many of them face every day. 
 
LOCHTE FIANCEE SURGERY 
The former Playboy playmate who’s now engaged to Ryan Lochte is speaking out about her plastic surgery 
regrets.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
WHERE ARE THEY NOW? 
They were big stars when they were little kids, but what happens to child stars when they grow up?  Jim Moret 
has an update on what some of your TV favorites are up to today. 
 
QUINTUPLETS 
According to the most recent stats on multiple births, only 47 sets of quintuplets or more were born.  Megan 
Alexander met the first set of all girl quintuplets. 
 
BOUNCING DOG 
Inside Edition shows video of a bouncing boxer! 
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DRONE CATCHES WIFE 
Is a fun toy for families also the latest tool for divorce attorneys?  Drones have now become a popular tool for 
investigators trying to get evidence in divorce cases and one man says he used a drone to catch his wife being 
unfaithful.  However, as Les Trent reports, some are asking if it's the real deal. 
 
BILL O’REILLY VS. MEGYN KELLY 
They're the two biggest stars on Fox News, but as Megyn Kelly and Bill O'Reilly each make public appearances 
in support of their new books it's becoming pretty clear that there's no love lost between the two of 
them.  Megan Alexander reports. 
 
TRUMP PROTEST FIGHT 
One week after Donald Trump’s historic win in the Presidential election protests continue around the 
country.  During one rally at Ohio State an anti-Trump speaker was tackled while cameras were rolling by a pro 
Trump supporter.  All of this is happening despite the President-elect asking those hitting the streets to 
stop.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
HOT CAR  
The Atlanta father convicted of leaving his little boy to die in a hot car could face life without the possibility of 
parole when he is sentenced next month, but leading the charge for leniency is the man's ex-wife, the mother of 
the toddler who died.  As Steven Fabian reports, she is making it clear that she doesn't care how the public feels 
about her decision to support her ex.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TURKEYS ATTACK 
In a little over a week, America will stop what it's doing and most of us will gather around a table and eat 
turkey.  One gaggle of gobblers is apparently trying to keep that from happening.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MELANIA FASHION DESIGNERS 
No matter who is President, the First Lady always becomes something of a fashion icon and as First Lady 
Melania Trump will be the first former model to serve in that role.  Despite her obvious glamour, there have 
been some reports that the fashion industry is not clamoring to dress her.  Additionally, Ivanka Trump is now 
being accused of using her father's political success to boost her own business.  Inside Edition reports.   
 
SEXIEST MAN 
People magazine has just announced its pick for Sexiest Man Alive and as it turns out he's also one of the 
highest paid.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
WEDDING MANNIQUIN CHALLENGE 
Inside Edition shows video of the mannequin challenge taking over a wedding. 
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TRUMP AT 21 CLUB 
President-elect Trump continues to show he'll be running his White House his way.  On Tuesday night, Trump 
skipped out on the press pool that covers him and ducked into a New York restaurant for dinner with his 
family.  As Diane McInerney reports he headed to 21, where a burger will set you back 36 dollars. 
 
MEGYN KELLY PHOTO SHOOT 
Megyn Kelly's making headlines with her new book detailing her career and sexual harassment she says she 
experienced.  Now she's making headlines with a sexy new photo spread. 
 
DRONE HUSBAND LATEST 
The angry husband who says he caught his wife cheating by spying on her with a drone may be inspiring other 
suspicious spouses to do the same, but it might be a good idea to check with a lawyer before becoming an 
amateur detective.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
VICTORIA’S SECRET PARIS 
It's been just over a year since the tragic Bataclan terror attacks in Paris that killed 130.  Now Paris is the scene 
of the steamiest fashion show on earth…the Victoria's Secret show.  As Megan Alexander reports from Paris, 
there are a lot of jitters before the catwalk begins. 
 
BOY SAVES BROTHER 
Just call one little guy super boy!  Thanks to his quick action, he managed to save his little brother from what 
could have been a terrible fall.  Les Trent reports. 
 
STAR WARS AFFAIR? 
As it turns out there was reportedly more going on between Princess Leia and Han Solo than we ever saw on 
screen.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
HALLOWEEN LIGHTS MOM 
Was it a tragic accident or a shocking crime?  A mom called 911 to say her one-year-old baby has been 
strangled by Halloween lights.  She said her little boy must have done it while she was in the shower, but when 
cops got there they say the story didn't add up and now as Les Trent reports she's under arrest for the death of 
her baby. 
 
LITTLE HOUSES 
It's a growing trend...little bitty houses in which residents say they are living large!  Steven Fabian reports. 
 
ALLSTATE JERRY FERRARA 
A recent study found that millennials would rather drive than fly and with the busiest travel day of the year one 
week away there's a new app that can help get you home for the holidays without worry. 
 
TEACHER 
Inside Edition reports on a day one teacher will never forget. 
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MEGYN KELLY BOOK TROLLS 
Megyn Kelly is working tirelessly to promote her new book and working just as hard to trash it are scores of 
people giving the book bad reviews.  Although sales are high, ratings on Amazon for her book are mediocre 
thanks to those who are slamming the book even if they haven't read it.  Diane McInerney has more. 
 
INSIDE TRUMP TOWER 
Two months from now Donald Trump will be living in the White House, but for now his transition is being run 
out of Trump Tower at 57th and 5th.  As Les Trent reports, all eyes are on the building looking for clues as to 
who will be part of the new administration. 
 
TRUMP’S DIET 
He's borderline obese and about to take on the most stressful job on the planet which is why some people are 
concerned about the President-elect's diet.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MYSTERY AIRCRAFT DENVER 
These are jittery times for a lot of people and that may be why so many folks near Denver were alarmed by a 
strange aircraft that seemed to be circling in the skies.  Jim Moret has details. 
 
SHELLEY DUVALL DR. PHIL 
It's a disturbing look at a once high flying actress's battle with mental illness.  Inside Edition has a preview of 
Dr. Phil's interview with actress Shelley Duvall who says she needs help. 
 
DUMPSTER RING 
Inside Edition has a cautionary tale for anyone who takes their rings off. 
 
DRAKE’S CRUSH 
There were two shows at Wednesday night's Raptors/Warriors game.  There was the one on the court and the 
one courtside as Drake went public with his crush on a well-known sports reporter.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MOTEL PEEPING TOMS 
It's one of your basic rights...the expectation of privacy.  But you might be stunned to learn how some hotel 
guests are spied upon by peeping toms while in a room they've paid for.  Lisa Guerrero investigates. 
 
STREISAND W MAGAZINE 
Her music career spans 60 years, but you'd never know it judging by a picture of Barbra Streisand. 
 
GRANNY TUMBLES 
Inside Edition shows video of a woman putting her granddaughter down for a nap and tumbling head over heels 
into the crib!  She landed beside the baby so no one got hurt. 
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ROAD RAGE 911 
We begin today with one of the scariest road rage incidents we’ve ever covered.  A woman who was driving at 
night says another driver started ramming her car. Now she’s speaking out to Inside Edition. 
 
TRUMP LEAVES NEW YORK 
Donald Trump has been holed up in Trump Tower working on putting together his administration ever since the 
election. Trump left Manhattan on Friday with a huge motorcade.  Inside Edition reports on where he was 
going. 
 
FAKE NEWS COMEDIAN 
Is it possible a comedian changed the course of the election? Many people are saying a comedian spread fake 
news about Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton. Some say the fake stories may have had a huge effect on the 
way people voted. 
 
AUTISTIC KID TEACHER 
It was supposed to be a fun Thanksgiving play at an elementary school…but a teacher is finding herself under 
fire today for taking the microphone away from a six-year-old boy who just wanted to talk turkey. 
 
CELEBRITY LOOK-ALIKES 
Inside Edition takes a look at celebrity look-alikes.  Two of the big stars say even their own families get them 
confused. 
 
BRITNEY SPEARS 
Britney Spears has made plenty of sexy videos throughout her career…but she may have just topped them all! 
 
FLYING SOLO 
On any given weekend three to four hundred thousand kids fly solo across the country and it means big money 
for the airlines which charge parents an extra $300 roundtrip for their child to travel unaccompanied. They 
promise to keep the kids safe. However, our investigation found that’s not always the case. 
 
INEXPENSIVE WEDDINGS 
It’s estimated the average wedding costs about $27,000, so it’s no wonder couples are looking to cut costs while 
making sure their guests never know. 
 
RETAIL ME NOT - BLACK FRIDAY 
Black Friday and the holiday shopping season are almost upon us.  Inside Edition takes a look at something that 
can save you lots of time and money when you head out to shop. 
 
VIDEO PICK OF THE DAY 
Inside Edition takes a look at an amazing sight. 
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GIGI HADID MELANIA 
Supermodel Gigi Hadid may want to stick to the catwalk as she's being bashed on social media for her attempt 
at impersonating future First Lady Melania Trump.  Diane McInerney has more on that and indications that 
Mrs. Trump may not be moving to the White House. 
 
“HAMILTON” ACTOR SPEAKS 
The scuttlebutt over the cast of “Hamilton” calling out Vice President-elect Mike Pence over the weekend is not 
dying down.  Entertainers are at odds over whether it was appropriate.  Donald Trump says it was harassment 
while Governor Pence says he was not offended.  Now the actor who gave the impromptu remarks is explaining 
why and says he's grateful to the future Vice President for his reaction.  Steven Fabian reports. 
 
SELENA GOMEZ AMA’S 
Pop star Selena Gomez took the stage at the AMA’s.  It was her first public appearance since entering rehab 
three months ago.  Inside Edition reports.  
 
THANKSGIVING SHOWDOWN 
In just a few days, America will stop what it’s doing and celebrate Thanksgiving, but a lot of people are worried 
the stereotypical holiday meal is but a dream given the strong feelings that persist since the election.  Les Trent 
has some strategies to get you through the holiday without a food fight. 
 
GASSING MEAT 
When you buy meat at the grocery store you look for a steak that is bright red because it looks the freshest, but 
many supermarkets use a special gas in the packages that keeps the meat looking fresh for much longer.  The 
process is safe but as Lisa Guerrero reports some people think that it may be misleading consumers. 
 
PRE-SCHOOL SWEETHEARTS 
Inside Edition has the story of a wedding that was meant to be. 
 
BASKETBALL SHOT 
A guy couldn't possibly shoot a basketball off the top of a dam in Switzerland and hit the net 600 feet below, 
right?  Wrong!  He broke the Guinness world record for the highest shot ever and it was only on his third 
attempt! 
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KANYE HOSPITALIZED 
Has the stress of life in the limelight gotten to Kanye West? The rapper was rushed to the hospital in what’s 
being called a psychiatric emergency. He’s cancelled the rest of his tour and wife Kim Kardashian bailed on 
what was supposed to be her first public appearance since the robbery in Paris.  Jim Moret has our report. 
 
GIGI MELANIA APOLOGY 
Gigi Hadid says she apologizes for offending anyone with the imitation of Melania Trump…suggesting Mrs. 
Trump would understand she meant no harm.  Les Trent has more.  
 
IVANKA LOST PHOTO SHOOT 
Ivanka Trump has been a trusted advisor in her father’s successful bid for the White House, and she’s been a 
part of key meetings since his election.  But, Megan Alexander has uncovered a long ago photo shoot that 
shows Ivanka quite differently from the business-like image she usually projects. 
 
SAND TRUCKS SECURITY 
They are being used to protect president elect Donald Trump…trucks filled with sand lined up outside Trump 
Tower…and now this decidedly non-tech approach to security is going to be used to thwart a potential terror 
attack.  Steven Fabian reports. 
 
QUARTERBACK BLINDED 
There are a lot of risks for NFL players…concussion an obvious one high on the list.  But one NFL quarterback 
says he’s still dealing with the effects of another hazard, no one’s said much about:  Laser pointers.  He says he 
was blinded by a light pointed right at his face. 
 
BUS CRASH DEATHS 
The investigation continues into that school bus crash that left five children dead.  Police say the driver was 
speeding and lost control of the bus, but they are also looking into whether it was deliberate because, as Steven 
Fabian tells us, one report claims the driver asked the children if they were ready to die. 
 
MORET BELLY DIAGNOSIS 
Several weeks ago, we told you about Jim Moret’s medical mystery that left him with a bloated belly. Well, 
today it’s mystery solved. 
 
MOM SURPRISE 
Inside Edition takes a look at a mom who got the surprise of her life.  
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METEOR CAUGHT ON TAPE  
It’s an incredible shot of a celestial wonder…and thanks to a police dash camera we all get to appreciate 
it.  Inside Edition also takes a look at a fireball in the skies over Florida.  It’s believed to be a meteor falling to 
earth  
 
WORST TRAFFIC JAM EVER 
The day before Thanksgiving is one of the worst travel days of the year…but a major traffic jam hit a day 
early.  Video shows absolute gridlock on LA’s 405 Freeway…no one is going anywhere with cars so motionless 
that someone joked it looked like motorists were doing an automotive version of the mannequin 
challenge.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TRUMP’S WINTER WHITE HOUSE 
President elect Donald Trump and his family will be spending the Thanksgiving holiday at their home in Palm 
Beach…at Mar-A-Lago.  
 
KANYE MELTDOWN LATEST 
Kanye West remains hospitalized today…but the circumstances that got him there remain unclear.  People close 
to the rapper say contrary to reports, Kanye voluntarily sought medical attention…despite the fact that cops 
called the episode a psychiatric emergency.  Jim Moret has the latest.   
 
SNAPCHAT GOGGLES 
It’s one of the most unusual ways to sell what’s expected to be one of the hottest gift items this holiday 
season.  If you want to grab a pair of Snap’s new camera glasses…you’ve got to be quick and ready to 
travel.  Steven Fabian explains why.  
 
THANKSGIVING HACKS 
In a matter of hours most Americans will be enjoying their Thanksgiving feast.  46 million turkeys will be 
consumed on Thanksgiving…which means a lot of time will be spent in kitchens across the country…or maybe 
not, if you try out some of those Thanksgiving hacks Inside Edition discovered. 
 
FAKE ITEMS FOR SALE 
It’s estimated about 60% of Americans will get at latest some of their holiday shopping done over 
Thanksgiving. And with everyone keeping a sharp eye out for bargains, it can be tempting to snag an item with 
an unbelievably great price.  But as Lisa Guerrero found out, those great prices just might mean the item’s a 
fake.  
 
ADELE PREGNANT? 
She’s got one child…and Adele’s hinting that she’s ready to have another. 
 
BROCCOLI TASTE 
Finally, we know something this child won’t want this Thanksgiving.  
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BLACK FRIDAY SECRETS 
Tomorrow is known as Black Friday, the busiest shopping day of the year, and it actually got its name because 
typically those sales put stores in the black for the year.  However, you may be spending more green on Black 
Friday than you need to.  Inside Edition is spilling the beans on some Black Friday secrets. 
 
BACKWARDS FOOT 
Inside Edition reports on a teenager with a foot that is backwards. 
 
ROCCO LOW CAL THANKSGIVING 
If you're looking for a healthier alternative, look no further than the meal one celebrity chef is whipping up for 
us!   
 
MOVING THANKSGIVING DINNER 
Thanksgiving is here, but few celebrations will be as moving as this one.  As Les Trent reports, the guest list 
included the family of a young man who died tragically young and the grateful recipients of the organs he 
donated.   
 
HARRY POTTER WEIGHT LOSS 
The Wizarding World of Harry Potter at Universal Studios is inspiring more than just fun.  It's led to one mom 
losing a lot of weight. 
 
KID LEAF BLOWER 
Inside Edition shows video of some really cheap help! 
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SHOPPING SAFETY TIPS 
The Friday after Thanksgiving is known as Black Friday…one of the busiest days of the year.  But, before you 
go out shopping, make sure you’re not a target for thieves.  Victoria Recano with what to do to protect yourself 
this gift giving season. 
 
DANGERS IN HAWAII  
With its sunny beaches and lush landscapes, Hawaii is once again a popular vacation destination this holiday 
season.  But there is also danger.  Jim Moret visited Hawaii and has important warnings you need to hear before 
heading there with your family on vacation. 
 
STAR TREK LADIES 
This year marks the fiftieth anniversary of the classic TV series “Star Trek.”  In honor of the milestone, we 
reunited five women from the original show whose roles brought sex appeal to outer space…something that at 
the time…was boldly going where no TV show had gone before.   
 
GYMNIST WITHOUT LEGS  
Now a story about a gifted gymnast with incredible strength…despite a formidable physical disability.  And 
you’ll probably be stunned to learn about her connection to an Olympic champion.  Megan Alexander has the 
story.   
 
TONI BASIL DANCES  
She’s got some amazing dance moves…but where have you seen her before? 
 
BAD FOOD 
This Thanksgiving you probably ate as much turkey and trimmings as you could…but what about all those 
leftovers that end up in your refrigerator?  How do you know when it’s time to throw them out?  Well, we had a 
food expert go through the fridge to show us when good food goes bad. 
 
SCENT MARKETING 
While doing your holiday shopping you may notice strong aromas coming from different stores that lure you 
inside.  Well, that is no accident.  There’s a good reason why your nose is working overtime  
 
OFFICE WORKOUT 
Finally, if you don’t have time to go to the gym to work off that Thanksgiving feast, Diane McInerney has 
another idea.  
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SUPER MOM KIDNAPPING 
Police in California continue investigating the disappearance of Sherri Papini, the mom who turned up 
Thanksgiving morning three weeks after she disappeared while jogging.  It’s now been revealed she’d been 
beaten and was bound in heavy chains and wrist restraints when she was spotted on the side of a highway.  But 
why?  And what connection two women being sought by cops might have to the case remain a mystery.  Steven 
Fabian reports. 
 
OSU ATTACK 
It should have been a joyous day at OSU with students returning to classes after a big football victory over 
Thanksgiving weekend...instead it was a day of drama…the entire campus on lockdown after a man embarked 
on an attack that left a number of students in the hospital.  Now, as Jim Moret reports, people are asking if this 
was an act of terrorism.   
 
CYBER MONDAY  
The web was won.  Ten million more Americans went shopping online than in stores over the holiday 
weekend…with even retail stores reporting double digit increases in web sales.  And while Black Friday sales 
were big, Cyber Monday sales are predicted to set a new record.  And Megan Alexander reports, retailers 
couldn’t be more pleased. 
 
NYC BUILDING CLIMBER  
The kid who got into hot water for climbing various buildings including the new World Trade Center apparently 
hasn’t learned from his mistakes.  The teen…or airhead as he’s being called in the media…is still climbing 
dangerously high buildings and boasting about it on social media.   
 
FIRST DANCE TRAFFIC 
The old song lyric says ‘get me to the church on time.’ For one couple, the challenge was getting to their 
reception.  And when horrific traffic made getting to the reception near-impossible, they improvised and shared 
their first dance on a very different kind of dance floor. 
 
ZETA JONES BIKINI REVENGE 
Actress Catherine Zeta Jones is getting plaudits for showing the paparazzi who’s boss when it comes to taking 
beach photos of her.  
 
PET FOOD INVESTIGATION 
We all want the best for our pets, but have you ever wondered what’s in the food you feed them?  The pictures 
on some dog food packages show all kinds of tasty looking foods., but what‘s inside may be quite different.  
 
HAIR SPRAY LIVE 
Next week NBC will broadcast a live production of the musical Hairspray…and it looks like it’s going to be a 
blast. 
 
WILD TURKEYS 
Finally, when turkeys attack!  
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FIRES AND DOLLYWOOD 
Evacuations continue in eastern Tennessee where out-of-control wildfires have threatened the area around Dolly 
Parton’s theme park...though the park has so far ‘not’ been burned.  However, at least 400 homes or businesses 
have been destroyed or damaged.  As Les Trent reports, the National Guard has been called in to help combat a 
situation that’s the result of one of the worst droughts in the area in at least a decade. 
 
KIDNAPPED JOGGER HUSBAND  
The husband of the woman who survived being held hostage for more than three weeks says he was horrified 
and stunned by his wife’s appearance when he first saw her.  Sherri Pappini appeared starved and emaciated, 
and appeared to have been brutally tortured.  Steven Fabian reports.BANNED FROM DELTA 
If you’ve flown on a passenger jet, you’ve probably encountered a fellow traveler who was a bit 
annoying.  Well, one guy was so obnoxious, he’s gotten himself banned from flying Delta for ‘life!’  Megan 
Alexander has an exclusive interview with the passenger who caught the whole thing on tape. 
           
WOMAN JUMPS OFF PLANE  
And passengers on a United flight in Houston had a lengthy delay getting off their flight because one woman on 
the plane decided to get off the plane while it was still taxiing.  Now, one of the other stunned passengers is 
speaking exclusively with Inside Edition.  
 
OSU ATTACK LATEST 
Officials in Ohio say the victims of Monday’s attack at Ohio State University ‘will’ recover.  Classes are back 
in session today, as investigators try to zero in on a motive for the bizarre attack by a Somali born student at the 
University.  Meantime, new footage has surfaced showing the suspect during a graduation ceremony.  Les Trent 
has more one the story. 
 
EVAN RACHEL WOOD RAPE 
She’s one of the stars of the hit show Westworld…and she’s going public with a very traumatic chapter from 
her life.  
 
ROAD RAGE WOMEN 
Now a doozy case of road rage…the fight went from words to much worse…when two women used their cars 
to duke it out.  As Jim Moret tells us, the altercation was all caught on tape.  
 
THRIFT SHOP FASHION 
Today is being called ‘Giving Tuesday’…a time during the holidays when the focus is ‘not’ on buying 
gifts.  But it turns out, if you shop in the right thrift stores, Lisa Guerrero says you can not only score some 
bargains but you can help a good cause at the same time.  
 
PICKY EATER 
Finally for today, first it was broccoli…now it’s yogurt…but will it pass the taste test? 
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DEMOLITION DERBY INTERVIEW 
It’s the demolition derby style altercation that’s been seen around the world, and we’re now hearing from one of 
the women involved.  And as you might expect in a scenario that did thousands of dollars of damage…there is 
no agreement on who started it. Victoria Recano reports.  
 
KIDNAPPED JOGGER BRANDED 
We’ve learned more about the apparent abduction of Sherri Papini…and what we’ve learned is pretty 
horrific.  It turns out that during the California mother of two’s three week disappearance, she was 
branded…her skin burned with what investigators say is a message. But as Megan Alexander reports, what that 
message is and for whom it is intended remains a mystery. 
 
POT OF GOLD STOLEN 
Now a very different sort of robbery case. Police are looking for a guy who stole a pot of gold. As Les Trent 
reports, it wasn’t at the end of a rainbow, but rather in the back of an armored car when it was taken.  
 
TRUMP ROMNEY DINNER 
It’s still not clear who Donald Trump will pick for Secretary of State, although former nemesis Mitt Romney is 
clearly very much in the running. Steven Fabian with details of the dinner they shared in Manhattan that 
included some frog’s legs.  
 
DOLLYWOOD BIBLE PAGE 
The Smoky Mountains worse drought in a decade has led to what’s being called the worst wildfires in a 
century.  Rain has begun to fall in parts of the area around Gatlinburg, Tennessee where at least four people are 
confirmed dead.  But in the midst of the rubble…a discovery:  a page from the Bible that …reports is giving 
may people hope.   
 
VICTORIA’S SECRET BACKSTAGE 
It’s a safe bet the models for Victoria’s Secret did not pig out on Thanksgiving…as they’ve got the annual 
lingerie fashion show to do.  And this year it’s happening in Paris!  And we went behind the scenes.  
 
BEAR ATTACK WOMAN 
A lot of us use our Smart phones as flashlights.  The woman you’re about to meet is alive today because she 
did.  She took her dog out at night in the backyard when out of nowhere she was attacked by a bear. But thanks 
to that phone, she was able to call for help.  Les Trent has her story.   
 
MARIAH/TAYLOR SWIFT DJ TALKS 
It’s a photo of Mariah Carey and her backup dancer that’s sure to fuel the rumors they are an item.   
 
SLEEPY TIME  
Finally, a little tot who can’t decide between napping or eating? 
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ABDUCTED JOGGER SEX SLAVE? 
Investigators are still looking into the kidnapping of California mom Sherri Papini. Why was she targeted while 
out jogging?  One theory being offered, based on what’s known about her treatment, is her captors may have 
intended to push her into the sex trade.  Steven Fabian has more on that.  
           
KANYE WEST 911  
Rapper Kanye West is back home with wife Kim Kardashian after spending more than a week in the hospital 
after some sort of mental breakdown. Now we’re hearing the just released 911 call made by Kanye’s doctor 
when it was clear the star needed help.   
 
SOCCER PLAN CRASH TIPS 
It appears that jet carrying a Brazilian soccer team that crashed in the Andes ran out of fuel. Incredibly six 
people survived…and they are talking about how they managed to live while so many others died…information 
that could help others survive a plane crash.   
 
VICTORIA’S SECRET BABY 
The Victoria’s Secret Fashion Show made a big effort to include a more diverse collection of models for this 
year’s big show.  
And, as it turns out, one of the angels is expecting.  We’re behind the scenes in Paris. 
           
DOLLY PARTON PLEDGE 
Help for those affected by the wildfires in Tennessee is coming from the Red Cross as well as local business 
owners…including Dolly Parton.  
 
DESERTED DOG  
She was a broken-hearted dog, and she was ecstatic when her family came to the shelter where she was being 
kept.  But, as Jim Moret reports, what happened next broke the hearts of the shelter workers and everyone 
who’s seen a video that’s gone viral.  
 
DIVORCE AFFAIR 
They were a couple with marital problems and the wife consulted a divorce lawyer.  Then she says the lawyer 
took advantage of her. Now the couple’s back together and suing the attorney who once represented her.  Les 
Trent has the story.  
 
BRITNEY MOVIE 
Britney Spears has had quite a career.  But she’s not happy about a new movie about her life. 
 
TWINS VIDEO 
Finally, they are twins who have become the latest viral stars…but as Les Trent found out…they can be double 
the trouble.  
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KIDNAPPED EMERALD TRIANGLE 
In the days since Sherri Papini was released by her kidnappers, there have been a number of theories as to why 
she was abducted.  The latest…concerns the cannabis business nearby. The counties near Papini’s hometown 
are called the Emerald Triangle—the largest marijuana growing area in the country 
 
CRUISE STUNT KID 
We’ve done a lot of stories about people who’ve fallen off cruise ships – never to be seen again.  It’s almost 
always an accident.  Well, this story is about a teen who pulled a ridiculous stunt on a Carnival cruise…hanging 
off a ship’s railing.  It’s a miracle he didn’t fall. 
 
MOUNTAIN LION UPROAR 
Should a mountain lion that’s been killing multiple livestock be put down?  The cat--called P-45 by rangers--
has become increasingly predatory, recently killing, but not eating 11 llamas.  The alarming behavior has 
resulted in a permit being issued to kill the cougar, which now has animal rights advocates upset.  
 
ANNA FARIS “INSECURE” 
It’s rare candid talks from some big stars…and they’re letting the world know that the rumor mill can be 
hurtful.  First up, Anna Faris.  
 
CREATING CAMELOT  
She’s been called the most unknown known person in the world.  Jackie Kennedy has long been a source of 
fascination—and a new movie starring Natalie Portman aims to show how she created Camelot. 
 
DONALD TRUMP 
Donald Trump kicked off his “Thank You” Tour by visiting an air conditioner factory in Indiana. However, his 
appearance has now led to an apology from CNN because of something said by one of the producers. 
 
NO GLASSES SURGERY 
Three out of four Americans need some sort of vision correction.  Lasik surgery can correct distance 
vision…and now a new kind of surgery may just eliminate the need for reading glasses. Diane McInerney tells 
you how it works.   
 
PREGNANT VS ANGELS 
A lot has been made of one of the Victoria’s Secret angels who was pregnant on the catwalk…well, she’s not 
the first.  
 
SNEAKY CAT 
Finally, if you think your pet is sneaky…wait until you see this kitty! 
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OAKLAND FIRE FURY 
We’re learning more about the Oakland California warehouse where dozens of people died this weekend.  To 
some it was a beautiful space for artistic gatherings.  To others, it was a dilapidated structure in disrepair. Now, 
the so-called leader of the artist colony is finding himself under the microscope for social media postings he 
made before and after the fire first broke out.  
           
TRUMP TWITTER SNL 
If anyone thought Donald Trump was going to lay off Twitter after the election, they’ve been proven how 
wrong they were.  In the space of just one weekend, Trump criticized China, slammed Saturday Night Live 
again and started the week with a hit on the media. What’s the impact of these 140 character messages?  Les 
Trent has our report. 
 
BABY BORN ON PLANE 
A Southwest Airlines jet headed for Orlando made an unscheduled stop in South Carolina…because a baby 
made an unscheduled arrival while onboard.  Megan Alexander has details.   
 
LAST TANGO RAPE 
It is rare that a movie made nearly 45 years ago makes headlines. But it is also unthinkable that a film director 
would plan to rape an actress in order to achieve the reaction he wanted on screen.  The film is Last Tango in 
Paris – and outrage is building over an interview with Director Bernardo Bertolucci about the scene between 
actor Marlon Brando and the film’s 19-year-old co-star.  In a new statement released today, Director Bernardo 
Bertolucci says the rape scene was consensual adding that reports otherwise are due to quote a “ridiculous 
misunderstanding.” 
 
KANGAROO PUNCH 
You may have seen the video that’s gone viral of a guy punching a kangaroo right in the face. Initial reaction 
was outrage over what some said was animal cruelty.  It turns out there is much more to the smack-down 
story.  Les Trent has our report.   
 
CASEY KASEM DAUGHTER 
He was one of the biggest broadcasters in the country.  Casey Kasem’s top 40 countdown was a radio classic – 
but his last days were a far cry from his earlier stardom.  Now, a new documentary claims to show just how 
difficult those final days were.  We have reaction from someone who appears in the documentary…Casey 
Kasem’s daughter Kerri.  
 
NICE DEER 
Earlier we told you about the smack-down with a kangaroo – now a kinder, gentler animal video featuring a 
dapper deer.  
 
TEACHER SURPRISE 
Finally, a special surprise. 
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OAKLAND FIRE FREAKOUT 
Investigators continue to look into the Oakland warehouse fire that has claimed the lives of at least 36 
people.  Now, the man who rented the space…the creator of the so-called “Ghost Ship” is speaking out in his 
first live TV interview…and it was clear the stress of the tragedy is weighing heavily on him. 
        
LEBRON TRUMP HOTEL 
When the World Champion Cleveland Cavaliers come to New York to play basketball…star LeBron James 
won’t be staying where the rest of the team is.  That’s because the Cavaliers usually stay at a Trump Hotel, and 
LeBron, who was very vocal about his support for Hilary Clinton, says he won’t go there.  Steven Fabian 
reports.  
 
SLIP AND SLIDE STREET  
Lots of severe weather in much of the eastern United States as the first real blast of winter hits, but a little 
farther north in Canada, it was a veritable slip and slide on the roads thanks to an icy coating that left drivers 
absolutely unable to control their vehicles.  
 
HATCHIMALS HOT TOY 
If you don’t know what this is…then you are probably not on the hunt for the hottest toy this holiday 
season.  It’s a Hatchimal…and if the kid in your life has got it on their wish list…they may just be out of luck.   
 
KANGAROO GUY FALLOUT 
He’s the Aussie who defended his dog by punching a kangaroo.  And he just happens to work at a zoo.  The 
only reason there was video of the moment is he was part of a group helping make one last happy memory for a 
young man dying of cancer.  Now, some are saying the guy should be fired.   
           
UNIVERSAL TRAIN THREAT 
The Universal Studios is one of LA’s prime tourist attractions, but tensions are high there today thanks to a 
threat made against the nearby subway station.  Jim Moret explains what’s going on. 
 
BOYS DIE AT WATERFALL 
It was a horrible ending to what should have been a day of enjoying the outdoors for one family. They 
wandered into what turned out to be treacherous waters and were swept over the falls.  Two little boys were 
killed. The family called it a tragic accident. The District Attorney agreed it was tragic, but preventable.  Now, 
two men stand accused of their deaths.   
 
JACKIE CAR 
It’s a little bit of history once owned by one of the most famous women in the world.  Here’s the story of Jackie 
O’s old BMW. 
 
PAVAROTTI KID 
Finally, you’re never too old to lip sync! 
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DENISE ALBERT TSA 
Another airline passenger was subjected to an invasive search that she says left her feeling violated and 
humiliated. This time, the incident hits close to home. The passenger, Denise Albert is a former colleague and 
friend of ours here at Inside Edition. And if the horrific experience at the airport wasn’t enough…it comes as 
she’s battling breast cancer. 
      
TRUMP DOG 
Donald Trump introduced General “Mad Dog” Mattis as his choice for Defense Secretary during his “Thank 
You” rally in North Carolina Tuesday night. Will a Goldendoodle named Patton be his choice for the White 
House pooch? 
 
STATUE OF LIBERTY NAZI 
It’s an advertisement for a television show right in the middle of Times Square…and it’s certainly succeeding in 
getting a lot of attention. However, it’s also offending a lot of people in the process.   
 
ASHLEY GRAHAM ANGEL 
Ashley Graham already garnered fame as one of the curvier models to hit the Sports Illustrated swimsuit 
edition. Now it appears Ashley has yet another goal in mind. 
 
PRINCE HARRY NECKLACE 
It’s not the price tag, but the message that’s getting attention. Prince Harry’s girlfriend has just been spotted 
wearing a necklace with the letters “H” and “M”…their initials. As Jim Moret reports, it’s yet another clue that 
there’s a real romance brewing between the Prince and the American actress. 
           
1,000 DOLLAR TREE 
Tis the season to go shopping…and if you’re not careful, you could blow your entire holiday budget on the 
Christmas tree alone. Steven Fabian explains why decorating can be so expensive this holiday season. 
 
COMEDY SHOOTING 
Police are hoping a video posted on social media can help them solve a shooting that happened during a comedy 
routine at a night club.  The comic was just a few seconds into her routine when shots rang out…sending people 
scurrying for safety. 
 
DE-ESCALATION TRAINING   
2016 will be remembered in part as a year of police shootings of civilians. Just this week a mistrial was declared 
in a headline making case in South Carolina.  All the unrest has prompted a number of police departments 
around the country to undergo training in how to de-escalate tense situations.  Steven Fabian takes you behind 
the scenes. 
 
MOST INTRIGUING PEOPLE 
It’s that time of year again – People magazine is out with its list of the 25 most intriguing people 
 
ANGRY CHRISTMAS CAT 
Finally today, mean kitty! 
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KNIFE KID BULLIED  
The father of a knife wielding teen shot at his school says school officials failed his child.  He says his son was 
repeatedly bullied and was at his wits end when he brought a knife to school.  As Les Trent reports, serious 
questions are being asked in the wake of a situation that everyone agrees is tragic.  
            
MEGYN KELLY BOOS 
Megyn Kelly’s been on a roll lately with her new book hitting the best seller’s list.  But, she was booed when 
she spoke about Donald Trump.  
 
WILDENSTEIN MUG SHOT 
She made headlines nearly twenty years ago for her liberal use of cosmetic surgery.  Now Joycelyn 
Wildenstein, who was nicknamed “Catwoman” by the media, has been arrested and charged with slashing her 
boyfriend.  
 
HAIRSPRAY LIVE!  
It was called NBC’s most ambitious live musical yet…and Hairspray Live! lived up to the billing.  The reviews 
are in and the critics loved it! 
 
MICK JAGGER DAD 73  
He’s one Rolling Stone who’s rolling once again into fatherhood…at the age of 73.  Mick Jagger’s a dad 
again.   
 
JEOPARDY WOMAN DIES 
It’s a television first for the popular game show, Jeopardy.  A woman who dreamed of being on the show got 
her wish, but she died before her episode aired.  Now, Diane McInerney says she will be the first to appear 
posthumously.  
 
BILL MURRAY BIRTHDAY 
It’s a birthday one grandmother will never forget…after a big star helped her celebrate her special day. 
 
EXPENSIVE COFFEE 
Some people will do anything for a good cup of coffee.  But will they also pay anything?  Jim Moret with 
details on a $90 cup of coffee.   
 
HARRY BENSON DEB 
It is rare that the person who takes iconic photos becomes an icon themselves – but the most memorable 
pictures of our time are all the work of one gifted man with a camera and a great eye. 
 
JOHN GLENN 
Finally, people throw the word “legend” around…but John Glenn truly was one. Tributes are pouring in for the 
first American to orbit Earth who passed away at 95. 
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DYLANN ROOF VIDEO 
It was a dramatic moment at the trial of Dylann Roof, the young man accused of gunning down nine members 
of a church in South Carolina.  Attorneys had just begun opening statements when Roof’s mother suffered a 
heart attack in court.  Steven Fabian says the drama occurred just before jurors were shown haunting video of 
the moments leading up to the shootings. 
 
O’REILLY - THE VIEW 
Bill O’Reilly regularly makes guest appearances on other shows. However, he says you’ll never see him on The 
View again…all because of something one of the ladies said about the President-elect.  
         
JUDGE REINHOLD MELTDOWN 
Actor Judge Reinhold says he should have acted better when he was going through security at the Dallas 
airport.  Instead, he freaked out with TSA agents and then took a trip…not on a plane, but straight to jail. 
 
ENGAGEMENT RING DRAMA 
There’s nothing more beautiful than a couple in love. However, a store clerk’s thoughtless comments could 
have tarnished a very special moment…but it didn’t. That’s because true love doesn’t care about a price tag or 
the sparkle on a ring.  Les Trent explains. 
 
SAFETY APPS 
It is a thought that goes through every woman’s head who jogs alone as Sherri Papini was when she was 
abducted. “How can I keep myself safe?” Turns out there are several apps for your phone designed to call for 
help if you need it. 
 
`KANYE FIRST SIGHTING 
Kanye West must be feeling better after his much publicized breakdown that required hospitalization.  He’s just 
been seen in public for the first time…looking a little different. 
 
FAKE NEWS 
They’re the stories that get passed around the internet and sometimes make it into newspapers or TV news 
shows.  However, sometimes these eye-popping stories are not true. The latest example? A toy that had a lot of 
people talking that turned out to be a fake. 
 
HOTTEST VIRAL VIDEOS 
They’re the videos that went viral and if you loved the laughing Chewbacca lady…you’ll understand why she’s 
smiling broadly now. 
 
PSYCHO CAT 
Finally today, it’s a movie that has scared millions of humans…now it’s a cat’s turn. 
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SNL WINS CRITICS’ CHOICE 
The Critics’ Choice Awards clearly don’t agree with President-elect Donald Trump.  Days after Trump called Saturday 
Night Live unwatchable they’ve given a top award to Alec Baldwin.  Steven Fabian has details.  
 
LA LA LAND WINS 
Besides Saturday Night Live, the biggest winner at The Critics’ Choice Awards was the musical La La Land starting Ryan 
Gosling and Emma Stone.  They were just two of the big stars at the ceremony which officially kicked off award show 
season.  
 
HATCHIMAL HOARDER 
It’s the hottest toy this holiday season which is sold out everywhere, but that cute Hatchimal toy is also stirring up major 
controversy.  The woman who wrote a book that became a star-studded movie is now being accused of being a 
“Hatchimal hoarder”.  Les Trent has more.  
 
FLIP OR FLOP FREAKOUT 
They are the couple who host the popular HGTV show Flip or Flop, but now after an apparent off-screen freak-out, the 
husband and wife are calling it quits.  Jim Moret tells us what went wrong.  
 
PRINCE HARRY GIRLFRIEND 
Meghan Markle catapulted into the public eye because of her romance with Prince Harry.  Now she’s being called a class 
act.  Megan Alexander tells us why. 
 
CARRIE UNDERWOOD SKYDIVING 
Country superstar Carrie Underwood gets the thrill of a lifetime with a skydiving adventure. 
 
SHERRI PAPINI CONNECTION? 
The mysterious kidnapping and release of California jogger Sherri Papini continues to captivate the nation.  Now, we are 
learning that her story is eerily similar to the disappearance of another young woman who went to the same high school as 
Papini.  Is there a connection?  
 
AMY GRANT CHRISTMAS 
Amy Grant is releasing her first Christmas album in 20 years.  
 
LION BOY 
A day at the zoo led to some incredible video. 
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KANYE TRUMP MEET 
Donald Trump hasn’t found time to hold a press conference since last summer, but Tuesday morning he found 
fifteen minutes to meet with Kanye West who just two weeks ago was hospitalized for some sort of mental 
breakdown.  Steven Fabian has the latest on yet another unorthodox moment from the President-elect. 
 
WOMAN DRAGGED OFF PLANE 
You may have seen footage of a woman being dragged off a plane.  It's a reminder that if you don't follow the 
rules while traveling it's a good bet you will get in trouble.  Jim Moret has more on what led to the airplane 
drama. 
 
MOM AND DOG SAFE 
A boy's mom and his dog are safe today thanks to the 8-year-old's quick thinking and handy cell phone.  It all 
started when the mom was trying to rescue their dog from an icy pond when she too ended up in trouble.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
PROPOSAL CONTROVERSY 
Inside Edition reports on a very different proposal. 
 
SANTA DYING BOY 
A Santa Claus says he was right where he needed to be as a desperately ill little boy was about to die.  As Les 
Trent reports, his story is getting a big reaction across the country. 
 
PINK TOPLESS 
Throughout her pregnancy singer Pink's been sharing with her fans on social media.  Now she has shared a 
photo of herself topless.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BABY CPR VIDEO 
Fortunately a cop had a refresher course in CPR and a baby who stopped breathing when his temperature soared 
to 102 because of an ear infection is now very much alive as a result.  Now Megan Alexander has lifesaving 
information you need to know in an emergency. 
 
DOLLY TELETHON 
14 people died and entire neighborhoods and businesses were wiped out by the fire near Gatlinburg, 
Tennessee.  Now Dolly Parton's hosting a telethon to help them.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
BALLET DOG 
Inside Edition shows video of a dog in a ballet. 
 



DECEMBER 14, 2016 
 

 
ALAN THICKE NEWS 
The nation is still trying to come to grips with the news that actor Alan Thicke has died.  Thicke, who was 69, 
appeared to be the picture of health.  He collapsed while playing hockey and, although he got immediate 
medical attention, he didn’t make it.  What might have happened?  We sent Jim Moret looking for answers. 
 
HILARY DUFF 
Hilary Duff says America needs to take a chill pill and she says anyone who has a problem with her kissing her 
little boy needs to just unfollow her and unwarp their minds.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ANTHEM FOR TRUMP 
There's been a lot of speculation that the Trump transition team is having a hard time finding performers for 
next month's inauguration.  We now know who's going to be singing the national anthem and as Steven Fabian 
reports she's a young lady who's inspired everyone who's heard her. 
 
FAT SHAMED IN ICE CREAM PARLOR 
One online review complimented an ice cream store's products and its service, but it slammed an employee 
saying she was disgustingly obese.  The cruel words started an immediate response…an outpouring of support 
for the teenager on the receiving end of the slight.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TOWING RANT UPDATE 
A video which showed an ESPN reporter losing it after her car was towed shocked people around the 
world.  Now she's speaking out saying her life imploded after the video's release, even causing a health 
crisis.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
YOGA TWINS EX 
A yoga instructor is accused of driving her twin sister off a cliff and killing her.  A guy used to date the woman 
who's now dead and now he's sharing what he knew of their relationship.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
LEGACY OF ALAN THICKE 
He was known as America's dad and Alan Thicke says in real life he believed in the values he shared on 
TV.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
NEW USE FOR HOVERBOARD 
Inside Edition shows video of a new use for a hoverboard! 
 



DECEMBER 15, 2016 
 

 
TRUMP GRILL REVIEW 
Donald Trump sent out another angry tweet and this one was in response to a review of the Trump Grill located 
in Trump Tower.  The President-elect took issue with a magazine calling it possibly the worst restaurant in 
America.  Diane McInerney tried out the food for herself. 
 
CABLE GUY FIGHT 
What could possibly be the connection between the cable going out and a succession of wrecked cars?  When 
the cable guy parks on the side of an icy road instead of pulling into a driveway you end up needing to fix a lot 
more than just a broken cable!  Steven Fabian explains. 
 
SANTA STORY HOAX? 
Was the story of a Santa comforting a dying child true?  Les Trent says the paper that first published the story 
now says it can't confirm that it really happened. 
 
KNIFE KID DAD 
It's your first look at the face of the knife-wielding teen who was shot by a cop at his high school.  The child 
said he had been bullied and now the dad's gone public with proof.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
JONBENET’S LAST CHRISTMAS 
This Christmas marks the 20th anniversary of the murder of JonBenet Ramsey and, incredibly, although it's 
been two decades since the little beauty queen died, rarely seen home videos have just been uncovered.  Diane 
McInerney has a look at JonBenet's last Christmas. 
 
ALAN THICKE HEART 
Could the death of Alan Thicke have been prevented by a stress test?  The TV icon died of a heart attack while 
playing hockey at age 69.  Now Les Trent visits a cardiologist for his own stress test to show you what you need 
to know when it comes to heart health. 
 
DARLENE LOVE HOLIDAY SONG 
A holiday tradition on David Letterman's late night show included legendary singer Darlene Love stopping by 
to sing her Christmas classic.  With a new venue, the tradition has continued! 
 
LISA GUERRERO BOOK 
One holiday tradition is entertaining and our Lisa Guerrero just published a new book with some fabulous ways 
to make your table really sparkle. 
 
MATH SONG 
A teacher created a catchy song to help her 4th grade class master long division. 
 



DECEMBER 16, 2016 
 

 
KNIFE TEEN MOM 
A woman’s son is in a medically induced coma.  He's had part of his lung removed and now the mother of the 
knife-wielding teenager who was shot at his school is speaking out.  In an emotional interview, the mom says 
she can't understand why the cop fired at her son, why a gun was even present, and why there wasn't some other 
way of dealing with the situation.  She spoke with Les Trent.   
 
JONBENET RANSOM NOTE 
With the twentieth anniversary of the murder of JonBenet Ramsey coming up there is renewed focus on the 
unsolved case.  Does a fresh look at the evidence come up with new conclusions?  Steven Fabian reports.  
 
TRUMP “GREETER GIRL” 
There's been a steady stream of VIPs visiting Trump Tower for meetings with the President-elect, but one 
person has been a constant - the young woman seen in the background greeting the guests.  Now we can tell you 
who she is. 
 
REDDI-WIP CRISIS 
If you like your desserts swimming in whipped cream, especially around the holidays, you could have a 
problem.  There's a Reddi-wip shortage nationwide.  Diane McInerney explains why store bought whipped 
cream may be tough to come by. 
 
JANE LYNCH CHRISTMAS 
Everyone knows actress Jane Lynch is a talented woman, but you may not have known she's got a great set of 
pipes.  She spoke with Inside Edition about her brand new Christmas album. 
 
CHRISTIE BRINKLEY NEW GUY? 
Does Christie Brinkley have a new boyfriend or is he just a friend who happens to be eligible?  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 
WILDENSTEIN BOYFRIEND 
Inside Edition has reported about all the drama involving the woman who was nicknamed Catwoman by the 
media because of her surgically altered appearance.  Her boyfriend claimed she attacked him and scratched his 
face.  She denies the allegations stating she acted in self-defense.  Now he's speaking exclusively with our 
Steven Fabian. 
 
WRESTLER GAS STATION 
Of all the guys one alleged thief could pick to rob, choosing a star from the WWE was probably the worst 
choice he could make.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
LITTLE GIRL GETS GIFT 
Inside Edition reports on a wonderful surprise for a little girl.  
 



DECEMBER 19, 2016 
 

 
BIKER FILMS ACCIDENT 
There was a terrifying moment on a highway as an out-of-control car sped down the road crashing into all kinds 
of things without stopping.  We have your exclusive look at the chaos and the dramatic way it ended thanks to a 
motorcyclist with a helmet camera who's now speaking with Inside Edition.  Steven Fabian reports. 
 
WEDDING TREE FALL 
A wedding party was taking photos in a state park just after saying their vows and then an 80 foot tree fell on 
the group trapping a number of them, killing one mother and critically injuring a four-year-old little girl.  The 
park is now closed, but the question remains....could this tragedy have been prevented?  Victoria Recano has 
more. 
 
MIXON PUNCH VIDEO 
People were shocked when a University of Oklahoma football player was convicted for punching a girl in a 
bar.  He went to court and under a plea deal was suspended from the team, put on probation, and sent to 
behavior counseling.  Now, just two weeks before Oklahoma meets Auburn in the Sugar Bowl, video of the 
incident has been released which has renewed outrage about the case.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ZSA ZSA GABOR 
She was famous for being famous.  The glamourous Hungarian Zsa Zsa Gabor who married nine times died 
over the weekend at the age of 99.  Once a staple of glitzy Hollywood, her final days were a struggle.  Jim 
Moret has details. 
 
ALAN THICKE MEMORIAL 
Memorial services were held Sunday for Alan Thicke.  Family and close friends gathered to say goodbye to the 
star who died suddenly while playing hockey.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
CEELO GREEN PHONE 
Singer CeeLo Green says he's sorry anyone was upset by a video that appeared to show him being knocked out 
by an exploding phone.  As it turns out, it wasn't real.  Inside Edition reports.   
 
GAUZE OF DEATH 
A lot of people are afraid of going to the dentist, but this story is about a hazard in the dentist chair that you've 
probably never thought about.  It's the troubling story of people who actually died after a trip to the dentist 
because they choked on a piece of gauze.   
 
CHRISTMAS LIGHTS 
People are going all out with Christmas lights, but do the neighbors approve?  Inside Edition reports. 
 
WALKING DOG 
Inside Edition shows video of a dog walking upright in a nurse’s uniform. 
 



DECEMBER 20, 2016 
 

 
CHRISTMAS MARKET SECURITY 
Police around the world are tightening security anywhere crowds might be congregating during the holiday 
season…this in the aftermath of the deadly truck attack at a Christmas market in Berlin that left 12 people 
dead.  As Steven Fabian reports, the fact that it's being labeled a terror attack has many people jittery as we head 
into the holiday weekend. 
 
ANDREA BOCELLI REPORTEDLY BACKS OUT 
It's an honor to perform for a President and for singer Andrea Bocelli it's an honor he's had before, having sung 
for Presidents Obama, George W. Bush, and Clinton.  However, the suggestion that he might sing at the Trump 
inauguration unleashed such a fierce backlash that it’s being reported the international superstar is declining the 
opportunity.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
SHERRI PAPINI SCARED? 
She was held hostage for three weeks and, though it's been a month since Sherri Papini was released, authorities 
have reported no progress in solving her case.  Now one expert criminal profiler is suggesting that might be 
because the victim is still too frightened to say much about her kidnappers.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ZSA ZSA HOUSE TOUR 
Inside Edition has your last look at the place Zsa Zsa Gabor called home.  Gabor's widower will be moving now 
that she's gone.  The palatial mansion was sold several years ago with Gabor having the right to live there until 
her death.  Zsa Zsa's husband of 30 years gave Jim Moret a final tour. 
 
GAME CHANGERS 
Some people changed the way we think about some things.  Robin Roberts calls them game changers, like 
curvy model Ashley Graham.  She's featured on Roberts' new Primetime special during which Ashley shows off 
her new Barbie doll.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
JERRY LEWIS 
What may be one of the most awkward interviews ever is getting attention.  Legendary comedian Jerry Lewis, 
who always seems to be ready for laughs, was a man of amazingly few words with one reporter.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 
AMY SCHUMER FARM 
A lot of stars buy property after they hit it big.  Amy Schumer recently bought a farm, but this isn't just any 
farm.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
FRIEND ADOPTS KIDS 
Inside Edition reports on a friend's last wish ... a wish that's being granted just in time for Christmas as one 
friend pledges to another to make sure her children stay together.   
 
TRAPPED IN GYM 
A man was trapped in his gym so he had some fun on social media.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
AMERICA’S LITTLEST CAROLER 
Inside Edition shows video of America’s littlest caroler. 
 



DECEMBER 21, 2016 
 

 
BRIDALPLASTY CONTESTANT MURDERED 
There’s a stunning conclusion in the case of a former reality TV show contestant who went missing.  Police say 
a man has confessed to killing a young woman who once appeared on a show called Bridalplasty.  Her naked 
body was found buried in his backyard hours after cops say he admitted to bludgeoning her to death.  As 
Victoria Recano reports, the dead woman's family played a big role in the investigation. 
 
RICHARD MARX PLANE 
A singer who helped subdue an unruly passenger on a flight criticized the airline for not doing a better job 
during a tense situation.  Richard Marx has harsh words for the airline after what he calls a mentally unhinged 
passenger started attacking passengers.  Jim Moret has details. 
 
MICHAEL FLOYD DUI 
You've probably heard the expression ‘asleep at the wheel’.  One guy really was asleep, flat out passed out, and 
he was behind the wheel of a car.  Now police video of the NFL player who ended up arrested has just been 
released. 
 
COP HELPS WITH TIE 
When a college kid in a hurry gets pulled over by a cop the result is usually a speeding ticket.  However, one 
traffic stop resulted in a lesson in kindness and in tying a tie.  Diane McInerney explains. 
 
PAUL MCCARTNEY SONG 
It's one of the newer Christmas classics and when Paul McCartney sings his holiday song all kinds of famous 
friends come out to sing along!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS FAN 
One mom has some moves and she's not afraid to show them!  The Golden State Warriors fan was caught 
dancing in the stands earlier this season and was recently the featured performer at halftime!  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 
STRETCH MARKS MODEL 
Stretch marks are a part of life.  Most people have them, especially women who've had babies, but when one 
model found her stretch marks featured in an ad she, like a lot of other people, did a double take.  Inside Edition 
reports. 
 
GOLD THIEF UPDATE 
A thief brazenly stole a bucket of gold flakes from an armored truck and we now know who cops believe the 
thief to be.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MARRIED AFTER 41 YEARS 
If there is a Guinness world record for longest courtship, we think it should go to one couple.  After 41 years of 
dating they've finally gotten married!  Inside Edition reports. 
 
HOME FOR HOLIDAYS 
Inside Edition reports on a holiday surprise. 
 



DECEMBER 22, 2016 
 

 
IVANKA TRUMP JETBLUE 
There was an unpleasant moment for Ivanka Trump as she and her family were about to leave JFK on a 
flight.  A fellow passenger decided to let her know exactly what he thought about her father, the President-
elect.  He was so unpleasant that the airline personnel let the guy know what they thought about his outburst - 
they kicked him off the plane.  Jim Moret reports. 
 
CNN REPORTER / TSA 
With the airports even more crowded thanks to holiday travel it will be a hassle trying to get away for the 
holidays.  One woman says no one should have to endure what she did - yet another invasive TSA pat 
down...one that left the woman in tears.  She spoke with Inside Edition about a situation that many people 
believe is getting out of hand. 
 
JEOPARDY!  WOMAN STREAK 
Jeopardy! champions often get emotional when they've had an incredible winning streak, but one winner had 
more than one reason to weep.  Steven Fabian explains why. 
 
BRIDALPLASTY CONTESTANT MURDER LATEST 
New video shows a dramatic confrontation between the family of a reality star and the man suspected of killing 
her.  Jim Moret has more on a family motivated by love and how their actions did the job usually done by 
police. 
 
HIGHWAY DOG DRAMA 
Everyone who has a dog knows how much doggies love to ride in the car with the wind in their face.  One dog 
apparently loved it so much that he literally leaped out the car window!  Steven Fabian has details on how this 
doggie drama ended.  
 
UCONN STUDENT SUES 
A woman had a full athletic scholarship to a top university.  Then she was photographed giving someone the 
finger and lost her scholarship.  Now this college athlete is going to court to try to win her scholarship money 
back.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ALAN THICKE 
We now know what caused Alan Thicke to collapse at a hockey rink.  Jim Moret reports. 
 
YOUTUBE TOP EARNING STARS 
Steven Fabian reports on some of YouTube’s highest earning stars. 
 
SOLDIER HOMECOMING 
Inside Edition reports on an emotional surprise reunion for an airman and his daughter. 
 
DISNEY DENTIST 
Inside Edition reports on a trip to the dentist some kids will never forget. 
 



DECEMBER 23, 2016 
 
SHARK IN CAGE VIDEO 
If you're heading to a tropical resort this holiday season and you're adventurous you may think of signing up for 
shark diving.  Promoters say it's safe, fun, and something you will never forget.  We're pretty sure that last part 
is accurate, especially for one man.  He was in a shark cage when, as Jim Moret reports, suddenly a great white 
crashed into the cage with him! 
 
ANGEL IN THE SKY 
A recent poll found that nearly eight in ten Americans believe in angels, especially this time of year.  Maybe 
that's why one photo went viral...it was taken on a clear day, not a cloud in the sky except for one and the man 
who spotted it thought it looked like an angel.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
MOM MAKES ELF VIDEO 
The elf on the shelf is a Christmas tradition…a little elf sent to homes across the country to be Santa’s eyes and 
ears.  One family actually captured their elf on video and their children's reaction when they saw the video was 
priceless. 
 
“ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS IS YOU” 
It's that time of year when you will hear Mariah Carey's “All I Want For Christmas Is You" at least once or 
twice.  After all, the song has sold over 14 million copies around the world....but do you know the story behind 
the song?  Inside Edition reports.  
 
RING BEARER AND FLOWER GIRL  
What are the chances that a little boy who was the ring bearer at a wedding and a little girl who was the flower 
girl would, years later, walk down the same aisle again…this time as man and wife?  As Les Trent reports, a lot 
of people say this marriage was simply meant to be. 
 
COPS PLAY SANTA 
During the year, cops are busy giving out traffic tickets…this time of year they're still giving and it's something 
the recipients are definitely happy to receive.  Inside Edition explains. 
 
FAMILY SWEATER 
This time of year it's popular to wear really loud and what some would call ugly sweaters.  One sweater may not 
fit that description, but it certainly has a really big family history.  Les Trent has the story of a piece of clothing 
that's been going strong for more than six decades. 
 
MIRACLE ON THE HUDSON 
Sully, the movie about the Miracle on the Hudson, was released on DVD this week and it's sure to be a popular 
gift this holiday season.  The story is unforgettable.  155 people were on board that U.S. Airways jet when it hit 
a flock of birds and lost power.  Recently, Inside Edition brought together some of the survivors who to this day 
still marvel at that amazing day. 
 
GIFT WRAPPING SECRETS 
It's been estimated the average American wraps about 20 presents a year and Christmas is the busiest wrapping 
time of all.  Inside Edition reveals some gift wrapping secrets. 
 
GRANDMA IN BOX 
Inside Edition reports on a big Christmas surprise. 
 
 



DECEMBER 26, 2016 
 

 
KID CPR 
It's a very happy holiday season for one family.  Their little boy was saved by a cop who knew CPR.  The boy 
was having a seizure sparked by a cold that left him unable to breathe and the video of his distressed parents 
gripped the nation.  Now Les Trent has some important information every parent needs to know. 
 
STOLEN TRUCK RETRIEVED 
It was pretty bad luck for a car dealer when a truck was stolen right off the lot, but by an amazing stroke of 
good luck the owner spotted that very truck when he was out driving.  Thanks to his sharing the moment on 
Facebook Live, cops were alerted and the truck was retrieved.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
SNEEZING DOG 
Inside Edition has done stories about people who start sneezing and can’t stop and now Megan Alexander has a 
canine version of the story.   
 
REAL LIFE X-FILES 
It's a real life X-Files…a town besieged by bizarre sounds that never really stop and seem to come out of 
nowhere.  It's a phenomenon that appears to be baffling every expert who looks into it. 
 
NATIONAL ANTHEM VOLLEYBALL 
She serves, she scores, and she sings.  A high school volleyball player proved she is the ultimate utility player, 
stepping in at the last moment when a technical snafu silenced “The Star-Spangled Banner”. 
 
WEDDING DRESS TRADITION 
It's a dress that most women wear only once, but one lady made it the habit to wear her wedding dress on the 
same day every year.  Inside Edition reports.   
 
GRANNY CALENDAR 
Hopefully you got good reactions to all the gifts you gave out this year, but probably no reaction was as 
memorable as one that Inside Edition is reporting on. 
 
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES 
The bank safe deposit box is supposedly one of the safest places you can put your most precious 
possessions.  As it turns out they may not always be as safe as you think.  Lisa Guerrero explains what you need 
to ask to make sure your stuff is really protected. 
 
WEARING WRONG BRA? 
A question for women everywhere…are you wearing the wrong bra?  Inside Edition reports. 
 
HOLIDAY HOMECOMING 
Inside Edition reports on a holiday homecoming. 
 



DECEMBER 27, 2016 
 

 
CARRIE FISHER DEAD 
Five days after suffering a serious heart attack on board an airplane, Star Wars actress Carrie Fisher is 
dead.  Jim Moret has the latest. 
 
GEORGE MICHAEL LATEST 
New details are emerging with regard to the shocking death of another icon - singer George Michael.  The 
music superstar was just 53-years-old when he was found dead inside his home on Christmas Day.  Now his 
haunting last image is being studied for any clues as to what caused someone to die at such a young age.  Inside 
Edition reports. 
 
MALL CHAOS 
It was chaos across America as shoppers flocked to malls on the hunt for after-Christmas discounts.  Sheer 
pandemonium and panic erupted at more than a dozen shopping malls and authorities say many were caused by 
false reports of gunfire and fights erupting.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
GRAND CANYON RESCUE 
Inside Edition is learning more about a remarkable story of survival.  A young family was stranded on a 
desolate road after their car got stuck in deep snow.  The mom, a college professor, trekked almost 30 miles 
surviving on twigs as she looked for help.  Miraculously, they all survived.  What did she do right and 
wrong?  Inside Edition reports. 
 
TAYLOR SWIFT FAN 
A Taylor Swift fan received the best Christmas gift.  The Grammy winning singer surprised her biggest and 
most unlikely fan by showing up at the 96-year-old’s home in Missouri!  Inside Edition reports.  
 
CAUGHT-ON-TAPE 2016 
These days it seems that cameras are everywhere and, no surprise, 2016 was quite a year for caught-on-tape 
moments that were filled with breathtaking drama.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
IVANKA ON VACATION 
It was an unpleasant moment for Ivanka Trump on board that JetBlue flight last week at JFK airport when she 
was hassled by another passenger, but Ivanka and her family are now enjoying their winter getaway in 
Hawaii.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
CRAZY CAT 
Inside Edition reports on one crazy cat. 
 



DECEMBER 28, 2016 
 

 
 
CARRIE FISHER FINAL DAYS 
As tributes continue pouring in for Carrie Fisher…new details are emerging about her final days.  The Star 
Wars actress was very open about her lengthy battles with mental illness and addiction.  But could her heart 
attack have been prevented?  Steven Fabien reports. 
 
2016 OBITS 
And as Inside Edition reports, Carrie Fisher’s shocking death was not the only great loss in 2016.  From Prince 
to David Bowie…the world said goodbye to some of our most talented celebrities.  
  
HATCHIMALS 
The holiday season’s hottest toy is causing heartbreak in some households across the country.  Much to the 
disappointment of some children, their Hatchimal toy apparently didn’t hatch.  And parents say their kids were 
devastated.  Les Trent reports.  
 
JLO AND DRAKE DATING? 
Does Jennifer Lopez have a new love in her life?  When the “Jenny From th” singer posted this photo with 
singer Drake, she kicked off wild speculation that the two are now an item.  So, are they dating?LATIFAH/ 
ZSA ZSA/ MILEY  
Even celebrities fall victim to carjackings. Actress and singer Queen Latifah’s car was stolen at a gas station 
when a brazen thief jumped into the car…right as the driver was pumping gas.  
 
TRUMP TOWER CHAOS 
Mayhem in Manhattan.  The chaotic scene unfolded at Trump Tower on Fifth Avenue after a suspicious 
package triggered an evacuation and ensuing panic.  But as Les Trent reports, it was all a false alarm.   
 
2016 NEWSMAKERS 
2016 was a year filled with shocking, breaking news. Steven Fabien has the year’s biggest newsmakers.   
 
BAGGAGE CAROUSEL OF LOVE 
Love is in the air…at the airport.  Wait until you see this guy’s creative proposal on a baggage carousel. 
 
DENTIST 
Finally on Inside Edition…one teen still feeling the effects of her anesthesia thinks a tank full of fish are 
drowning. 



DECEMBER 29, 2016 
 

 
DEBBIE REYNOLDS BROKEN HEART? 
The double tragedy of screen icon Debbie Reynolds passing away just one day after her daughter Carrie Fisher 
died has left people stunned across the country.  Now many are asking whether Debbie died of a broken 
heart.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
REMEMBERING DEBBIE REYNOLDS 
Debbie Reynolds was a triple threat from Hollywood's golden days.  She could sing, dance, and act…a legend 
whose stardom was also touched by personal tragedy and scandal.  She was also a friend to all of us at Inside 
Edition, stopping by our studio many times.   
 
DELTA PLANE MELTDOWN 
A mid-air meltdown was caught-on-tape.  Authorities say a couple was so unruly that a flight had to be turned 
around and as Steven Fabian reports their fellow passengers were actually cheering when the duo was removed. 
 
NEW YEAR’S EVE SECURITY 
New Year’s Eve celebrations will be held across the nation ringing in 2017 and that poses quite a security 
challenge.  In the wake of the deadly terror attack at a Christmas shopping market in Germany people are on 
edge, but as Les Trent reports everything is being done to keep people safe. 
 
BOAT RESCUE TEENS 
There was an incredible rescue of three teenagers who were stranded in rough waters after their boat 
capsized.  The teens managed to huddle on the top of their overturned boat as they waited to be saved and their 
calm and cool demeanors probably saved their lives.  Inside Edition reports. 
 
ANIMALS CAUGHT ON TAPE 
2016 was a year filled with some crazy moments involving some of our four-legged friends.  Inside Edition 
takes a look back at some of the wildest animal moments caught on tape. 
 
HOLIDAY MOVIES 
Looking for a good holiday flick?  Inside Edition gives our list of winners and losers on the big screen this 
season. 
 
CAT IN BOX 
Inside Edition shows video of a cat in a box. 
 



DECEMBER 30, 2016 
 

 
RYAN SEACREST TRAPPED 
The countdown is on for the annual New Year’s Eve ball drop in Times Square.  Once again, Ryan Seacrest will 
be hosting the festivities, but he had a little obstacle when he got stuck in an elevator right in Times 
Square.  Inside Edition spoke to him moments after he was rescued. 
 
DEBBIE REYNOLDS & CARRIE FISHER LATEST 
Tributes continue to pour in for Carrie Fisher and her mom Debbie Reynolds who died just one day apart.  Now 
we are learning that the two iconic stars will be laid to rest in a joint funeral and Debbie Reynolds’ son has even 
selected what his mom will wear when the world bids farewell to the Hollywood legends.  Victoria Recano 
reports. 
 
HATCHIMALS POTTY MOUTH? 
Does the hottest holiday toy of the season have a potty mouth?  According to some parents who bought their 
kids Hatchimals, the talking toy is saying some things that are not exactly g-rated.  The maker of Hatchimals 
denies that their toy is using foul language.  Les Trent reports. 
 
SHARK REPELLENT FAIL? 
It’s advertised as a state-of-the-art gadget that can actually deter sharks, but when one young surfer wore his in 
the water he says the shark repellent didn’t work. 
 
RONDA’S COMEBACK 
Ultimate Fighting Champ Ronda Rousey makes her big comeback this weekend.  Why has she been gone from 
the ring for so long and what can fans expect?  Inside Edition reports 
 
DR. OZ DIET 
The top New Year's resolution is to lose weight.  It's the goal of one-in-five Americans and Dr. Oz thinks he has 
a secret to help you do it.  He spoke with Megan Alexander. 
 
CELEBS 2016 
It's been a busy year for some of your favorite stars with many landing in the headlines for saying ‘I do’ and ‘I 
don't’.  Steven Fabian has more. 
 
BOTTLE FLIP KID 
The bottle flip challenge was a big trend in 2016, but you've never seen it like this! 
 



ON THE MONEY 
4th Quarter 2016 

Airs Saturdays at 5:30am 
 

October 1, 2016 
 

Dr. Beth Bell- Centers for Disease Control, looks at Superbugs. What are they, how do 
we fight them, and what dangers do they present. 

Phil LeBeau- Reporter, examines a self-driving Uber experiment occurring in 
Pittsburgh.  

Dina Gusovsky- Reporter, spotlights a program that retrofits toy cars for children with 
disabilities. 

Stacey Tisdale- CEO of Mind, Money, Media, celebrates the 1 year anniversary of 
chip-cards. 

 
October 8, 2016 
 

Laura Schmidt- UCSF School of Medicine, explores new research that shows the 
sugar industry paid researchers in the 1960's to paint sugar in a better nutritional light 
than fat. 

Courtney Gaine- The Sugar Association, breaks down how this new research is 
changing how we view both sugar and fat in our diet. 

Kate Rogers- Reporter, on getting a degree in growing marijuana. 

Susan Li- Reporter, looks at fast food restaurants experimenting with touch screen 
kiosks and if this translates to faster service and fewer workers. 

Mark Hamrick- Bankrate.com, provides tips on what to do if you think your bank may 
have opened accounts in your name without your permission. 

Jamieson Karson- Chairman & CEO of Soupman, how an episode of "Seinfeld" 
inspired the original chef the character was based on to develop a line of soups. 
 
Larry Thomas- Actor & Brand Ambassador of Soupman, the actor who played the chef 
in "Seinfeld" and utter the "no soup for you" line talks about being the ambassador for 
Soupman. 



 
October 15, 2016 

Meg Tirrell- Reporter, looks at how the health care industry is behind when it comes 
protections from cyber intrusion.  

Kevin Fu- Associate Professor at University of Michigan, discusses cyber hacking of 
medical devices. 

Morgan Brennan- Reporter, on a pilot program by UPS to delivery packages. 

Kelly Peeler- Founder/CEO of Nextgenvest, lists everything you need to know about 
paying for college now that the FAFSA application for college aid has changed along 
with its deadline. 

Sara Blakely- Founder of Spanx, talks about her new book "The Belly Art Project" 
documenting pregnant women with painted bellies.   

 
October 22, 2016 
 

Phil LeBeau- Reporter, explores how one might get better service from hotels, airlines, 
etc. by tweeting them as opposed to calling them.  
 
Jay Baer- Author & Digital Media Consultant, delves into the growing trend of using 
social media for customer service. 
 
Dina Gusovsky- Reporter, on how to find money "lost money:" money that's yours that 
you may not know about.  

Bill Griffeth- Author of "The Stranger in My Genes," explores the DNA test that 
changed his life.  

Courtney Reagan- Reporter, highlights the new Delta flight attendant uniforms 
designed by  Zac Posen. 
 
Ellen Sabin- Author, provide tips on how to teach and talk to your kids about money. 

 
October 29, 2016 

Neil Irwin- Sr. Economic Correspondent of the NY Times, talks about the tiny (0.3%) 
raise social security recipients will get this year, and what we can do to make sure the 
system doesn't run out of money. 



Phil LeBeau- Reporter, breaks down the Consumer Reports' ratings of new car 
reliability and the surprise American brand that made it into the top 3. 

Pippa Mann- Indy Car Driver, discusses her pink indy car and how she is raising breast 
cancer awareness through racing. 

Doug Boneparth- Life and Wealth Planning, on Open Enrollment season and exploring 
what's new this year, how to compare your choices, and the most common mistake 
people are  making. 

Melissa Carbone- Ten Thirty One Productions, profiles her company that builds custom 
haunted houses that you pay money to go into while examining the business of 
Halloween. 

November 5, 2016 
 

Cris Thomas- Tenable Network Security Strategist, on whether America's voting 
machines are susceptible to computer hacking. 

Andrea Day- Reporter, if we should be more concerned about computer hacking on 
election day as opposed to voter fraud. 

Don Hall- President & CEO of Hallmark, on how he keeps his company's old school 
paper greeting card relevant in the digital age.  

Nick Holeman- Betterment Financial Planning Expert, provides money moves you 
should make no matter who's elected president. 

Jacqui Gifford- Sr. Editor of Travel and Leisure, breaks down winter travel trends and 
bargains. 

Kate Rogers- Reporter, goes to Cirque du Soleil (which is hiring) and gives circus 
performing a shot! 

 
November 12, 2016 
 

Courtney Reagan- Reporter, looks at why stores are now choosing to be closed on 
Thanksgiving Day despite the recent trend of staying open. 

Stephen Lebovitz- President & CEO of CBL Properties, discusses the new trend for 
stores to be closed on Thanksgiving Day, is it good for business and workers? 

  



Barb Carson- Small Business Administration, celebrates Veterans Day weekend by 
looking at Vets who are starting their own small business. 
 
Dina Gusovsky- Reporter, explores the skills set of Veterans that they learned in the 
military that could make them uniquely suited to own their own small.  

David Kelly- Chief Global Strategist for JP Morgan Funds, on what the new President 
means to your money. 
 
Dawn Perry- Food Director for Real Simple, provides turkey tips, saving you money for 
your Thanksgiving meal! 

 
November 19, 2016 
 

James Gelfand- SVP of Health Policy at ERIC, discusses a lawsuit by the AARP 
against the government. 

Dania Palanker- Georgetown University, discusses the AARP's lawsuit which they say 
the government is violating individual's privacy. 

John Spink- Michigan State University, investigates Food Fraud, what's really in the 
food we eat. 

Andrea Day- Reporter, looks at Food Fraud and what the government is doing about it 
and what we can do to protect ourselves. 

Avani Ramnani- Francis Financial, on the differences between men and women when 
it comes to saving for retirement. 

Kate Rogers- Reporter, explores a winery, in of all places, Brooklyn 

Philip Petracca- Founder & CEO of Fizzics, showcases his new device that can make 
drinking a beer at home, just like drinking a beer at a bar.  

 
 
November 26, 2016 
 

Jerry Storch- CEO of Hudson Bay, Parent Company of Saks and Lord and Taylor, 
previews the start of the holiday sale season, how retailers are preparing and how 
important it is to their bottom line. 



Vera Gibbons- Senior Consumer Analyst of Gasbuddy.com, let's you know the best 
day to find sales and when to buy what from cars to electronics to furniture. 

Bob Doll- Chief Equity Strategist of Nuveen Asset Management, breaks down the 
consumer impact of rising interest rates and what it means for your money. 

Morgan Brennan- Reporter, on the holiday hiring season 

Kate Rogers- Reporter, profiles an entrepreneur from Alabama who's making it big with 
Chicken Salad. 

 
December 3, 2016 
 

Claire Gartland- Electronic Privacy Information Center, looks at email privacy and how 
you can protect yourself. 
 
Andrea Day- Reporter, discusses email privacy, leaks and how to protect yourself both 
personally and professionally. 

Kate Rogers- Reporter, explores the marijuana industry and the changes that might 
occur with the new administration 

Marcus Samuelsson- Chef & Restaurant Owner, on building his overall brand, from his 
restaurants to his cookbooks. 

Mary Beth Quirk- Managing Editor of Consumerist, breaks down a growing trend of 
retail memberships: you pay for a membership and get discounts as a result. 

Courtney Reagan- Reporter, on the hot holiday toy this year, Hatchimals. 

 
December 10, 2016 
 

Diana Olick- Reporter, provides you with everything you need to know before you start 
shopping for a house. 
 
Sal Khan- Founder & CEO of Khan Academy, looks at the growth of online learning and 
how you can get an education without paying full college prices. 
 
Mark Steber- Chief Tax Officer of Jackson Hewitt Tax Service, gives last minute tax 
tips. 
 



Lauren Lyons Cole- Money Editor for Consumer Reports, on holiday gifts no matter 
your price ranges. 
 
Ray Isle- Executive Wine Editor of Food and Wine Magazine, lists the best holiday 
wines. 

 
 
December 17, 2016 
 

Edmund Lee- Managing Editor of Recode, discusses holiday shopping warnings and 
how to protect yourself from fake apps & networks. 
 
Jeremy Kaplan- Editor in Chief of Digital Trends, joins the discussion regarding how to 
protect yourself this holiday. 
 
Andrea Day- Reporter, the final member to join the round-table discussion on season 
holiday shopping warnings. 
 
Morgan Brennan- Reporter, explores the busiest airport this time of year, FedEx’s 
Memphis hub. 
 
Phil Lebeau- Reporter, on the increasing average age of American cars, more than 11 
years. 

Michael Thatcher- President of Charity Navigator, provides the ins and outs of 
charitable giving and making sure what you’re giving goes where you want it. 

Erin Stanton- Author, explores the advantage of adopting senior dogs as opposed to 
puppies. 
 
 
December 24, 2016 

Andrea Day- Reporter, looks at how your connected device at home could put your 
privacy at risk. 

Kate Rogers- Reporter, profiles the Beardstown Ladies, one of the oldest investment 
clubs around. 

Jan Kniffen- Retail Consultant, explores the changing face of retail, and how we shop 
differently now. 



Keith Melnick- President of Kayak, breaks down last minute travel bargains for the 
holiday season. 

Sean McQuay- Nerdwallet, provides tips on how to get out of credit card debt. 

 
 
December 31, 2016 

Stacey Tisdale - Senior Editor of Black Enterprise, has tips for those of you who want 
to return unwanted gifts. 

Nick Green- Co-Founder & Co-CEO of Thrive Market, profiles his company, a 
membership only, online organic food delivery service. 

Lynette Khalfani-Cox-  Author of “Zero Debt,” provides potential New Year’s 
resolutions to get financially fit.   

Jordan Crook- Writer  for TechCrunch, previews what is ahead in Tech 2017.  

Chris Velasco- Senior Editor of Engadget, previews hot new electronic gadgets that will 
hit shelves in 2017.  
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Air Date Weekday Aired Time Material Title Aired Length Program

10/1/2016 Saturday 1:31:05 XM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE :30 Paid Program

10/1/2016 Saturday 1:31:35 XM PSA: FEEDING AMERICA - TYLER PERRY :30 Paid Program

10/1/2016 Saturday 2:26:45 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - REFLECTION MOM :30 NET 1st Look

10/1/2016 Saturday 2:51:37 XM PSA: HUNGER IS :30 NET Open House NYC

10/1/2016 Saturday 3:20:21 XM PSA: FEEDING AMERICA - TYLER PERRY :30 NET Open House NYC

10/1/2016 Saturday 3:58:34 XM PSA - PARKINSON'S DISEASE :30 Paid Program

10/1/2016 Saturday 4:43:35 XM PSA: HUNGER IS :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

10/1/2016 Saturday 4:56:02 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - REFLECTION MOM :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

10/2/2016 Sunday 1:27:32 XM PSA-NEIGHBORHOOD MEDIATION :30 Paid Program

10/2/2016 Sunday 1:56:32 XM PSA-TENNANT LANDLORD MEDIATION :30 Paid Program

10/2/2016 Sunday 2:49:16 XM PSA-DIVORCE MEDIATION :30 NET NBC Dateline AN..

10/2/2016 Sunday 2:49:46 XM PSA - VA STATE POLICE TEXTING & DRIVING :30 NET NBC Dateline AN..

10/2/2016 Sunday 2:50:16 XM PSA-BLACK HISTORY MUSEUM 1 :30 NET NBC Dateline AN..

10/2/2016 Sunday 2:50:46 XM PSA - NAB FOR THOSE WHO SERVE :30 NET NBC Dateline AN..

10/2/2016 Sunday 3:47:42 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET Meet The Press AN

10/2/2016 Sunday 3:48:42 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - AIDEN :30 NET Meet The Press AN

10/2/2016 Sunday 3:55:18 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - PEARL :30 NET Meet The Press AN

10/2/2016 Sunday 3:55:48 XM PSA-BLACK HISTORY MUSEUM 2 :30 NET Meet The Press AN

10/2/2016 Sunday 3:56:18 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - AARON :30 NET Meet The Press AN

10/2/2016 Sunday 4:25:18 XM PSA - NAB WHO HELPS A HERO :30 NET Early Today

10/3/2016 Monday 1:36:08 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - REFLECTION GRANDPA :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/3/2016 Monday 3:45:05 XM PSA: FEEDING AMERICA - TYLER PERRY :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

10/5/2016 Wednesday 3:43:31 XM PSA-TENNANT LANDLORD MEDIATION :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

10/5/2016 Wednesday 3:58:14 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - MONTEZ FAMILY :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

10/6/2016 Thursday 1:36:08 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - LIFE :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/6/2016 Thursday 12:34:05 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Tonight Show

10/6/2016 Thursday 3:46:36 XM PSA - NAB FOR THOSE WHO SERVE :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

10/6/2016 Thursday 4:41:54 XM PSA-TENNANT LANDLORD MEDIATION :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/7/2016 Friday 1:08:12 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - AARON :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/7/2016 Friday 1:18:07 XM PSA-BLACK HISTORY MUSEUM 2 :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/7/2016 Friday 1:31:09 XM PSA - VAB SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/7/2016 Friday 12:33:37 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - REFLECTION GRANDPA :30 NET Tonight Show

10/7/2016 Friday 4:59:04 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - AARON :30 Paid Program

10/8/2016 Saturday 10:17:47 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 10:17:57 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 10:18:27 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 10:45:23 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/8/2016 Saturday 10:45:53 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/8/2016 Saturday 10:46:23 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/8/2016 Saturday 11:17:26 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

10/8/2016 Saturday 11:17:56 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

10/8/2016 Saturday 11:18:26 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

10/8/2016 Saturday 11:49:36 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

10/8/2016 Saturday 11:50:06 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

10/8/2016 Saturday 11:50:36 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

10/8/2016 Saturday 12:17:22 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Give

10/8/2016 Saturday 12:17:52 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Give

10/8/2016 Saturday 12:18:22 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Give

10/8/2016 Saturday 12:44:48 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/8/2016 Saturday 12:45:18 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/8/2016 Saturday 12:45:48 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:06:10 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:06:40 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:07:10 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:07:40 PM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:14:04 PM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:15:04 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:16:04 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:16:34 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:17:04 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :15 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:24:07 PM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:25:07 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :15 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am the next calendar day.
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10/8/2016 Saturday 1:26:07 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:38:37 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:39:07 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:39:37 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:40:07 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Wilderness Vet

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:46:52 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Wilderness Vet

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:47:52 PM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Wilderness Vet

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:48:52 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:49:22 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:49:52 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:50:22 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :20 NET Wilderness Vet

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:54:03 PM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Wilderness Vet

10/8/2016 Saturday 1:55:03 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Wilderness Vet

10/8/2016 Saturday 2:25:43 XM PSA-HONOR & VALOR FOUNDATION 1:00 NET 1st Look

10/8/2016 Saturday 2:52:41 XM PSA-BLACK HISTORY MUSEUM 1 :30 NET Open House NYC

10/8/2016 Saturday 3:19:50 XM PSA-HONOR & VALOR FOUNDATION 1:00 NET Open House NYC

10/8/2016 Saturday 3:58:35 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - NO SMOKING SQUAD 1:00 Paid Program

10/8/2016 Saturday 4:28:30 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - NO SMOKING SQUAD 1:00 Paid Program

10/8/2016 Saturday 4:42:41 XM PSA: HUNGER IS 1:00 SYN Insider Weekend, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 4:48:28 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - NO SMOKING SQUAD 1:00 SYN Insider Weekend, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 4:55:29 XM PSA: HUNGER IS 1:00 SYN Insider Weekend, The

10/8/2016 Saturday 4:58:24 XM PSA-HONOR & VALOR FOUNDATION 1:00 SYN Insider Weekend, The

10/9/2016 Sunday 12:48:18 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - TESTIMONIAL :30 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

10/9/2016 Sunday 12:55:19 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - AIDEN :30 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

10/9/2016 Sunday 12:56:49 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - AARON :30 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

10/9/2016 Sunday 2:29:24 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - AARON :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

10/9/2016 Sunday 3:53:09 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - TESTIMONIAL :30 NET Meet The Press AN

10/9/2016 Sunday 4:16:47 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - AARON :30 NET Early Today

10/9/2016 Sunday 4:44:11 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - NO SMOKING SQUAD :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/11/2016 Tuesday 1:25:14 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - AIDEN :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/11/2016 Tuesday 1:36:03 XM PSA-BLACK HISTORY MUSEUM 2 :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/11/2016 Tuesday 4:17:03 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - AARON :30 NET Early Today

10/11/2016 Tuesday 4:41:56 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - AIDEN :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/14/2016 Friday 1:28:06 XM PSA-BLACK HISTORY MUSEUM 1 :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/14/2016 Friday 4:22:52 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET 1st Look

10/14/2016 Friday 4:24:22 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - MONTEZ FAMILY :30 NET 1st Look

10/14/2016 Friday 4:58:35 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - AIDEN :30 Paid Program

10/15/2016 Saturday 9:45:42 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/15/2016 Saturday 9:46:12 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/15/2016 Saturday 9:46:42 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/15/2016 Saturday 10:17:51 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/15/2016 Saturday 10:18:41 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/15/2016 Saturday 10:46:29 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/15/2016 Saturday 10:46:59 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/15/2016 Saturday 10:47:29 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/15/2016 Saturday 11:17:57 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

10/15/2016 Saturday 11:18:27 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

10/15/2016 Saturday 11:18:57 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

10/15/2016 Saturday 11:48:34 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

10/15/2016 Saturday 11:49:04 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

10/15/2016 Saturday 11:49:34 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

10/15/2016 Saturday 12:16:59 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Give

10/15/2016 Saturday 12:17:30 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Give

10/15/2016 Saturday 12:18:00 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Give

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:07:31 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:08:01 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:08:31 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:16:06 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:16:36 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:17:07 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:18:07 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:18:37 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:23:01 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am the next calendar day.
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10/16/2016 Sunday 12:23:31 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:24:01 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:35:45 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:36:15 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:36:46 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:46:02 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:52:57 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:53:27 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 12:53:57 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 1:07:15 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Give

10/16/2016 Sunday 1:07:46 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Give

10/16/2016 Sunday 1:08:16 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Give

10/16/2016 Sunday 1:15:29 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 1:16:29 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 1:23:52 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 1:24:23 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 1:24:53 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30

10/16/2016 Sunday 1:18:31 XM PSA: HUNGER IS :30 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

10/16/2016 Sunday 2:11:33 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - AARON :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

10/16/2016 Sunday 2:12:33 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

10/16/2016 Sunday 2:29:35 XM PSA: HUNGER IS :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

10/16/2016 Sunday 2:50:40 XM PSA: HUNGER IS :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

10/16/2016 Sunday 3:48:30 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - AARON :30 NET Meet The Press AN

10/16/2016 Sunday 3:56:34 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Meet The Press AN

10/18/2016 Tuesday 1:21:03 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - AARON :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/18/2016 Tuesday 3:45:55 XM PSA-BLACK HISTORY MUSEUM 2 :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

10/18/2016 Tuesday 3:46:25 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - REFLECTION MOM :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

10/18/2016 Tuesday 4:40:51 XM PSA-BLACK HISTORY MUSEUM 2 :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/18/2016 Tuesday 4:51:24 XM PSA-BLACK HISTORY MUSEUM 2 :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/18/2016 Tuesday 4:57:32 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - AARON :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/19/2016 Wednesday 1:28:30 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - AIDEN :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/19/2016 Wednesday 1:29:00 XM PSA-BLACK HISTORY MUSEUM 1 :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/19/2016 Wednesday 1:36:38 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/19/2016 Wednesday 1:53:07 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - AIDEN :30 NET Last Call With Carson Daly

10/19/2016 Wednesday 3:44:38 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - LIFE :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

10/19/2016 Wednesday 3:45:08 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - REFLECTION MOM :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

10/20/2016 Thursday 1:25:12 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - MONTEZ FAMILY :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/20/2016 Thursday 1:36:07 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/20/2016 Thursday 12:14:52 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Tonight Show

10/20/2016 Thursday 12:26:39 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - DYLAN :30 NET Tonight Show

10/20/2016 Thursday 3:42:12 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - MONTEZ FAMILY :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

10/20/2016 Thursday 4:16:49 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - MONTEZ FAMILY :30 NET Early Today

10/20/2016 Thursday 4:41:39 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - DYLAN :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/20/2016 Thursday 4:53:00 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - MONTEZ FAMILY :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/20/2016 Thursday 4:58:09 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - MONTEZ FAMILY :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/21/2016 Friday 1:26:22 XM PSA-BLACK HISTORY MUSEUM 2 :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/21/2016 Friday 12:13:51 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - MONTEZ FAMILY :30 NET Tonight Show

10/21/2016 Friday 12:33:35 XM PSA - NAB WHO HELPS A HERO :30 NET Tonight Show

10/21/2016 Friday 3:59:00 XM PSA - NAB WHO HELPS A HERO :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

10/21/2016 Friday 4:22:35 XM PSA - VAB SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET 1st Look

10/21/2016 Friday 4:23:35 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET 1st Look

10/21/2016 Friday 4:58:34 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - MONTEZ FAMILY :30 Paid Program

10/22/2016 Saturday 9:46:41 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/22/2016 Saturday 9:47:11 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/22/2016 Saturday 9:47:41 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/22/2016 Saturday 10:18:20 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/22/2016 Saturday 10:18:50 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/22/2016 Saturday 10:19:20 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/22/2016 Saturday 10:46:47 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/22/2016 Saturday 10:47:17 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/22/2016 Saturday 10:47:47 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/22/2016 Saturday 11:16:20 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

10/22/2016 Saturday 11:17:10 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am the next calendar day.
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10/22/2016 Saturday 11:17:40 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

10/22/2016 Saturday 11:47:40 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

10/22/2016 Saturday 11:48:10 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

10/22/2016 Saturday 11:48:40 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

10/22/2016 Saturday 12:18:36 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Give

10/22/2016 Saturday 12:19:06 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Give

10/22/2016 Saturday 12:19:36 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Give

10/23/2016 Sunday 12:06:49 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/23/2016 Sunday 12:07:19 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/23/2016 Sunday 12:08:19 PM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/23/2016 Sunday 12:13:17 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/23/2016 Sunday 12:14:17 PM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/23/2016 Sunday 12:15:17 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/23/2016 Sunday 12:15:47 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/23/2016 Sunday 12:16:17 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/23/2016 Sunday 12:16:48 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :15 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/23/2016 Sunday 12:17:03 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/23/2016 Sunday 12:22:30 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/23/2016 Sunday 12:23:00 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/23/2016 Sunday 12:23:30 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/23/2016 Sunday 12:24:01 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/23/2016 Sunday 1:10:17 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - NO SMOKING SQUAD 1:00 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

10/23/2016 Sunday 1:19:59 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - NO SMOKING SQUAD 1:00 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

10/23/2016 Sunday 1:20:59 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - AARON :30 SYN Inside Edition Weekend

10/23/2016 Sunday 2:14:53 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - NO SMOKING SQUAD 1:00 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

10/23/2016 Sunday 2:33:33 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - NO SMOKING SQUAD 1:00 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

10/23/2016 Sunday 2:48:43 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - NO SMOKING SQUAD 1:00 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

10/23/2016 Sunday 2:52:10 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - NO SMOKING SQUAD 1:00 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

10/23/2016 Sunday 3:48:27 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - NO SMOKING SQUAD 1:00 NET Meet The Press AN

10/23/2016 Sunday 3:56:35 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - NO SMOKING SQUAD 1:00 NET Meet The Press AN

10/23/2016 Sunday 4:17:23 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - NO SMOKING SQUAD 1:00 NET Early Today

10/24/2016 Monday 1:35:49 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - TESTIMONIAL :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/24/2016 Monday 4:16:38 XM PSA - VAB SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 NET Early Today

10/24/2016 Monday 4:41:30 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - TESTIMONIAL :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/24/2016 Monday 4:52:26 XM PSA - VAB SAVE THE NEXT GIRL :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/24/2016 Monday 4:57:35 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - TESTIMONIAL :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/25/2016 Tuesday 1:34:40 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

10/25/2016 Tuesday 4:43:39 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - TESTIMONIAL :30 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

10/29/2016 Saturday 9:45:18 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/29/2016 Saturday 9:45:48 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/29/2016 Saturday 9:46:18 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

10/29/2016 Saturday 10:16:52 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/29/2016 Saturday 10:17:22 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/29/2016 Saturday 10:17:52 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

10/29/2016 Saturday 10:45:37 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/29/2016 Saturday 10:46:07 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/29/2016 Saturday 10:46:37 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Wilderness Vet

10/29/2016 Saturday 11:17:16 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

10/29/2016 Saturday 11:17:26 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

10/29/2016 Saturday 11:17:56 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

10/29/2016 Saturday 11:48:27 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

10/29/2016 Saturday 11:48:57 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

10/29/2016 Saturday 11:49:27 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

10/29/2016 Saturday 12:16:57 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Give

10/29/2016 Saturday 12:17:27 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Give

10/29/2016 Saturday 12:17:57 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Give

11/2/2016 Wednesday 12:34:58 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Tonight Show

11/2/2016 Wednesday 3:58:53 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

11/2/2016 Wednesday 3:59:23 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

11/2/2016 Wednesday 4:16:55 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - MONTEZ FAMILY :30 NET Early Today

11/2/2016 Wednesday 4:17:25 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - DYLAN :30 NET Early Today

11/2/2016 Wednesday 4:50:19 XM PSA: YWCA COURAGE :50 LOC 12 News Today @ 4:30a

11/3/2016 Thursday 5:21:14 PM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 LOC 12 News 1st @ 5p

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am the next calendar day.
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11/3/2016 Thursday 1:28:47 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

11/3/2016 Thursday 1:36:27 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

11/3/2016 Thursday 3:58:50 XM PSA: YWCA COURAGE :50 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

11/5/2016 Saturday 10:18:12 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

11/5/2016 Saturday 10:18:22 AM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

11/5/2016 Saturday 10:47:36 AM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Wilderness Vet

11/5/2016 Saturday 10:48:36 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Wilderness Vet

11/5/2016 Saturday 11:16:29 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

11/5/2016 Saturday 11:16:59 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

11/5/2016 Saturday 11:47:33 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

11/5/2016 Saturday 11:48:33 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

11/5/2016 Saturday 12:17:37 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Give

11/5/2016 Saturday 12:18:07 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Give

11/5/2016 Saturday 12:47:24 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

11/5/2016 Saturday 12:48:24 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

11/5/2016 Saturday 1:24:49 XM PSA-HONOR & VALOR FOUNDATION 1:00 NET 1st Look

11/5/2016 Saturday 1:25:49 XM PSA: YWCA COURAGE :50 NET 1st Look

11/5/2016 Saturday 2:19:20 XM PSA-HONOR & VALOR FOUNDATION 1:00 NET Open House NYC

11/5/2016 Saturday 2:58:37 XM PSA-HONOR & VALOR FOUNDATION 1:00 Paid Program

11/5/2016 Saturday 3:28:33 XM PSA-HONOR & VALOR FOUNDATION 1:00 Paid Program

11/5/2016 Saturday 3:58:33 XM PSA-HONOR & VALOR FOUNDATION 1:00 Paid Program

11/5/2016 Saturday 3:59:33 XM PSA - NAB FOR THOSE WHO SERVE :30 Paid Program

11/5/2016 Saturday 4:28:33 XM PSA-HONOR & VALOR FOUNDATION 1:00 Paid Program

11/5/2016 Saturday 4:41:32 XM PSA-HONOR & VALOR FOUNDATION 1:00 SYN Insider Weekend, The

11/5/2016 Saturday 4:42:32 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

11/5/2016 Saturday 4:47:57 XM PSA-HONOR & VALOR FOUNDATION 1:00 SYN Insider Weekend, The

11/5/2016 Saturday 4:55:31 XM PSA-HONOR & VALOR FOUNDATION 1:00 SYN Insider Weekend, The

11/5/2016 Saturday 4:58:26 XM PSA-HONOR & VALOR FOUNDATION 1:00 SYN Insider Weekend, The

11/8/2016 Tuesday 3:59:31 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 2 :30 NET NBC News Special

11/12/2016 Saturday 10:17:56 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

11/12/2016 Saturday 10:46:26 AM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Wilderness Vet

11/12/2016 Saturday 11:17:28 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

11/12/2016 Saturday 11:48:54 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

11/12/2016 Saturday 12:19:14 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Give

11/12/2016 Saturday 12:19:44 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Give

11/12/2016 Saturday 12:46:08 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

11/18/2016 Friday 4:21:06 XM PSA-HONOR & VALOR FOUNDATION 1:00 NET 1st Look

11/19/2016 Saturday 9:46:12 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

11/19/2016 Saturday 9:47:02 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

11/19/2016 Saturday 9:47:32 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

11/19/2016 Saturday 10:18:22 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

11/19/2016 Saturday 10:18:52 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

11/19/2016 Saturday 10:19:22 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

11/19/2016 Saturday 10:45:07 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Wilderness Vet

11/19/2016 Saturday 10:45:37 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Wilderness Vet

11/19/2016 Saturday 10:46:07 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Wilderness Vet

11/19/2016 Saturday 11:17:16 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

11/19/2016 Saturday 11:17:46 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

11/19/2016 Saturday 11:18:16 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

11/19/2016 Saturday 11:47:20 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

11/19/2016 Saturday 11:47:50 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

11/19/2016 Saturday 11:48:20 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

11/19/2016 Saturday 12:18:03 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Give

11/19/2016 Saturday 12:18:33 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Give

11/19/2016 Saturday 12:19:03 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Give

11/26/2016 Saturday 9:45:20 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

11/26/2016 Saturday 9:45:50 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

11/26/2016 Saturday 10:15:35 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

11/26/2016 Saturday 10:16:05 AM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

11/26/2016 Saturday 10:48:51 AM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Wilderness Vet

11/26/2016 Saturday 10:49:51 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Wilderness Vet

11/26/2016 Saturday 11:18:30 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

11/26/2016 Saturday 11:18:40 AM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am the next calendar day.
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11/26/2016 Saturday 11:47:39 AM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

11/26/2016 Saturday 11:48:39 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

11/26/2016 Saturday 12:17:39 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Give

11/26/2016 Saturday 12:18:09 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Give

12/2/2016 Friday 4:22:05 XM PSA: HUNGER IS :30 NET 1st Look

12/2/2016 Friday 4:23:05 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - PEARL :30 NET 1st Look

12/3/2016 Saturday 9:45:42 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

12/3/2016 Saturday 9:46:12 AM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

12/3/2016 Saturday 10:17:27 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

12/3/2016 Saturday 10:18:17 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

12/3/2016 Saturday 10:18:47 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

12/3/2016 Saturday 10:45:23 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Wilderness Vet

12/3/2016 Saturday 10:46:23 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Wilderness Vet

12/3/2016 Saturday 11:17:26 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

12/3/2016 Saturday 11:17:56 AM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

12/3/2016 Saturday 11:49:37 AM K PSA-OUR LAND 1:00 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

12/3/2016 Saturday 11:50:37 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

12/3/2016 Saturday 12:17:23 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Give

12/3/2016 Saturday 12:17:53 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE 1:00 NET Give

12/7/2016 Wednesday 3:44:17 XM PSA - DRUG FREE KIDS - AWKWARD SILENCE :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

12/7/2016 Wednesday 3:58:40 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - TESTIMONIAL :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

12/10/2016 Saturday 9:46:41 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

12/10/2016 Saturday 9:47:11 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

12/10/2016 Saturday 9:47:41 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

12/10/2016 Saturday 10:18:11 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

12/10/2016 Saturday 10:18:21 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

12/10/2016 Saturday 10:18:51 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

12/10/2016 Saturday 10:46:29 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Wilderness Vet

12/10/2016 Saturday 10:46:59 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Wilderness Vet

12/10/2016 Saturday 10:47:29 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Wilderness Vet

12/10/2016 Saturday 11:17:57 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

12/10/2016 Saturday 11:18:27 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

12/10/2016 Saturday 11:18:57 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

12/10/2016 Saturday 11:48:34 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

12/10/2016 Saturday 11:49:04 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

12/10/2016 Saturday 11:49:34 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

12/10/2016 Saturday 12:16:59 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Give

12/10/2016 Saturday 12:17:30 PM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Give

12/10/2016 Saturday 12:18:00 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Give

12/10/2016 Saturday 1:31:05 XM PSA-BLACK HISTORY MUSEUM 2 :30 Paid Program

12/10/2016 Saturday 1:31:35 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - PEARL :30 Paid Program

12/10/2016 Saturday 2:52:19 XM PSA-BLACK HISTORY MUSEUM 2 :30 NET Open House NYC

12/10/2016 Saturday 2:53:19 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 NET Open House NYC

12/10/2016 Saturday 3:20:48 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - PEARL :30 NET Open House NYC

12/10/2016 Saturday 4:29:30 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 Paid Program

12/10/2016 Saturday 4:48:12 XM PSA-BLACK HISTORY MUSEUM 2 :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

12/10/2016 Saturday 4:48:42 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - PEARL :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

12/10/2016 Saturday 4:58:53 XM PSA - LEGAL AID JUSTICE 1 :30 SYN Insider Weekend, The

12/11/2016 Sunday 2:18:21 XM PSA-HOPE FOR THE WARRIORS - DAN :30 SYN Entertainment Tonight Weekend

12/12/2016 Monday 3:45:09 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - AIDEN :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

12/17/2016 Saturday 9:45:38 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :10 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

12/17/2016 Saturday 9:45:48 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

12/17/2016 Saturday 9:46:18 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

12/17/2016 Saturday 10:18:20 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

12/17/2016 Saturday 10:18:50 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

12/17/2016 Saturday 10:19:20 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

12/17/2016 Saturday 10:46:47 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Wilderness Vet

12/17/2016 Saturday 10:47:17 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Wilderness Vet

12/17/2016 Saturday 10:47:47 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Wilderness Vet

12/17/2016 Saturday 11:16:56 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

12/17/2016 Saturday 11:17:26 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

12/17/2016 Saturday 11:17:56 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

12/17/2016 Saturday 11:47:40 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am the next calendar day.
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12/17/2016 Saturday 11:48:10 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

12/17/2016 Saturday 11:48:40 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

12/17/2016 Saturday 12:18:36 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Give

12/17/2016 Saturday 12:19:06 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Give

12/17/2016 Saturday 12:19:36 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Give

12/29/2016 Thursday 7:57:56 PM PSA: YWCA COURAGE :50 SYN Inside Edition

12/29/2016 Thursday 1:15:21 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :30 NET Late Night with Seth Meyers

12/29/2016 Thursday 2:02:56 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :30 NET Last Call With Carson Daly

12/29/2016 Thursday 3:58:15 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :30 NET Mad Money with Jim Cramer AN

12/31/2016 Saturday 9:45:38 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

12/31/2016 Saturday 9:46:08 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

12/31/2016 Saturday 9:46:38 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Heart of a Champion with Lauren Thompson

12/31/2016 Saturday 10:18:22 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

12/31/2016 Saturday 10:18:52 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Voyager with Josh Garcia, The

12/31/2016 Saturday 10:47:36 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Wilderness Vet

12/31/2016 Saturday 10:48:06 AM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Wilderness Vet

12/31/2016 Saturday 10:48:36 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Wilderness Vet

12/31/2016 Saturday 11:16:58 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

12/31/2016 Saturday 11:17:28 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

12/31/2016 Saturday 11:17:58 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Journey with Dylan Dreyer

12/31/2016 Saturday 11:47:33 AM K PSA-OUR LAND KAYAKER :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

12/31/2016 Saturday 11:48:03 AM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

12/31/2016 Saturday 11:48:33 AM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Naturally, Danny Seo

12/31/2016 Saturday 12:17:37 PM K PSA-NATURE EXPLORE :30 NET Give

12/31/2016 Saturday 12:18:07 PM K PSA-OUR LAND MEADOW :30 NET Give

12/31/2016 Saturday 12:18:37 PM K PSA-SWIM TODAY WALK :30 NET Give

12/31/2016 Saturday 10:37:28 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :15 NET NBC Special

12/31/2016 Saturday 11:21:59 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :15 LOC 12 News @ 11p

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am the next calendar day.
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Air Date Weekday Aired Time Material Title Aired Length Program

12/7/2016 Wednesday 1:20:21 XM PSA: HUNGER IS :15 NET MeTV

12/7/2016 Wednesday 1:22:07 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - REFLECTION GRANDPA:15 NET MeTV

12/7/2016 Wednesday 12:11:53 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - AIDEN :15 NET MeTV

12/7/2016 Wednesday 12:13:39 XM PSA - NAB FOR THOSE WHO SERVE :15 NET MeTV

12/7/2016 Wednesday 2:16:43 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - REFLECTION MOM:15 NET MeTV

12/7/2016 Wednesday 2:18:28 XM PSA: ANTI SMOKING - LIFE :15 NET MeTV

12/7/2016 Wednesday 3:11:47 XM PSA - NAB FOR THOSE WHO SERVE :15 NET MeTV

12/7/2016 Wednesday 3:13:32 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - AIDEN :15 NET MeTV

12/7/2016 Wednesday 4:05:31 XM PSA - MIND YOUR MEDS - AARON :15 NET MeTV

12/7/2016 Wednesday 4:07:15 XM PSA - SU2C & MLB - AIDEN :15 NET MeTV

12/29/2016 Thursday 5:14:44 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :30

12/29/2016 Thursday 7:15:43 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :30

12/29/2016 Thursday 7:40:43 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :30

12/29/2016 Thursday 8:12:53 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :30 NET MeTV

12/29/2016 Thursday 8:39:50 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :30

12/29/2016 Thursday 8:41:20 AM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :30 NET MeTV

12/31/2016 Saturday 10:20:15 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :15 NET MeTV

12/31/2016 Saturday 3:19:28 XM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :15 NET MeTV

12/31/2016 Saturday 4:14:13 PM PSA - PROJECT ROADBLOCK :15 NET MeTV

6:15

Times marked XM = 12:00am-4:59am
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4th Quarter 2016

Aired Time Aired Length Title

10/01/16

10:11:06 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

10:16:45 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:18:45 AM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

10:27:20 AM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

10:28:20 AM :30 Caregiver Assistance

10:28:50 AM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

10:37:41 AM :30 Teacher Recruitment

10:44:46 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:46:16 AM :30 Easter Seals

10:46:46 AM :30 American Heart Association

10:55:14 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

10:56:14 AM 1:00 Heifer International

11:09:23 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

11:14:57 AM 1:00 American Heart Association

11:15:57 AM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

11:16:27 AM :30 Citrus Pest & Disease Prevention Program

11:16:57 AM :30 Recycling

11:24:31 AM 1:00 Buzzed Driving Prevention_Viral Consequences

11:25:31 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:26:01 AM :30 Fauna & Flora International

11:36:09 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

11:43:52 AM 1:00 Autism Awareness_The World of Autism

11:44:52 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

11:45:22 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

11:45:53 AM :30 National Association of School Nurses

11:52:26 AM 1:00 Discovering Nature_Escape Project - Families

11:53:26 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

11:53:56 AM :30 Susan G. Komen

12:07:42 PM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

12:12:27 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:13:57 PM :30 Emergency Preparedness

12:14:27 PM :30 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

12:20:37 PM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

12:21:37 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement

12:22:07 PM :30 JDRF Type None

12:41:07 PM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance_Frozen (Revised)

12:46:46 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:48:46 PM :30 Keep America Beautiful

12:49:16 PM :30 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America

12:50:00 PM :15 Prediabetes Test

12:57:40 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10/08/16

10:11:07 AM :30 Bullying Prevention

10:11:37 AM :30 Bento Keyboard Cat

10:16:50 AM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

10:17:50 AM :30 Bullying Prevention

10:18:50 AM :30 Hamilton The Pug

10:19:21 AM :30 Bullying Prevention

10:19:51 AM :15 Prediabetes Test
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4th Quarter 2016

Aired Time Aired Length Title

10:27:40 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:38:05 AM :30 Busy Mom

10:44:51 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

10:45:51 AM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance_Frozen (Revised)

10:46:51 AM :30 Pets Anthem

10:54:41 AM 1:00 Emergency Preparedness

10:55:41 AM :30 Hunger Prevention_Farmer

10:56:11 AM :30 Bacon Lovers

11:08:33 AM :30 D S Simon Productions

11:15:04 AM :30 Job Training Employment_Bike

11:15:35 AM :30 "Education Is Sweeter" :30

11:16:05 AM :30 Bacon Lovers

11:16:35 AM :30 Financial Literacy_Feed the Pig

11:17:05 AM :30 Jennie Garth

11:22:48 AM :30 Financial Literacy_The Game

11:23:18 AM :30 Toast

11:23:48 AM :30 Financial Literacy_Picnic

11:24:18 AM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention_Life's Doors

11:38:31 AM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention_Viral Consequences

11:43:33 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

11:45:04 AM :30 Bullying Prevention

11:45:34 AM :30 Seat Belt Safety_Battlefield

11:55:00 AM 1:00 Buzzed Driving Prevention_Viral Consequences

11:56:00 AM :30 Child Passenger Safety _Question Everything

11:56:30 AM :30 Autism Awareness_The World of Autism

12:07:58 PM :30 Busy Mom

12:11:58 PM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

12:12:58 PM :30 Bento Keyboard Cat

12:13:28 PM :30 Job Training Employment_Bike

12:13:58 PM :30 Hunger Prevention_Farmer

12:20:29 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:21:59 PM :30 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance_Frozen (Revised)

12:41:06 PM :30 D S Simon Productions

12:41:36 PM :30 Hamilton The Pug

12:46:45 PM :30 Pets Anthem

12:47:15 PM :30 Bullying Prevention

12:47:45 PM :30 Financial Literacy_Patio Talk

12:48:46 PM :30 Financial Literacy_Feed the Pig

12:49:16 PM :30 Jennie Garth

12:49:47 PM :15 Bento Keyboard Cat

12:57:41 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10/15/16

10:11:06 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

10:16:45 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:18:46 AM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

10:19:46 AM :15 Bento Keyboard Cat

10:20:01 AM :15 Toast

10:27:41 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:37:20 AM :30 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America

10:42:54 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy
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10:44:24 AM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance_Frozen (Revised)

10:51:31 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

10:52:31 AM :30 Teacher Recruitment

10:53:01 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

11:08:54 AM :30 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

11:13:06 AM 1:00 Discovering Nature_Escape Project - Families

11:14:07 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:14:37 AM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention

11:15:07 AM :30 Caregiver Assistance

11:21:39 AM 1:00 Autism Awareness_The World of Autism

11:22:39 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:23:09 AM :30 Recycling

11:37:06 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

11:46:51 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

11:48:21 AM :30 Prudential Foundation and National Association of

11:48:51 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

11:54:42 AM :30 Hearing Health Foundation

11:55:12 AM :30 Fauna & Flora International

11:55:42 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

11:56:12 AM :30 Citrus Pest & Disease Prevention Program

12:07:45 PM :30 Keep America Beautiful

12:11:35 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:13:05 PM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

12:13:35 PM :30 Easter Seals

12:19:36 PM 1:00 Emergency Preparedness

12:20:36 PM 1:00 Buzzed Driving Prevention_Viral Consequences

12:41:06 PM 1:00 Financial Literacy

12:46:45 PM :30 JDRF Type None

12:47:15 PM :30 Emergency Preparedness

12:47:45 PM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

12:48:46 PM 1:00 Recycling

12:57:10 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:58:40 PM :30 Enrollment in Health Insurance

10/22/16

10:11:06 AM :30 American Heart Association

10:11:36 AM :30 Fauna & Flora International

10:16:45 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:18:45 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

10:27:10 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:28:40 AM :30 Teacher Recruitment

10:37:07 AM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention

10:43:44 AM :30 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America

10:44:14 AM :30 Citrus Pest & Disease Prevention Program

10:44:44 AM :30 American Heart Association

10:45:14 AM :30 Easter Seals

10:45:44 AM :30 Prudential Foundation and National Association of

10:53:36 AM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

10:54:36 AM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

10:55:06 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

11:07:46 AM :30 American Heart Association
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4th Quarter 2016

Aired Time Aired Length Title

11:14:03 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

11:15:33 AM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of

11:23:00 AM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

11:24:01 AM :30 Hearing Health Foundation

11:24:31 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

11:36:10 AM :30 Caregiver Assistance

11:40:55 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

11:42:25 AM :30 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

11:42:55 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

11:48:49 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

11:49:19 AM :30 Keep America Beautiful

11:49:49 AM :30 JDRF Type None

11:50:19 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement

12:07:13 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

12:13:55 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness_The World of Autism

12:14:55 PM :30 Supporting Minority Education

12:15:25 PM :30 Financial Literacy

12:15:55 PM :30 High Blood Pressure

12:22:13 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:23:43 PM :30 GED Achievement

12:41:05 PM 1:00 Discovering Nature_Escape Project - Families

12:46:44 PM 1:00 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

12:47:44 PM :30 Enrollment in Health Insurance

12:48:45 PM 1:00 Emergency Preparedness

12:49:45 PM :30 Toast

12:57:39 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10/29/16

10:11:05 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

10:11:35 AM :30 Recycling

10:12:05 AM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

10:17:05 AM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention

10:17:35 AM :30 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America

10:18:05 AM :30 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

10:19:05 AM 1:00 Job Training & Employment

10:27:40 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:38:51 AM :30 Fauna & Flora International

10:45:15 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:46:45 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

10:47:15 AM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

10:52:55 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:54:25 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:06:26 AM :30 Easter Seals

11:11:51 AM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

11:12:51 AM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

11:13:51 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

11:22:14 AM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

11:23:14 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

11:23:44 AM :30 Prudential Foundation and National Association of

11:37:03 AM :30 Citrus Pest & Disease Prevention Program

11:42:19 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy
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11:43:49 AM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education

11:50:41 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

11:51:41 AM :30 Teacher Recruitment

11:52:12 AM :30 Keep America Beautiful

12:07:14 PM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

12:12:18 PM 1:00 "Education Is Sweeter" :60

12:13:18 PM 1:00 Financial Literacy_Perfect Family

12:14:19 PM :30 Emergency Preparedness

12:20:47 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:22:17 PM :30 Enrollment in Health Insurance

12:41:05 PM :30 American Heart Association

12:41:35 PM :30 JDRF Type None

12:46:44 PM 1:00 Discovering Nature_Escape Project - Families

12:47:44 PM :30 GED Achievement

12:48:44 PM 1:00 Autism Awareness_The World of Autism

12:49:45 PM :30 Busy Mom

12:57:39 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

11/05/16

10:11:05 AM :30 Fauna & Flora International

10:11:35 AM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

10:16:44 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:18:44 AM :30 Teacher Recruitment

10:19:14 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

10:19:44 AM :30 The Joyful Heart Foundation

10:27:39 AM 1:00 National Association of Boards of Pharmacy  CMND36

10:28:39 AM :30 Caregiver Assistance

10:38:56 AM :30 Citrus Pest & Disease Prevention Program

10:44:24 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:45:54 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

10:46:24 AM :30 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

10:52:29 AM 1:00 American Heart Association

10:53:29 AM 1:00 Communities In Schools

11:06:03 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:12:36 AM :30 Easter Seals

11:13:06 AM :30 Prudential Foundation and National Association of

11:13:36 AM :30 Hearing Health Foundation

11:14:06 AM :30 National Association of School Nurses

11:14:37 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

11:21:22 AM :30 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America

11:21:52 AM :30 Susan G. Komen

11:22:22 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:22:52 AM :30 Supporting Minority Education

11:36:06 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

11:43:16 AM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of

11:44:16 AM :30 Emergency Preparedness

11:44:46 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement

11:45:17 AM :30 Recycling

11:51:45 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

11:53:15 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

12:07:05 PM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention
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4th Quarter 2016

Aired Time Aired Length Title

12:13:36 PM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education

12:14:36 PM :30 Hunger Prevention

12:15:07 PM :30 JDRF Type None

12:15:37 PM :30 Keep America Beautiful

12:21:29 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:22:59 PM :30 Recycling

12:41:05 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

12:41:35 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement

12:46:44 PM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

12:47:44 PM :30 Supporting Minority Education

12:48:44 PM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

12:57:19 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:58:49 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

5:41:45 XM :15 Enrollment in Health Insurance

11/12/16

10:11:35 AM :30 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America

10:16:44 AM 1:00 Ad Council: Embracing Our Differencesk

10:17:44 AM :30 Fauna & Flora International

10:18:44 AM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

10:19:14 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

10:27:19 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:28:49 AM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

10:35:37 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

10:43:12 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:44:42 AM :30 Caregiver Assistance

10:51:54 AM 1:00 Recycling

10:52:54 AM 1:00 Ad Council: Embracing Our Differences

11:08:49 AM :30 National Association of School Nurses

11:15:27 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

11:16:57 AM :30 Easter Seals

11:17:27 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:26:09 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

11:37:23 AM :30 Prudential Foundation and National Association of

11:42:53 AM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

11:43:53 AM :30 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

11:44:24 AM :30 Citrus Pest & Disease Prevention Program

11:44:54 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:51:22 AM 1:00 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of Amer./National Pest

11:52:22 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

11:52:52 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

12:10:07 PM :30 JDRF Type None

12:17:30 PM :30 Keep America Beautiful

12:18:00 PM :30 Enrollment in Health Insurance

12:18:30 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement

12:19:01 PM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention

12:19:31 PM :30 Financial Literacy

12:25:19 PM :30 Hearing Health Foundation

12:25:49 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement

12:26:19 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

12:41:35 PM :30 Hunger Prevention
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12:47:14 PM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

12:47:44 PM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

12:48:44 PM :30 Teacher Recruitment

12:49:14 PM :30 Susan G. Komen

12:49:45 PM :30 Hunger Prevention_Farmer

12:58:09 PM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

11/19/16

10:11:05 AM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

10:16:44 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:18:44 AM 1:00 Diabetes Test

10:27:38 AM 1:00 Obesity Action Coalition

10:28:39 AM :30 Fauna & Flora International

10:36:49 AM :30 Teacher Recruitment

10:43:05 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:44:35 AM 1:00 Discovering Nature_Escape Project - Families

10:52:23 AM 1:00 Buzzed Driving Prevention_Viral Consequences

10:53:24 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

10:53:54 AM :30 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America

11:07:42 AM :30 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

11:14:34 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:15:04 AM :30 National Association of School Nurses

11:15:34 AM :30 Prudential Foundation and National Association of

11:16:05 AM :30 Easter Seals

11:16:35 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

11:24:29 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

11:25:59 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:40:21 AM :30 Recycling

11:44:42 AM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance

11:45:42 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

11:46:12 AM :30 Caregiver Assistance

11:46:42 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

11:52:35 AM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

11:53:35 AM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention

11:54:05 AM :30 Supporting Minority Education

12:04:43 PM :30 Emergency Preparedness

12:10:26 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

12:10:56 PM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

12:11:26 PM :30 Hearing Health Foundation

12:11:56 PM :30 GED Achievement

12:12:26 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement

12:21:45 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:23:15 PM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

12:41:05 PM 1:00 JDRF Type None

12:46:44 PM :30 Keep America Beautiful

12:47:14 PM :30 Financial Literacy

12:47:44 PM :30 High Blood Pressure

12:48:45 PM :30 Let Girls Learn

12:49:15 PM :30 Enrollment in Health Insurance

12:49:45 PM :10 Prediabetes Test

12:57:38 PM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck
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12:58:39 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

11/26/16

10:11:05 AM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

10:16:44 AM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

10:17:44 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

10:18:44 AM 1:00 HealthyWomen and Merck

10:27:09 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:28:39 AM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

10:37:32 AM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention

10:44:35 AM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

10:45:35 AM 1:00 Buzzed Driving Prevention_Viral Consequences

10:46:36 AM :30 Caregiver Assistance

10:55:18 AM 1:00 Ad Council: Embracing Our Differences

10:56:18 AM :30 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America

10:56:48 AM :30 Recycling

11:08:32 AM :30 Citrus Pest & Disease Prevention Program

11:15:09 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

11:16:39 AM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of

11:25:15 AM 1:00 Discovering Nature_Escape Project - Families

11:26:15 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:26:45 AM :30 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

11:35:23 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

11:47:58 AM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

11:48:59 AM :30 Prudential Foundation and National Association of

11:49:29 AM :30 National Association of School Nurses

11:49:59 AM :30 Fauna & Flora International

11:57:20 AM 1:00 Food Allergy Research & Education

11:58:20 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

11:58:50 AM :30 Easter Seals

12:04:20 PM :30 Susan G. Komen

12:12:43 PM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

12:13:43 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

12:14:13 PM :30 American Heart Association

12:14:43 PM :30 Hearing Health Foundation

12:22:22 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:23:52 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement

12:41:06 PM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

12:46:45 PM 1:00 Heifer International

12:47:45 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

12:48:45 PM 1:00 JDRF Type None

12:57:12 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:58:42 PM :30 Keep America Beautiful

12/03/16

10:11:08 AM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

10:16:48 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:18:49 AM 1:00 NeighborWorks America

10:19:49 AM :15 Ad Council: Embracing Our Differences

10:27:42 AM :30 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

10:28:12 AM :30 Teacher Recruitment

10:28:42 AM :30 Easter Seals
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10:37:38 AM :30 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America

10:44:57 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:46:27 AM :30 American Heart Association

10:46:57 AM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

10:53:58 AM 1:00 "Education Is Sweeter" :60

10:54:58 AM :30 Prudential Foundation and National Association of

10:55:28 AM :30 Recycling

11:05:30 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

11:12:41 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

11:14:11 AM 1:00 Prudential Foundation and National Association of

11:22:00 AM :30 Caregiver Assistance

11:22:30 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:23:00 AM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention

11:23:30 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

11:36:09 AM :30 Hearing Health Foundation

11:43:52 AM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

11:44:52 AM :30 Supporting Minority Education

11:45:22 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

11:45:52 AM :30 National Association of School Nurses

11:52:26 AM 1:00 Obesity Action Coalition

11:53:26 AM :30 Emergency Preparedness

11:53:56 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

12:07:42 PM :30 Keep America Beautiful

12:12:27 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:13:57 PM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

12:14:27 PM :30 Citrus Pest & Disease Prevention Program

12:20:36 PM :30 Financial Literacy

12:21:06 PM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

12:21:37 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement

12:22:07 PM :30 Let Girls Learn

12:41:06 PM 1:00 Buzzed Driving Prevention_Viral Consequences

12:46:45 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:48:15 PM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

12:49:05 PM :30 Fatherhood Involvement

12:49:35 PM :30 High Blood Pressure

12:57:39 PM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

12:58:40 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

12/10/16

10:11:05 AM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

10:16:44 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:18:44 AM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

10:27:19 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:28:49 AM :20 Wildfire Preparedness

10:36:00 AM :30 Fauna & Flora International

10:41:39 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:43:09 AM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention

10:43:39 AM :30 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

10:52:31 AM :30 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America

10:53:01 AM :30 Easter Seals

10:53:31 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption
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10:54:01 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:08:12 AM :30 Teacher Recruitment

11:14:26 AM :30 Caregiver Assistance

11:14:56 AM :30 National Association of School Nurses

11:15:26 AM :30 Recycling

11:15:56 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

11:16:26 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

11:23:48 AM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

11:24:48 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:25:18 AM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

11:38:31 AM :30 Susan G. Komen

11:43:33 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

11:44:03 AM :30 JDRF Type None

11:44:33 AM :30 Enrollment in Health Insurance

11:45:03 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

11:45:34 AM :30 Hearing Health Foundation

11:55:00 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

11:56:30 AM :30 Fatherhood Involvement

12:07:58 PM :30 GED Achievement

12:11:57 PM :30 Prudential Foundation and National Association of

12:12:27 PM :30 Supporting Minority Education

12:12:57 PM :30 Keep America Beautiful

12:13:28 PM :30 Emergency Preparedness

12:13:58 PM :30 Hunger Prevention

12:20:28 PM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

12:21:28 PM :30 High Blood Pressure

12:21:58 PM :30 Let Girls Learn

12:41:05 PM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

12:46:44 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:48:44 PM :30 Supporting Minority Education

12:49:14 PM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

12:57:19 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:58:49 PM :15 Paralyzed Veterans of America

12/17/16

10:11:05 AM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

10:16:44 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:18:44 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

10:19:14 AM :30 Fauna & Flora International

10:27:27 AM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

10:28:27 AM :30 Caregiver Assistance

10:28:57 AM :15 Let Girls Learn

10:37:10 AM :30 Easter Seals

10:44:37 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:46:07 AM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

10:54:25 AM :30 Shelter Pet Adoption

10:54:56 AM :30 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

10:55:26 AM :30 Teacher Recruitment

10:55:56 AM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

11:07:48 AM :30 Buzzed Driving Prevention

11:14:33 AM 1:00 Emergency Preparedness



WWBT Escape 12.3 PSA Report

4th Quarter 2016

Aired Time Aired Length Title

11:15:33 AM :30 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America

11:16:03 AM :30 Recycling

11:16:33 AM :30 Citrus Pest & Disease Prevention Program

11:23:48 AM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

11:24:48 AM 1:00 Communities In Schools

11:37:06 AM :30 JDRF Type None

11:46:51 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

11:48:21 AM 1:00 American Heart Association

11:54:41 AM 1:00 Supporting Minority Education

11:55:41 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:56:11 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

12:07:45 PM :30 American Heart Association

12:11:35 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:13:05 PM :30 Emergency Preparedness

12:13:35 PM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

12:19:35 PM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

12:20:36 PM :30 Supporting Minority Education

12:21:06 PM :30 Susan G. Komen

12:41:05 PM :30 National Association of School Nurses

12:41:35 PM :30 Hearing Health Foundation

12:46:44 PM :30 Prudential Foundation and National Association of

12:47:14 PM :30 Financial Literacy

12:47:44 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

12:48:45 PM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

12:57:13 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:58:43 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

12/24/16

10:11:05 AM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

10:16:44 AM 1:00 Emergency Preparedness

10:17:44 AM :30 Fauna & Flora International

10:18:44 AM 1:00 National Association of Boards of Pharmacy  CMND36

10:27:09 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:28:39 AM :30 Caregiver Assistance

10:37:55 AM :30 Hunger Prevention

10:45:11 AM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

10:46:11 AM 1:00 Bullying Prevention

10:47:11 AM :30 Recycling

10:55:01 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

10:56:31 AM :30 Citrus Pest & Disease Prevention Program

11:06:34 AM :30 Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America

11:12:49 AM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

11:13:49 AM :30 Teacher Recruitment

11:14:19 AM :30 Office of the Surgeon General / U.S. Dept.

11:14:49 AM :30 American Heart Association

11:24:02 AM 1:00 Teacher Recruitment

11:25:02 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

11:25:32 AM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

11:36:10 AM :30 Prudential Foundation and National Association of

11:40:55 AM 1:00 JDRF Type None

11:41:55 AM 1:00 Foreclosure Prevention Assistance
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11:42:55 AM :30 San Diego Zoo Global Wildlife Conservancy

11:48:49 AM 1:30 Financial Literacy

11:50:19 AM :30 American Heart Association

12:07:13 PM :30 JDRF Type None

12:13:55 PM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

12:14:55 PM :30 Supporting Minority Education

12:15:25 PM :30 Shriners Hospitals for Children

12:15:55 PM :30 Keep America Beautiful

12:22:13 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:23:43 PM :30 National Foundation for Credit Counseling

12:41:05 PM 1:00 Homes For Our Troops

12:46:44 PM 1:00 Job Training Employment_Bike

12:47:44 PM :30 Enrollment in Health Insurance

12:48:45 PM 1:00 Ad Council: Embracing Our Differences

12:57:09 PM 1:30 Financial Literacy

12:58:39 PM :30 Emergency Preparedness


